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About the Seminar

The 4th Velomobile Seminar 1999 'Assisted Human Powered Vehicies', due to the

origin of the audience rather 'International' than purely 'European', took place August
18 1999 at Aula Interlaken below the mighty bernese alps with the prominent peaks
Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau.

The seminar was part of the Programme of the 'Festival of Human Power', the

Human Powered Vehicies World Championships 1999, organized by Rolf Bruckert
(Velobüro Ölten) and friends for Future Bike Switzerland.
The main topic of the seminar was "Assisted Human Powered Vehicies" in order to

furtherthe combination of any kind of recumbent and velomobile with assist drives
now common in the field of electric bicycles.
The seminar was organized by Andreas Fuchs and Theo Schmidt, members of

Future Bike Switzerland (www.futurebike.ch), the swiss chapter of the International
Human Powered Vehicie Association IHPVA (www.ihpva.org), and Hannes Neupert,
author of the book 'Das Powerbike' and promotor of Extra Energy
(www.extraenergy.org):
Andreas Fuchs, Waldheimstrasse 32, CH-3012 Bern, Switzerland, Tel./Fax +41-31-301-56-36,
andreas.fuchs@bluewin.ch

Hannes Neupert + extra energy, Koskauer Str. 98, D-07922 Tanna, Germany, Tel./Fax +49-36646270-94/95, neupert@extraenergy.org
Theo Schmidt, Ortbühl 44, CH-3612 Steffisburg, Switzerland, Tel./Fax +41-33-437-19-12,
tschmidt@mus.ch

Secretary of the seminar: Jürg Hölzle, secretary of Future Bike Switzerland
The Swiss Federal Agency of Energy BFE (Martin Pulfer) supported the seminar:
Thank you!
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Who is who?

Allan V. Abbott

Allan Abbott is a physician and professor at the University of
Southern California School of Medicine in Los Angeles, California
where he practices and teaches family and sports medicine. His
involvement with bicycle racing began in his youth and included
setting the World Paced Bicycle Speed Record in 1973 (Bonneville
Salt Fiats, 140.5 MPH), and the International Human-Powered Land
200 meter record in 1976 (47.8 MPH) in a prone-position,
streamlined bicycle of his own design. In the 1980s he co-designed,
constructed, and piloted the "Flying Fish" human-powered hydrofoil
to international water speed records over 200 meters and 2000
meters. He co-authored and edited the book Human-powered
Vehicies published by Human Kinetics Pub. In 1995.
Allan V. Abbott, M.D., P.O. Box AA, 55181 Pinecrest, Idyllwild, CA 92549, U.S.
Telephone 626-441-2853, fax 626-441-2875
e-mail allana@hsc.usc.edu

Hans-Peter Barbey
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Hans-Peter Barbey is Professor for Conveying
Technology/Materials Handling/Logistics at Fachhochschule Bielefeld
for 2 years. Before he had a 10 year experience in different managing
Jobs in the industry. Currently he develops with students different
concepts for HPV.
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Hans-Peter Barbey
c/o Fachhochschule Bielefeld

Am Stadtholz 24, D-33609 Bielefeld, Gemany
Tel.:+49-521-106-7464
Fax.:+49-521-106-7189

e-mail: hpbarbey@fml.fh-bielefeld.de

Ed Benjamin
Ed Benjamin has been involved in the US bicycle industry since
1969. His career has included owning a four störe retail chain in
Florida, writing extensively for US trade Journals, Publishing a
book on the bicycle business, and Consulting work. He has
studied the US market for Electric and Pedelec bicycles since
1995. Currently he is organizing an Extra Energy exhibition at
the CABDA World Cycling Expo in Chicago, Illinois, USA for
October1999.

Ed Benjamin , 775 Yellowstone #200, Pocatello, Idaho, 83201
USA. Voice 1.208.235.1652, Fax 1.208.235.1653
edbike@aol.com
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Luc Bergeron
(no portrait)
Designer industriel, diplome de l'Universite de Montreal, responsable du departement de design industriel de
l'ecole cantonale d'art de Lausanne. Pratique et enseigne le design industriel depuis une vingtaine d'annees.
Experience dans les domaines du design de produits, d'equipements et d'environnements.
Prof. Luc Bergeron, Ecole Cantonale d'Art de Lausanne ECAL, 46, rue de Nndustrie,
CH-1030 Bussigny. Tel. +41 -(0)21-702-91 -11, Fax +41-(0)21-702-91 -00
luc.bergeron@dfj.vd.ch

Carlo Capelli
Carlo Capelli is working as research assistant at the section of
Human Physiology of the Department of Biomedical Sciences,
School of Medicine, University of Udine (Italy). His main interests are
related to the bioenergetics and biomechanics of exercise and are
focused on the study of human locomotion.
Carlo Capelli, Dipartimento di Scienze e Tecnologie Biomediche
Universitä degli Studi di Udine, via Gervasutta 48
33100 Udine, Italy
Tel: ++39-432-520188, Fax: ++39-432-600828
fisioud@dstb.uniud.it

Paolo Cencigh
Paolo Cencigh is the inventor of the karbyk, a four wheels human
powered "recumbent" vehicie which was granted the international patent
after thorough planning and structural testing. He keeps working on the
industrialization of the karbyk which has now been put on the market.
Ares Group is the Company promoting this recumbent vehicie and
organizing the Italian championship.
Paolo Cencigh, Ares Group, via Marconi 18
33010 Reana del Rojale (Ud), Italy
Tel: ++338-2906629, Fax: ++39 432 857504

www.karbyk.com

Mario Chiaffrino
(no portrait)

As my name may teil you, my ancestors come from Italy, but I was born in
Germany. Iam a 55 year old engineer of fine mechanics and optics, but for the
last 30 years was working in the machine industry.
Mario Chiaffrino, Kirchstrasse 16, D-82398 Polling-Oderding
Telefon +49-881 -8261, Telefax +49-881 -909-58-69

Laurent Clement

Laurent Clement (15.03.69), designer industriel, diplome de l'ecole
cantonale d'art de Lausanne en 1995. A collabore ä de nombreux

projets de transports au sein de la General Electric Plastics. Exerce
actuellement ses activites avec le studio Milani d&c, pour de
l'equipement medical.

c/o Prof. L. Bergeron, ECAL

German Eslava

Graduated in Mechanical Engineering and in Business
Administration. Has worked in the Computer field for many years.
Since 1988 has been working on the bicycle business on consultancy
for bike-design, international production of frames, parts and
components. Since 1994 has been intensively working on
velomobiles. He is a major partner in the development and production
of the Cab-Bike in Giessen, Germany.
Dipl. Ing. German Eslava,
Eichendorffstr. 12,86356 Neusäss / GERMANY

Tel/Fax +49(821)4861933
Via Giacosa 8/3,10010 Fiorano (TO) / ITALY
Tel. 0039-125-611795, Fax 0039-125-612412
geros.bike§flashnet.it

Andreas Fuchs

PhD in climate physics.
Reviewer of scientific articles for Future Bike CH. Co-organizer and
participant of European Velomobile Seminars. Leitra-rider since
1991.

Assistant professor at the University of Applied Science in Berne.
There Jürg Blatter and Andreas Fuchs developed a working model
of a chainless, electrical human power transmission. An other
project where Andreas is involved aims at the developement of a
practical electrically assisted velomobile called 'Ultraleichtmobil'.
Andreas Fuchs, Waldheimstrasse 32, CH-3012 Bern, Switzerland,

Tel/Fax +41-(0)31 -301 -56-36
andreas.fuchs @ bluewin.ch
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Stefan Gloger
Stefan Gloger, Design and daily use of Velomobiles since 1989,1991 1995 PhD work "Velomobil Development", 42 Student thesis's regarding
HPVs, 18 publications regarding HPV's. Together with a Student team 9
different vehicies were designed and tested on the road. Since 1996
developement engineer at OPEL and member of the AKASOL (Solar
technical group) Darmstadt.
Dr.-Ing. Stefan Gloger, Alte Dieburger Str. 25
D-64367 Mühltal
Tel 06151/145037

Nickolas Hein

(no portrait)
I am a long-time distance and commuting cyclist whose ultimate goal is to be able to go everywhere under

my.own power. I am a 1980 graduate of the University of Minnesota in Aeronautical Engineering and, until
recently, was employed in the aerospace industry as an aerodynamicist and flightSimulation engineer.
Iam now working toward a Masters' degree in Mechanical Engineering at the University of Washington in
Seattle, Washington USA. I've sketched and dreamed about all-weather velomobiles since reading about
the first HPV championships in the 1970's. Over the past few years I've developed a Simulation to compare
vehicies of different weights and wind resistance and begun to find systematic methods for comparing them.
Last year I designed and builta succesful design for all-weather commuting and began a second and

improved model using an original frame and drivetrain construction that is simple and economical to build,
yet rugged and weatherproof. I've completed a proof-of-concept prototype that demonstrates the principles.
My current project is an entry in the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Student "practical" HPV
competition.
Nickolas E. Hein, 12829 SE 184th Place, Renton, WA 98058, USA
Phone: 425-255-7560 (USA country code). heinhpv@juno.com

Charles P. Henry
Born 1960, based in Zürich, MSc, Biologist, geographic-information -

system-specialist working for the Kanton Zürich.
As a former mileage marathon enthusiast he built his own 4-cycle
engine to go further than 1200km on one litre of gasoline. Recently he
has been more involved in HPV-activities like faired high-speed vehicies
and multiperson, compartementalized transport (Pedalline). Conscious
of his motoring-past and the fact that riding his self-built 25kg four-wheel
bicycle up a hill can be exhausting he will equip itwith a little extraenergy, sooner or later.

Private Address:

Charles Henry, Scheuchzerstrasse 139, CH-8006
Zürich, Switzerland

Work Address:

Homepage:
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tel. +41 1 363 85 08, eMail: chenry@access.ch
Fachstelle Naturschutz, Stampfenbachstrasse 14, CH-8090 Zürich, Switzerland
tel. +41 1 259 30 67, eMail: henry@zh.ch
www.pedalline.com

John Jostins

Working in film and TV special effects (1979 - 85):
Constructed 8 R2D2 robots for Star Wars films, Models for

Superman II, Dr.Who - BBCTV, Tomorrow's World - BBC
TV, Xtrofeature film. 1981-89 Bodywork and aerodynamics
specialist in motor racing industry: Williams Grand Prix F1,
Toleman F2, March Engineering IndyCar, Theodore Racing
IndyCar, Gatoil Cheetah group C in Lausanne, Switzerland,
Robot for Currys superstores, Bovis Aston Martin Group C,
Spiee Engineering Group C2 car. 1990 Started Cinemac
Multimedia - Computer Design Company. 1995 Created
futuristic vehicies for Dennis Potter's last film "Cold Lazarus"

for Channel Four (UK). 1996 Started development of
GreenHeart Microcab in response to traffic Situation in
London and general 'green' awareness. Based on
experience from the construetion of lightweight racing cars.

John Jostins, BA (Hons. Fine Art Sculpture), MA (Design
and Digital Media)
GreenHeart 2000,154 Clapham Park Road, London SW4 7DE
++44 (0) 171 498 6463, jjostins@globalnet.co.uk

Stefan König
Diplom-Betriebswirt (FH), came to the recumbent inthe beginning of
1996. From that time he had dose contact to a recumbent-/velomobile-

dealer. In the summer of 1997 he bought a velomobile and started with

presenting itat ecologic- and bicycle-fairs. He rode his triple-track "goone" 9.000 km within 10 months. The daily fixing of driving-results
allows him a comparison among his single-track recumbents and his
velomobile.

Stefan König, Grombühlweg 7, D-97957 Wittighausen
Phone: ++49/9343/65408
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Harald Kutzke

is the owner of ecomotion design. The Bonn based studio has
specialized in the design and engineering of ultra light vehicles. In
94 the Company developed a foldable füll Suspension Pedelec.
The latest projects were the Hybrid Bike that was realized
together with Daimler Chrysler Design, the SACHS Elo-touring
and the creation of the revolutionär/ Active Bicycle concept.
Kutzke is also a member of the EPAC (Electric Power Assisted

Cycle) working group for the European Parliament and
Commission.

ecomotion design, Harald Kutzke, kutzke@ecomotion.com
Thomas-Mann-Str. 29, D-53111 Bonn

Tel. +49-(0)228-9637944, Fax: +49-(0)228-9637945

Olli Kuusisto

An old dream to build a useful vehicle for everyman is well in line
with my desire for autonomous but responsible living. Together with
some good friends I have experimented with ecological farming,
solar boats, wind generator sailing, HPVs etc. Interest in
velomobiles started about 15 years ago. Ten years ago I sailed my
first experimental solar boat. From childhood I was used to outings
in Finland and Norway by using skates, skis, kick-sled, cayak,
canoe, bike and boots.

University studies in Helsinki, Stockholm and St. Petersburg.
Olli Kuusisto, Sinikuja 6, 21600 Pargas, Finland
Tel. +358 (0)2 4110871 (work), fax + 358 (0)2 2434066
olli.kuusisto@kaarina.fi

Urs H. Michel

Year of Birth: 1943. Higher Education: Federal Institute of Technology,
Zürich (ETH-Z), Switzerland, degree in architecture, post-graduate course in
Problems of developping countries. Various courses/colloquiums in urban
planning, various conflict resolution trainings. Field of Specialization:
Consultant and project engineer for traffic safety, traffic calming, pedestrian
and cyclist traffic, urban design and public transportation planning. CoAuthor of various manuals and articles to improve public transport and
pedestrian and bicycle traffic in towns.

Consulted for traffic calming and traffic safety, working with Citizens groups
in participatory planning processes (1979-1988). Facilitated tree-planting
actions «PeaceTrees» with youth at risk in inner-city ghetto of Brooklyn,
New York and at the city of Berne (1991,1993). Organized contests for
projects to slow traffic and for pedestrian security among Swiss towns
(1992,1995). Project director of pedestrian traffic for the Swiss National Exhibition Expo.01 (since 1998).

Address: Urs Michel, Planer/dipl. Arch. ETH, PLANUM Zürich, Ankerstr. 16 A, CH-8004 Zürich
SWITZERLAND. Phone: +41 (0) 1240 1910, Fax: +41 (0) 1240 1911
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Hannes Neupert
Hannes Neupert is one of the heads of Extra Energy, an association mainly
promoting Pedelecs. Hannes Neupert is the author of the book "Das
Powerbike - Fahrräder mit elektrischem Zusatzantrieb" (Delius Klasing,
Edition Moby Dick, Kiel 1997. ISBN 3-89595-123-4)
Hannes Neupert, extra energy, Koskauer Straße 98, D-07922 Tanna
Telefon +49(0)36646/27094, Fax +49(0)36646/ 27095
E-Mail lnfo@extraenergy.org

Carl Georg Rasmussen
built his first plywood velomobile in 1951. M.Sc. in engineering, Ph.D. in
acoustics. R & D in industry. Pilot and member of aircraft design group.
Since 1979 designer and user of the LEITRA velomobile.

Carl Georg Rasmussen, Leitra ApS, P. 0. Box 64, DK-2750 Ballerup,
Denmark. Phone/fax: +45.48.183377. Leitra@post.tele.dk

Falk Riess

Born 1944, professor for physics education, research work on bicycle
physics and history of physics.
Bicycle Research Group, Facuity of Physics,
Carl-von-Ossietzky University, PO Box 2503, D-26111 Oldenburg

Andy Ross
Andy Ross and Israel (Izzi) Urieli have been separately involved in Stirling
cycle engine analysis, design, and development for over 25 years. Andy directs
Ross Experimental, a Stirling engine development laboratory in Columbus,
Ohio, and Izzi teaches mechanical engineering at Ohio University. Both have
written books and articles in this field.

Andy Ross may be contacted via Izzi Urieli.

77

Michael Saari

Michael Saari received a BS in engineering at Cal Tech. His inventions find
the intersection between what is possible and what is desired. Prior to 1990
he had no experience whatsoever in the fields of human power, electric
vehicles or aerodynamic structures. In 1994 he combined these three
elements and witnessed a longitudinally explosive result.
Michael Saari, 2270 Yale St., Palo Alto, CA 94306, USA

(650) 493-7633, (650) 813-1330 fax
saari@aol.com

Eberhardt Scharnowski

Born on the 07.29.1940 near Dresden. 1961 -1967 study on
the Technical University Dresden. 1967 -1976 i. a.
construction work for gliders and personal development of a
car body. 1976 -1990 leader in the engineering science
teaching for Designers in Halle / S. 1977 -1989 developments
for bobsleigh sports and work as industrial designer. 1984 thesis of Ph. D. about the dynamic strength of glass fiber leaf
Springs. 1990 -1992 car projects in the climate wind tunnel of
VW-AG. 1992 - appeal as professor for scientific technical
basics at BURG GIEBICHENSTEIN Hochschule für Kunst

und Design Halle /S. Since 1993 Development of vehicles and
boats with muscle solar hybrid drive.
Prof. Dr. Eberhardt B. Scharnowski, Hochschule für Kunst

und Design Halle, Postfach 200252, D - 06003 Halle / S.,
Germany. Tel.: 0049 345 7751 50, Fax.: 0049 345 7751 907
scharno@burg-halle.de. http://www.burghalle.de/~ntg/half.html

Theo Schmidt

Theodor B. Schmidt, 44, has lived in USA, Wales, England and now
lives in Switzerland, married to Marianne, in an old farmhouse füll of

HPV and boat components (but few actually functioning vehicles!).
Degree: BSc (Wales) in Physical Oceanography and Electronic
Engineering. Occupations have included domestic solar Installation,
kite-sail, solar hydrogen, vehicle safety, and stirling engine research
(with the Center of Appropriate Technology in Langenbruck, Switz.),
and now mainly human and solar boat Consulting. HPVs and boats are
a vocation, as is lobbying for and trying to live in a car-free healthy
environment. Vehicles built and owned include several solar/human-

powered tricycles and electric bicycles, scooters, and boats powered
by just about everything except internal combustion engines.

Theo Schmidt, Ortbühl 44, CH-3612 Steffisburg, Switzerland
Tel/Fax 033/437 1912. tschmidt@mus.ch
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Ralph Schnyder
Preis von "Schweizer Jugend forscht" für das Liegedreirad "Aurelia"
(1985). Teilnehmer an mehreren Rennen der Tour de Sol ab 1985.
Architekturstudium an der ETH Zürich und in Cairns (Australien).
Erfinder und Architekt des TWIKE. Geschäftsführer und

Verwaltungsratspräsident der TWIKE AG seit 1992. Präsident von
Future Bike Schweiz (Sektion der IHPVA).

P: Dipl. Architekt ETH/SIA, Kirchrain 9, CH-4460 Gelterkinden (BL)
061-981 54 08

ralph.schnyder@twike.ch, www.twike.ch
TWIKE AG, Bahnhofstrasse 23, CH-4450 Sissach, Schweiz,
info@twike.ch. www.twike.ch

lan Sims

lan Sims is the owner of Greenspeed, which has been producing
recumbent trikes since 1991. They are exported world wide, and the

USA Recumbent Cyclist News nominated Greenspeed as the BEST
TRIKE in 1996,1997, & 1998. He has also built light weight racing
electric vehicles, and used power assistance on a number of his
trikes.

lan currently does most of the design work at Greenspeed and also
works with a number of Australian Universities, Colleges, and
Schools on Human Powered Vehicles, and assisted HPV projects.

lan Sims, GREENSPEED Recumbent Bikes, Trikes, and HPVs
Euro, UK, & USA, HPV Publications
69 Mountain Gate Drive,

Femtree Gully, VIC 3156, AUSTRALIA
Phone +61 3 9758 5541 Fax +61 3 9752 4115

E-mail ian@greenspeed.com.au

Web pages http://www.greenspeed.com.au

Bob Stuart

Robert K. (Bob) Stuart has made HPVs his careerfocus since 1976. After
studying relevant bits of engineering and practising on 3 other designs, he
drew the Car-Cycle X-4. Following the opportunities that came since, he
now works on HP boats, doing custom work and semi-standard drive units.
Bob Stuart, 208A Walker's Hook Rd., Salt Spring Island, British Columbia,
Canada, V8K 1P5

Voice/Fax (250) 537-4315
e-mail:bobstuart@saltspring.com

Web pages at www.microship.com/carcycle/ and
www.microship.com/spinfin/
Permanent Address: C/O Nomadic Research Labs, 1313 S. Hagen Rd,
Camano Is, WA 98292 U.S.A. (360) 387-1440
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John Tetz

I introduced the up-hill assist concept in 1991 as a way to encourage the
use of bicycles as alternate transportation. I thoroughly enjoy the idea of
using minimal power to move about.
John Tetz, 7 B Mark Lane, Succasunna, New Jersey USA 07876
973-584-6481. jgtetz@worldnet.att.net

Israel Urieli

Israel (Izzi) Urieli and Andy Ross have both been separately involved in
Stirling cycle engine analysis, design, and development for over 25 years.
Andy directs Ross Experimental, a Stirling engine development laboratory
in Columbus, Ohio, and Izzi teaches mechanical engineering at Ohio
University. Both have written books and articles in this field.

Israel Urieli, Assoc. Prof ME, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone: 740-593-1560, Fax: 740-593-0476
email: urieli@bobcat.ent.ohiou.edu

Matthias Waechter

I have studied physics in Kiel and later in Oldenburg with the focus on
renewable energies and bicycles and made my physics diploma in
1995. From November 1996 to December 1999 I have been working in
the bicycle research research project at the Carl-von-Ossietzky
University, Oldenburg. I live in Bremen together with my family, Sigrid
Ploog and Lennart (5 years).
Matthias Waechter, Bicycle Research Group, Faculty of Physics
Carl-von-Ossietzky University, PO Box 2503, D-26111 Oldenburg
Telefax: ++49+441 798-3326

E-mail: matthias.waechter® uni-oldenburg.de
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Norbert Zacharias

is member of the Arbeitsgruppe Fahrradforschung of the Fachbereich
Physik of the Carl-von-Ossietzky-Universität. His focus is on data
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aquisition, Signal processing and Computing (without any Micro$oft
products). He uses his bicycle as an every day means of
transportation because it is the easiest way to go from point A to C in
Oldenburg (without using a bypass).
Norbert Zacharias, Bicycle Research Group, Department of Physics
Carl von Ossietzky University, Postfach 2503, D-26111 Oldenburg
Germany
zac@ uni-oldenburg.de

Paola Zamparo
Paola Zamparo is working as research assistant at the section of
Human Physiology of the Department of Biomedical Sciences,
School of Medicine, University of Udine (Italy). Her main interests
are related to the bioenergetics and biomechanics of exercise and
are focused on the study of human locomotion.
Paola Zamparo, Dipartimento di Scienze e Tecnologie
Biomediche, Universitä degli Studi di Udine, via Gervasutta 48,
33100 Udine, Italy
Tel: ++39-432-520188, Fax: ++39-432-600828
fisioud@dstb.uniud.it

Peter Zeller
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What Good is Power Assist ? An Introduction to the
Velomobile Seminar
Theo Schmidt and Andreas Fuchs

"Then, Coming toward them down the street was a boy about Calvin's age, riding a
machine that was something like a combination between a bicycle and a motorcycle. It
had the slimness and the lightness ofa bicycle, and yet as the foot-pedals turned they
seemed to generate an unseen source ofpower, so that the boy could pedal very slowly
and yet move along the street quite swiftly." Madeleine L'Engle, "A Wrinkle in Time", 1962
Everybody who cycles knows that the ordinary bicycle is the fastest and most
versatile vehicle there is for average conditions, that is for average speeds (door to

door) and average trip lengths (15 km or less in most countries), in urban or
suburban areas. This is proven regularly in races for commuters and cycle

messengers. However, this only applies to suitably motivated persons who are not
completely unfit. In spite of changing attitudes, the bicycle is still seen as a toy or as
transport for the poor by many people.

For somewhat longer distances in less traffic, more specialised human-powered
vehicles (HPVs) such as recumbents and vehicles with fairings are both more
comfortable, safer, and more efficient. However, they are less versatile and can only

be used by people with stable enough personalities to endure the occasional jeers of
the uninformed.

As soon as we have hüls or strong winds, the picture changes. Only the most

motivated or fit people will tackle long or steep gradients and regulär strong
headwinds. Here some extra energy seems the obvious Solution.

In recent years the bicycle with electric power-assist has undergone an amazing
development. Aithough still not fully developed and many less sold than mopeds with
combustion engines, the number of electric bicycles worldwide (mainly Japan) is now
far higher than that of recumbent bicycles or velomobiles and it may well be that the
boom is only starting. In contrast to the stinking, noisy mopeds with alibi-pedals, the
new generation of pedelecs, which cannot be used without pedalling, have a modern,
healthy and ecologic image, and some of these are also the fastest motor vehicles in
the world, in the conditions mentioned in the first paragraph (motorcycles and

mopeds can usually not use shortcuts such as bike paths still open to pedelecs).
Gradients do not disappear completely, but lose their importance. The only real
handicap is the relatively short ränge: available modeis are not yet suitable for
touring distances.
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If pedelecs are well on their way, why are we bothering with them at this velomobile
seminar? Like all hybrid vehicles, they are also not very interesting to race orto set
records with and indeed are frowned upon by all "real" cyclists who do not need

"crutches" and also by solar or wind vehicle racers, who do not want to bring an
additional element of uncertainty into already complicated racing rules. And

proponents of Walking or cycling as a means of transport are already scared of a
further source of motorised danger.
The answer is, of course,
that we want to save the

world from an ecological
crisis while doing
interesting research and
having fun at the same
time! (?!?)

Comix by 'hans'

In the Coming age of
sustainability, the whole
world will live under

conditions of low energydensity and low powerdensity, because they are
main features of solar and

renewable energy. Other
energy sources such as
fossil and nuclearfuels will

become too expensive and unsafe to use as they become depleted and their waste
products present increasing hazards in a world already out of control. Research and
development on human powered vehicles is therefore one very important field for the
sustainable future! And if a bit of extra energy can sweeten this prescription for our

naturally lazy and aging bodies, this will be a suitable compromise between the
presently populär extreme positions of athletic or ascetic purism on the one hand or
overt hedonic wastefulness on the other hand.

Electric bicycles need so little energy (about 1kWh/100km), that they may be

operated today at reasonable costs by charging the batteries with (mostly stationary)
solar panels. Assisted velomobiles do not need much more energy than an electric
bicycle, but can be more comfortable or faster or carry greater loads, and yet still be
vastly more efficient, less polluting, and safer than today's so-called automobiles.
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This Velomobile Seminar aims to further the development of assisted velomobiles for
many reasons:

• Fully faired hpvs are fast on the flat, but slower than bicycles on steeper slopes,
and even gentle slopes are very noticable, causing considerable sweating even in
well-ventilated vehicles

• Strong headwinds slow down all but the most perfectly faired vehicles
• Nothing looks more ridiculous than a sleek, rocket-like vehicie crawling or
wobbling slowly uphill
• Even fit cyclists get tired and grow old

• People who are physically or spiritually weak need help and encouragement
• Power assist can get people cycling who otherwise wouldn't

Those people who have not yet used power assists always wonder why we would
like to keep the pedals instead of producing a 100% motorized vehicie. The answers:
• Moving the body is fun!

• Most people suffer from too little exercise and benefit enormously from a little
healthy pedalling
• No heating is needed in the winter

• Speeds are perceived differently when pedalling, leading to higher contentment at
speeds sufficiently low to be considered safe (less boredom)
•
•
•
•
•

High blood pressure and backaches are reduced
Dangerous levels of hormones inducing irrational behaviour are avoided
Suitable levels of chemicals inducing well-being are produced
The chance or fear of getting stuck (e.g. empty batteries) is avoided
Hybrid vehicles evolve to an Optimum and reduced mass and thus do not become
grossly overweight and overpowered like today's cars, whether electric or not.

Against all these overwhelming advantages are the difficulties compared to
monovalent vehicles:

• Higher complexity and more parts needed
• Higher price
• More difficult marketing task

This Velomobile Seminar thus aims to bring the considerable available expertise in
the fields of HPVs and electric bicycles together in order to help solve these
Problems. The experience and public awareness gained here in the last 14 years
since the first Tour de Sol is dwindling and needs to be revived. We hope you will join
us in continuing to develop these vehicles fit for a new millenium.

£5Zh.
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Future for future Pedelecs
Chancen für einen Wandel der Verkehrskultur
Hannes Neupert /extra energy

Mit viel PS ins nächste Jahrtausend!

Zum Ende des zwanzigsten Jahrhunderts leben wir in den hoch industrialisierten
Ländern in einer Verkehrswelt, die keine Rücksicht auf die Belange der
kommenden Generationen nimmt. Wir sind dabei, die Ressourcen der Erde

innerhalb weniger Jahre zu verbrauchen. Und dies absurderweise, zumindest in
den Innenstädten, nicht einmal komfortabel. Oder genießen Sie es lange nach
Parkplätzen zu suchen oder im Stau zu stehen?

Nun, bei genauer Betrachtung, der tägliche Wahnsinn! Doch wo sind die
Alternativen? Die Alternativen zu dem uns alltäglich gewordenen
Individualverkehrsmittel, welches uns immer zur Verfügung steht, in der
Bedienung komfortabel ist und Spaß macht. Und nicht zu vergessen: uns

individuell und gut kleidet. Häufig wird bei der Überlegung nach Alternativen
zum Auto vergessen daß Individualverkehrsmittel viel mehr Funktionen als den
reinen Transport haben. Bei vielen Liegeradfreaks ist diese Funktion das
"anders sein" ein ganz wichtiger Bestandteil des Verkehrsmittels HPV...
Die idealen Eigenschaften des Future Vehicles:

Spaß am Fahren, es ist positiver Imageträger, sportlich (nicht im Sinne von ins
Schwitzen kommen!, eher im sinne allgemeiner wohl dosierter Fitneß), überall

zu parken (dann also klein und leicht), komfortabel (gefedert, nach Wunsch
geschützt vor Wind und Regen, in jeder Situation einfach zu handhaben), es
birgt Raum für viele Personen und Gepäck, es birgt eine Innen- und eine
Außenwelt, es bietet den Insassen und den eventuellen Unfallgegnem besten
Schutz, es benötigt sehr wenig Energie zur Fortbewegung, es ist sehr
aerodynamisch, es ist immer und überall verfügbar, es löst sich nach Ablauf der
Lebensdauer in harmlose Bestandteile auf, es ist in der Beschaffung und im
Betrieb kostengünstig,...
Miteinander vereinbare Eigenschaften?
Ich könnte diese Liste mit Hilfe der Teilnehmer des Seminars sicherlich noch

über einige Seiten ausdehnen! Mein Resümee daraus ist: das ideale
Universalvehicie werde ich nicht mehr erleben! Doch auf dem Weg dahin sicher
noch viele interessante Kompromisse, die unser Leben auf dieser Welt, und im
besonderen in den Städten, verändern werden.

Große Schlüssel-Problemstellungen:
Ich sehe beim Betrachten der Großen Schlüssel-Problemstellungen, die auf uns
als Bewohner der Erde zukommen, vor allem zwei, die direkt mit der

Entwicklung des Individualverkehrs in Zusammenhang stehen: Die
Energieverknappung (betrifft nur die fossilen Energieträger) und die
Raumverknappung in den Ballungsräumen der Welt.
Wenn man unsere "moderne Lebensweise" betrachtet, fällt auf, daß wir uns in

aller Regel zu wenig körperlich betätigen (mal abgesehen vom Wippen auf dem
Bürohstuhl und den Ein- und Aussteigen aus dem Auto!).
Future for future Pedelecs!

Eine Interessante Fahrzeuggruppe der Zukunft, die sich aus den SchlüsselProblemstellungen des Individualverkehrs und unserer nicht "artgerechten
Lebensweise" ergibt sind sehr unterschiedliche Formen von Pedelec's (Pedal
Electric Cycles).
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Pedelecs bieten neue Perspektiven!
Pedelecs sind Fahrzeuge, die die angenehmen Seiten des Fahrrades und im
speziellen auch des gefederten und teil- bzw vollverkleideten HPVs bieten, sich
jedoch in jeder Fahrsituation (also beispielsweise beim Anfahren, bei schwerer

Beladung und am Berg) sportlich aber ohne Schwitzen bewegen lassen (hier ist
sportlich im Sinne von Sportwagen gemeint!).
Keine Marktakzeptanz trotz interessanter Velomobile
Es gab schon sehr viele interessante Ansätze in der Velomobil-Szene. Doch die

zum Teil sehr interessanten Eigenschaften dieser Fahrzeuge haben sich noch
nicht als allgemein akzeptierbar erwiesen, zumindest behaupten dies die
verkauften Stückzahlen! Ich denke, daß dies daran liegt, daß die bisher schon
erreichten Eigenschaften, sich bei den per Muskelkraft betriebenen Velomobilen
im Alltagseinsatz immer wieder negativ kompensierten, sobald man versuchte
damit Berge zu erklimmen. Dies beschränkt die Zielgruppe auf einen harten
Kern der bereit ist, dies hinzunehmen.

Hohe Zukunftskompatibilität:
Die Kombination aus Muskelkraft und einem die Muskelkraft verstärkenden

Antrieb birgt ein bisher kaum erfaßtes Potential zur Verbesserung unserer
Verkehrssituation vor allem in den Ballungsgebieten der Erde. Das Besondere
daran ist, daß es nicht nur eine zukunftskompatible Form der Mobilität

darstellt sondern daß dieses Verkehrsmitte! auch eine qualitative
Verbesserung unserer Mobilität mit sich bringt.
Die Chancen einer Verbreitung:
In demokratischen strukturierten Ländern mit großem finanziellen Wohlstand
der Einzelpersonen sehe ich zur Zeit fast keine ökologisch motivierten
Veränderungen in Sichtweite. Die einzigen Motive die schnelle und große
Veränderungen hervorrufen können, sehe ich in der Dynamik Livestyle
orientierter Handlungenen. Der Rückschluß daraus ist, daß diese Pedelecs zum
Marktdurchbruch einen ganz besonders hohen Imagewert erreichen müssen. Da
das Fahrrad diesen bisher nur als extremes Sportgerät erreichen konnte
(Rennrad und Mountainbike) sehe Ich für den Weg zum Markterfolg für muskel
elektrische Fahrzeuge nur über das Finden einer neuen Form. Die mit dem
Fahrrad am Ende vielleicht nur noch die Tatsache gemeinsam hat, daß es auf
zwei Rädern fährt - zumindest augenfällig!
Diktierte Veränderung:

In anderen Ländern wird die Verbreitung politisch diktiert. Ganz erstaunliches
geschieht in China, wo die Zentralregierung einfach die Zulassung
verbrennungsmotorisch angetriebener Zweiräder in wenigen Jahren verbietet
und somit ein Marktvakuum erzeugt.
Gerade erst volljährig und getauft!
Für mich ist der Schluß aus der Entwicklung der vergangenen 18 Jahre, die das
muskel elektrische Fahrzeug seit seiner Erfindung durch Egon Gelhard erst alt
ist, daß das dieses Jahr von Susanne Brüsch mit dem Namen Pedelec getaufte
Vehicel eine sehr dynamische Zukunft hat, die glaube ich noch von niemandem
in Ihrer Tragweite abgeschätzt werden kann.

extra energy für die Pedelec - Future!
Der extra energy Verein bietet ein Forum mit dem Ziel die Weiterentwicklung
der Pedelecs durch Kommunikation zu fördern. Er ist offen für jeden der an
dieser Weiterentwicklung teilnimmt.
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Health and the Reintegration of Physical Activity into Lifestyles in the New Millennium
Allan V. Abbott, M.D.
San Marino, California

It is natural to be a couch potato.

Forhundreds of thousands, perhaps millions, of years ourhuman ancestors lived as physicallyactive hunter-gatherers. Over thelast 10.000 years most of ourancestors lived in agricultural
environments and had to walk wherever they went, and perform at least a moderate amount of
physical activity in the course of their everyday lives. This everyday pattera of physical activity
was integrated into the human lifestyle for the hundreds ofthousands ofyears during which our
genetic makeup evolved and adapted. Today we carry the same genes that prepared our
ancestors to thrive and reproduce intheir environments, yet our lifestyles have changed
dramatically.

As a result of our evolution from our ancient ancestors, we have inherited a great capacity to
perform the physical activity thatwas partof the hunter-gatherer lifestyle. Those who had
greater capacities for physical activity were more likely to thrive and reproduce than those who

had less capacity. People who lived as hunter-gatherers, without the benefit modern labor-saving
technology, had to accomplish everything through their ownphysical efforts. As hunter-

gatherers they had to walk and search for roots and berries; they had to walk and ranto capture
game; they had to walk and work tofind or make their clothing and shelter.
We have also inherited another characteristic ofthe hunter-gatherer lifestyle thatis justas
important today as it was then - the desire to conserve energy whenever possible. Our ancestors
had no choice about physical activity, it was a necessary part of life. But they did have a choice
about what to do with theirleisure time. There were obvious advantages for those who
conserved energy and who lived efficiently. The individual who wasted his or herenergy during
hunting or gathering was at a disadvantage. Equally disadvantaged was the individual who
wasted his or herenergy during leisure time. The evolutionary advantage went to those of our
ancestors who both worked and rested efficiently. Thus, our genes have prepared usfor the need
of physical activity, and for the desire to besedentary.
From the perspective of human evolution, it has been only briefly and extremely recently thatit
has become possible for a person to walk only a few Steps to the refrigerator to eat, to walk a few
Steps further to the automobile to drive to work, and then to sitall day at a desk. For the majority
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of Europeans and Americans, it is no longer necessary to be physically active in orderto obtain
the necessities, and even the luxuries, of life.

Humans have naturally always soughtways to minimize their own labor, and at the sametime to
maximize their own productivity. Throughout history machines have been developed for these
purposes. Our technology today continues to produce, at a faster and faster pace, new laborsaving devices (e.g. electric pencil sharpeners, automobiles, etc.) and to create time-consuming
sedentary activities(e.g. watching television, using Computers, etc). Today, as it has been
throughout human history, it is natural for humans to want labor-saving devices. It is natural for
us to spend most of our time in enjoyable and productive sedentary activities. It is natural for us
to become "couch potatoes", or habitual loungers who avoid all forms of exercise. In 1999, we
have developedour technologies to the pointthat most couch potatoes say that "insufficient
time" is the primary reason that they do not exercise.
As we have become more and more sedentary in recentdecades, it has become increasingly
obvious that a number of health problems can result from a lack of physical activity. Thus, we
have created a whole new discipline - "exercise." Exercise is defined as planned physical
activity that is done to improve health or physical fitness. Surely, the notion of "exercise" would
have been difficult to explain to our hunter-gatherer ancestors; they already had more required
physical activity than they wanted.
Today our societies have recognized and elevated the importance of exercise; we have created
scientific institutions and disciplines of exercise science, exercise physiology, exercise
psychology, etc. We know a great deal about the role of exercise in fitness and health. We can
describe the type, intensity, and quantity of exercise that are necessary for health. We can
describe the benefits and risks of different types of exercise for people with various diseases.
We can describe successful approaches to adopting and maintaining a physically active lifestyle.
Still, the majority of individuals in our societies are couch potatoes; we have yet to properly
implement our knowledge.

The bürden of a sedentary lifestyle.
Physical inactivity is now widespread. In the United States, one in four adults is completely
sedentary with little or no leisure time physical activity. An additional one-third of adults do not
have sufficient physical activity to achievehealth benefits. The decline in physical activity that
is associated with occupation has declined throughout this Century.

Children are naturally active, but they become far less active as they move through adolescence.
Girls are less active than boys as they grow older. Seventy percent of U.S. 12-year-old children
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are vigorously physically active; by the age of 21 this activity falls to 42% for men and30% for
women. As adults age, their physical activity continues to decline.

Obesity is increasing in children. Obesity is clearly related to physical inactivity and obese
children are likely to become obese adults. Obesity in adulthood is associated with heart disease,
high blood pressure, and diabetes. Physical activityfacilitates weight loss and the combination
of physical activity and dietary energy restriction increase and maintain a healthy body fat
percentage and weight.
Physical activity is directly related to physical fitness. Fitness is defined as the physical ability
to perform physically as measured in numerous ways (see below). A lack of physical fitness is
directly associated with increased mortality from cardiovascular(heart and blood vessel) disease.
Physical inactivity has detrimental effects on blood pressure and on cholesterol levels. Physical
inactivity has detrimental effects on blood clotting factors that are important in cardiovascular
diseases. Physical inactivity also increases the rate and risk of diabetes mellitus, osteoporosis,
and some Cancers.

Heart disease and stroke are the first and third leading causes of death in the United States.
There are several well-recognized risk factors for the development of both conditions which can
be altered by changes in lifestyle. Until recently the three most important modifiable risks have
been considered to be high blood pressure, cigarette smoking and high cholesterol. The Center
for Disease Control has indicated that the risk of developing coronary heart disease from being
physically inactive is roughly equal to the risk from cigarette smoking, hypertension, or high
cholesterol.(CDC) The strength of the association between physical inactivity and coronary
heart disease is 1.9, as compared to 2.1 for high systolic blood pressure, 2.4 for elevated serum
cholesterol, and 2.5 for smoking.
This is especially noteworthy considering the number of people with these risk factors in the
U.S. Using current Standards, about 36% of Americans are at risk because of high blood
pressure; approximately 25%-40% are at risk for high cholesterol; and, about 25-30% are
believed to be current smokers. Approximately 60% of Americans do not perform physical
activity regularly. Thus, it has been concluded that more Americans are at risk of coronary heart
disease and stroke because of physical inactivity than because of the other three main risk factors
viewed separately.

Sedentary lifestyles and low levels of physical fitness are associated with markedly increased allcause mortality rares. As many as 250,000 deaths per year in the United States, or 12% of all
deaths, are attributable to a lack of regulär physical activity. Epidemiologie research has
demonstrated the protective effect of physical activityfor coronary heart disease, hypertension,
non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, osteoporosis, colon cancer, breast Cancer, and anxiety
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and depression. Exercise also improves blood lipid profiles, body composition, glucose
tolerance and insulin sensitivity, bone density, immune function and psychological function.

Health benefits and risks of exercise

Theleading causes of death and disability in industrialized societies are, in order of importance,
heart disease, Cancer, and stroke. The type of exercise that has been associated with the greatest
protection from these diseases is referred to by a variety of terms: aerobic exercise,
cardiovascular exercise, isotonic exercise, etc. Activities thatqualify for this category include
Walking, running, cycling, swimming, rowing, and many others; all of these activities have in
common the repeated use of large muscle groups for prolonged periods of time resulting in
increased heart and breathing rates. It is this type of exercise that is promoted most by health
advocates and govemments to achieve the greatest health benefits for populations. There is a sea
of data supportingthe health benefits of this physical activity.
Type, intensity and quantity of physical activity.
Physical fitness is defined as the ability of the individual to performin some type of physical
test. Fitness is usuallyfurther defined in terms of flexibility, strength (e.g. weight lifting), and
cardiovascular or endurance (e.g. treadmill testing). Nature has provided children with the
strongdesire to play; and through this play children naturally develop the strength, endurance
andflexibility thatis considered normal for young healthy adults. Most young persons are
motivated to further train their abilities to compete in physical tests (sports). As adults age,
however, it becomes necessary to continue fitness training including training in strength,
endurance and flexibility in order to maintain these abilities, and to remain free from disease and
disability in old age.

There is wide spreadmisperception that to obtain the health benefits of exercise, the exercise
must be strenuous and continuous. More recent scientific evidence, however, demonstrates that

regulär, moderate intensity physical activity provides substantial health benefits. Moderate
physical activity thatis sufficient to expend 200calories perday requires about 30 minutes of
moderate activity and will provide many of these health benefits. Many people reach this level
of activity by Walking briskly for 2 miles each day. Intermittent activity is also beneficial and
many people can accumulate their daily physical activity in short bouts - Walking instead of
driving shortdistances, Walking up stairs instead of taking the elevator, or operating an exercise
machine while watching television.

In 1996 the Center for Disease Control and Prevention and the American College of Sports
Medicine assembled a groupof experts that reviewed the scientific evidence and developed new
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recommendations; "Every adult should accumulate 30 minutesor more of moderate-intensity

physical activity on most, preferably all, days of the week." For most adults, moderate physical
activity at 3 to 6 METs (work metabolic equivalents/resting metabolic rate)(examples of
activities in METsappears in table 1) equals brisk Walking at 3 to 4 miles per hour. Additional
exercise is more beneficial and a reasonable goal is for individuals to expend at least 1500 to
2000 kilocalories each week in exercise. This equals about 15 to 20 miles of brisk Walking.

Table 1, Examples of Physical Activities and Metabolic Equivalents(METs)
1 MET
2 METs
3 METs
4 METs
5 METs
6 METs
7 METs
8 METs
9 METs
10 METs
11 METs
12 METs
13 METs

Eating, working at a desk
Taking a shower
Walking slowly on a flat surface
Light yard work (eg.raking leaves)
Walking briskly
Mowing lawn with push mower, heavy carpentry
Heavy gardening (eg. Digging), Playing tennis (singles)
Jogging slowly, Walking up stairs
Jumping rope slowly, sawing wood, bicycling at a moderate pace
Bicycling uphill,jogging at 6 MPH, swimming briskly
Playing basketball (füll court), cross country skiing
Running briskly (8-minute miles)
Running competitively

(MyersJ, Do D, HerbertW, et al: A normogram to predict exercise capacity from a specificactivity questionnaire
and clinical data. Am J Cardio! 73:593.1994^

Children and adults alike should set a goal of accumulating at least 30 minutes of moderateintensity physical activity on most, preferably all, days of the week. Intermittent or shorter bouts
of activity (at least 10 minutes), including occupational, non-occupational, or tasks of daily
living, also have similar cardiovascular and health benefitsif performed at a level of moderate
intensity (such as brisk Walking, cycling, swimming, home repair, and yard work). Even those
who currently meet these daily Standards may derive additional health and fitness benefits by
becoming more physically active or including more vigorous activity. For those with known
cardiovascular disease, cardiac rehabilitation programs that combine physical activity with
reduction in other risk factors should be more widely used. Most Americans have little or no
physical activity in their daily lives, and accumulating evidence indicates that physical inactivity
is a major risk factor for cardiovascular disease.
Moderate levels of physical activity confer significant health benefits. However physical activity
performed by previously sedentary individuals results in significant improvement in many health
related outcomes. These moderate-intensity activities are more likely to be continuedthan are
high-intensity activities.
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Most adults can begin a program ofmoderate exercise without Consulting their physician.
However, a consultation with a physician is still recommended for sedentary men over 40 years
and women over 50 years, or those who either have chronic disease or risk factors for chronic

disease before they undertake vigorous exercise activities.
Exercise carries risks as well as benefits. The most common adverse effects are musculoskeletal

and are mild and self-limited. The risk ofinjury increases with increased intensity, frequency,
and duration of activity, and of course with the type of activity. More serious butrare
complications include heart attack and sudden death with vigorous activity, however the overall
health benefits of exercise clearly outweigh these risks.
Exercisefor persons with cardiovascular disease

People who already have cardiovascular disease (high blood pressure, heart attack, stroke, etc.)
have different risks and benefits from exercise. Several studies have shown that exercise

programs reduce overall mortality, as well as death caused by myocardial infarction. The

reported reductions in mortality have been highest - approximately 25% - in cardiac
rehabilitation programs, with both moderate and vigorous physical activity, that have also
included control of other cardiovascular risk factors. Data are inadequate todetermine whether
stroke incidence is affected by physical activity or exercise training.
Cardiac rehabilitation programs are valuable both for medical and economic reasons. The risk of

death during medically supervised cardiac exercise training is very low, and cardiac

rehabilitation is a cost-effective therapeutic modality that should be used more frequently.
Patients with low basal levels ofexercise capacity experience the most functional benefits, even
atrelatively modest levels ofphysical activity. Patients with angina pectoris typically experience
improvement in angina in association with exercise, presumably as a result of decreased
myocardial oxygen demand and increased work capacity. Patients with congestive heart failure
also show improvement with exercise programs.
Strength andflexibility

Many people are more oriented to exercise that primarily improves their strength (e.g. weight
lifting) orincreases theirJoint flexibility (e.g. yoga). Developing muscular strength and Joint
flexibility isimportant for an overall exercise program to improve one's fitness, to improve the
ability to perform tasks, and toreduce the potential for injury. Upper extremity strength
(resistance) training can improve muscular function and Performance. Older persons, especially
those who are deconditioned from inactivity, can benefit from resistance training oflower and
upper extremities and improve their ability to perform tasks ofdaily living. This training can
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improve balance, coordination, and agility and to prevent falls in the elderiy. The ideal exercise
program will include activities that balance cardiovascular exercise with strength andflexibility
exercise.

Successful approaches to adoptingand maintaininga physically active lifestyle
Thebehaviors andattitudes that influence the motivation for and ability to sustain physical
activity are strongly determined by social experiences, cultural background, and physical
disability and health Status. Perceptionsof appropriate physical activity and exercise differ by
gender, age, weight, marital Status, family roles and responsibilities, disability, and social class.
Thus, guidelines need to be tailored to the individual or population. (Table 2)

Table 2, Physical activity is more likely to be initiated and maintained if the individual:
• Perceives a net benefit.

• Chooses an enjoyable activity.
• Feels competent doing the activity.
• Feels safe doing the activity.
• Can easily access the activity on a regulär basis.
• Can fit the activity into the daily schedule.
• Feelsthat the activity does not generate financial or social costs that he or she is unwilling to
bear.

• Experiences a minimumof negative consequences such as injury, loss of time, negative peer
pressure, and problems with self-identity.
• Is able to successfullyaddress issues of competingtime demands.
• Recognizes the need to balance the use of labor-saving devices (e.g. golf carts, automobiles,
etc.) and sedentary activities (e.g. television, use of Computers) with activities that involve a
higher level of physical
exertion.

Other people in the individual's environment can influence the adoption and maintenance of
physical activity. Physicians can have some role in influencing the exercise behaviors of their
patients. Family and friends can be important sourcesfor support of exercise activities.
Worksites can support exercise with reminders, exercise facilities, and programs to promote
exercise. Schools shouldprovide exercise opportunities that are l)appropriate and enjoyable for
all children (not just competitive Sports), 2) appeals to girls and boys, 3) a foundation for
activities throughout life, and 4) offered every day.
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Exercise machines today
Humans have designed and operated human-powered machines throughout history. During the
pastCentury, human-powered machines have predominantly utilized leg- or arm-powered cranks,
levers, or Walking motions. Most present-dayhuman-powered vehicles efficiently capture a
large amount of human power through leg-operated cranks. Stationary exercise machines utilize
a variety of mechanisms to provide exercise to the largemuscles of the legs, arms and back.

Many, if not most, people are aware of the benefits of exercise and are looking for devices that
will help themexercise. Many peoplejoin exercise clubs where they hope to benefitfrom the
facilities and social milieu that can promote exercise, but only a few individuals are successful at
maintaining the exercise club approach for more than a few weeks or months. Sales of home

exercise equipment increased by 78% in the pastfive years in the U.S. Half of American
households contain at leastone piece of exercise equipment. People have thus demonstrated
their willingness to purchase stationery exercise bicycles, motorized treadmills, weight

machines, etc. in hopes of establishing and maintaining a personal exercise program.
Consumer Reports in the U.S. recently performed a survey of the use of in-home exercise

machines. They found that the percentage ofconsumers who purchased machines they bought
between 1994 to 1998 varied according to the type of the machine as listed in Table 3.
Motorized treadmills were the most used machines, and were reported to be used to lose weight,
improve fitness, or to reduce stress. Exercise riders, nonmotorized treadmills, and stair climbers
were continually used by only one-fourth of their owners.

Table 3, The percentage of exercise machine owners who still use (in 1999) the home exercise
machines they purchasedbetween 1994 and 1998.
Treadmill (motorized)

53%

Strength training machine
Air walker, strider, glider
Cross-country ski machine
Uprightexercise bike
Treadmill (nonmotorized)

44%
39%
39%
36%
27%

Stair climber

27%

Exercise rider

22%

Consumer Reports. Feb. 1999. 31-34.
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HPV and exercisemachine technology: reintegration of exercise into sedentary activities.
Nearly all of us spend hours each day engaged in sedentary activities such as sitting at a desk,
talking on a telephone, operating a Computer, or watching television, or riding in an automobile
or other vehicle. Given our understanding of: 1) the known health benefits of exercise, 2) the
fact that mostpeople in our society do not exercise adequately, 3) the natural tendency of
humans to be sedentary, 4) the willingness of people to purchase exercise equipment, and 5) the
difficulty individuals have finding time to exercise, new Solutions may be at hand for couch
potatoes. Inventors of human-powered vehicles, energy-assisted vehicles, and exercise machines
have the opportunity to new for applications of technology to facilitate exercise while engaging
in otherwise sedentary activities. Is possible that in the new millennium it will be common to be
exercising during some of these activities?

Already, many advocates of human-powered vehicles are attempting to find waysthat humanpowered vehiclescan replace other forms of motorized transportation. Power-assisted vehicles
are already showing promisein improving the Performance of the human thereby encouraging an
activitythat promotes exercise.

Experiments in human-power amplification
In 1988 the author designed and built an auxiliary-assisted bicycle to test the possibilityof
rewarding a cyclistfor exercising by amplifying the power he or she produces and improving the
Performance of the bicycle. (Figure 1) For the purposes of this discussion, this machine will be
referred to as an auxiliary-assistedbicycle.
A mountain bicycle was selected as the starting point for this project because of its ruggedness,
strong brakes, and wide-ratio gearing. A 23 cc two-stroke gasoline engine was connected
through a centrifugal clutch to a 7 to 1 engine-to-driveshaft ratio gearbox connected to an added
chainring. The bicycle's original crank connects via a primary bicycle chain to a freewheelmounted sprocket on the left side of an added countershaft. The right side of the countershaft
connects via Standard bicycle chain and sprocketto the rear wheel through the original rear
deraileur, Cluster and freewheel. Thus, changingthe chain to different rear wheel sprockets alters
the ratios simultaneously for the rider's pedals and for the auxiliary engine.
The engine has no controls which are immediately accessible to the rider (except for an enginestop button). The throttle of the carburetor is operated by a cable which is connected to a roller
on the tension side of the primary chain on the left side of the bicycle. This roller is mounted on
a lever and is tensioned against the primary chain by a spring in such a way that the lever is
displaced a short distance by, and in proportionto, the force applied by the rider's legs to the
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Figure 1, An experimentai auxiliary gasoline-engine, human-power amplification
bicycle (1988)
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Figure 2, The Charger bicycle is an electric auxiliary, human-power amplification
bicycle built in California (1998).
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bicycle pedals. Motion of this lever is dampened by a hydraulic piston to minimize the to-andfro motion resulting from the wide fluctuations in force applied to the pedals during each
revolution of the crank. With theauxiliary engine stopped, the bicycle rides like a conventional
bicycle.

The initial reaction ofthe first-time rider is exhilaration with the power and speed produced by
ordinary pedaling. When idling the centrifugal clutch is disengaged, and with the first pedal
stroke the engine speed increases and power from the engine is added to thatof the rider. A

moderate level ofexertion which would propel a Standard road bicycle at a steady 20miles per
hour (mph) will produce a steady 35 to40 mph on this auxiliary-assisted bicycle. Top speed is
about 45 mph. When the rider stops pedalling, as during a stop, theengine automatically returns
to idle and is released from the drivetrain by the clutch.

Most importantly, all who test-rode this bicycle reported that they were motivated by the
vehicle's potential speed to exert themselves more than they would on a conventional bicycle.
Riders would return tired and excited - excited with the speed, and sometimes excited by a close
call resulting from thespeeds which are significantly greater than those to which they are
accustomed on bicycles in city traffic. After experiencing the initial exhilaration, most riders
were annoyed by the noise andVibration from the engine. This auxiliary-assisted bicycle was
never refmed and was not legal for use on the street; it hassince been retired, however the goal

of this project was to design and build a vehicle to test the concept of rewarding a cyclist through
amplifying his or herown power, thus encouraging exercise. This goal was accomplished as
evidenced by the fact that all test riders reported thatthey were encouraged to exercise more
intensely than they would on a conventional bicycle.

Several commercial examples of auxiliary-powered, human-power amplification vehicles have
appeared in the lastfew years. The Charger bicycle is anexample of an advanced design that
was recently marketed in the U.S. by Charger bicycles (under the direction of Alec Brooks) and

GT bicycles. (Figure 2) This bicycle uses an electronic torque sensor thatmonitors the effort of

the rider and Signals the electric drive motor toapply power todrive the bicycle in proportion to
the rider's effort. Energy is stored in a rechargeable 23-pound lead acid battery pack. The total
weight of the bicycle is 63 pounds. The top motor-assisted speed is 20 miles per hour at which
the motor assist cuts out (aCalifornia speed limit for unlicensed electric bicycles). The powerassisted ränge is 15 to 40 miles depending upon the level of power assistchosen. It sells for
about $1500. Dollars. More information is available at

http://pw2.netcom.com/~cubarrow/home.html/
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Discussion

The health benefits of exercise are now well documented. A balance of cardiovascular (aerobic),

strength, and flexibility exercise is ideal. It is now recommended that every adult should

accumulate 30 minutes or more of moderate-intensity physical activity on most, preferably all,
days of the week. Despite this knowledge, the majority of people in industrialized countries
todayare completely sedentary couch potatoes or exercise inadequately. Most people lack
sufficient motivation to exercise regularly, and give lack of time is the most common reason
givenfor not exercising. Inventors of human-powered vehicles, energy-assisted vehicles, and
exercise machines havethe opportunity to develop new for applications of technology to
facilitate exercise while engaging in otherwise sedentary activities.
Since the establishment of the hybrid vehicle division of the IHPVA, several definitions of
hybrid vehicles have been proposed. Many suggest limiting the power available from the
assisting power source to no more than that produced by the human rider or driver. It is the
author's opinion thatin the case of human power amplification, the power of the auxiliary source
need be limited onlyto that which is appropriate for the design andpurpose of the vehicle. With

improved design, much more power could be appropriate. It is possible thathuman power
amplification could be applied tovehicles powerful enough totravel at freeway speeds among
automobile traffic. It is conceivable that during our daily commutes to and from work we could
travel in relative comfort, and at the same time achieve our daily recommended exercise.

New possibilities are signaled by the recent interest and emergence of electric power-assisted
human-powered vehicles. There are several electric-assisted bicycles now onthe market with
increasing consumer interest; over 150,000 electric bikes sold in Japan lastyear. A few electricauxiliary machines operate like the author's test bike with the assist applied automatically in
Proportion to the effort of the rider. These machines extend the physical Performance of their
Operators, open new possibilities for disabled persons, increase the pleasure of the experience,

and encourage their Operators toexercise more. It is possible that the next wave oftechnology
will extend these concepts topermit people toexercise moderately while performing other
usually-sedentary activities; to pleasurably re-integrate physical activity into sedentary lifestyles.
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Who Needs Power Assist?
By C.G. Rasmussen, Leitra

Summary

The primary purpose of installing power assist on bicycles and velomobiles is to obtain a
reasonable speed uphill and prevent overheating of the rider.
Human powered vehicles are in general much lighter than the rider or the total pay load.
The power needed for accelleration and climb is, therefore, primarily determined by the
weight of the rider.
The performance of cyclists vary widely, from a fraction of a Watt per kg body mass for a
stout third-ager to 5 W/kg or more for a well trained sportsman. Those with a human power
less than 1 W/kg are better off with a fully motorized vehicle, whereas people with a continuous performance higher than 3 W/kg need no power assist.

The power escalation
A typical cruising speed of a human powered velomobile on smooth level ground is 30-40
km/h, when the rider generates around 100 W. In hilly areas the speed easily varies 7-70
km/h,with a constant input of 100W, and the time it takes to climb reduces the average speed
considerably. Extra power uphill can shorten the climbing periodes and thereby make it pos
sible to keep an acceptable average speed.
On the other hand extra power means extra weight, in particular when the extra power is
stored in electric batteries, and the limited ränge tempts to add more batteries and more
weight. In order to carry the extra weight of batteries you must build the vehicle stronger and
heavier, and ... soon you will find your wonderful light human powered vehicle changed into
a heavy electric vehicle with only symbolic, or no human power assist.
The trend is clear, when we look back at earlier velomobile projects. The German engineer Fritz Fend, the designer of the fameous Messerschmitt-Kabinenroller, originally wanted
to design a 100 % human powered vehicle. He made careful studies of the power needed and
the power available from pure human effort Running up stairways with extra weight on his
back he measured the climbing rate and could then estimate the human performance at dif
ferent climbing modes. As we all know, he ended up making a fully motorized vehicle, and so

did most of his successors in the fine art of velomobile design.

Limits to power assist
But the dream of total freedom with human power only never got totally lost, and we now
have several successful examples of light weight velomobiles, which can be propelled solelyby
pedal power.
Still, a limited motor assist may help to find new users, who are basically cyclists, but just
need a little help in cases of peak load. The penalty of extra weight for adding extra power
should be so small, that the vehicle is unaffected and the rider doesn't feel a significant difference in handling and power requirement, when riding with and without built-in motor assist.
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If the extra weight of motor assist is set to max. 10 % of the max. pay load (cyclist + luggage), the effect on the driving characteristics is small. It just takes part ofthe luggage capacity.
Also the legal aspects must be taken into consideration. When we do not want to change
the velomobile into a motor vehicle, which requires drivers licence and insurance, the extra

power must be kept within the limit for Classification as bicycle.
In the European Union it is now (1999) made legal to use power assist on bicycles, provided the maximum power of the motor does not exceed 250 W, and the motor assist stops at
a speed of 25 km/h. It is also made a condition, that the cyclist must add some human power,
or rotate the cranck, to obtain assistant power. The law doesnt specify any limit to the battery/tank capacity.

Rate of climb

The market offers to-day many different types ofelectric power assist with a rated power of
150-200 W. A well trained cyclist can generate the same power over several hours.
The motor assist varies with the speed of the bicycle. Exactly how the Output power de-

pends on the speed is different from System to System. Usually the highest Output is in the
speed ränge 10-20 km/h, which is also an acceptable climbing speed on a typical hill with a
riseof6-8%.

Let us assume, that we do not want the speed to drop under 3 m/sec (10.8 km/h) on a
7% climb.

The rate of climb should then be minimum 0.21 m/sec, and the power required is

P= 0.21 m/sec Mg, where Mg is the total weight of vehicle and pay load.

The weight ofthe vehicle without motor assist is typically 300-350 N. Alarge and heavy
cyclist needs a bigger and stronger and, thereby, heavier vehicle than a small and light person.
Ifwe then add motor assist, the empty weight of the vehicle will be increased by, say 120 N.

The total power necessary to climb with different body mass at a rate of0.21 m/sec is then:
Mass ofcyclist + luggage
Total weight without motor

Required human power
Total weight with motor
Required total power

60 kg

90 kg

120 kg

883 N

1196 N

1520 N

185 W
1003 N
211 W

251 W
1316 N
276 W

319 W
1640 N
344 W

Aperson of 120 kg producing a continuous Output of 120 W(1 W/kg mass) will barely be
able to climb at the given minimum rate, even with 200 W motor assist.

A60 kg person with 200 W motor assistance can climb almost without human power, or
need only to produce 111 W (1.9 W/kg mass) with 100 W motor assist
Ifa velomobile rider is able to produce 3W/kg mass ormore continuously, there is no need

for extra power, since the set minimum rate of climb can be reached with human power only.
Ceiling with extra power

In brochures on bicycles with electric motor assist it is general practice to give a maximum

distance per battery charge without saying, how much energy the cyclist must contribute with
to reach that distance.
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The ränge is, therefore, a very unspecific figure when speaking about hybride vehicles,
and very often it is subject to unrealistic exaggeration. The ränge depends first of all on
power setting, weight and topography. Wouldn't it be more relevant to specify the maximum
level of climb, the ceiling with a given total mass?
An example: The maximum useful energy stored in a lead battery with nominal 17 Ah/
12V is perhaps 100Wh, or 360000 Nm in the summer, less in winter time.
With a total mass of 130 kg and a power setting 50% human/50% electric, the ceiling
with power assist is 565 m, and with a rise of 5% is the ränge 11.3 km.
When the battery is empty, the cyclist can continue to climb by own force, but a a speed,
which is approx 10 % lower as when the velomobile has no extra power System.

Good and bad use of power assist
In 1995 the Organization EXTRA ENERGY invited all types of electric assisted bicycles and
velomobiles to participate in a rally from Berlin to Hannover, around 300 km with a stop
halfway in Magdeburg. The road was bad with many holes, the pavement wet and slippery
from showers, the landscape relatively flat with no steep hills. A strong head wind, around 18
m/sec, was a challenge to all vehicles without an aerodynamical fairing, and many of them
gave up before Magdeburg.
I participated in a Leitra furnished with a VELOCITY power assist. The mass of the
vehicle was close to 30 kg, and the mass of the electric motor System with two lead batteries
was 22 kg, thus in total 52 kg empty mass.
There was only one recharge of the batteries, in Magdeburg. The power assist was, there

fore, only operationel over a short distance, approximately 15% of the total route. The rest of
the tour was completed with human power only, and with 22 kg extra"luggage". Oversuch
distances and in flat terrain power assist doesn't make sense.The tour could have been done
much faster in a Leitra without power assist.

Finally an example of sensible use of extra power: You are commuting 30 km in a hilly
area, and you must get over 5 hills with an average hight of 50 m and a rise of 5%, i.e. in total
you climb 250 m and ride 5 km uphill.

Your mass is 90 kg, the mass of the velomobile is 30 kg and the assistant power System,
e.g. a ZAP-SX System, adds 8.5 kg. Your own pedal input is 150 W and from the ZAP System
you get another 150 W, which doupples the speed uphill, from 8 km/h to 16 km/h, and you
save 18 minutes on the route.

Conclusion

The demand for power assist depends on how fast you want to climb steep hills.
In EU the extra power is limited by law, when the bike/velomobile iscategorized as bicycle.
Legal extra power is not enough to climb at an acceptable speed, when the cyclist is heavy and
has a very limited power, say less than 1 W/kg body mass. A strong person, who can deliver
more than 3 W/kg continuously, gain very little from power assist.
For people with a performance 1-3 W/kg, the use of extra power is a reasonable step to
save time on climbs. The battery capacityshould be just big enough to cover all climbs en
route, and the battery weight small enough to avoid any significant effect on the driving characteristics of the vehicle.
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Energy cost and mechanical efficiency of riding a four wheels human
powered "recumbent" vehicle (karbyk)
P. Zamparo, C. Capelli, P. Cencigh

We measured oxygen consumption at steady State (VO2, I • min-1) by means of a
telemetric System (K4, Cosmed, I) and mechanical power (w, W) by means of a
strain gauge System mounted on the chain ring (Powermeter, SRM, G) in 3 subjects
riding a human powered four wheels "recumbent" vehicle (karbyk, model "Race",
see www. karbyk.com for details) on a flat concrete road at constant sub maximal

speeds (from 5 to 8.3 m • s_1). The external mechanical work spent per unit of
distance (w, J • nrr1) to proceed at a given speed (v, m • s-1), calculated from the
ratio: w/v, turned out to be proportional to the Square of v. w =10.612 + 0.325 • v2
(r2 = 0.955 n = 19), where the first term represents the mechanical energy wasted,
over a unit of distance, against frictional forces (Rr= rolling resistance), and the

second term is the work performed, per unit distance, to overcome the air drag. The
rolling resistance coefficient (Cr) was obtained dividing Rr by M • g, where M is the
overall weight (subject plus karbyk) and g is the acceleration of gravity. Cr was
found to amount to 0.0108, i. e. twice as much that of a conventional, two wheels,

byke (0.006). The constant relating the work per unit distance to v2 (k = 0.325), is
proportional to the air density (p), to the frontal area (A) and to the drag coefficient
(Cx): k = 0.5 • A • p • Cx. Since A was photographically determined (A = 0.48 ± 0.11

m2) and p calculated from barometric pressure and temperature (p = 1.20 ± 0.01 kg
• irr3), the experimentally obtained value of k allowed us to calculate Cx (Cx = 1.16
± 0.24, comparable to that of a conventional bike: 1.10). The energy cost of riding
the karbyk (C) was measured, in two subjects, from the ratio of metabolic power

expenditure above rest (net VO2, expressed in J • s_1) to the speed of progression
(v, ms-1). The relationship between C and v was described by: C = 55.59 + 0.837 •
v2 (r2 = 0.902, n = 13), where the first term is the energy spent per unit distance
against rolling resistance and the second term is the energy spent against the air
drag. Net mechanical efficiency (r\) was, finally, calculated from the ratio of w (J • rrr

1) to C (J • irr1): over the investigated speed ränge y\ turned out to be 0.27 ± 0.02.
References
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Development of a New Concept of Power Transmission
Considering Human Performance

Hans-Peter Barbey
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1 General Design of Power Transmission
Each technical System for transportation consists of any kind of motor and a
working machine. The supply of energy can be done by an electric motor, a
combustion machine or a pneumatic or hydraulic motor. For the working
machine every machine can be used which is suitable for the task i.e. car, bus,
train, motorcycle.
Each of these machines - the generating and the working machines - has an
individual characteristic as far as the torque is concerned. The diagram shows in
general the torque-rotation speed behaviour.
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Relative Torque versus Relative
Rotation Speed
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The description of the behaviour of a working machine is in many cases easy.
There is only a non linear increase of the resistance. The resistance and the
required torque of a working machine depend on the actual Situation. The curve
can include acceleration, rolling resistance, wind, slope uphill and so on. The

provided torque of a motor depends on its characteristics. In this diagram the
behaviour of a combustion machine and a AC- motor is shown.

The actual working point is the intersection of curve for the working machine
with the motor.

If a calculation gives no intersection it is necessary to install a motor with a

higherj)ower. If a motor provides no torque in a certain ränge (for example a
combustion machine starting at zero) a gear has to be integrated into the drive
unit to adjust the rotation speed of the working machine to the motor.

In general three criteria have to be checked in the design process of a drive unit:
1. Necessary power
2. Required speed ränge
3. Adjustment of the power supply to the power consumption
The same has to be done with an HPV. The human being is the motor and the
vehicle is the working machine.
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1. Necessary power:

The calculation of the necessary power has been described in many articles. The
following calculation l\l gives the influence of the main parameters:

— = rj- P-B—p •v3 'Cd'A-Cr-m-g'V-nt'g'S'V
dt

p

r\

:
:

2

power input of the rider
mechanical efficiency of the drive

v

=
=
==

braking power
density of air
velocity

cd

=:

body drag coefficient

B

P

A

=

cr

==

rolling friction

m

==

mass of rider and vehicle

=
==

acceleration due to gravity
slope (uphill/downhill)

g
s

frontal area

It is obvious that there are cubic and also linear terms. The above mentioned

general description of a working machine can also be transferred to an HPV.
The necessary power depends on the desired velocity and the actual Situation
during the ride (wind, slope uphill,....)

2. Required speed ränge:
In many articles it is shown that an optimum of the pedal frequency is between
40-60 rev/min. This depends on the physical Constitution of each individual:
training, age,....
In order to adjust the constant pedal frequency to the actual speed a gear has to
be integrated into the drive unit. For this task a lot of technical Solutions exist.
These Solutions are State of the art and a further description here does not cast
any new.

3. Adjustment of the power supply to the power consumption
For the design of a drive for an HPV not only has the HPV to be described as
mentioned above but there has to be found a description for the person's
Performance as well.
The big difference between a motor and a human being is the fact that if a motor
delivers too little power, the next size can be chosen. A human being has a
ÄKII 40
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certain power, which can only be increased by training in a small ränge. A lot of
Parameters have an influence on the power of a human being. The next two
diagrams illustrate the influence of age, sex and training on the produced power
121.
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Constant and permanent power produced 121

The produced power is shown in relation to the oxygen consumption. For a
rough calculation of the Output power at the pedals an efficiency of 29,5%
should be assumed for people /3/.

The maximum power versus time is shown in the next diagram 121. This diagram
gives an average over all people and should be a basis for a design process.
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This diagram shows clearly that in a time period of over 10 min a human being
has a constant Output rate of approx. 100 W. This rate varies only with training,
age, or sex. For men the rate is higher than for women. For younger riders the
rate is higher than for older ones as shown in the diagrams above.
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Output power rate versus time 121
According to the constant power Output rate the energy has a linear increase
versus time after 10 min.

More important is the following physical behaviour of a human being and this is
quite different from a motor. It is the same to produce a power of 100 W for 2
minutes or to produce 200 W for 1 minute and for the next minute to have a

pause as far as the produced energy is concerned. For a motor that is a possible
working feature if the maximum power is sufficient. For a human being this is
vice versa. He/she should spend a constant power rate over the entire time.
For a design process this average figure of 100 W should be chosen.

2 Description of Tests
The aim of the test is to answer the question if it is possible to realise a vehicle
which is only driven by human power with an acceleration comparable to a car.
Before starting the tests it should be stated what application an HPV has.
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Definition:

For this analysis an HPV is a vehicle which is used in a radius of 10 km. Most
ofthe rides take place in a city.
Based on this definition three different types of rides can be differentiated from
each other:

LA ride with constant parameters. (no stops , no wind, no uphill/downhill)
2. A ride with an amount of uphill/downhill distances and wind
3. A ride with uphill/downhill distances, wind and stops and acceleration
phases

1. Ride with constant parameters:

A ride like that does not really exist. A Situation like this is a ride outside a city
without any hill and wind. The maximum speed is constant and depends only on

the performance of the individual. To get the maximum speed all resistances in
the vehicle have to be minimised. The consequence is to install a direct
mechanical drive in the HPV with a chain or a tooth belt. These drives in

combination with a suitable gear have the best efficiency. This is a Standard
Solution, which is installed in most bicycles and HPVs. This Solution is applied
nowadays also to situations 2 and 3.

2. Ride with uphill/downhill distances and wind:
This is a ride outside of a city. For that Situation also many Solutions exist. This
is the above mentioned mechanical drive with an additional electric support. For
an uphill ride and wind an electric motor supports the rider to get a constant

speed. An additional feature is a control loop, which controls the additional
power with the actual velocity or torque. The higher the actual velocity or
torque the higher is the additional power. For a downhill ride the motor acts as a
generator.

Most of the vehicles are not really HPV because they use electric power in
addition to human power.

3. A ride with uphill/downhill distances, wind, stops and accelerations phases:
This Situation covers most of the rides. All rides in a city have these elements in

a different quantity related to the course and the traffic Situation.
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The following tests are related to this Situation. They should clarify if the stops
and acceleration phases need an additional feature in the drive and what the
design criteria are for that drive.

2.1 Test vehicle

HPV for tests

For the tests a vehicle has been designed. The frame work has a relative simple
T-shape. Due to this simple design its weight is 35 kg. This weight is
comparable with a well designed vehicle, which has an additional electric drive.

The actual drive is a Standard chain drive with a 27-gear.

Technical data of the vehicle:

Weight
Length

35 kg

Track

2,15 m
1,15 m

Turning Circle

9m

Gear Ratio

1:1 to 1:4,36

For the analysis a measurement device was mounted in the bearing of the
pedals. This device gave a signal for the torque, speed and power. A separate
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measurement device showed the heart frequency. All these Signals have been
transmitted by radio frequency.
All data are recorded according to the following plan:

z
Rotation

Speed

Speed

Data
Trans
mitte r

Torque

Recor-

ding

Power

Plan of Measurement Points

2.2 Test persons
The following persons have done several rides:
age

sex

Weight kg

Length m

28

male

110

32

male

75

1,84
1,80

27

male

85

1,75

25

male

75

1,72

2.3 Profile of courses

The following table gives an impression of the courses. All the courses were
performed in the city and they have no slope uphill or downhill.
Length km

Traffic lights
14

10

3

5,8
4,9
3,7

4

2,0

2

1

2

2
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3 Results

In the first step for all rides the parameters power, velocity, torque and heart
frequency have been recorded and plotted versus time. The following diagram
shows the recorded data as an example.
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Protocol of a measurement as an Example

In the second step the data for velocity and power have been analysed. The
velocity and power have been separated in groups and the quantity has been
counted in each group. The following diagrams are typical of all rides. There is

a high peak for the velocity 0-5 km/h. The other groups with the higher
velocities sometime produce a Gauss distribution. In other cases the distribution
is even or has two peaks. More or less the same results are reached in the
evaluation of the power.
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Frequency versus Velocity

15

30

Velocity in km/h

To get detailed information about the relation between velocity and course more
different courses, rides and riders are necessary. This analysis is focused only
on the speed 0-5 km/h.

The peak of the zero power is sometime higher than the peak of the related
velocity, because the velomobile can run without pedalling. Then the applied
power is zero.

Frequency versus Power
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In the power curve the individual behaviour of the riders can be seen clearly.
Some of the riders apply a high power rate for a short time and accelerate the
velomobile and then run for the next time without pedalling.

All rides have been analysed and the data are summarised in the following table.
Idle Time

Rider

Average

Distance

Time

in min

in%

Power in W

in km

78,5
93,4

2

10

3

11,1

5,8
5,8
3,7

28

4

14,0
13,0
3,3

2

2

3,6
9,8
10,8
6,6

2

11,7

2

15,7
5,4

1
4

2

2

2

105,8
140,4
110,2
64,7
68,3
78,2
115,5
93,0
121,9

21
14

3,7

17

5,8

24

2

12

2

7

3,7
3,7

21

4,9

19

14

Depending on the courses the analysis of the data shows that a idle time of up to
14 % of the entire riding time can occur.

4 New Concept of Power Transmission
In this table the requirements and conditions are summarised for a new power
transmission design.
condition

human

power

requirement
Output no additional power

constant

approx. 100 W output power power during acceleration
approx. 500 W

The small output power rate of 100 W gives a general design criteria of
minimising all resistances at the velomobile (body drag coefficient, rolling
friction, friction in bearings,....). This is an optimisation process at components
and is not covered here.

Due to the requirement of a fast acceleration an additional power supply is
necessary. The best Solution here is a DC-motor.

The diagrams show a high Variation of the power and that the average power for
these particular rides is 100 W. This is lower than the possible power rate of a
human being, if he is constantly pedalling. The only question is now to get a
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better distribution. If the DC-motor is acting as generator for a recuperative
break, it can produce power for the next acceleration phase. Therefore many
Solutions exist. This energy produced is not that much. If the motor is clutched
with a mechanical clutch to the chain drive, the standstill can be used for

generating energy. The analysis of the rides has shown that there is a lot of idle
time.

In standstill the motor is declutched and energy can be generated in a stand

alone production. Now a standstill is no longer idle time. The time is used to
cover the power difference during the acceleration phase.

5 Summary

A human being is able to give a constant power rate output over a longer time
better than a high power rate for a short time. This power rate varies from
individual to individual depending i.e. on his age and training.

The analysis of a ride with an HPV clearly shows that the required power rate is
very different. On a ride through a town the power rate varies in a wide ränge
due to a high amount of stops and the following acceleration phases.

For the analysis a measurement device was mounted in the bearing of the
pedals. This device gave a signal for the torque, speed and power. A separate
measurement device showed the heart frequency. All these Signals have been
transmitted by radio frequency.

All diagrams for the power show clearly that the power requirement for the
actual driving Situation differs from the performance of a human being.
Anyhow, on average a human being can fulfil the power requirement during a
city ride.

Based on this analysis a new power transmission System will be suggested,
which is a combination of electrical and mechanical components. The main
drive is a mechanical drive with an electrical support. This electric drive can be
declutched and a standstill can be used for generating energy.
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Chainless Electrical Human-Power Transmissions

and their likely Applications
Andreas Fuchs, Waldheimstrasse 32, CH-3012 Berne, Switzerland.
andreas.fuchs@bluewin.ch

ABSTRACT

A chainless electrical human power transmission (ET) has been designed and built at
the Hochschule für Technik und Architektur Bern by Jürg Blatter and Andreas Fuchs.
Earlier papers published by Extra Energy 1998 describe the new technique.
This paper shows the reasons for developing a new field such as that of electrical
human-power transmissions (ET's) even though mechanical ones have, since the
early days of bicycles, worked well. These reasons become evident after a short
review of all the technical possibilities for human-power (HP) transmissions and after
a brief glimpse into the history of the Berne working model.
A brief description of the chainless ET is followed by a chapter about the technical
challenges of electrical human-power transmissions.
Finally, various applications of the electrical human power transmission HP-ET such
as ergometers, vehicles with two or more wheels and one or more passenger seats
are discussed in the light of the requirements to the transmission based on the
specific characteristics of the applications.

Introduction

During the last couples of decades the bicycle was mainly considered to be either the
vehicle of the poor in southem countries or of the rieh, sporty western human beings.
In this perspective, an electrical human-power transmission seems to be one of
those many bizarre inventions that were made during the history of the bicycle.
At the dawn of the next, probably more sustainable Century bicycles also in the
electrified form of Pedelecs (electric bicycles where motor-power depends on human
power) are recognized as being perfect urban commuters for the mega-cities of the
world. The requirements to components of practical vehicles are different from those

to sports vehicles: A dirty bicycle chain may be acceptable on an off-road bicycle, but
not on a utilty-bike. In this light, if ergonomics are considered important, then the
chainless ET has to be evaluated seriously.

The ultimate human power transmission

• Since the 19th Century, bicycle engineers have studied numerous kinds of
transmissions in order to arrive at continuously variable transmissions (CVT) and
they have developed some, but still the Standard bicycle transmissions are
discontinuous, mechanical ones.
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•

•

Bicyclists try to avoid stops in order to preserve their kinetic energy. When
accelerating after having stopped, many would like to use kinetic energy
recuperated from the last start-and-stop-interval.
When tired, even some keen cyclists would like limited assist on hills.

Considering these wishes for work-outs in relative comfort and the avoidance of
strenuous sisyphian-tasks, three Solutions to technical problems need to be found to
arrive at an ultimate but practical human power transmission:

1. Highly efficient continuously variable transmission with smooth change of gearratio

2. Highly efficient and lightweight energy storage device for recuperated kinetic
energy of the vehicle

3. Coupling-device which allows smooth addition of assist power at any speed in
various intensities

Below follows a brief assessment of various basic types of transmissions:
•

Mechanical transmissions MT: Discontinuously variable transmissions of high
efficiency are realized in today's bicycles by using chains or chain-belts and
planetary gears or Clusters of chainwheels. CVT's (continuously variable
transmissions) are approximated by minimizing the discontinuous gear-steps.
Real CVT's as in cars are not common in bicycles because these are physically
based on friction and have limited efficiency. Energy storage devices for
recuperated kinetic energy of the bicycle have been designed (e.g. Ortmann
1998). The main technical problems are those of minimization of the volume and

of the mass of the storage device (e.g. spring or flywheel) and of the smooth
coupling of the storage device to the transmission and to the wheels of the bicycle
(e.g. flywheel at high rounds per minute rpm to the wheel of a Standing bicycle).
No mechanical energy Stores exist (other than the potential energy in the field of
gravity) that allow sufficient ranges for assisted bicycles.

•

Pneumatic transmissions: Pneumatic transmission Systems are energetically
inefficient, and therefore in vehicles the fluids in transmissions are not gases but
liquids:

•

Hydraulic transmissions: In utility-vehicles such as snow- and earth-moving
machines hydraulic transmissions are common. The power transmitted is usually
produced on board from fossil fuels using internal combustion engines and
pumps. Storage devices for considerable amounts of pressure or potential
hydraulic energy are uncommon. Small hydraulic energy storage devices like
pressure tanks would be heavy or voluminous and are thus not feasible for
bicycles or assisted bicycles.
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•

Electrical transmissions ET: Electric bicycles and electrical cars propelled by
power from batteries are commercially available. Electrical transmissions are
common in locomotives or hybrid cars where the electricity is produced from fossil

fuels using generators driven by internal combustion engines. According to the
automotive industry the future of the conventional car lies in fuel cells that convert

energy stored in liquids such as liquid hydrogen or methanol. Experimentai
electrica! cars with electromechanically coupled flywheels or super-capacitors as
short-term energy storage devices exist. And electrically propelled bicycles exist
that have been ridden for a few kilometers with electrical energy from supercapacitors no biggerthan several liters of volume (Ochiai et al. 1998).
This brief assessment of potential types of transmissions yields the result that if other
than mechanical transmissions MTs are applicable to bicycles and other lightweight
vehicles at least partially propelled by human power, then these transmission will be
electrical ones.

The attractive features of mechanical transmissions are their high efficiency, their
relative simplicity and their low weight; the ETs on the other hand are much easierto
couple to energy storage devices (permitting for example electrical braking and
recuperation) and to control in ergonomic (e.g. CVT) and therefore user-friendly
ways. The chain is eliminated which makes ETs attractive mainly - but not only - for
vehicles with recumbent seating-position. In multi-person vehicles several pedal
driven generators are easily coupled by cables rather than intermediate axles.
The development of the electrical transmission by Jürg Blatter and Andreas Fuchs at
the Hochschule für Technik und Architektur Bern HTA-BE (division of
Fachhochschule Bern) was not started after an assessment as that above in order to
find the ,dream-transmission' for bicycles. Rather, the starting point was a humanpowered electro hybride vehicle with electromechanical transmission.

History and Status of the Berne electric human power transmission
Between 1994 and 1996, a team including Jürg Blatter and Andreas Fuchs
developed the assisted human powered ultraüghtweight vehicle ,Ultraleichtmobil ULM
BE 2000' at the Hochschule für Technik und Architektur Bern HTA-BE (Josi and
Fuchs 1996, Züger 1997). The drive-train of that vehicle is a "Velocity" e-bike drivetrain (by Michael Kutter, Basel, Switzerland, Kutter 1993) modified by the Berne team
for a heavier multitrack vehicle with recument-like seating. In the "Velocity" drive-train
hybridisation of electrical and human-power is achieved by means of a planetary
gear. The ultraüghtweight vehicle project was stopped at a stage where the Chassis
was rideable. Lots of people tried that vehicle and found it nice to ride on the level.
For some, starting on hills was too complicated because they had previously
forgotten to change gears. The planned fairing of the "Ultraleichtmobil ULM BE 2000"
for füll weather protection was not finished.
The main reasons for the abandonment of the project were the high production costs
of the vehicle including the drive-train and the mechanical complexity of the drivetrain with four chains and two planetary gears. That drive-train was - due to the high
number of mechanical parts and lack of optimization - not very reliable and needed
lots of maintenance.
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An electrical transmission allows the reduction of the number of mechanical parts
and therefore promised to be a Solution to the problem of the high maintenancecosts of complex electromechanical Systems such as those in "Ultraieichtmobil ULM
BE 2000". The development of a working model of an electrical transmission was
then started on the basis of a study by Jürg Blatter (1996) that had shown the
technical feasibility of electrical transmissions.

In summer 1997, the working model was running on the ergometer of the
Hochschule für Technik und Architektur HTA-BE. For first presentations in autumn
1997, the transmission was mounted onto a bicycle.

Fig. 1 Bicycle with electric transmission: Note that there is no mechanical Iinkage between pedal and
rear wheel. Jürg Blatter (left) and Andreas Fuchs (right).
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During the winter 1997/98 the transmission was mounted on the chassis of a Leitra
tricycle. This vehicle was demonstrated at a seminar on March 13 1998 at the HTABE in Berne. It is described in Blatter and Fuchs 1998.

Fig. 2 Jürg Blatter on the Leitra tricycle with chainless electrical transmission

The Berne working model

The Berne HP-ET was technically realized by Jürg Blatter (Blatter and Fuchs 1998).
It consists of a generator complemented with a controlled DC-DC-converter that

operates the generator at its maximum efficiency (Maximum efficiency tracker MET)
and of a battery. These two power sources feed the motor via its power-electronics.
The System is controlled by a Single on-board Computer. A display and push-buttons
serve as the human-machine-interface.

The main aim of the project so far was the establishment of the system and its
control-algorithms. The electrical machines are not optimized yet.
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Fig. 3 Schematic of the System 'electrical human power transmission' (including the Controller) as
developed by Jürg Blatter 1996/97 at HTA-BE.
From left to right: Pedals > gearing > generator > DC/DC-converter MET > motor-controller > motor >
gearing > wheel

The present working model of the HTA-BE consists of a low-cost and therefore
poorly efficient generator. On the drive-side the efficiency has also not yet been
maximized because the DC-motor drives the wheel by means of only a single-step
gear. The current to the motor is limited and therefore the maximum climbing slope
of the working model is below 10 percent, which would not be acceptable for a
practical vehicle.
The generator is geared up by 1:48 so that it turns at 3360 rpm when the pedals turn
at 70 rpm. This ensures that both the human being (Böning et al. 1984, Whitt and
Wilson 1985) and the generator run in their ränge of maximum efficiency.

The motor is geared down 8,7:1. At about 31,6 km/h on the level the motor runs at its
maximum efficiency (3100 rpm).
With the low-efficiency Bosch generator total efficiency (pedals to wheel) of the
electrical transmission working model is slightly below the 50% efficiency predicted
on the basis of a more efficient Dunkermotor and listed in table 2 in Blatter and
Fuchs 1998.

For a more complete table of technical data, see Blatter and Fuchs 1998.
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Experiences with the Berne working model

Compared to the older electromechanical drive-train of the ULM BE 2000 the fully
electrical drive-train is nearly maintenance free.
An advantage for the longevity of electrical transmissions is the absence of bicycle-

gearings. These are not suited for the transmission of high torques (e.g. torque of
rider and strong motor), are not synchronized and are therefore not suited for gearchanging under load.
Test riders like the operational simplicity of the ET: Accelerating, steering and
braking are like on a conventional bicycle. Changing gears is not necessary. Instead

the rider may choose various programs by using the push-buttons. These programs
allow various automated modes of Operation of the vehicle.

Features of electric transmissions

Fundamentals

Basically, an electric transmission is an electrical knot on a certain voltage to which
electrical sources (e.g. generator, battery) and sinks (e.g. motor, super-capacitors)
are connected.

The simplest form only working well on the level consists of two electrical machines
connected by a cable, one being the pedal-driven generator, the other being the
wheel-driving motor. This simple form of electrical transmission has no satisfactory
features as is explained in Blatterand Fuchs 1998. If power-electronics are added to
both generator and motor, the feel while pedalling may become much better
compared to the version with cable only.

The rules that govern how the power-electronics of generator and motor react to the
operating State of the rider, the vehicle and the electrical System or the rules that
influence those operating states are most important for the dynamics of the System.
Therefore, electronic Controllers and corresponding Software are the essence of an
electric transmission. Within relatively wide physiological and physical limits just by

choosing other algorithms or different values for parameters the features of an
electrical transmission may be modified without any mechanical changes.

Since the battery is a bidirectional energy storage device the electrical transmission
has more features than a purely mechanical transmission: When releasing energy

from the battery via the motor, the rider is assisted, and when receiving energy,
electrical braking of either the rider or the motor and, if there is no free-wheeling, the
vehicle occurs.

If the battery is charged from the mains or from other power sources such as solar
cell panels the vehicle with electrical transmission becomes - in the traditional sense
- a power-assisted one.
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The basic structure of a human-powered vehicle with ET is that of an electric vehicle
with not only a battery as a power source, but also a pedal-driven generator. The

System is controlled in such a way that the features are similar to those of a bicycle:
The stronger one pedals, the faster it goes!

Control-strategies

The feeling while pedalling the Berne ET is very similarto that on a Standard bicycle
because the following feedback-loop ('biofeedback') is implemented:
pedal-propelling human > motor input-power dependent on generator outputpower > load of generator resp. resisting torque dependent on motor load >
pedal-braked human

The existence of this feedback-loop including the human user has the following
consequences:

a) The harder the pedals are pushed, the faster the vehicle goes. Human poweramplification may be greater than 1 by drawing current from a battery. In the present
Berne working model, amplification decreases with increasing speed (See Blatter
and Fuchs 1998).
b) The more the load on the motor due to acceleration, climbs or head wind, the
more the resistance against pedalling.

Mass of the fully electrical transmission

Compared to the mechanically and functionally similar 'Velocity'-system by Michael
Kutter, Basel Switzerland (Kutter 1993), also providing the effect of a continuously
variable transmission, an ET is slightly heavier due to the stronger motor. But this
comparison is on the basis of the Standard bicycle. If the comparison is made for
ultraüghtweight vehicles with long chains, the fully electrical transmission becomes
increasingly advantageous. In such vehicles, many indirect mass-advantages are
important:
•

No intermediate axles

• No chain idlers and chain-guidance rolls

• No Supports for intermediate axles (production-friendly !)
• The frame does not have to support unsymmetrical chain forces
• No chain guards needed
•

etc.

A mechanical gear with continuously variable transmission between zero and infinity
would weigh much more and would probably not be as reliable as an ET. The
development of a mechanical gear suited for the transmission of high loads (of rider
and motor) and able to change gears smoothly under motor-load is probably as
expensive as the development of an electrical transmission !
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Costs

As in the comparison of mass, there are again many indirect advantages, now
regarding cost, in ultraüghtweight vehicles. This makes ET attractive:

• The time from conception to production of the vehicle decreases (if the fully
electrical transmission is readily available), because the design and construction
of the passenger compartment becomes simpler. No chain-forces need to be

taken into account, and many details like Supports, fasteners, etc., are no longer
needed.

• Production is simplified because the modules (pedal-generator-module, Computer,
display, energy storage device: battery, propulsion-unit as found today in scooters,
or in the form of hub motors) need to be connected only electrically instead of
mechanically.

• Maintenance is simplified and thus cheaper, because the modules may be
encapsulated (life-cycle costs decrease).

Ergonomical characteristics ofHP-ET

An ET is a continuously variable transmission (CVT) with gear ratios of between
zero and infinity. This gear ränge is required by velomobiles because they need

higher gears on the level due to their good aerodynamic quality and because they
need lower gears on slopes due to their higher weight compared to bicycles.
Ease of Operation. No gear-shifters are needed if any gear between motor and
propelüng wheel is changed automatically or if the motor is of a gearless direct
drive type. When starting from stand-still, the optimal gear is always active.
In the power-assist mode no manually operated power-control is needed.

The Standard 'bicycle-feeling' or any other feedback from wheel to pedals may be
produced due to the controllability of the Converter. Torque and frequency at the
pedals may control the power at the propelüng wheel. Any combination of
parameters may control the resisting-torque at the pedals and their rpm:
"Biofeedback".

Power-assist is by addition of currents from other sources than the pedalgenerator (battery, fuel cells, internal combustion engine driven generator, solar
panels). Increase in power is smooth because no mechanical coupling is
required.

No overload of links (e.g. knees) because there are no gears to change in an
unoptimal way.

Mechanical power-input at the pedals is easily measured (ergometry). To do this,
generator efficiencies in dependence of current and voltage have to be known
No chain across the passenger compartment.
Hardly any maintenance required.
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Disadvantages of electrical human-power transmissions

To Start, an electric motor producing high initial torques is needed (as in any
electric vehicle) because the chain that transmits huge torques also at 0 rpm is
missing.
To start on slopes some current needs to be drawn from a battery to produce high
initial torques. On the flats, starting and rolling with absolutely empty batteries is
possible.
Battery size and the upper limit of the motor-current have to be matched well.
A motor having good efficiency at most speeds is needed to avoid variable
gearing.

The most important ergonomical and technical challenges of
electrical human-power transmissions
Efficiency

In an electrical transmission, human power is converted two times: In the generator
from mechanical to electrical, and in the motor back from electrical to mechanical.

This fact leads to the urgent question of efficiency.
Electrical human power transmissions require slowtuming electrical machines with
high torques per weight and very good efficiencies. In the human power ränge of 50
to 200 W the design of such machines is now possible due to advancements in
Controlling brushless electrical machines and due to the development of strong
permanent magnetic materials.
Research by the author has shown that maximum efficiencies of 90% per electrical
machine including control electronics are possible even when mass-produced. So
peak-efficiencies of a series of two electrical machines as in an electrical
transmission of 81% are possible. Compared to some gears in multiple-speed hubs
this is acceptable (Moquette 1997), even more so if one considers aging of the
lubrification of MTs that may lead to decreasing efficiency.
Peak efficiencies of electrical machines are usually found at higher rpm than typical
for pedals pushed by humans (50 to 100 rpm) and on driving-wheels (0 to 500 rpm).
Therefore at the pedals gearing up is needed and at the wheel(s) gearing down. This
may be favourable since electrical efficiency gains due to gearing may be greater
than mechanical losses in one ortwo gear-steps.
A proper gear-ratio between pedals and generator is needed to operate the pedaller
in the optimum ränge of speeds and torques. According to Böning et al. 1984
maximum net efficiency of humans is about 27 % at 60 rpm and 100 W power-level.
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System efficiency: The measure of speed for power
The efficiency of electrical transmissions which are lower by maybe 20 % than those
of mechanical transmissions is often criticised by cyclists using Standard bicycles.
That is funny because by changing from a Standard bicycle to a more aerodynamic
recumbent the power needed at higher speeds can be halved, which would
correspond to a hypothetical doubüng (+100% !) of the drive-train efficiency of the
Standard bicycle!
This shows that for cruising the system-efficiency (Fuchs and Blatter 1998) rather
than the drive-train efficiency is important: System efficiency is the ratio of effective
frontal area to drive-train efficiency (for simplicity, rolling resistance is neglected).
Vehicles having the same System efficiency are equally fast at the same power-input
at the pedals.

Bicycle (MT)
ETB (ET)
Leitra MT
Leitra ET
Lowracer MT
Lowracer ET

Record HPV MT

[%]

System
Efficiency
(relative)
[%]

[%]

100

100

100

75

100

100

85

170

119

75

150

114

85

204

127

75

180

122

1080

221

Eff. Frontal

Transmission

Area

Efficiency

[m2]
0,60
0,45
0,30
0,30
0,25
0,25
0,05

90

Relative

Speed

Table 1 Demonstration of the importance of the ratio of transmission efficiency to effective frontal area
(system efficiency). System efficiencies are listed relative to Standard bicycle system efficiency.
For comparisions, it was assumed that the transmission losses of a Standard bicycles are negligible
and therefore as a reference, the transmission efficiency of the bicycle was set to 100%.
An ETB is an Electronic Bike (see below).
The efficiencies of electrical transmissions ET are all set to technically feasible 75%.
The efficiencies of mechanical transmissions MT listed in the table vary since these transmissions may
be in various states of maintenance, may include different kinds of gearing and various numbers of
intermediate axles.
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Percent Standard Bike Speed

160

140
Relative Bike

120

Speed %

100

D 140-160
D 120-140
• 100-120

Effective Frontal
Area m*m

Transmission

Efficiency %
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Fig. 4 Relative Speed in dependance of effective frontal area cD*A and drive-train efficiency. 100%

corresponds to the speed of a Standard bicycle (No. 1) with an effective frontal area of 0.6 m2 and
100% drive-train efficiency.

An Electronic Bike ETB (No. 2, see below) with only 75% transmission efficiency of the electrical

transmission but with the aerodynamics ofa racing bicycle (effective frontal area of about 0.45 m2) is
as fast as a Standard bicycle at the same rider input-power.

ALeitra (No. 3) with an effective frontal area of 0.3 m2 and an electrical transmission ET efficiency of
75% is more effective than a Standard bike.

Alowracer (No. 4, cD*A approx. 0.25 m2) with an electric transmission is again faster than a Standard
bicycle (No. 1) with mechanical transmission.

Fig. 4 shows that the ET of a Leitra needs to be at least 50 % efficient in order that
the vehicle as a system has the same performance as a Standard bicycle. 50%
efficient electrical transmissions are possible today even with off-the-shelf electrical
machines.

Efficiency versus Speed

A much greater technical challenge than maximum peak efficiency is excellent
efficiency over a wide ränge of rpm's and speeds. Excellent efficiency at various

speeds is needed because propulsion-power-level is high both while accelerating,
climbing and while going fast on the level.
The relative Variation in speed of a drive-wheel is huge compared to the relative
Variation of pedal frequency: Vehicle speed varies from 0 to 45 km/h, whereas
humans tend to keep pedalling rate constant within a few rpm!
On the side of the generator, due to the nearly constant pedal frequencies it is
sufficient to find an electrical machine with very high peak efficiency. Excellent
efficiency off the point of maximum efficiency is not ultimatively needed. To adjust for
different pedal frequencies preferred by different individuals, the gear ratio of a
single-step gear may be adjusted when for example the vehicle is delivered to the
customer.

The missing mechanical coupling between pedals and wheels allows the pedal-

generator to be operated at constant rpm, independent of vehicle speed. The MET
(maximum efficiency tracker) operates the generator at or near its maximum
efficiency. Therefore total efficiency versus rpm of the ET is mainly determined by
the efficiency of the drive-side of the ET, the motor(s).
The required huge dynamic ränge of the drive-train leads to exactly those technical
problems that also need to be solved in all electric vehicles. Either, the motor has to
be efficient over a wide ränge of rpm's (flat curve efficiency versus rpm), or a multi
speed gear-box has to be used. But in order to keep a chainless electrical
transmission simple, no mechanically changed gears should be considered.
Since small mechanically commutated DC motors (nominal power below 500 W)
have no flat efficiency-rpm-curves, a motor with excellent peak efficiency would be
needed to arrive at still acceptable efficiencies at speeds Iower (climbing) and higher

(speeding) than that at maximum efficiency. Two efficient DC motors geared with
different ratios and therefore having their maximum efficiencies at different speeds
and loaded in dependence of speed are nearly as efficient as an ideal gearless
electrical traction-machine.

Electronically commutated (EC) electrical machines may have flauer curves
"efficiency versus rpm" than mechanically commutated machines. Therefore a Single
excellent EC brushless machine could fit the requirements of an ideal traction
machine in vehicles with HP-ET.

Importance of driving-cycles

As important for ränge as momentaneous efficiency is energy expenditure at the
battery terminals. Energy expenditure is the integral/sum over all driving-states with
certain efficiencies (Eq. 1):
Sum[probability of a driving state*duration of journey*power/efficiency].

Efficiency is only one of the factors influencing energy expenditure. Other important
factors are the power-levels and the distribution of the probabilities of driving-states,
given by acceleration (or slope) and speed.
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In stop-and-go traffic the power not transmitted or lost while changing the gears of a
mechanical transmission might be considerable also because the human being
changes rpm and torque all the time and then works at reduced efficiency.
Unfortunately, no measurements of this "lost" power exist. Electrical transmissions
have no time-breaks in power transmission and the human being works under much
more constant conditions near its maximum efficiency. Therefore, in stop-and-go
traffic, electrical transmissions might be relatively efficient overall.

Torques

The ratio of the torques needed to start an ultraüghtweight vehicle on steep hills or to
climb a sidewalk and of the torques to start on the level may be much more than 2:1.
Since in an ET no chain transmits torque from pedals to wheels at 0 rpm strong
motors are needed to start from stand-stills on hills: To start on steep slopes with an
ultraüghtweight vehicle of 150 kg mass including the rider about 70 Nm are needed
at the wheel, or 7 Nm at the motor with a gearing of 10:1. Only the best disk-shaped
motors deliver so much torque at a reasonable motor-weight.

Sensing and Controlling the system "electrical human power transmission"
The conceptualisation of the system rider-transmission-vehicle and the design of
proper control strategies requires thorough understanding of the complex
ergonomics, dynamics and the information processing in human-powered vehicles.
In mechanical Systems, like the traditional mechanical human power transmissions
with chains, possibilities for complex control schemes are limited because intelligent
mechanical Controllers are difficult and expensive to build. The mechanical system
learns about the wishes of the rider from information about the intensity, the
frequency and the timing of pedalling. This information is transmitted by the chain
from the pedals to the rear hub and the wheel(s) where it influences the State of the
vehicle. Measuring mechanical input power at the pedals of a mechanical
transmission is complex and expensive because sensors need to be installed e.g. in
the chain wheel which transform their Signals into electrical form and send them to
the frame.

In electrical transmissions input-power is proportional to the product of generatorvoltage and generator-current and may thus easily be measured. This information is
available in electrical form already and it can be used directly as input to a Controller.
Complex control schemes are cheaper to realize in electrical than in mechanical
Systems and are a matter of proper Software.
On one hand, an electrical transmission respectively its components NEED to be
controlled in order to work ergonomically and dynamically properly. On the other
hand, since today's electronics are already very powerful and probably will become
even more so, features impossible with mechanical transmission may be
implemented at reasonable cost: Data about the training of the rider may be
collected and analyzed. Continuously variable transmissions are possible as well as

conventional transmissions with discrete gear ratios. Power assist is easily realized

by Controlling the current to the motor and adding some current from a battery to the
one from the generator. Depending on the number of programs implemented in the
Controller of the electrical transmission numerous modes of Operation are available.

The components of an electrical human power transmission are physically discrete
parts which may be assembled into modules (see below). By connecting them with
an information- and a power-bus, by assuring communication between the modules
and by implementing proper Software, they become a system and work together as
an HP-ET.

Energy storage

A major not yet solved problem with electrically propelled automobiles is that of
energy storage. Today the electrochemical storage devices have low energy density
compared to liquid fuels. But here, this is of no such big concern because first
electric bikes based on this "poor" storage technology already have sufficient ranges
for practical applications. And second Mike Saari has shown that by combining the
human as a biochemical storage with a battery as an electrochemical storage device
in aerodynamically sound vehicles, 'ränge' is no such problem as with purely
electrical cars (Saari 1996).

Of interest is the question whether ETs could be built that do not require any
electrochemical storage devices or external power sources. The electronics of the
electrical transmission would only be fed with current from the pedal-driven

generator: When starting to pedal, some power could be stored in capacitors and the
electronic Controllers could then perform an auto-start to immediately steer the
various components and to ensure instantaneous proper functionality of the electrical
transmission.

The electronics of the Berne ET working model are powered by batteries (Blatter and

Fuchs 1998). In the near future electrical transmissions will not yet be optimal for
touring bicycles unless power sources like small batteries or small solar panels are
carried along.

Another interesting question is that of electrical braking and recuperation. Numerous

people have tried to build mechanical energy storage devices from Springs and
flywheels to recuperate kinetic energy from a bicycle with MT. But no really satisfying
Solution has been found yet.

In today's electric bicycles the human being and the motor are coupled by
freewheels. Bicycle gears incorporating freewheels are used frequently. In these Ebikes for electrical braking at least one freewheel would have to be locked. In
vehicles with ETs (series-hybrids) no such locking of freewheels is required,
especially not in direct driving motors. Instead the motor is loaded electronically and
operated as a generator.

Ochiai et al. 1998 have propelled a bicycle without pedals and using no
electrochemical storage devices but super-capacitors as source of energy.
Therefore, and due to the possibilty that super-capacitors will become cheaper once
used in consumer electronics ortraction applications like hybrid cars (Harri 1999), it
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is probable that some day, maybe not that far away, the dream-bike that does not
waste kinetic energy when stopping will become a reality.
Super-capacitors could be used as intermediate energy storage-devices that
delivered the current for the motor while starting on slopes. Before the start, the
battery would Charge the super-capacitors with a low current. When starting, the
supercaps would discharge at higher intensity, delivering the high current needed for
the high starting torque of the motors.

Various applications of the electric human-power transmission
Modules

A main feature of the HP-ET is the missing chain. This simplifies the mounting of the
transmission in any application. The production of vehicles may be made even easier
if the pedal-side with generator and the drive-side with motor(s) are modules: On the
pedal-side, pedals, gears, the generator, as well as the power-electronics could be
incorporated into one module. This generator-module is bolted as a unit onto the
frame of the vehicle. The drive-side of a vehicle would either consist of one or more

hub-motors (HM) or swing-arm propulsion units including the power-electronics. The
swing-arm units may be connected to the central vehicle frame by a Suspension axle
and a dampener. Sensors such as rpm-sensors of pedals and wheels would be part
of the modules whenever possible.

These modules as well as a battery-module and the displays and controls are
electrically connected by a power-bus and by an information-bus. Any further sources
(e.g. solar cells, super-capacitors) or sinks (e.g. super-capacitors) of current could be
connected to the electrical system in exactly the same ways.
In vehicles with modular electrical transmissions the brakes remain the only
mechanical or hydraulic system.

Multiperson vehicles

Vehicles and boats with two or more passenger seats often require intermediate
axles to add the individual contributions to propulsion. Efficient addition of the

mechanical input-power of the passengers is difficult and depends on proper
Synchronisation or individual gearing.

Electrical transmissions potentially simplify human power transmission since all
pedalled generators are electrical power sources in parallel. However, the whole
system needs to be properly controlled so that interferences between individual
generators do not occur.
Ultraüghtweight vehicles

A likely application of the electrical transmission is the ultraüghtweight vehicle 'Urban
quadracycle' which is shown in a paper by Bergeron et al 1999 (also in these

proceedings). It is a four-wheeler with the two rear wheels being part of swing-arm
propulsion units.
In this faired vehicle the missing chain is an advantage since it does not obstruct
ingress into and egress from the vehicle.

Recumbents

A recumbent could have one or two hub-motors electrically connected to a

generator-module. The chain-wheel would be missing; in its place there would be a
generator-module (See the pictures below to compare recumbent of today with MT to
a still non-existing but technically feasible recumbent with electrical transmission ET).
Front-wheel drive would easily be obtained. The chain need not be routed below the
seat in vehicles with rear-wheel drive. New aesthetic designs become possible due to
the lack of chains.

Since the generator is wider than a chain-wheel, in the case of a crash there would
be no such high risk of hurting people by cutting as with the exposed chain-wheel of
a short-wheelbase recumbent.
'^tt'*^'**!

Fig. 5 Andreas Fuchs on a Batavus Relax with mechanical transmission. Note: The chain tensioner is
at maximum travel since Andreas Fuchs is at the upper limit of body heights (197 cm). Some links
needed to be added to the chain to adjust for leg-length.

Fig. 6 A Relax with an electrical transmission could look like this: 1: Pedal-driven generator module,
2: Hub motor (or swing-axle), 3: Battery-module, 4: Displays & Controls.

No chainguards and lugs to mount chain tensioners etc. are required. Adjustment to leg-length is
simplified compared to the version with chain. There is no grease to be smeared onto legs (of people
or trousers).

Standard bicycles and Electronic Bicycles

Even though the Berne ET was not primarily developed for Standard bicycles, they
are a possible application. The missing chain allowed mechanical decoupling of
suspensions and pedals. When designing collapsible bicycles the missing chain
opened new possibilities.

But there is one fundamental difference between recumbents and Standard bicycles:
On recumbents, the rider's weight is always supported by the seat, whereas on
Standard bicycles it is not always supported by the saddle. For example when

starting on a Standard bicycle even more than the weight of a rider's body can push
onto the pedals if the rider pulls on the handle-bars. Since the rotor of the pedaldriven generator has a low moment of intertia compared to the bike with rider,
coupled via chain to the pedals, the pedals of an ET accelerate too rapidly, and the
rider is in danger of falling off the bicycle. Therefore, technical measures have to be
taken to increase the resistance to pedalling before, during and after the start on a
Standard bicycle (Patent by the Berne group pending).
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Harald Kutzke has conceptuaüzed an intriguing form of an upright bicycle with
electric transmission: The 'Electronic Bike' featured in Neupert 1997, shown on
www.ecomotion.com and also in these proceedings. This bike delivers as much
power to the wheel(s) as is input as human power and it automatically electrically
compensates climbing-, rolling- and air-resistance at any time during a ride. Since
power assist is only available in another mode of Operation, the compensating
Electronic-Bike is, in longitudinal direction while riding, comparable to a racing-bicycle
weighing nothing, having no rolling- and no aerodrag: Yet the rider still propels
himself!

To control a vehicle with ET, electrical power from the generator is measured
anyway. If the characteristics of the generator are known, the mechanical inputpower can be computed. This feature also makes the generator-module interesting
as the main part of

Hometrainers and Ergometers

In fact, the only difference between a hometrainer and a vehicle with ET might be the
sophistication of the displays, the size of the memory to log data and the Software to
present the data and to document a training-ride. Since there is no mechanical
coupling between pedals and propelüng wheels, no rolls are needed for indoortraining. This may reduce noise-radiation into nearby apartments and thus cause less
disturbance to neighbours.
Since the generator normally driven by the pedals may also be used as a motor,

mobility-trainings common in rehabilitation or even eccentric training, where people
work against a motor-induced resistance, are possible with ETs.

Conclusions

The disadvantage of the mechanical decoupling of pedal(s) and wheel(s) by
eliminating the traditional bicycle chain are losses in efficiency. But the advantages of
the electrical transmission, that is Converting from mechanical to electrical and back
to mechanical, are considerable: Measuring parameters such as the input power at

the pedals and Controlling other parameters is much easier in the electrical than in
the mechanical world. Continuously variable gearing is available. The features of the
transmission and its ergonomic qualities depend on algorithms ratherthan on fixed,
mechanically defined measures: Some pushes of a button allow you to change
system-dynamics by choosing other programs!
In the electrical domain energy-management is also easier than in the mechanical
domain: Electrochemical energy storage devices like batteries may be combined with
electrical storage devices like super-capacitors and they may be managed

electronically and therefore allow electrical braking and recuperating. The possibility

of energy-management is a very attractive perspective for the highly precious form of
energy called human power!

Given all the facts and perspectives it is well worth starting implementation of
electrical transmissions into human powered vehicles/velomobiles now.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an electrically assisted human powered quadracycle with weather
protection, suitable for commuting and Shopping during four seasons. The main goal of
the R&D-work was suitability for large-scale mass-production in order to Iower the price
below that common for pure human powered velomobiles. This goal influenced the
choice of materials and production methods. Mass could not be kept as minimal as
needed for pure human powered vehicles, and therefore assist was considered.
Appealing design and good ergonomics are very important for a large-scale product.
Therefore collaboration with designers was sought.
Electrical assist for accelerating and climbing was implemented into the vehicie-concept
to compensate for the higher mass compared to pure human powered velomobiles.
Assist leads to features of the urban quadracycle that are attractive for a wide ränge of
customers: No high loads of the joints when accelerating and no exhaustion when
climbing, but nevertheless some training as on a regulär bicycle.
The vehicle may be equipped with a pure mechanical human power transmission, but
the application of a chainless electrical human power transmission is planned.
It was found that to approach the goal of the project, collaboration of engineers
experienced in large-scale production methods and designers is essential.

INTRODUCTION

At the Hochschule für Technik und Architektur HTA-BE (was: Ingenieurschule Bern
HTL) R&D with the aim to develop a four-seasons weatherproof ultraüghtweight hybrid
vehicle with human and electrical power started in 1994. At this time, fully faired
velomobiles like the Leitra already existed. Since such vehicles are hand- and custom-

made, even though their prices are very fair, the price-level is too high for a widespread
acceptance. From the beginning of all the projects with the aim to develop an allseasons lightweight vehicle with weather protection at the HTA-BE, it was a major goal
to achieve suitability for large:scale mass production and thus a Iower price-level. So far,
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the goal of large scale production was not abandoned even though this leads to a
limited choice among materials, vehicle-concepts and production-methods: E.g.
composites would only be applied if either by using them the total number of vehicleparts and thus the price could be dramatically reduced or/and under difficult mechanical
conditions where no otherwise feasible technical Solutions are available.

In 1995 and 1996, a tricycle called 'Ultraieichtmobil ULM BE 2000' was developed
(Fuchs and Josi 1996). Its frame was made from bent and welded thin-walled steel
tubes. The front wheel suspensions were MacPherson struts with elastomers. The
Single rear wheel was on a longitudinal trailing arm sprung with an elastomer element.
Wheelsize was ETRTO 406 (20"). The wheels were turned from solid aluminium,
suitable to be cast (Züger et al 1997). This vehicle was not finished because mass,
width, length, failure-rate of the complex electromechanical drive-train (Blatter 1998,
Fuchs 1998) and price exceeded acceptable limits. But Mr. Jakob Gilgen and Andreas
Fuchs, HTA-BE, continued their work in order to approach the goal of large-scale
production of an ultraüghtweight vehicle.
In 1996, Mr. Jakob Gilgen, Gilgen Fördersysteme AG, made a tricycle from extruded
aluminium profiles (second tricycle after ULM BE 2000). The front wheel Suspension
consisted of two horizontal A-arms per wheel with an elastomer block as the elastic
element inbetween. Then the number of wheels increased to four on the second vehicle

by Jakob Gilgen: It was a quadracycle with longitudinal trailing arms and Standard
bicycle wheels. On the third vehicle, the wheelbase was shortened. Its wheelsize was
reduced to ETRTO 305 size (16"), the wheels being turned from solid aluminium.

In 1998, Gilgen and Fuchs were joined by Industrial Designers from the Ecole
Cantonale d'Art de Lausanne, ECAL, Luc Bergeron and Laurent Clement. In summer
1999, the 'urban quadracycle' consists of a chassis and a fairing and is at the stage of a
working model. Track width is 76 cm, wheelbase 1.40 m.

REASONS FOR ASSIST

The choice of materials influences the applicable production methods and these in turn
determine the capital to invest when building up production. The amount of invested
capital and the number of produced vehicles determine their price. The vehicle-price is
strongly ünked with the acceptance by potential customers. Fig. 1 shows the

dependance of price and percentage of people that would consider buying an
ultraüghtweight vehicle (Hofmann 1998).
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Fig. 1 Percentage of people interested in lightweight vehicles (solid thick line with diamonds). Customers
for such vehicles may be recruited from about half the population. The other half of the population is not
interested in lightweight vehicles at all (broken line with triangles). Less than half of all people interested in
lightweight vehicles are eventually rather than very interested (thin line with rectangles).

According to Fig. 1 about 25% of all people using any vehicle could become customers
if the price of an ultraüghtweight vehicle was at most 7500 CHF (7.5 kCHF equal about
5000 US $). Today, a fully suspended Leitra costs about 10'000 CHF. In order to
increase sales numbers of lightweight vehicles above the level of those of the Leitra
(approximately 200 Leitras total in the period 1985 to 1999), the price needed to be
lowered to about half that price, e.g. 5000 CHF.

The fairing of the Leitra is made mainly from epoxy/glass-fiber composite. Today, parts
as complex and as lightweight as e.g. a Leitra fairing can only be made by hand rather
than with industriaüzed production methods. In order to find cheaper Solutions e.g. for
fairings, other production methods and materials suited for these methods need to be
found. Unfortunately, these other materials are heavier per unit fairing-surface, and
therefore the mass of the fairing and total mass of a vehicle produced in large scale will
increase.
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We assume that the mass of a vehicle and price depend from each other as qualitatively
indicated in Fig. 2. The Iower the price, the higher the mass of a vehicle with one
passenger seat and fairing. According to own experiences Andreas Fuchs concludes
that in hilly areas 30 kg are the upper limit for the mass of a purely human powered
vehicle. The model in Fig. 2 shows that a fully faired and unassisted velomobile is not
cheaper than about 7 kCHF. Comparing with Fig. 1, our conclusion is therefore that a
four-seasons ultraüghtweight vehicle affordable to a wider ränge of people will need to
be an assisted vehicle. A similar dependence between mass and price is valid for assistunits:

the Iower the mass for an assist unit including a battery of a certain energy content (and
certain ränge), the higher the price. This relation is also shown in Fig. 2. The relation of
mass and price for a vehicle equipped with an assist may be calculated by assuming a
relation of vehicle price and assist price such as e.g. y=0.535(exp(0.253x)), where
x=price of vehicle and y=price of assist. According to this formula, a vehicle costing 3
kCHF is equipped with an assist of 1.15 kCHF. In Fig. 2, the curve "mass versus price"
for an assisted velomobile using the above relation is shown.
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Fig. 2 Dependance of vehicle-mass (thin solid line) and electrical assist unit-mass (broken thin line) from
prices based on estimations. Also shown is the curve 'mass versus price' of an electrically assisted vehicle
(thick solid line) which was calculated assuming y=0.535(exp(0.253x)), where x=price of vehicle and
y=price of assist. Shown is the price-mass-regionof an unassisted Leitra velomobile. Price depends on the
model and the components chosen. The shaded area surrounded by a thick broken line indicates the
target price-mass-region of ultraüghtweight vehicles the "Hochschule für Technik und Architektur" is
developping.
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The target price for an assisted ultraüghtweight vehicle is about 5 to 6 kCHF. This massprice ränge is indicated by a shaded area in Fig. 2. The expected mass of the vehicle
will be about 75 kg which equals the mass of an average person.
To a freak-bicyclist such an ultraüghtweight vehicle may appear unattractive since it is
heavy compared to e.g. a Standard recumbent bicycle. But the shielding from poor
weather and the assist on hills (as long as the battery is not discharged) makes such a
lightweight vehicle attractive to many people including the elderiy.

BASIC OUTLINES FOR THE ULTRAÜGHTWEIGHT VEHICLE

In 1995, the vehicle planned by the HTA-BE should become a tricycle. And second, it
should also be as simple as possible, but still nicely looking. The first physical version of
the ultraüghtweight vehicle, 'Ultraieichtmobil ULM BE 2000' with three wheels, was
exhibited at several occasions. Visitors criticized its width of 1m, which is several

centimeters too large to pass through many garden-doors. This made the trike hard to
park. In fact, Andreas Fuchs only once thought about selling his Leitra: he had to move
and was looking for an other appartement in the town of Berne with enough space in
front of that house to park the Leitra and with a door of the front-yard being wide enough
so that the Leitra's front wheels of 98 cm width could pass!
Accordingly width and track of the ultraüghtweight vehicle had to become smaller. Since
our marketing ideas are such that the field of view of the rider of such a vehicle should
be as similar as possible to that of a car-driver, the seat height could not be reduced
further to ensure more dynamic stability. Therefore the number of wheels had to be
increased from three to four (a quadracycle 75% as wide as a tricycle is about equally
stable).
The ultraüghtweight vehicle should fullfill the conditions listed in table 1.
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Single-seater, some space for baggage or occasional passenger
Nice design
Human powered with (electrical) assist
Four-seasons vehicle: multitrack vehicle, therefore no falls on slippery surfaces
Füll weather protection
Width at most 1 m

Height not less than 1.2 m
Maximum speed 45 km/h
Nominal power of the assist less than 1 hp (746 W); peak power up to 1.5 kW
Mass including batteries less than 80 kg
Reliable

Low Maintenance

Low Price
Table 1 Wanted features of the ultraüghtweight vehicle

PROPULSION

The disadvantage of two instead of one Single propelüng rear wheel is the need to
couple the rear wheels eventually by means of a differential. But since after the
experiences with the mechanically complex drive-train of ULM BE 2000 the drive train
should be simplified anyway it was decided to propel the left wheel of the second
quadracycle by Jakob Gilgen with a traditional human powered chain drive including a
Sachs 12-speed hub, and propelüng the right wheel by two motors using belts, one
motor operating while at Iower speeds and the other motor operating while at higher
speeds to maximize energetic drive-efficiency. In this way no differential or gear-box
with multiple gears is needed. Tests, but not extensive ones showed that unsymmetric
propulsion of the rear wheels is feasible with such low track widths of 76 cm.

One type of drive-train is the mechanical one described above. The other, ergonomically
much more appealing way to propel the human power electro hybride is by means of the
chainless electrical transmission described in Blatter 1998, Fuchs 1998, and in a paper
by Fuchs 1999.

PROTOTYPE CHASSIS OF THE GILGEN QUADRACYCLE

The overall fourth ultraüghtweight vehicle and second quadracycle consists of a chassis
with four wheels on longitudinal trailing arms, each one sprung using elastomer
elements. See Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Photo of the working model of the chassis (Photo by ECAL 1998).
Please note that the chain is running inside the tubes.

The prototype of the chassis has the following technical data:
Track width: 76 cm
Wheelbase: 1.40 m

Wheelsize: ETRTO 305 (16")
Width: 82 cm

Length: 1.95 m
Masses:

Chassis without batteries: 70 kg
Chassis without batteries and E-drive: 53 kg
Battery: 24 kg (Voltage 24 V, Capacity 44 Ah)

TOTAL: 94 kg
Table 2 Technical data of the prototype chassis of the 'Gilgen quadracycle' (Quadracycle No. 2)
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DESIGN STUDY

AIMS

No matter if it concerns a tooth brush, a razor or an ultralightweight vehicle, a serious
design study implies that many factors, even more than the aesthetic ones, are
considered. The industrial designer is bound to functional, ergonomical, technical,
sociocultural and economical constrains that have to be harmonized, according to their
relative importance, in order to satisfy the expectations of the product user.
The aims of the design study were mainly defined in terms of industrial feasibility.
Therefore, on the basis of an evaluation of the existing prototype, we first worked on
possible alternatives and designs of the vehicle which could match the market. Various
materials and production methods were studied as well.

PROTOTYPE ANALYSIS

Many tests on the prototype enabied us to define some important points to be improved
in ourconcepts.

Some critics were expressed by the test-persons about the general ergonomics of the
vehicle. The very low rider position which was choosen for excellent stability lead to a
feeling of insecurity in urban traffic. It also interfers with the ease of access to the
vehicle (especially for elderly poeple). The handlebars obstruct the vision of the rider if
they allow to clear the knees when pedalling.
From the technical point of view, some Solutions seemed to be too complex. The
braking System (four hydraulic disc brakes) was expensive, difficult to adjust and
Service. The propulsion System (2 motors) was not yet as effective as expected.
These remarks were taken into consideration during the elaboration of new alternatives
of the vehicle.

ALTERNATIVES

For the designers this phase of research usually represents a good opportunity to
express their creativity. The main goals were to formulate all possible aspects of the
problem, to find Solutions and, finally, to synthesize them in a coherent way.
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In this project, one of the difficulty was to find an appropriate identity for the vehicle. It
should not be mixed up with bicycles or small cars. From all the Sketches made, three
major concepts were selected:
Concept No 1, Quadra-cycle

Fig. 4 Illustration of concept No 1: Quadra-cycle (Laurent Clement, ECAL 1998)

This concept is based on traditional technologies used in the cycle field. It is aimed at
every type of user.
The chassis is made from welded bent tubes. Its geometry allows to clear the central
space of the vehicle, facilitating ingress and egress. A suspended rear unit contains the
motors and batteries. Easy change of the unit permits to adapt the power-assistance to
technological evolution. The fairing is made from nylon fabric and soft transparent PVC.
Doors in the same materials can be added. The luggage-rack can be completed by a
plastic top-case or a fabric protection.
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Chassis

advantages

simple and known production methods

disadvantages

free central space
expensive parts (bendings, welding, jigs)

advantages

bike look

limited Investments (tooling) for small series

Fairing

simple to produce
low cost

wide choice of colors

disadvantages

no complex shapes

limited rigidity

Concept No 2, Quadra-sport

Fig. 5 Illustration of the concept No 2: Quadra-sport (Laurent Clement, ECAL 1998)

This concept is aesthetically influenced by the scooter-world. Its trendy and sporty look
is mainly dedicated to young people.
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The vehicle is made from two vacuum-formed plastic Shells, glued together. Many
functions as the rider's seat and the luggage-case are integrated into the shape of the
molded parts. The fairing may be completed by adding a polycarbonate windshield and
a roof.

Chassis
and Fairing

advantages

aesthetic qualities
rigidity
integration of functions and elements

disadvantages

important Investments
not convenient for all users

Concept No 3, Quadra-city

Fig. 6 Illustration of the concept No 3: Quadra-city (Laurent Clement, ECAL 1998)
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This concept is based on the language of urban environment, its architecture, its
materials.

The chassis is made of two extruded aluminium profiles connected by cast aluminium
end-pieces. It forms a rigid beam to which all other components are fixed. Chain, electric
cables and hydraulic braking Systems are integrated into the beam. The fairing is made
from plastic panels mounted onto a light structure. Doors can be added.
advantages

Chassis

simple production methods
limited Investments

disadvantages

advantages

Fairing

disadvantages

aesthetic qualities
possible modular components
not expensive
no important ones
rigid
functional (trunk)
important Investments
weight

Choice of the concept

Based on the evaluation of advantages and disadvantages of the concepts, it was
decided to develop an extruded aluminium-profile chassis with a fabric fairing (that could
be completed with vacuum-formed elements).

ERGONOMICS

In order to confirm our assumptions about the rider's position, we decided to build a füllscale working model (wood and cardboard) to test various positions of different people
and to experiment with the dimensions of the riders compartment.

&L
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Fig. 7 Photo of the ergonomical working model (Photo by ECAL 1998)

Conclusions are as following:

The best seat height is 41 cm. It provides a comfortable position and ease of access for
most of the users (including elderly poeple). Road visibility in front of the vehicle is
excellent. Users can also benefit from a better feeling of security in urban traffic
conditions. The raising of the seat influences the center of gravity. In normal situations,
dynamic stability is sufficient (the batteries partly compensate for the weight of the rider

quite high above the ground). The selected seat (by ZEM, 1998/99) is simply built, light
and it allows a good Ventilation and a good back support. One can adjust its distance
from the crank gear between 78 cm and 100 cm.

The crank gear height is at 54 cm from ground. It's a bit higherthan the seat (41 cm),
facilitating pedalling.

The handelbar can be pushed forward to facilitate the access. Then, it can be adjusted
to a convenient angle and height.
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FINAL PROJECT

OVERVIEW

Ergonomie and technological choices being done, we developed the vehicle details in
order to satisfy the users needs and the manufacturers wishes. Our priorities were
focused on functionality, user-friendliness, aesthetics and inexpensive construetion
principles.
Without its fairing, the quadracycle looks like a small single-seater vehicle with a nice
and well-finished apparent aluminium frame. The rider gets into the vehicle from its side,
folds down the handelbar, puts his feet onto the pedals and sets, if necessary, the
electric-motor to assist his effort. The luggage-rack behind the seat may carry a topcase or an occasional passenger or a baby-seat. The bumper (with headlights included),
the crank gear and the rear suspension's arms are covered with plastic Shells. The
mudguards are made from the same material.

Fig. 8 Basic urban quadracycle (mudgards not shown)
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The batteries are mounted between the two longitudinal main-beams of the chassis.
They are easy to access and to replace for charged ones. The motors are part of the
propulsion units which include the rear wheels.

The riders compartment is made from different rigid vacuum-formed plastics and soft
nylon fabrics. They are mounted on two aluminium arches. Two fiberglass rods Stretch
the soft parts into the expected shape. The fairing can be completed with two large
doors that open from the front of the vehicle and with a cover to protect the luggage.
These elements are also made from stretched nylon fabric.

Completely equipped, the quadracycle is a multi-purpose vehicle for urban and
suburban use. It is suitable for short-distance moves under any weather conditions.
Without its fairing, it is more adapted for leisure and sport activities.

Fig. 9 Fully-faired urban quadracycle (doors not shown)
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SAFETY

Compared to a very heavy car, the vehicle is not as safe from the view of the
passenger. But it is safer than a car e.g. for pedestrians, because the vehicle is at least
ten times lighter than a car. This is essential in the ease of a crash between a pedestrian
and an ultralightweight mobile.
The addition of barriers against passenger cars at bumper-height is difficult because the
vehicle-mass has to be kept minimal and because the maximum climbing height while
entering and leaving the vehicle has to be much lower than 50 cm.
Compared to a bicycle, the probability of some accidents have become lower: four
wheels prevent falls on slippery ground, and the partial or füll fairing enhance visibility
and the respect by car-drivers. The recumbent-seating-position dramatically lowers the
probability of crashes in which the head hits the crash-partner first. Additionally, the
seating-position is much more comfortable than on a common bicycle, reducing the
strain on the rider and consequently also fatigue and thus error rate.

MASS AND MASS-DISTRIBUTION

The mass still needs to be reduced as much as possible by optimisation. This work is
being done. while finishing this paper.
The mass-distribution is mainly defined by the position of the rider and the batteries in
the chassis. The weight (including person) is equally distributed onto both axles. Heavy
luggage makes the vehicle heavy to the rear.

CONCLUSION

The fourth vehicle, now a quadracycle and no longer a trike, is

• Lighterthan the tricycle ULM BE 2000
• Narrower in orderto pass through garden-doors
• Shorterto make parking easier
• Fully faired
• Production-friendlier (screwed aluminium profiles ratherthan welded steel tubes)
• Easier to enter and to leave
• Friendlier to trousers thanks to the enclosed transmission

The vehicle may be equipped with a Standard mechanical transmission with enclosed
moving elements as well as with an electrical human power transmission.
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Overall, the aim of a mass-produced fully faired four-seasons human power electro

hybride vehicle requiring low maintenance, available for an acceptable price, is much
nearer than it was before this project.
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Greenhe art MicroCab Project

The question of hybrid power: Combing human and electric power in an ultra
lightweight vehicle.

John Jostins

Overview

It is now universally accepted that our urban environments have become dominated

by cars. These vehicies of steel and glass, large and heavy with powerful engines,
designed to carry four or five people at high speeds on the open road, are often
reduced to carrying one person at crawling speed in towns. Under these
circumstances, most of the energy used propels the car rather than the driver.
Journey times by road in cities are often depressingly slow and the pollution from
fumes and noise is very high. In older cities with narrow streets, the problem is
exacerbated. The result is ever more clogged urban routes. For the pedestrian,
pollution from vehicies is a real danger as well as causing discomfort and alienation.
Our great thinkers and visionaries all want to reclaim the cities for the people. We
want to be able to enjoy the city without the car getting in the way. With the
environment in mind, pedestrianisation of streets is on the increase.
However, some kind of transport will be necessary in these areas. Not everyone can
or wants to walk everywhere. There is, therefore, an ecological imperative to design
and build new kinds of vehicle which are completely free of these environmental
Problems, and which offer a revolutionär/ leap to a new harmony in the urban
environment.

Human Powered Vehicies are examples of this kind of design philosophy, but one of
the main drawbacks, in terms of people or load carrying, is that, despite advances in
cycle technology, one person's power Output is not (in most cases) sufficient.

The Microcab design philosophy

The most important Single aspect of the design of the Microcab is the minimising of
weight. With ultra lightweight construction, the power required to move the vehicle
(human or electric) is reduced to the minimum. In the mainstream car industry,

vehicle weight has not significantly decreased in the last 20 years, despite ultralight
construction methods, such as carbon composites, having been available for many
years. These materials are common in aeronautics and Performance vehicies, but
their use has not been taken up very widely in the general car industry. The microcab
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features a composite monocoque (without frame). Most human-powered, peoplemoving vehicies use a frame construction as they have their roots in the cycle
industry where frame-making is a readily available skill. However, these vehicies
need seats, floors, weather covering etc.added to the frame. On some vehicies these

panels are an afterthought with unresolved ergonomics and aesthetics, and using
GRP and other heavy materials. In the end the vehicle becomes heavier than it
needs to be and has a series of 'add on' panels, sometimes of a questionable design

and build quality. The Microcab tries to combine these elements from the beginning,
in an attempt to derive a holistic design Solution.

fiqure 1: third scale model

The vehicle is intended for low speed use (typically in urban situations). By being
very specific about its use, the waste inherent in vehicies which try to cope with a
Wide ränge of conditions, such as urban and motorway use, is avoided.

One of the drawbacks of conventional cars when converted to electric power is the
large mass of batteries required. This has to be a permanent part of the vehicle
because of its size and weight and, therefore, the vehicle is out of action whilst
recharging, which may take a considerable time. By bringing the power requirements
down, the battery pack can be reduced to a size which is light enough to exchange
for a freshly charged unit. This means that the vehicle is only out of Service for a few
89

minutes. As an urban vehicle, recharged packs can be made available, at Strategie
sites in a city, in readiness for swapping. The vehicle is a taxi and therefore will have

a driver with it at all times. The advantage here is that security issues assoeiated with
daytime or overnight parking of private cars is not a problem. This reduces the need
for doors and locks etc., further saving in complexity and weight. Also, if the vehicle
was available as a private 'car', it would add to congestion, whereas a taxi System,
like other methods of public transport, encourages the public to leave their cars at
home.

Aesthetics

The public has become used to very high Standards in design, styling and build
quality in road vehicies. These Standards need to be reflected in the aesthetic values
inherent in the Microcab in orderto convince people that the vehicle is well designed
and engineered. The general public should not have to opt for a second rate mode of
transport in order to support their concems for the environment. Passenger comfort
and protection from adverse weather should be promoted. Many people do not use
public transport because it can be dull and dirty, contrasting starkly with their own
private car which can be an enjoyable environment to travel in despite its ecological
drawbacks.

fiqure 2: development sketch
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Research into currently operating HPVs

In research, I have found that people-moving vehicies which are entirely human

powered are not a realistic proposition when the driver is working an 8 hour day, 5
days a week.

Sainsbury's störe in Islington, London has been operating a trial scheme, taking
shoppers home from the störe by 'pedicab'. The drivers find it too difficult to power
the vehicle all day, particularly if the terrain is not flat. Additionally, up hüls the
vehicies are so slow that they can hold up other traffic, counter-productive when
trying to win over a sceptical public. The Sainsbury vehicies have been modified with
additional electric power. Similarly in Ghent, Belgium with the City Go Go Operation,
the drivers find it too difficult to work all day, especially with cobbled streets and hüls,
and their vehicies are being modified with electric power.

I have always feit that there was a negative factor in the original 'rickshaw' notion,
with the human doing all the work, and have always advocated electric/pedal hybrid.
I feel that the public at large may interpret pure human power as a step backwards

and find it embarrasing to 'use' another human being in this way. It is quite different,
of course, for the lone cyclist enjoying a quiet ride and getting fit at the same time.

It is important to me that in the ease of load carrying vehicies, the work should not be
too difficult, where the person becomes some kind of 'beast of bürden' like a camel. It
is important that a vehicle such as ours can be operated by someone of any physical
stature and this means having enough electric power on board to cope if the person
is tired, perhaps at the end of the working day. There is a delicate balance to be set
between offering some physical exercise so the work is not too sedentary, without
overtaxing the individual. Also, the person should be able to vary the balance
between electric and human power to compensate for their own physical condition at
any given time. At no time though can the electric drive be used by itself.

Hybrid Power Integration

We are currently testing the following drive train on the Microcab:
• Shimano crankset and 7 speed Shimano enclosed gearhub driving

onto one

rear wheel via half shaft
•

2 x Honda 600w in wheel motors on rear wheels
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fiqure 3: Honda motor

Technical Problems

There are many issues assoeiated with integrating human and electric power. How
do we control the electric power? How much electric power and how much pedal?
What happens if the driver stops pedalling? Does the vehicle stop? How does the
vehicle accelerate or slow down?

In order that the driver's effort can be assisted by the electric motors, a system for
Integration is required. This system initially needs to measure the driver's effort and
subsequently apply a continually variable, proprotional Output from the electric
motors. The proportion of total drive delivered by each source (pedal and electric)
should also be variable to allow the driver to vary her/his effort in relation to the
electric.

It is possible to simply measure the rate of turning of the pedal crank or, more
usefully, a rotating disc located after the gearbox, using magnetic or optical methods.
This rate could be then matched by a given quantitiy of electric drive. As the rate
increases, so does the electric assistance. The problem here is that, if the the load
increases via an incline for instance, the rate of turning is likely to slow somewhat,
thereby reducing the electric assist, just when the driver needs it most!
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Torque measurement is more complex but gives a more accurate picture of the
driver's effort. Torque can be measured along the length of the pedal crank or
similarly, pressure on the surface of the pedal. Torque readings could be taken from
a variety of other sources such as rotationally from the half shaft at the rear etc.
using a strain gauge.
Thus, under acceleration, when torque increases, proportional assistance from the
motors is applied. As driver effort reduces at cruising speed, assistance reduces and
becomes constant. At cruising speed, torque will decrease rapidly causing the
electric power to drop off rapidly, so a second control input measurement, speed,
needs to come into play to maintain constant electric power.

At this point If the driver stops pedalling altogether, then the assist can be reduced,
tailing of gradually to zero. If brakes are applied gently, electronic braking can come
into play. Under hard braking conventional disc brakes are applied, in combination
with the electronic braking of the motors.

Information from the torque readings is processed digitally and tuning factors, such
as rate of decceleration, programmed in. Proportion of pedal to electric motor can be
varied by the driver but there is a minimum setting so that the pedals must be turned
for electrical assistance to come in.

Rapid Prototyping

One of the problems of trying to develop a prototype which involves making patterns
and moulds, to create chassis, bodywork etc., is the time taken by using these
methods. In order to cut this down to a realistic and manageable proportion we have
developed some rapid prototyping methods during the design and construction
process. These include 'sketching' the füll size vehicle in thin sheet (typically MDF or

plywood, 4mm). This allows rough drawing of outer panel shapes onto sheet, cutting
out of these shapes and attaching them to a skeletal frame of stiffer material. These
shapes are flexible enough to imitate some Compound curved surfaces. Pieces can
easily be recut or added to.
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fiqure 4: full-size mock-up, early stages

In the early stages the structure remains hollow and therefore the ergonomics of the
inside can also be refined. Once a basic structure has been created it can be

photographed from a variety of angles. These images are then digitised and can be
drawn over in the Computer to rationalise the lines and shapes. These drawings can
then be printed out and used to alter the füll size mock up. This iterative process
continues until the design is considered complete. Once the design is finalised, the
Information is transcribed onto sectional formers which then are rationalised for

accuracy and used as final construction pieces for the pattern itself. So, the loose
styling mock-up metamorphoses into an accurate pattern, from which moulds can be
cast.
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figure 5: mock-up transforms into pattern

This method requires that the team involved have experience of car styling, pattern
making and an overall design mentality.

In addition to this, we are using water based resins for mould making, which are
much simpler and quicker to handle than polyester or epoxy, and are solvent free
and therefore less hazardous to the user.

These methods avoid the use of styling clay or solid blocks of foam, and allow a

finished surface to be created comparatively easily. The Microcab prototype has
been created in about 3 months using these methods.
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figure 6: moulds made from water-soluble resin

Conclusion

The Microcab embodies principles of lightweight construction from the racing car
industry and couples these with a hybrid pedal/electric drive train to produce a zero
emissions, Utility vehicle. It is capable of transporting people over Short distances at
reasonabie speed. An attempt has been made to integrate all the important features
of this kind of transport into the design from the start, and keep the aesthetic and
production values as high as possible. By keeping the weight down to an absolute
minimum, the energy required to move the vehicle is similarly low. Technologies
which are assoeiated with much more expensive and elitist transport modes are
applied here, in order that these methods and materials are seen to be used in an
ordinary context, not just for the specialist, expensive market. These design and
construction methods can then pay for themselves in terms of environmental benefits
for all rather than just for the few.
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Active BiCyCleS Harald Kutzke, Ecomotion Design
Introduction

Traffic congestion, pollution, energy conservation and resources management
have become major issues for the transportation industry. They open up
new horizons especially for the bicycle industry.
Bicycles and other Human Powered Vehicies are not only the lightest,
simplest and quietest but also the most effective, environmental friendly
and least threatening road vehicies. In addition to that they are the only
vehicies that contribute to health.

This makes bicycles promising products, that can help to solve some of
these problems.
There is a wide understanding that an optimized mix of different means
of transportation will be part of a successful strategy that deals with
modern traffic problems. As an integrated part of this mix man powered
vehicies can play a major role in the future. With this the demands of
the consumers will also change. Those who change a lot between cars,
bicycles and public transportation will expect from a bicycle similar
Standards of safety, comfort and everyday usability.
Technological background
Electronics have replaced mechanics in many consumer goods. This has
triggered great changes in the way products were designed, produced
and used. It also has improved the general Performance of these products.
This technological change is beginning to reach the bicycle as one of the
latest products that still rely on mechanics only. Electro Hybrid Bicycles
that combine human and electric power were introduced in Japan 1994.
These so-called "Power Assist Systems" were designed to double the
cranking power of the rider with the help of an electric motor. Many
variants by other producers followed in Japan, United States and Europe.
They all have a common working principle: While the traditional chain
drive and gearing remained untouched, a second electric drivetrain was

integrated (Parallel Hybrid).

chaindrive

m

m.

battery

wheel

motor

Parallel Hybrid - each drive can turn the wheel
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The next technology generation replaces the chaindrive and the mechanical
gearing by the fully electric drivetrain (Series Hybrid). With the mechanical
disengagement of crankset and wheel the micro Controller can be
programmed freely to create a complex pattern of "behaviour" towards
the rider.

I

r;

LU::

rider

generator

battery +
charger

module

module

crankset +

microcontroller +
electronics
module

wheel +
motor

module

Series Hybrid - only one drive can turn the wheel

Definitions:

Bicycles are machines that transform the cranking motion of the rider
into locomotion on the ground.
With traditional "passive" bicycles a significant part of the rider's energy
gets lost to the functioning of the bicyle and does not yield propulsion
power.

In a new appproach bicycles are looked at under a different point of view.
The new model treats the bicycle as a system. It incorporates everything
between the rider and the surface.

Active Bicyles are Systems that transform all cranking power of the rider
into locomotion on the ground.

Technically speaking this is done by constant calculation of the parameters
that are responsible for locomotion. These are compared with the power
Output of the rider and the uphill/downhill Status of the bicycle. These
constantly calculated losses of the bicyles are then substituted by energy
from a battery.

"Loss-free" operating bicycles shall be treated by the law like traditional
bicyles
If we had the technical means to create a bicycle that has nearly neither
weight nor frictional losses, maximum speed would not be limited.
It is not important by what technical means such "ideal" bicycles are
realized - what counts is the result that the rider expieriences.
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Performance of traditional bicyles and electric bicycles can be deflned
by their weight and the efficiency of their mechanical components
(hardware related). Active Bicycles are series hybrids and their Performance

is deflned by the programing of the microcontroller (Software related).
With this program Active Bicycles simulate an "ideal" bicycle: No weight,
no fricton, 100 % efficiency and continuous gearing.

Like at traditional bicyles the power Output of the rider alone is the
limiting factor and only energy that the rider has already cranked is
compensated. No other power is added onto that. The rider still has to
crank himself and his load uphill and against the wind.
Advantages of Active Bicycles
• Improved active and passive safety
• Improved comfort
While "naked" sports bicycles weigh only 7-10 kg, a fully equipped
touring or city bike weighs twice as much. Its rider is "punished"
for using a safe and comfortable bike. Active Bicycles compensate
this disadvantage. This is even more important with recumbents and

•

multitracks where a seat with backrest and the larger frame add on
even more weight.
Substantial reduction of mechanical parts

•

Improved ergonomics through smooth cranking motion

•

Conversion of braking energy into electric energy

•

Effective protection against theft and tampering by coding of the
microcontroller

•

Reduced energy consumption

Compared to motorised vehicies Electro Hybrid Bicycles use the
least amount of energy because the rider generates the major part
himself. With such minimal energy consumption it is possible to
Charge the batteries with a photovoltaic panel and create a vehicle
that depends only on manpower solar energy.
Political aspects

Active Bicyles create a new balance between man and machine. Between
both a clear distinction is made. The energy that the bicycle carries stays
with the bicycle and the energy that is cranked by the rider stays with
the rider. With the intelligibility of this product philosophy a high degree
of political and social acceptance can be expected.
One advantage of the suggested definition of an Active Bicycle is its clear
meaning that can be verified anytime. On the other hand it opens good

prospects for future developments that will make bicycles and multi track
HPVs safer and better performing products.
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The Active Bicycle
A new generation of intelligent muscle-electro hybrids
converts all energy of the cyclist into speed
The new approach treats the bicycle as a system.

Its task is to convert cranking - without waisting energy and ergonomically optimized - into speed.
How? By "neutralizing" the entire bicycle:

The System simulates an ideal bicycle:

No weight
No friction

No drag
loo % efficiency
Stepless automatic gearing
Various driving modes
AH wheel drive

A high - tech ergometer,
whether in motion

or standing still

Input

Output

100 %

100 %

Cranking

Speed

The system constantly calculates its own mechanical, electrical and aerodynamical losses, as wel

as it's inertia when accelerating and it's downhill force when riding uphill.
These losses get compensated with energy derived from the battery.
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The Situation
Compared to automobiles and motorcycles bicycles are last in terms of safety, comfort, quality
and Performance.

While the automobile industry has made several significant Steps to further develop and evolve,
the majority of bicycle manufacturers still create a product that reflects the 100-year-old technique
used by their predecessors, based on labour-intensive production and low-cost repairs.
In this way the bicycle has remained a mainly local product, manufactured in small series.
This again has led to the absence of strong brands worldwide.
The philosophy of ecomotion design is quite different:
Because human power is limited and because the bicycle is the smallest, lightest and
most vulnerable vehicle operating on the road, it needs the best in technology, design and
marketing.
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The New Technology
The System constantly calculates and compensates its own losses.

This process needs only about half the energy used by Power Assist Bicycles
and only a fraction compared to Standard electric bicycles.
Electric drivetrain

Free programability

Stepless automatic gearing
Gradient sensor
Wheel motor
All wheel drive

Recharge of braking energy
Hydraulic disc brakes
Füll Suspension
Compact

Few mechanical parts
Clean, internal body design
Interface for PC, pulse monitoring

and telematic Systems
Twist grip shifting for
program selection
Display
Xenon headlight
Tele fork

Hydraulic disc brakes
In-wheel motor
Cast rims
Tubeless tires
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Cantilever Suspension

The New Trends
•
•

New designs like the "Scooter bike" set new Standards for safety and comfort.
New appliances like cardio trainer for indoors and outdoors or rental bike.

• The modules are connected only by electric cables and hydraulic pipes.
It is therefore easy to produce folding bicycles and bicycles with a variable geometry.

Our Services:
Licences

Product development
Design
Consulting

,Vte
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The Modules

Automated assembly of few prefabricated modules
Can be programed for different national Standards without changing the hardware

Operating modes like "PowerAssist Bike" (J) EPACs ( EU) and "Power Bike" (USA)
Fast and cost efficient design variations
Three- and four-wheelers constructed of the same modules
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The Active Bicycle - Summary
The Task
To increase the worldwide acceptance of bicycles by eliminating their main drawbacks
in production, service and daily use.

The Focus
To create the base technology for a new line of sporty high tech products that are
highly desirable under aspects of traffic management and health politics.

Marketing
The Active Bicycle is designed as a "world bicycle" to be marketed by well-known brands.
Because of their low demand in the areas of service and repair, Active Bicycles can also

be offered outside the traditional paths of distribution: On the Internet, in small, specialized
city or neighbourhood shops or in show rooms of automobile or motorcycle dealers.

Customers Targeted
Success- and comfort-oriented customers who demand from their bicycle a technological
Standard and a level of operational comfort comparable to that of their car. Here is where
the Active Bicycle will set a new Standard.
Fitness-oriented customers who want to have a choice between indoor and outdoor

ergometer training.

Customers who have given up bicycling but feel encouraged to take it up again
because of the improveded safety, comfort and handling.

Technological Surroundings
The Active Bicycle can be easily integrated into telematic Systems, telecommunicatons, home
and office techniques, public transportation and automobile technology.
It is therefore well suited as an integral component of future integrated traffic Systems, as
well as of rental business where the bicycle is in constant contact with its home base and
can be payed (credit card, smart card) electronically.
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The Active Bicycle - Summary
Service and Repair
The modules are designed to be maintainance free, with only the tires and brake pads requiring
replacement. If the bicycle Warrants repair the whole module is then replaced, which can be
performed in a small service corner while the customer waits.

Ergonomy
From the cyclists's point of view the ergonomical advantages may be most important. Since
the maximum torque is limited, the cyclist reaches his pedaling frequency more quickly and
can continue a fluent motion independent ofthe load or uphill / upwind conditions.

"Walking" Mode
With a twist grip type selector the cyclist can choose a speed between 0-5 km/h. This speed is
constant and independent ofthe load or road condition. The bicycle can therefore be pushed
uphill with no extra effort, even with a baby and groceries on board.

All Wheel Drive
As is the ease with automobiles, AWD provides a substantial increase in traction and
directional stability. This effect is even stronger when the gyro-stability ofthe three motors
is added. By introducing electronically controlled generator braking, hydraulic disc brakes
and füll Suspension a high level of active safety is attained.

Solar Biking
The minimal consumption of electric energy makes this hybrid an ideal match with small home
based photovoltaic charging stations.
This combination enables the ETB to be operated independently of an energy infrastrueture.

Effective Anti Theft Device
For a slightly higher cost a coded electronic key can be included. This device offers effective
protection against theft, one ofthe consumer's main concerns when buying a high value bicycle.
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The Active Scooter Bike

Design

The main reason for choosing the recumbent concept in bicycling design is the reduced
aerodynamic drag. In ther design ofthe Active Scooter Bike the objectives were quite
different.

This semi recumbent has a seat hight of 75- 80 cm and a small back rest. The rider
sits in a quite comfortable and upright position with the arms, Shoulders and neck
relaxed. When stopping he can easily remain seated with both feet Hat on the ground.
In ease of falling down the impact will be reasonably smaller and often the rider can
prevent this by instinctively spreading out his legs and finding his balance ägain.
The legs are pointed forward which can prevent the rider better from injuries in ease
of a frontal crash.

The long wheel base not only increases comfort but allows emergency braking without
the risc of being thrown over the handelbar.
Electric Drivetrain

Since the maximum torque ofthe generator is limited the cranking motion ofthe rider
is very smooth and he never has to come out ofthe seat and over the cranks to reach
his best Performance. This makes electric drivetrains a perfect match with recumbents.
Performance

Professor Schöndorf, an early promoter of recumbents once stated that recumbents
could only have a breakthrough as a mass product if they could perform better in any
Situation than Standard bicycles. Since a longer frame and chain and a seat with a
backrest add substancial weight, recumbents will always be heavier and perform worse.
The Active Scooter Bike is a hybrid concept that uses the energy from a battery only
to compensate all losses caused by the bicycle itself. With this concept it is possible
to give recumbents and other HPVs a better Performance than even the best race bike.

Riding Stability
The Active Scooter Bike uses two wheel mounted motors. This results in improved
traction and the gyro forces of all three motors result in an improved directional stability.

Together with the better acceleration the rider is less likely to steer in wavy lines after
starting. This is an important safety factor in inner city traffic.

System Concept
Microcontroller and

gradient sensor

Generator

Hub engine
with intregrated
planetary gearing

with intregrated \
planetary gearing

Hub engine
with intregrated
planetary gearing

Efficiency
The electric drivetrain can be freely programmed and this can result in reasonabie
gains.

The rider can always crank his optimal frequency (70- 80 rpm) independent from the
changing load ofthe bicycle.
Also by programming the gap between the maximum crank lever and the maximum
leg power can be minimised. These two effects can add up to gains between 1020 %.

The cleaner aerodynamics ofthe bike, the reduced rolling resistance ofthe tires in an
AWD and the savings of not having to use a dynamo when riding at night may add
another 2-5% efficiency.
Regenerative braking will be very effective with the two powerful wheel motors and
result in further savings of about 10 %.
All these gains can compensate most ofthe losses ofthe electric drive train that will

be in between 25 and 30 % in everyday use.
More infos:
e -mail:
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PedalLine, a new VeloTaxi concept
Charles Henry, Urs Michel, Theo Schmidt

ABSTRACT

The PedalLine concept is a recent approach to establishsemi-public transport on a collective human-power basis. The
conventional rickshaw-concept works well for one or two passengers in flat tcrrain and short trips, but with its poor
power-to-mass ratio is unsuitable for hüls, and with its highdriver-to-passenger ratio is unsuitable and uneconomical for
mass transport. PedalLine could offer a wider ränge for transporting people and goods economically by the application
of extra energy provided by passengers and/or by motors. The modular use of interconnected vehicies in a Virtual train
composition is an inherent characteristic of PedalLine and offers maximum flexibility. Different moduls can be
equipped with different types of extra energy: "active" and "passive" passenger moduls, "phantom trailer" luggage
moduls, etc., and used according to conditions and demand. Of prime importance is the motivation of "active"
passengers in multi-person vehicies with suitable feedback as a "reward". This is a whole area of research which has
only just begun.

INTRODUCTION - DEVELOPING THE VELOTAXI CONCEPT

Vehicies for collective human-powered transportation are proposed and built from time to time. The first were tandems
for up to 5 people used for pacing track-racingcyclists. (Later these pace vehicies had less people and an auxiliary
electric motor, probably the first use of electric power-assisted bikes.)Tandems were lengthend lo ridiculous lengths,
often with several people side-by-side (sociable), making a kind of human-powered bus. Because ofthe scaling rules
(ants and elefants!), such vehicies require a very heavy-duty construction and of course strong motoreycle or car wheels.
Therefore in spite ofthe reduced air resistance per person, they are less efficient than Single bikes, especially uphill and
if there is not a füll crew of strong riders. Such vehicies are used for fun and for promenades on special occasions and
are not usually suitable for serious transportation.
Rickshaws, on the other hand, were always designed for transporting people, but most old and new designs both share
the problem that the passengers cannot contributeto propulsion, giving rise to hard work for the Chauffeur up any
incline. In traditional rickshaw areas the Chauffeurs are usually poor and heavily exploited, whereas in high-waged
western countries rickshaws cannot economically compete with ordinary taxis except for very short or easy trips.
However, one has only to visit parts of London where most ofthe traffic consists of loud and stinking taxis and buses to
see that there is a real need for a more pleasant alternative creating no noise and fumes and using less Space.
Individual cycles and velomobiles already meet these conditions but are not used by a majority ofthe population for
various reasons. One of these is that for many it is more pleasant to be to be driven or guided around than having to
actively make one's own way, especially in unfamiliar or crowded surroundings. It is not so much a question of physical
exertion, but rather ofthe mental effort required to find the way and navigate. Arriving in an unfamilar city or town with
a specific destination in mind, it is much less mentaleffort to take a taxi than study maps and walk, cycle, or use public
transport, which additionally requires studying the bus plans or whatever. Of course it also involves less physical effort
to take a taxi, but we think that this is not what counts, especially for short trips.
The same effect applies to sightseeing. It is much easier to take a guided bus tour than to find everything oneself. As
buses are not really pleasant, some cities offer sightseeing Services with open carriages pulled by a tractor desguised to
look like a plastic locomotive or even worse travesties of good taste. However they work well, going along slowly
enough, also in pedestrain areas, that one can concentrate on taking in the surroundings and seeing more detail than the
tourists trapped in regulär buses confined to the main streets. A similar effect is produced with the "Thuner
Trampelwurm", a kind of human-powered Virtual train consisting of a tricycle followed by 8 trailers for one person
each, used for city tours of Thun, mostly in pedestrian areas. This concept was invented by Albert Levice, an artist. The
vehicies work very well for their intended purpose.
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The trailers track almost perfectly, i.e. each follows almost excactly in thepath ofthe lead vehicle. This way, the
narrowest and mostcrowded areas can be traversed in spiteofthe great lenglh. However, the good following is at the
costof stability: the maximum safcspeedis 15 km/h or so. Also, the vehicle is rather large and unwieldy in rclation to
the number of passengers and is not efficient transport space-wise.

Fig. 1. Thuner Trampe/wurm (two more Units offpicture)

With these facts in mind, one of us (Urs Michel) proposed the PedalLine velotaxi for use with the Swiss national

exhibition Expo.01 in 2001. The concept is again modular, with a lead vehicle and several trailers. In contrast to the long
and narrowThuner Trampel wurm, the PedalLine is to be a sociable (two people side-by-side), givinga morecompact
andstreet-usable vehicle. The idea is to have different modules: trailers with and without pcdals, some with extraenergy
and poweramplification and perhapssome using the "phantom" trailer effect. These can be quicklycombined to any
configuartion desired depending on the use.

The "phantom trailer" is a concept invented by Andreas Koenekamp [HumanPower46], involving a power system
controlled in a way to follow the speed ofthe Ieading vehicleexactly, thus neither pushing nor impeding the vehicle in
front.

The "poweramplifier" is a power systemcontroled by pedal sensors and able to act likea servo increasing the human
power available by a desired function, combining riding pleasure andeconomy. This wasdeveloped by several people,
notablyMichael Kutter (Velocity) and Alan Abbott (see elsewhere in these proceedings).

Fig. 2. Geometry ofthe Thuner Trampelwurm. L2 mitst be longer than LI for stability.
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The most promising uses are probably the special purposes to do with sightseeing and in pedestrian areas. Standard taxi
use involves severe competion from conventional taxis which can travel greater distances and routinelydon\ Charge for
the retum trip. Mass travel, on the other hand is better left to buses or motorised modular vehicies allowing people to
stand or sit close together. Hotel transportation is another promisingpossibility, but only if the vehicle image
corresponds to that the hotel wishcs to project. Although private family-owned vclotaxis would offer a most flexible and

safe Solution for everyday use (eg. Shopping), this is indirectcompetion to ordinary cars which offer morepower and
features for the same price, so that the market will be limited to health and environment-concious people as well as those
not in posession of a driving licence but still wanting a family vehicle.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Psychological considerations: appeal to customers, design outline
People are both loathe to see a "slavc" labouring directly before their eyes but also to work too hard themselves. For the
first, being able to pedal themselves will remove this inhibition at the cost of thinking to appear silly, so that there must
be a choiee between pedalling and non-pedalling places. For the second, this is of no consequence if there are few
gradients and the üips are short. Olherwise, an extra-energy concept of some sort is required. Very important is the
vehicle design. The fleet of 4 "Thuner Trampelwurms" are mobile "works of art" and treated as such (The inventer artist
indeed has no interest in having these vehicies produced or even showing up at the Festival of Human Power.)
Companies such as Brox and Seat ofthe Pants are producing modern designs with some appeal and probably the only
reason that easlern rickshaws are not even more heavily decorated is that they are alrcady quite heavy.
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It has not yet been proven that people feel inclined to use this type of transport. How could we then expect anyone to
buy such a vehicle? We feel that it is first neccessary for larger organisations to operate such vehicies asa form of semipublic transport.

Costworthiness

It isclear that such specially produced vehicies cannot compete costwise for the moment with carsor bicycles produced
in vast numbers. Maintenance costscan also be expected to be rather high perdistance. The ideaof flexible modularity
is meant to providethe bestSolution for a particular Situation, saving botheffortand wearand tear, and allowing
modules to be shared within a small fleet of vehicies. Production costsdependstrongly on the numberof items
produced. Therefore combining one or two specific moduls in a vehicle-composition rather than producing different
vehicies for every single use could help cut costs considerably.

Safety and Legal Requirements
There is no legislation for workbikcs or velotaxis in most countries and although the very long "Thuner Trapcl wurm" is
permitted as a "bicycle" by the Swiss authorities, it is likely that the first serious accident will result in a review of this,
and vehicies wider than one meter are not presently permitted, which isjust slightly too small for the comfort and
stability of "sociablcs". Most authorities frown upon velotaxis either because they think they are backward or because
they think they are dangerous. As soon as motors are added, even very small ones, it becomes very difficult and an
enormous amount of effort and patience is required to get official permission. There are several reasons for this:
•

Such vehicies are compared to conventional motor vehicies, which are much more heavily constructed and offer
more passive safety (mechanical protection ofthe riders), rather than to the bicycles which might be used instead,
which offer negligible passive safety.
The law does not differentiate enough between internal and external safety, i.e. between the safety for vehicle users
and other road users. A velotaxi which clearly offers less mechanical protection than a car is not "exonerated" by the
fact that it is much less dangerous to others by virtue of less mass and a slower speed. Although the critical role of
mass and speed in traffic aeeidents is understood, society is prepared to aeeept an enormous loss of life through
vehicies protected by cstablishcd interests and has little interest in aiding the development ofthe very vehicies which
might help, because they are considered "funny" and not taken seriously.

Manufacturers of cycle components and vehicle construetors do not help by producing occasionally very
substandard components and vehicies; the areas of lights and brakes are notorious. Although the main subjeet ofthe
last Velomobile Seminar in Switzerland was Safety, there is no evidence that this subjeet is taken seriously, e.g.
many recumbents still sport the dreaded "circular saws" in front and "castration devices" as the support for the front
derailleur.

VEHICLE CONCEPTS

In its most basic form a velotaxi consists solely of a,JLead-vehicle" with one driver and eventually one or more
passengers. It can be:
•

unpowered

•

simply power-assisted, used only for hüls

•

sensor-type "human-power amplifier" equipped

There are several suitable modeis commercially so that it is not necessary to develop totally new vehicies.

In contrast, only the unpowered trailer module-type can be bought "off-the-shelf; the rest must be especially developed:
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•

unpowered luggage

•

unpowered passenger "passive"

•

"phantom-coneept" applied to either of the above

•

passenger pedal "active"

•

sensor-type human-power amplifier applied to "active"

The decision whether to include extra-energy dependson the conditions of use. In completely flat terrain it will not
normally be required. If people are not willing to contribute to the motion by pedalling, the velotaxi concept would fail
even if extra energy was added. On the other handextra-energy would be of substantial help where longeror steeper
gradients oeeur, or with a poor power to mass ratio (lots of cargoor on theway back from taxi-duty), or inespecially
windy areas. A Single motor installed in the lead-vehicleshould deliver enough traction for these conditions. Powered
trailermodules are of course also possiblebut presenta whole rängeof problems such as highercompexity and cost and
difficulty of control. The concept of multiple "phantom" trailers is however intriging and should definately beexplored.

With a train of two-wheel trailers pulled by a leadvehicle, youcan have either perfect following (each vehicle follows
exactly inthe path ofthe first) and zero stability (the yawing and pitching motion of ALL trailers hasto beheld by the
lead vehicle, severely limiting the safe speed), or good stability and poor following. The "Thuner Trampelwurm" is a
careful compromise also using hydraulic dampers. The following is not perfect butvery good, with a turning circle of
less than 6 m possible, butthe highest safe speed is about 15 km/h. Above this, a snaking motion Starts todevelop and
braking can result in aecordeon-likejack-knifing. With the PedalLine, we aim at not more than about 4 trailer modules

and speeds up to 30 km/h. Thisallows up to 8 people tobe transported, or a few less people including some on
wheelchairs and some luggage. The weight should not exceed 20kg/person. Special attention must bepaid toachieving
smooth automatic braking with overrun brakesoperated by the trailer hitches.

Modularisation ofthe construction is essential for several reasons:

•

using Standard produetion groups (eg. disk-brakes) is cost-efficient.

•

new types of modules can be inlroduced without redesigning the whole vehicle.

•

maintaining vehicies and replacing defective parts iseasyand inexpensive.

PERSPECTIVE ON BUILDING THE PEDALLINE VELOTAXI

Because we have not yet been inundated with interest from theExpo.01 people or even the Festival of Human Power
people (with both of which some ofthe authors are assoeiated, making lobbying difficult!), andourown capabilities are
strictly limited, there is nota single PedalLine constructed yet(time of writing). Present activities are: opening financial
resources, (e.g. Cooperation with SwissMove), Cooperation with theZEM team (2 or 4 people, 4 wheels, to be secn at
the Festival of Human Power), Cooperation with the Engineering School ofBiel/Bienne who plan onusing the concept
for project work, and trying togetone example going, consisting ofa lightly modified version ofthe two-person
sociable recumbent tricycle GEM, produced by Peter Ross and Crystal Engineering, which may beready by the time
this paper is presented.
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We are convinced that the PedalLine velotaxi conceptis an ideal Solution for applications between strictly private
vehicies and public transportation, especially where it isdesired to preserve thequality of lifein areas not yetcompletely
spoilt by conventional motor vehicies, or in pedestrian areas where the distances are large enough to offer a bit of active
luxury to weary bones. Although it is a vision, it is not utopian, and only requires to bc carried out with existing
technology. The Extra-Encrgy bit, although not strictly necessary, can expand the usefulncss ofthe concept to the point
where it might be taken seriously enough to make a difference. The modern electronic concepts of power-amplification,
phantom trailer, and reward-engineering will make such vehicies a pleasure to use.
We conclude with a picture ofthe authors "pasted" into a VeloTaxi made of two GEMs. You may see this if it is ready
in time!
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Assisted Velomobile-project "PEDALOSOLARUS REX"
Design+realisation: Mario Chiaffrino, D-82398 POLLING-ODERDING

The development of PRS started in 1991; at this time I had done my
rush-hour traffic since a few years by bike. The distance to my job
is around 7km, no problem for biking it, but the reallity is, most
people use
their car for such a short distance,
(even at best
weather-conditions).
Realizing this, I asked myself: How must a bike look like,
which
additional comfort is necessary to make changing from car to bike
more

attractive?

The development of PSR is based on the following list of priorities:

1) It should have an attractive design.
2)..a comfortable seat-position (as in a car).
3)..an assisted drive-unit, which works silent and with zero-emission.

4)..a partial weather-protection and a housed chain-drive,

to

avoid

arrivals at office with dirty trouser legs.

Using

my long-year

and my professional

experience in

building of

flying model

background as a mechanical

aircrafts

engineer I

built

my

electric—assisted bike PSR.

PSR is a

so-called recliner-bike.

Its pedal-drive may be
assisted by a
works by toothed-belt to the front-wheel.

disc-wounded

DC-motor

which

Its energy-storage is filled by solar-cells, integrated in a kind
of "spoiler" placed overhead. This is additional an eye-catcher and
consequently an important safety-aspect in the traffic.

The

power

of

the electric

drive is

adjustable

in

a

ränge

between

0 to 100%. (Tuned on 100%, the ränge without manpower is about 20km).
The
and

bikeframe is a handmade
(even)
balsawood.
(In

lightweight-constuction
accordance
with
the

of
crosswood
methods
of

airplane-model-building). The surface is glassfiber-laminated, resulting
in a strong and weather-resistant structure.

This combination, bike with electric drive and solar cells, allows
rides adapted optimal to the cycle of rush-hour traffic: During working
at the job the batteries are charged by the sun,
sufficent for a
10km-trip home, and also back to the job next morning. (Of course,
less sunshine must be compensated by manpower).
Certainly you can imagine, which dramatic reduction of smog such
kind of rush-hour traffic in cities like LA, San Francisco, Rome,
Athens

would cause.

Meanwhile I have more than 3000 kilometers of riding

problems# exept some flat tires.

ecperience without

The vehicle is accepted

So I can talk about "standing ovations" at stops on
light, there besides, it is no problem,
to steal

very

well.

the red traffic
a luxury-cabrio

driver the show.

Mario

Chiaffrino
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Pedalosolarus Rex

Below: Mario Chiaffrino with
his vehicle
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The HALF - Mobiles: Experiences gained
Eberhardt Scharnowski
Abstract:

HALFs are human/solar-powered hybrid vehicies using four Standard bicycle wheels,
a frame of rectangular aluminium tubing, and a photovoltaic roof serving as weather
protection. 16 vehicies were built, with modules allowing the assembly of two, three,
and four seaters from standardised parts. The weight of the assembly parts and the
storage unit as well as energy balance and ränge are analysed and compared.
Certain decisions made in the six years of product development are presented. The
design concept is transparency.
Introduction:

Since the eighties there has been a great effort in different countries to develop
multitrack bicycles driven by human power and self-contained solar energy. In spite
of several sucessful prototypes, this convincing means of transportation has not
become wide-spread. Not knowing about this the beginning also we started working
on this subjeet. The first HALF - prototypes developed won several solar races and
1996 the prize of "Deutsche Solarmobilmeisterschaften". Later it was our desire to do
more than just win races with specially made prototypes.
We know now that making a product long-lasting and enabling it to be produced in
series and placed on the market is the hardest task for designers and construetors.
HALF hasn't yet achieved this aim, but there has been good progress.

This speech can present only the most important facts from the development, many
aspects remain to be covered.

Fig. 1

The newest model: HALF M 2
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Alle HALF - Fahrzeuge (Stand: Mai 99)

HALF1

1994 Sieger der „Tour de Ruhr"
Standort HKD - Halle

HALF 2

1995 Jour de Ruhr 95", 2Jahre Alltagstest
HKD-Halle.

HALF 3

„Tour de Ruhr 96"
HKD - Halle

Deutscher
Solarmobil

HALF 4

1996 EVA- Tour u.

Meister 96

HALF 05

Zweisitzer mit Außenrohr, 3 x 40 Ah

001 - 97

Mai 99 privat an Dr. Fechner

Erlangen, HKD-Halle

HALF 05

Zweisitzer mit Außenrohr, 3 x 35 Ah

002 - 97

seit 97 priv. Johannes Paul, ca.2500 km

HALF 05

Zweisitzer m.Außenrohr,

003 - 97

seit 1.98 privat Rolf Wilhelm, ca.2000 km

HALF 05
004 - 97

Zweisitzer mit Außenrohr, Testfahrz.,
"Tour de Ruhr 97 u.98, evtl. Verkauf 99

HALF 06

Dreisitzer „Tour de Ruhr 97"

001 - 97

Standort Freital, Herstellereigentum

HALF 07

Erster Viersitzer „Dickbeiner"

001 - 98

Freital, Herstellereigentum

HALF 07

Viersitzer - Testfahrten in der Toskana

002 - 98

Eigentum Umweltzentrum Dresden

003 - 99

Viersitzer, Stadt- /Parkrundfahrten
Freital, Herstellereigentum

HALF 07 / M4

Viersitzer, Stadt- /Parkrundfahrten

HALF 07 / M4

004 - 99

HALF 08 / M2

001 - 99
HALF 08 / M 2

Freital, Herstellereigentum
Messemodell Hannover 99, zerlegbar
Freital, Herstellereigentum
privat Dr. Knösel

002 - 99

HALF 08 / M2
003 - 99

Bild 2

Alle HALF - Exemplare
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privat Dr. Schamowski

+200%
Last

HALF M4
160 kg
Dach mit PV 7%-

+200%
Last

- Elektrik-Elektronik 2%^£
Sitze 4%

HALF M2
-Ä__~~Zl

99 kg
Dach mit PV 8%
Heck-Kiste 6%

Elektrik-Elektronik 3%

Sitze 4%

Batterien 44%

Batterien 35%

Rahmen mit Lenkung 20%
Rahmen mit Lenkung 24%
Motoren 10%

Motoren 8%

Fahrradteile 9%

Bild 3

Fahrradteile 12%

Gewichtsanteile der Baugruppen
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Bild 4

Vorserienmodell HALF - Mobil

Bild 5

Viersitzer M 4
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Reichweitenkalkulation
Technik

Fahrzeugtyp
Fahrt

Motortyp: j^jh^iiMa n \

..Ml.. M4
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1. Light construction comes first

Using muscular and solar energy only makes sense with light and slow vehicies.
Speeds between 20 and 30 km/h are useful. This is at least five times that of normal
pedestrians' speeds and double that of a rikscha on level ground. Already at a 2%
ascent a bicycle rikscha is reduced to normal pedestrian speed. Good average
speed values can be reached when the slow extremes during ascents are avoided as
much as possible. This can be done by the help of an added motor.
The HALF structure can be divided into assemby modules (see Fig. 3). Here the
search for light structure and indirectly the minimization of costs can be observed.
For example, the prototype HALF 1 used a lot of carbon fibre. If this were also done

with the later HALF's their weight could be reduced by 50%. Assuming an average
total mass of 200 kg of HALF 2 (including the rider and a child passenger) this would
result in a mass reduction of 6%, giving only 3% more ränge on level ground while
increasing the costs up to two or three times. This way it couldn't be sold.

For the first series of HALF-mobiles, with passengers sitting back to back (see Fig. 4)
aluminum (AI Mg Si alloy) tubes of 1 mm wall thickness originally developed for hang
gliders were used. They were fashioned into welded and riveted structures, resulting
in a lower price than the carbon fibres used first, but still too expensive. Since there
was in any ease the need for a more comfortable driver entry, these tubes were left
out in the M Types (M means modular construction, see Fig. 1 and 5).
Now the whole structure consists only of AlMgSi profiles of 2 - 3 mm wall thickness.
Nearthe welding lines the yield point decreases from 180 MPa down to 80 MPa. In
the same way the noteh sensitivity is also decreased, an important parameter for AI
alloys. The whole construction is optimised (also by the Finite Elemente Method) for
rigidity and therefore also for strength. Welding lines are placed in such a way that
they are longer than the extent of the profile. However the whole frame is still flexible

enough to the extent that on the front wheels no additional Springs are required. This
HALF concept was developed up to the four-seater.

The battery is the heaviest part of the HALF. It is used mainly for accelerating and for
climbing. Generally it serves for balancing all discontinuities during driving. Here also,
more costs enable more weight saving. But again the total moved mass has to be
considered as 100%. Half of the battery weight would result in a 9% total weight
reduction forthe M2 and 11% for the M4 model. This would not be worth the
increased costs of 1000 - 3000 DM. Because one also has to look at the costs

arising from service and charging equipment, we continue using lead-aeid
technology. It is also needed to allow continuous recharging with the solar cells
without inducing a memory effect. Recently the discharge efficiency of lead batteries
has been improved, for example with spiral-winding technology, so now we are able
to change our recent system of lead batteries with a better one at any time. Even
when Lithium traction batteries become affordable we would use them only for hilly
ground while leaving away the photovoltaic system.

Reducing the battery weight is mainly important for the handling of the empty vehicle
and must always be considered. It is also important to provide a certain weight for
parking the vehicle outside. A user using a self-made protecting hood had to park his
vehicle tipped over because it was providing too much area to the wind relative to its
weight.
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2. Balance of energy

By calculating the energy balance the ränge can be estimated and critical influences
observed. Theoretically it seems easy but difficulties arise due to efficiencies hidden
in the system which cannot be calculated simultaneously.
As well as having the greatest influence on the empty weight, the battery also
provides the largest factor of uncertainty for the total energy balance. As an
experiment we discharged different lead batteries from various producers (size of a
typical car battery) at 10A by means of a light bulb. It was shown that the amount of

realistically usable energy can vary between 50% and 95% of the nominal capacity.
Similar variations can also be found in other Systems like Ni-Cd.
According to our experiences we assume today that a new high-quality lead battery
provides 85% nominal energy for the HALF during normal operating conditions. This
is also stated in the product Information. This capacity decreases during one year of
regulär running down to 75%. Low-price batteries are assumed to go into this
calculation with a factor of 0.6. We won't be more specific: never-the-less these
precautions are required in order to work out the ränge. Anyway the results from our
calculations proved to correspond to reality (see Fig. 6-8, Information on energy
balance).

The motors are easy to calculate. Using the Heinzmann hub motor including the
control unit, we can assume an efficiency of 75%. Within the current limit of 30A
there are no such large deviations as found with the batteries.

Rolling resistance and air resistance have been determined by a special coast-down
measuring method developed by us. This is based on the use of a laser dilatometer
(Jenoptic) as it is normally used for movement analysis in sports or speed

measurements by the police. The distance - time curve is divided into segments by a
special Computer program developed by Dr. Ingolf Merkel, the delays are calculated
and statistically evaluated. For comparison we used measurements done in the
climate-wind-channel of VW-AG. For the energy balance the precision of this coastdown method has proved to be satisfying - it can be increased with more

measurements. Normally three runs towards the measuring Station and three away
from it are enough during calm conditions and even ground.
Rises are evaluated by m times g times h as with an elevator. Streets do not normally
ascend regularly; in some places the ascent is more than 5%, for instance when

leaving a river Valley. The absolute height is taken from topographic maps. Over 3%
the whole mechanical-electrical system deteriorates significantly. Therefore for steep
rises we assume an efficiency of 80% by multiplying the height with fh = 1.25. Ideal
would be a slight descent of 2% down to the starting level, because the descending
driving force and the driving resistance equal at about 20 km/h without using the
brakes. At the end of steep climb the nominal ränge could nearly be achieved this
way. Since we never found such conditions in reality, we take only ascents with
following quasi-level courses into account.

Until now HALF was only considered to be a "classic" electrically driven mobile. The
additional ränge from the human and solar energie has to be added. The time a
driver can contribute depends on the ränge and the course profile. Also solar
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conditions and shading cannot be taking into calculations like with a simple storage
device.

All of this can only be estimated. But uncertainties in this respect have a lot less
influence than for example a wrong estimate of battery capacity or head-wind. The
presented realistic operational cases (calculation papers 6-8) show that with human
power an additional 20 km and by solar power an additional 10 km are assumable. At

long ranges the part of alternative energy is therefore low. Never-the-less during
short runs on level ground with the sun shining, the rule of 1/3 muscle, 1/3 battery
and 1/3 sun is still valid. This also means that a distance of 10 km every day, like a
short trip to work, can be done by the use of solar energy only.
Because every course has its own irregularities like amount of sun, head-wind, or
hüls, every course has to be calculated differently for optimizing the ränge.
3. Bicycle parts for the chassis

From the beginning we decided to use only series-produced bicycle parts for the
chassis, including hubs and hub motors, forks, rims, spokes, chain plates, cranks
and so on. This improves the servicability and the price of the vehicle. The Standard

double side fastening of all wheels distinguishes HALF from other similar projects
with stub-axles.

A great challenge was the handling side forces on the wheels and forks. Mountain-

bike technology proved to be useful. Stress during biking on uneven ground results in
side forces on the wheels, which are neutralized by high-standard forks and hollowchamber rims. Parts for touring bikes or older bikes in general didn't show this
resistance to side forces. As a result one can observe the extreme tilt (negative
angle) of all wheels of the four HALF prototypes until 1996. Today they are vertical.

Special shock absorber forks are not needed. The structure is self-cushioning by
force distribution over frame, vertical pillar, and yoke bow.

Generally speaking, the problem of bad roads creates less difficulties for the body
than for the hearing ability of the human being. Even with good noise insulation of all
parts, the sound level below the solar roof rises up to 86 dB (A) on a cobblestone
pavement. On a good surface there is no such problem - the hub motor produces
77dB (A) in first gear, because it still has metal gears. But coasting without the motor
one can hear the trees whisper.

Due to 4500 km driving experience of two HALF's we also know by now the optimal
diameter of the spokes. The Heinzmann motors used provide a significant larger hub
diameter than normal. The base width of the spoke triangle has the most important
influence on side rigidity and strength. Here Karl Schikora did important
measurements after already improving the frame by its FEM analysis.

Referring to the patent pending (AZ 198 05 527.7, Deutsches Patentamt), the
steering is part of the chassis. In the weight analysis it belongs to the frame because
these parts are produced by us. The principle: "Handiebar moves tracking bar which
moves forks by means of levers" proved satisfactory ever since the first HALF -1
prototype in 1994. With regards to the steering geometry parameters we did
numerous experiments to avoid instabilities, also when going backwards or in curves.
These things are now well understood and therefore the HALF-principle works.
4SI*
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4. The electric drive

Only hub motors were taken into consideration. The Heinzmann motors provided the
needed reserve during power peaks and a high efficiency because of their robust
construction and their metal gears in comparison to other direct current brush
motors. The less noisy Version with plastic gearing (in first gear) proved to be less
satisfactory at high loads.
50 Nm is needed for a 26 inch wheel. Then the vehicle of 200kg of total weight can
go uphill 15% for a short while. The four seater is equipped with four motors and
therefore has four wheel drive and can manage the same gradient.

A control unit has been developed especially for our vehicies by Christoph Wendt.
On a four-motor drive it is able to turn on and off the rear wheel motors or the others

according to the gradient and uses.
5.The body-question
Were are frequently asked whether the passengers get wet under the rain shield or
not and whether there should be more shielding on the side. This question comes
especially from people who so far havn't any experience with the HALF. Generally it
would be possible to make a light construction with 10mm PE foam but this would
end up looking like a car. Whoever wants a car can buy a used one for the same
price as a HALF. However car-free zones, parks and minimal gaps under 1 m can
only be used by vehicies like HALF. The advantage of sportive exercise has been
stressed a couple of times also in regards to this.
Our concept should therefore always be near the bicycle. Cooling for the active driver
is also necessary. During strong rain, which is less often than normally thought, one
can protect oneself with rain-trousers. This equipment can always be transported in
the large storage-compartment. For slight rain the PV - module shield acts like an
umbrella.

A normal wind-screen exists only for the prototype of HALF 1. With rain and dust the
transparency in oncoming head-lights is lost. Therefore it would have been
necessary to use a heavy glass shield and wipers which would be ireconcilable with
the concept of light weight construction. In the following types the wind-screen
appears to be bent to the inside almost in front of the face like a visor. This is
because raindrops directly in front of the eye almost do not impair sight. This fact
was also accepted by the test agency after test drives. The shield of 1mm of scratchresisting coated macrolon with frame adds up to a weight of less than 1 kg. The
aerodynamic drag resistance increases by 3%.
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6. The licence problem

The procedure for licencing is long. Since 1994 we have contact with the DEKRA
Dresden. By the end of 97 test drives took place by leading members of the DEKRA.
Afterwards we received a written declaration assuring the harmlessness of test use
of the first four vehicies of HALF - Mobile (see Fig. 4). With this permit three private
users drove 4500 km. For the new HALF M 2 (Fic. 1) this permit is not valid anymore.
Nevertheless two insurance companies, knowing our vehicies, gave us mopedpolicies. If this will hold legally in an actual incident can be questioned. At least we
have hydraulic brakes on all four wheels.
Normally HALF vehicies could be placed within the EG-norm. But this norm is not
ratified in Germany yet. Therefore it always depends on the decision of the fester.

There exists an offer to issue permits individually for each vehicle for DM 1500.-. This
price cannot be paid by the producer because the vehicies are now at a price of DM
13000.- (four seater DM 16000.-), just covering the production costs.
The legal class of light vehicies is permitted to reach a velocity of 45 km/h (two
seater) 80 km/h (four seater). All the HALF types reach 25 km/h maximum which
results in a much smaller risk for other traffic users. This is not realized by any
agency and therefore this chapter remains the most frustrating one of the whole
HALF story.
7. Transparent design

A development from a school of art and design is expected to reach a certain quality
level. It is also well know that products today are more often sold because of design
aspects than in earlier times. Especially for automobiles great efforts are undertaken
in design matters. Here a small Company cannot take part in the competition since
only a large series production gives the possibility to work with esthetics as well.
The strength of the bicycle technique cannot be the esthetics of the closed body - the
egg - like it is true for automobiles. It is rather the transparent open form - like a tree
branch. HALF, like a bicycle, does not block the view of the landscape. The human
being remains visible with his Silhouette; when leaving the vehicle a filigrane rest of a
form is left.

Especially with the last modular HALF - M vehicies the quality improved to fulfill our
own expectations. Year-Iong experiments of the author together with Elke HeimbrotHabermann's Computer work (Software ALIAS) have borne fruit. The Computer image
always looked better than vulgär reality. With better technical detail Solutions and

better Cooperation with the production Company "Edelstahl Metallbau GBR" we have
now created a convincing HALF M 2 (see Fig.1), first presented on the
Hannovermesse 1999.

The repeated testing of technical and design aspects in public - also for the first
HALF types - was necessary. It is not our way to build only small elegant modeis.
Only reality speaks the truth about a concept.
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Cycling Hills in Top Gear Power Assistancefor Trikes.
by Ian Sims, Greenspeed.

ABSTRACT.

// is my beliefthat using a ton ofmotor vehicle to transport oneperson, is a wanton rape of
our environment. Thus my aim is to build and market a Human Powered Vehicle which will

maintain 60kph, with an average person riding it, making cars obsolete.

While streamlined Human Powered Vehicies (HPVs) can maintain 40kph on a level road with
an average rider, their speedon hills typically drops to lOkph or lower. Thus ifwe addenergy
at this point on our typical commutingjourney, we will make the best use ofextra energy in
terms ofaverage speed.

This paper looks in detail at a mimber ofrecumbent tricycles built with powder assistance,

andanalyses their Performance. Just what will they do, and how practical are theyfor every
day use?

HISTORY, - The Rocket.

Starting in 1980, the Australian Electric Vehicle Association ran a number of "Electrathon"
events, with the idea of constructing a vehicle which would run the maximum distance with

just two car batteries for motive power. In 1987 Ian and Paul Sims built a vehicle for this
event. It was basically a semi-monocoque construction with the batteries at the front, two

wheels at each side and the motor and rear wheel attached to the back. See fig 1. It was
designed to corner at füll race speed, so that a constant speed could be maintained. The motor
was a car dynamo, the drive a Single chain, and the Controller was an on/off switch. Bare

Performance was 36kph at 24volts and 530watts, rising to 44kph at 36 volts and 1,260 watts.
A streamlined nose cone further improved Performance to 39kph at 340 watts, and 47 kph at
580watts, giving double the efficiency - see fig2.
However the dynamo was only 60% efficient as a motor, at its best, and a number of different

motors were tried, including two Electrocraft 20 volt ex-computer drive motors, ending up
with a 2hp, 24 volt Ohio motor, which had an efficiency of over 80%. Again a simple on/off
switch was used for control, which resulted in the rear wheel burning rubber for the Ist 30 feet
off the start line! The approximately rectangular course consisted of a level leg followed by a
downhill leg, another level leg, and a final uphill leg. The motor was only used on the uphill
leg, where it was working at its maximum efficiency, with the vehicle coasting the other three
legs.
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Fig. 1 Bare "Rocket", showing batteries and rear drive.

Fig. 2 "Rocket" in action, showing streamlined nose cone.
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Using a sophisticated time averaging ammeter, Paul won the 1990 Electrathon by 5 laps,
covering 42.2kms in 1 hour.

While the solely battery powered "Electrathon" vehicies could have been used as practical
vehicies, road use would have required registration, as their speed was above 20kph. This was
considered impossible under Victorian Government transport regulations, as a number of
electric scooter manufactures and importers had failed to get their machines approved for road
use! On the other hand, bicycles are allowed to use power assistance up to 200watts of power
without requiring registration.
Ist GREENSPEED ASSISTED TRIKE.

In 1992 one of the Electrocraft motors used on the Rocket was fitted to the faired GRT 20/26

trike used for the 1991 Energy Challenge - see fig. 3. This trike was an early Greenspeed
touring trike, which had 20" front wheels, and a 26" rear wheel.
DRIVE SYSTEM.

The motor was attached to the rear fork with an aluminium plate, and fitted with a 13 tooth
sprocket. The rear hub was threaded on the left hand side to take a Standard BMX freewheel

which was screwed on backwards, and secured with Loctite. An adaptor was made to bolt to
the teeth of the freewheel, and accept a 72 t chainring, giving a Single chain drive to the rear
wheel.

Three Yuasa 12volt 9ah motor cycle batteries provided the power source, and control was an
on/off switch.
PERFORMANCE.

The no load speed of the motor was 43kph. It gave 200 watts at 35kph, and 350 at 30kph.
Peak power was about 500 watts at 20kph. 30kph was an easily maintained pedalling speed on
the level without power assistance. On hills where the speed would have dropped to lOkph
without assistance, 30kph could be maintained with assistance, and it was a nice feeling to be
able to pedal the hills in top gear, without dropping any speed! The motor was also quite
happy to pull from zero speed, was often used to increase the take off speed from the traffic
lights, although this would not be an efficient use ofthe motor, as its efficiency is quite low at
low rpm.

An exhibition race was staged against the "Electrathon" vehicies, using a maximum of 1/2 the
allowed "Electrathon" battery weight of 25kg. In practice the battery weight was only about
9kg, as to use 4 batteries would have meant a new drive system. Battery power was only used
on the uphill leg of the course, and we ran 3rd, still covering 40kms in the hour. Tests showed
the batteries were still 1/2 charged at the end of the race.

In May '92 the author was invited to participate in World Environment day in Sydney, by the
National Roads and Motorists Association. A run was staged from Castle Hill into the City, a
distance of about 30kms, with the assisted trike.
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Fig. 3 Greenspeed GRT 20/26 Touring Trike with "Bullet" fairing.
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Fig. 4 Greenspeed GTS trike with "Reflex" solar fairing.
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The trike was clocked at 80kph on the down hill sections by the escort vehicle ( a breakdown
van) which was left behind as soon as the traffic slowed on the "freeway". Unfortunately the
batteries were not charged before the return trip, and expired about two thirds of the way back,
due to the elevation gain required, and needed a couple of recharging sessions from the
breakdown van!

PRACTICALITIES.

While the assistance on major hills, and the extra speed, was a welcome feature of the
machine, the fairing, motor, and batteries added a considerable weight to the machine,
approximately doubling the weight of the bare trike from about 20kg to about 40kg. Thus the
rider found himself using the power on even gentle hills, which he would have been quite
happy to pedal up on the bare, unassisted trike. Also the fairing made entry and exit from the
trike somewhat slower and more difficult than the bare machine, and the rider found it

difficult to remember to Charge the batteries after use! Thus the machine feil into disuse
alongside the lighter and more convenient trikes in the Greenspeed test ride fleet.
GREENSPEED/REFLEX SOLAR CYCLE - Background.
Due to the improvement in speed from the Greenspeed 3/4 or "Head Out" "Bullet" fairing
used on the unassisted Energy Challenge trike (down hill speed rose from 45 kph to 69kph,
and average commuting speed rose from 20 kph to 30kph) it was decided to commission Don
Elliott of D&H Enterprises to build a suitable füll fairing for the Greenspeed GTS Sports
Tourer trikes. Don had designed and built world record braking Mileage Marathon vehicies.
The brief was that it should look like a million dollars and weight no more than 10kg. The
result was a very pretty fairing, that was aerodynamically efficient.
Unfortunately it was 100mm wider than required, and weighed 20kg instead of 10kg. Thus the

fairing more than doubled the weight ofthe GTS trike, and Performance did not live up to
expectations.
CONSTRUCTION.

However Don was determined to race the machine. A GTS trike was built to accept a
brushless 12 volt motor, using a Single chain drive the left hand side of the rear wheel. A
modular fairing was built to take a number of solar cells and a number of sealed lead acid

batteries provided energy storage - see fig 4. A Schlumpf mountain-drive, a 80t chain ring, and
Sachs 3x7 hub with an 11/30 Cluster provided a very wide pedalling gear ränge from 15 to 193
inches or 3.1 to 15.4 metres development per crank revolution. This vehicle was raced in the
1997 ZEV Sunrace, from Adelaide to Melbourne via Broken Hill. It covered 1,467 kilometres

at an average speed of 29kph, and was rewarded with 2nd place.
GREENSPEED SOLAR TRIKE.

In 1996 the author agreed to built a vehicle to race at the World Solar Bicycle Race in Akita,
Japan, with Hans Tholstrup. Thus a GTR Touring Trike was constructed to take a Heinzmann
hub motor and a front fairing only, to enable it to run in the partly faired class A.
Unfortunately the Heinzmann motor did not arrive in time for the competition, and the vehicle
was set up as demonstrator, with two Solarex MSX 30 lightweight solar panels on a tilting
frame see fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. GTR Touring Trike with Heinzmann hub motor & solar panels.

Fig.6 Competing in 1997 World Solar Cycle Challenge.
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The hub motor was rated at 24volts, 260watts, with a no load speed of 32kph in a 20" rear

wheel. Four 12volt, 7Ah sealed lead acid batteries, were used in series/parallel, giving a total
of 14Ah @ 24volts. Each 30 watt panel was connected to one 12volt pair of batteries. The
human drive train was a Schlumpf Type I mountain-drive with 80t chainring, and a 12/32 rear
Cluster, giving a gear ränge from 20 to 130 gear inches or 1.5 to 10.4 metres development per
crank revolution.

The all up weight of the machine was about 30kg, and the extra weight above the Standard

trike was not obvious on level roads, where the pedalling speed was much the same. Speed on
level ground without pedalling was 25kph, and uphill pedalling speed increased from lOkph to
20kph, with power assistance.

In 1997 the machine was loaned to Remark High School, South Australia, for competition in
the 1997 ETSA World Solar Cycle Challenge, from Adelaide to Alice Springs and return.
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE

For this event speed was the main criteria, so the motor speed and power was increased by
increasing the battery voltage to 36 volts. Overall speed was improved by 7kph by fitting a
front cowl or fairing - see fig. 6. The result was a cruising speed of 44 to 50kph, depending on
conditions. Speed without the motor was 32 to 34kph. Riders and batteries were changed at
25minute intervals. The solar panels increased the battery ränge by 5minutes.

The Ist day of the event saw Remark High School over the line Ist, being the only entrant to
complete the füll distance of 305kms in the 8hrs allowed, at an average speed of 39.78kph.
They went on to win not only their class, but the event outright, by 6hrs and 20 minutes,
covering 1,623kms at an average speed of 37.74kph.
In fact the school was so impressed by the Performance, they brought the trike, and another
demo solar trike was built, this time using the lower and lighter Greenspeed GTS "Sports
Tourer" frame- see fig. 7.
PRACTICALITIES.

This demo Solar Trike has been used in preference to the author's usual unassisted GTS when
the trips have been longer than normal, and have involved significant amounts of hill
climbing, plus some dement of power assist promotion! It has been found that the assistance
has increased the average speed from about 19kph to 26kph, over a 20km route with rolling
hills. Speed on the level seems unaffected by the extra weigh, downhill speeds are faster, and
typical uphill speeds increased from 10 to 20kph. The technique of riding is simply to use the
power assist when the rider's speed falls below 20kph.
If füll power was used continuously then the batteries would last about one hour. However in
practice, as the motor is only used up hill, it is used about
only 20% of the time, giving a 5 hour ränge or about lOOkms. In bright sunshine, when the
solar panels are providing 60 watts of power, the vehicle should have an infinite ränge. The
batteries have yet to be run flat.

The solar array makes the vehicle somewhat longer and more cumbersome than the unassisted
machine, or a trike with simply a hub motor and batteries. This makes it more difficult to
störe, transport, or park. However this is offset to some degree by the convenience of not

having to use an external charger or power source to recharge the batteries.
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Greenspeed is now investigating the use of Nickel Metal Hydride batteries which promise half
the weight for the same capacity, or twice the ränge from the same weight, with a much longer
cycle life than lead acid.

The question as to wether the power assistance is worth the extra cost, weight and
complication, over a pure HPV, remains unanswered, as the author finds himself using the
pure HPV in preference to the assisted, in the quest for a little more daily exercise!
However if we are to be successful in encouraging motorists to use less environmentally
damaging forms of transport, it seems that the power assisted HPV has a very useful role to
play in making cycling easier. Let's hope some eventually graduate to pure HPVs!

Fig. 7 Greenspeed Solar Trike built on lower GTS frame.
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THE CAR-CYCLE X-4, a PIONEER of INTEGRATED SUSPENSION
By Robert K. Stuart

Abstract: The Car-Cycle X-4 was built to test its general configuration and proportions, to
experiment with a frame and Suspension of continuous fiber-composite construction, and to

demonstrate the attractiveness of a vehicle with many accessories contributing to its practical value.
Despite crudeand cheap detailing, it wonconsiderable acclaim and interest from prospective
customers. Most of the design features work well; cornering stability may need major revision. The
integrated frame and Suspension are quite successful, and can be readily refined to eliminate two
problems. The ride quality is particularly good, and the methods used to achieve this are examined in

detail. Suggestions for curing deficiencies of the X-4 in a subsequent development are included.

General Concept
Almost from the beginning, the IHPVA Speed Championships showed that racing velomobiles also
had as fringe benefits more comfort, weather protection, potential enclosed luggage space, and threewheel stability, especially useful for icy Canadian winters. Aftermuch thoughtand study, the CarCycle X-4 was designed to combine speed, comfort and practicality.
The Car-Cycle X-4 was built by a group of friends including DaveLockyer, Cathi Sudol, and Mike
Andreishyn as an experimental prototype in 1986-87. The chassiswas displayed at the International
Human Powered Vehicle Championships held at Expo '86, the world's fair held nearby in Vancouver,
on the west coast of Canada. In '88 it won two second places and one third place in the IHPVA
Practical Vehicle Championships in Visalia, California. In '96 it won that event outright in Las Vegas.
The X-4 was built on a minimal budget to test its general configuration and proportions, and to
demonstrate manyminorfeatures that make it as car-like and convenient as possible. Thegoals of the
overall packagingwere to allow room for an adult, child and two grocerybags, to keep it narrow
enough to go through a Standard door, to keep the shape streamlined, and be tall enough for confidcnt
riding in heavy traffic. The height and width specifications made it likely to fall over in hard
cornering, so the doors were arranged to allow the rider to lean to the inside for better balance.
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The major technical innovation also tested is the frame and Suspension made of continuous fiber
composite parts providing many functions. Just six moldings of Kevlar (TM) fiberglass and epoxy
resin comprise the seat, frame, Springs and Suspension arms. In many places where a mechanical
hinge would normally be used, a fiberglass tube frame member is just flattened out to provide both a
spring and a hinge. The front Suspension is similar to a normal dual A-arm arrangement, with integral
Springs instead of inboard pivots. Ball joints are used near the wheels. The design is modified to
provide extra heel clearance via a semi-leading upper arm, a floor surface on the lower arm, and
aerodynamic trail for the wheels.
Chassis Construction

Construction of the fiberglass parts was fairly straightforward. The seat was formed by putting a
couple of layers of resin-wet Kevlar cloth in a garbage bag, and molding it between a rider and a bean-

bag chair. The resulting comfortableshape was then suitably reinforced to make a large tubulär
structure with leaf Springs projecting forward to short control arms. One center spring extends
forward just below the seat, and two side Springs come off 63 mm (2.5") lower, their rear extensions

providing a lower seat surface for use when leaning to the inside of a turn. This can be seen in the
illustration on page 9 of the manuscript.
The main frame was made by carving a large foam blank made from layers of Styrofoam insulation.
This was then cut up in the area of the Suspension attachments to allow insertion of internal
reinforcement bulkheads. These were laminated to the small sections cut out, and then the main foam

blank was reassembled and covered with appropriate layers of Kevlar and fiberglass, usually to a
minimum of .8 mm (.03") thickness to forestall buckling. Kevlar was used as much as possible for its

lower density and greater stiffness. Glass was used for areas with high compression forces and where
sanding was required to finish the shape. The foam was subsequently removed from much of the
structure.

The rear fork is also a large section fiberglass tube partly enclosing the chain. It merges into a flat leaf
spring made of many layers of unidirectional Kevlar, woven Kevlar, and unidirectional S-glass.
Unfortunately, being only 6" wide this spring gets twisted during cornering, and if bumps are
encountered, can cause the rear wheel to skip sideways. This is probably the worst vice of the chassis.
On the next one, I would use two Springs mounted farther to each side, and not bother enclosing the
chain in the fork.

Rear Fork jigged to the mold for its spring, located by the vertical dropouts.
The spring is carefully located relative to the drive chain. Under tension, the chain should pull down
on the rear wheel just enough to compensate for the normal squatting at the back from acceleration.
The plane of the drive chain between the last idler and an intermediate freewheel cog intersects the

plane defined by the spring and rear axle, directly under the center of gravity.This was reasonably
successful. The spring was molded with a slight curve, to come flat under load.

Carbon fiber was rejected, perhaps hastily, as a spring material because it is so stiff that it does not
move much as a spring; glass Stores more energy per unit of weight. In its favor, carbon has a much

higher fatigue life, so more of its initial strength can be used, and a thin layer of it in compression can
put a somewhat thicker layer of Kevlar or Spectra (TM) into tension, where they excel.
Most of the high loads are taken in and out of the chassis and Suspension members by metal fittings.
For instance, at the front an old steel bike donated a bottom bracket. The down tube was modified to

support the bodywork, a stub of the seat tube was left for the front derailleur, and the chainstays were
cut down to about 12 cm (5") long. They were then split along their inside edges and peeled open flat,
and hammered to conform to the shape of the foam chassis blank. The edges were then ground sharp
to reduce the stress riser at the change of material from metal to fiber. After careful cleaning, the steel
bits were bonded in with the laminate.

The wheel Springs are attached to the chassis with rows of flat head machine screws in molded holes,

mating with tapped strips of steel molded into the frame. Special thimbles were brazed up for the ball
joints and seat Suspension pivots. The front Suspension uprights and brake Supports are all of brazed
tube, as they need so many metal features in such a small area.

Suspension
Much thought and planning went into the details of the Suspension system. A proper Suspension is
much more than just a way of avoiding the worst impacts and discomfort of an unsprung vehicle. A
really good ride is a positive experience, encouraging the rider to tackle difficult terrain at speed,
confident of maintaining traction and poise. It also is very kind to the vehicle, making it much less
prone to break or shake apart even if more lightly built than an unsuspended example. Thus, by
incorporating Suspension in the frame members, the total weight can be reduced.
On sporty cars, dual A-arms are populär for their precise control of wheel camber. With narrow tires
and surplus cornering traction camber control is much less important. Instead, the geometry was
planned mainly to give minimal friction from sideways scrubbing on bumps. The difference is subtle;
either goal requires a low roll center. Determining the location of this Virtual center is beyond the

scope of this article, but you can safely copy almost anything used for cars except swing axles.
Compared to motor cars, a Velomobile has one advantage but two liabilities in riding comfort. The
good news is that a rider who is athletically active is comfortable with a much harsher ride than a

sedentary driver. One problem is that the athlete must be firmly supported using less area of the body,
and is more sensitive to being tilted to one side. The other problem comes from the size of the vehicle.
Most people will teil you that a heavier car gives a better ride, but actually it is the size of heavier cars
that is most advantageous. Hitting the same bumps the smaller vehicle will tip and pitch more,
especially with a relatively higher center of gravity.

Heavy cars often have some advantage by having a smaller percentage of their weight unsprung, but
in that respect we are even farther ahead with the narrow tires we use for low rolling resistance. On
the other hand, those tires give a harsher ride, so we would like to have more rubber isolation of the
Suspension and sound dampening material. Unfortunately, the smaller vehicle can ill afford the
vagueness of rubber mountings or the weight of sound absorbing insulation.
Key to Drawing:

1. One-piece lower A-arms and Springs
3. Upper seat Suspension control arm

2. Upper A-arms and Springs
4. Lower seat Suspension control arms

5. Low, side seat sections

6. Main seat back

7. Rear fork

8. Child seat

9. Two (only) mounting points for the assembly of the windshield and two doors
Close parallel line patterns depict spring-pivot areas.
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The Car-Cycle design handles this Situation by having two levels of Suspension. Between the road and
the rider there is the expected wheel Suspension, but there is also a seat Suspension. On the chassis
alone, the ride is very stiff, like an empty truck or a vintage racing car. This keeps the pitch and roll

motions of the chassis to half the amount they would have with a normal spring rate. The rider only
feels the hard ride with the feet, which are well used to impact. The torso is supported by the seat,
which rides on a separate parallelogram. We are fortunate that a recumbent rider requires firm
support for pedaling only fore and aft, so bumps are easily accommodated. The seat Suspension
finishes the job of keeping the rider comfortable without affecting overall pitch and roll.

The seat is visible at the upper left, with its Upper and lower Springs below. The
small circle in the middle is the lower seat control arm pivot. To its right we see the
row of clothespin dampers rubbing on a tube attached to the lower A-arm. The are

above this is the Upper A-arm, extending from its spring on the left to a ball Joint on
the right. The ball joints support the upright, with the steering rod below the axle
holder.

On this prototype, no attempt was made to isolate the Suspension with rubber elements to isolate road
noise, and quite a bit of rumble winds up resonating in the bodywork. A proper isolation is
mechanically complex in many cases unless taken into aecount from the earliest planning, where it

will veto many otherwise excellent designs. It tends to introduce a weak interface into otherwise high
stress areas. It will also almost unavoidably lessen the precision of the steering, giving some reduction
of control and increase in rolling resistance. For the best isolation, we should have the sound damping
material as close to the hubs as possible, and before any large resonating surfaces are encountered.
Between the drawing board and final vehicle, a lot of Variation crept into the Car-Cycle. The effect of

the epoxy resin on the spring rate of the Kevlar (TM) and fiberglass Springs was neglected in the
calculations, so the Springs were much softer than antieipated. Also, the seat Springs were greatly
softened by a Workshop aeeident. Thus the seat Suspension was often bottomed out, but this gave
more headroom, an advantage when the trike was transferred to me from the shorter original owner.
The design had enough in hand that the only big problem brought on by these changes was the
excessive roll in the corners. Ground clearance was reduced, but was still ample for speed bumps.
Indeed, the trike could hit these at speed with much less distress than anything but a big Citroen,
probably because of the low unsprung weight. People aecustomed to unsprung bicycles are easy to
please, or even amaze, and I got only compliments on the comfort from test riders.
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Roll resistance was only provided by the basic Springs. It could have been improved by an anti-roll
bar. This is typically a lateral torsion bar which tends to lift the wheel on the opposite side of a car
when either one rises. A much more elegant arrangement, more in keeping with the simple integrated
fiberglass Suspension is now in use by Fiat and General Motors. GM uses a transverse fiberglass leaf
spring attached near the wheels with another two mountings some distance apart to the chassis. Thus
as one wheel rises, the spring bends down between the chassis Supports and this tends to lift the
opposite wheel. Of course this will work just as well with our spring-hinged Suspension arms as with
separate control arms.

Normally, a designer tries to get a vehicle to have almost the same frequency in bouncing, pitching
and rolling, and to remain fairly level as it goes over bumps. Having a center of gravity that is higher
in proportion to the width and length than an average car, the Car-Cycle will narurally tend to rock
and pitch slower, other things being equal. The bi-level Suspension is a great help here, as it makes the
wheel Springs harder, raising those frequencies. The pitching comes out about right, and a strong antiroll bar function can bring the rolling rate in line.
As to the level ride, Velomobiles in general are not favored, and the Car-Cycle is right out of ränge.
The general principle used is to make the front Springs softer than the rear ones. When the front
wheels hit a bump, the front of a vehicle gets some upward momentum. A split second later, the back
wheel or wheels hit the same bump, and that end Starts to rise. With stiffer Springs back there, the
motion is quicker and catches up to the motion at the front, so both ends come down around the same
time.

Having a short wheelbase reduces the difference to be accommodated, but a lower road speed
increases it. With its bi-level Suspension, the Car-Cycle has very high wheel frequencies, and so when
we try to add and subtract wheelbase-travel times from them, the front end gets too soft to properly
resist roll and the back gets almost solid. Consequently, the back was made only a bit harder, so the
motion tends to go level, but does not usually get there before the motion is damped out except at
very high speeds.
A stiffer rear spring can be handy for carrying loads, but then the normal ride deteriorates. To avoid
this, the Car-Cycle luggage and child carrier is mostly suspended on its own separate Springs. The
geometry is such as to almost cancel any squat from the carrier load, providing automatic load
leveling. This is not ideal either, as the motion of the carrier is amplified when it is lightly loaded, so a
Single carton of eggs gets a rough ride, but then small loads can be carefully packed.
Unfortunately, there seems to be no easy way to incorporate automatic load leveling into the main
geometry to compensate for the wide ränge of adult body weights. A manufacturer might offer
machines intended for different riders, possibly with a size Variation to benefit smaller people.
Alternatively, we could just accept a harsh ride for light people, and a soft, low one for heavy ones.
Adding adjustable Springs could also be done, though this might spoil the current elegant simplicity.

Another nice feature of a Suspension system is that it can reduce rolling resistance. First, it allows use
of a much lighter tire construction, which helps a lot. Also, as a wheel rolls up a bump, it stores energy
in its spring, much of which is recovered as the wheel rolls down again. Regulär bikes do this on hills,
but with Suspension the effect works on smaller and sharper features. Unfortunately, Suspension
Systems need dampers, or shock absorbers as they are sometimes called. These keep the system from
prolonged bouncing , which is uncomfortable and can even get out of control if the frequency of the
bumps matches the resonance in the Springs.
The damping is usually done by hydraulics, with more resistance on the return stroke. The Car-Cycle
uses friction devices. For each side of the front Suspension, five common clothespins with wooden
jaws and a steel spring were clamped on an a 10 mm (3/8") aluminum tube. Then another piece of
aluminum flat stock was glued to the backs of the jaws on one side. When this had set, one could slide
the tube through the jaws, but with difficulty. The ends of the tube and flat stock were trimmed
appropriately, extending in opposite directions and ending with a small hole for a hinge pin. Similar
constructions were attached to the seat and rear Suspension also with one end on the chassis and the
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other on the moving part. The friction was adjusted with added rubber bands to augment the Springs.
Later, the multiple separate jaws were dispensed with, and just two V-grooved wooden sticks held
around an aluminum tube by rubber bands were used. The advantage of these Systems is that one of
the jaws would ride along with the tube some distance as the Springs came to the right angle to make
it slip. Thus, for small motions, only one jaw was rubbing, so the friction was halved. This way, more
of the momentum of the trike is preserved over the almost constant small bumps in a road. For large
motions affecting comfort or control, füll damping is automatic.
Mechanical Parts

The front wheels use Moulton tires and rims re-drilled for 36 spokes, with Phil Wood wheelchair
hubs. The rear wheel has a 700 c rim on a widened steel Campagnolo hub. The transmission was made
of available used parts except for the Moulton freewheel, a 11X32 7-speed cut down to 13X32.
Originally, triple rings were used on the cranks, but this was reduced to two to reduce chainline
problems with the front idlers, which were close to the crank and of large diameter. Special large
idlers were also used near the rear spring to reduce the friction assoeiated with more degrees of chain
wrap at each idler tooth. The front idlers change the chain direction by 45 to 50 degrees, and the
reaction forces were too much for the original Singleball bearing on the power side.

Thebrakes are cable-operated caliper rim brakes all around. Support for the front ones was not far
away, with 8.5" radius wheels less the 2.5" "kingpin" offset forward. Very short reach Weinmann
sidepulls were used. At the front, one was flipped with special hardware to keep the' cable runs
inboard. Both front brakes are operated by the right hand. A mountain bike brake lever modified to
pull two cables replaced the original light lever with separate cable Splitter. Mathauser pads were
used for wet braking Performance.
With the brakes on, trikes with two front wheels gain stability and use up some traction, so they will
slide rather than roll. In two real-life traffic emergencies, handling has proven adequate to avoid an

aeeident. Under hard braking, there is very little weight on the rear wheel, so the rear brake is only
used for parking and emergencies. Rear wheel skids dumped two early test riders of the bare chassis
in a parking lot before the rear brake lever was relocated.
The steering levers are mounted to the seat and move up and down with it. Originally, they were
connected to the chassis through a linkage that compensated for the relative motion. It was found that
the looseness pf the extra linkage was worse than having the steering levers move fore and aft in
parallel very slightly as the seat moved. The levers are quite long, and let the hand grips move about
60 cm (20 for a turning circle of 11.5 m (300 •This gives much slower, finer control than is usual on
Velomobiles, but the steering is still much faster than an automobile's. The levers were bent to clear
the front wheels at the forward end of their travel before it was noticed that with the levers there, the
wheels had turned out of the way.
Other Features

The pedals have heel straps and toe clips for comfortable, efficient pedaling in the recumbent position
without special shoes. Steering is by one or both side sticks which have about two feet of travel, so the
action is not twitchy even at high speed. The right hand grip has a lever connected to both front
brakes. The left has many functions. Starting from the top are the turn signal switch, the hörn button, a
lever to mist water onto the rider's legs, shift levers for the wide ränge derailleurs, and the rear brake.
Reversing is aecomplished by gripping the right tire through a slot in the fender and pulling. A
Standard bike speedometer is used.

The steering levers were designed to hinge to the outside when the rider leaned into a corner, but the
hinges were never built. Also, the window sills went up as the doors opened, blocking vision as the
rider leaned out and down, behind the steering lever. Thus, the cornering speed remained limited to

the speed at which an upright bike begins to touch ground with the inside pedal. In races, it frequently
went up on two wheels. It only rolled once, when dealt two surprises on a bike lane. Dumped at 40
km/h (25 MPH), it only lost a little paint while protecting the rider. The next version will probably
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have a tilting chassis. This is no harder to do than making provision for extensive leaning, and should
be easier to use as well as adding compensation for the cargo.
Many of the features added to make the Car-Cycle more civilized are electrical gadgets using a 12V
motorcycle battery which is periodically recharged from a Utility, though solar cells would probably

be adequate. Lighting includes a powerful headlight, a brake light, turn Signals on the roof visible to
front and rear, and three lights in the "Safety Sau" tail fin which flash up and down in time with the

pedals, imitating pedal reflectors on bikes. There is also a hörn, and a fan for cooling the rider and/or
Clearing condensation from the windshield.

Bodywork and Aerodynamic Features
The "Safety Sau", a large tail fin, is intended to replace the flag sometimes used on bikes. The
fluorescent stripes and lights Substitute for eye-catching flapping while keeping drag low. In a
crosswind, the fin can swing into the wind and act as a sail, as well as keeping the trike balanced to
keep going straight. It does not have any direct steering function.
Another feature for crosswind stability is the geometry of the front Suspension. It was feit that the
outside surfaces of two wheels flush with the body would have much the same reactions as a Single
wheel in free air. Bikes with front wheel fairings are notoriously twitchy, as the center of effort of the
front wheel acting as an airfoil is ahead of the steering axis. On the Car-Cycle, this axis was moved
forward near the foil center of pressure. Instead of using a caster angle with the steering axis angled
forward from the wheel axle, the "kingpin axis" is almost vertical, just angled in a bit from a point 63
mm (2.5") ahead of the tire contact patch. This gives plenty of trail for the steering. Caster usually
gives the minor advantage of providing a bit of negative camber in the corners, but this is not missed
with our narrow tires and superabundant cornering traction.

The main door uses the polycarbonate windshield for a hinge and allows reasonably easy access. The
windshield and side Windows are one continuous piece, which was cut from half of a Standard sheet
with only millimeters to spare. Plastic is easily scratched, and fine Scratches can almost blind
the driver when going into a sunset. Using a steeper angle would be advisable for good vision. Several
cupboard-door latches hold the doors closed with little fuss. A manual windshield wiper clips over
the top of the windshield when needed. A rear view mirror is mounted to the inside of the windshield
on the left side, looking back mostly through the rear window. Both rear Windows and the roof were
made of a continuous piece of acetate, with the roof defined only by paint.
Behind the seat you can have either a cargo box or a Standard bike child seat. About half the kids
encountered would not get in when first offered a ride. Most of the others would not get out
afterwards. Both occupants are protected by a roll bar extending up from the main seat back and

providing a head rest. Currently only the child has a seat belt, but two could be used. The Kevlar
structure would provide useful crush space is many types of accidents, compensating for the higher
speed.

The bodywork around the rider is made of fiberglass and Kevlar (TM) for crash protection and ease of
molding. Coroplast (TM), an extruded polypropylene material resembling corrugated cardboard is
used for the front and back body sections. This is not much stronger and stiffer than it needs to be to
smooth the airflow, but is very light and tough, shrugging off casual blows. Because it bends, curious

fingers back off before damaging it as they would a monocoque of Optimum strength. The main
drawback to this material is the endless stream of comments about the "cardboard."

To construct the body, a composite molding was used to extend the backbone frame and form the area
under the doors. On this foundation, aluminum tubes were erected to outline the door and wheel

openings. This was also supported by the main frame at the front, and by the steel tube, still attached
to the crank axle shell, which runs up to the cowl area. The aluminum tubes were joined with plate
gussets and pop rivets. Large fillets of epoxy and microballoon filier were built up on the tubes to
afford a surface to glue the Coroplast to and to provide a door jamb.
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Kevlar rocker panel, AI tube frame, with Coroplast strips forming the nose.

Also visible are the steering levers, hinging on the lower seat Suspensionarm.
The open wheelwells with separate fenders on the wheels giveseveral advantages. First, unlike a
permanent inner fender, they don't intrude on the rider's Space except when the wheels are turned.
The cooling air intakes around the wheel openings are not particularly successful. Much of the air

seems to flow past the rider and out the open tail without providing a cooling air blast, though it may
wellpromote frequent air changes inside. The great thing about them is that they spoil the potential of
the forebody for creating instability in a crosswind, probably at some loss of wind-sailing benefits.
The front fenders are different on each side. On the left, a füll wheel enclosure is used, with two

fiberglass halves that snap together and are retained by two small screws which tension a cable in the
snap over ridge. The outer cover gets extra support at the Phil Wood wheelchair hub, via a finger in
the hub's allen key socket. Thus the main areas can be quite light. The aft end of this fender extends a
bit to the rear of the wheel, and curvesin to help guide cooling air in to the wheel opening intake. The
fender extension is also intended to add aerodynamic trail to the wheel.

On the right side, a much simpler arrangement was used, just a simple backing and close fitting fender
in line with the airflow over the wheel cover. Thisseems adequate. With the open wheelwells, there is

a possibility ofbeing drenched by spray from a motor vehicle and a puddle, but thisnever happened
in 1.500 miles of testing. Thewheel Covers are especially light, beingmade of model aircraft covering
over laminated balsa wood hoops, which are then screwed to each other, sandwiching the spoke
nipples.

Cooling
The front air intake is kept open for three seasons. It is very slightly lined to smooth the airflow, which
becomes sufficiently turbulent for cooling upon hitting the rider. Internal airflow causes a large

proportion of the aerodynamic drag without providing excellent cooling. One experiment involved an
electric squirrel-cage blower from a car heater blowing through a 4" flexible clothes-dryer hose directly
into the rider's jacket. This worked well, though a direct air blast from a fan seemed to be about as
efficient. Either one could also be directed to remove condensation from the windshield, which was

severe at low speeds in foggy or very cold weather.
With the main air intake blocked by a panel, it is shirt sleeve temperature inside when freezing

outside. On rainy days, the fairing is most welcome. In hot weather the fan is a great comfort. In sunny
weather solar gain through the large windshield adds to the cooling load, and the available air is

already warmed by the pavement and surrounding motor vehicies. An odd minor feature of the CarCycle is the roof hatch, which rides on the rider's helmet and can be noticed flapping up and down a
bit. This might help draw cooling air past the face, but was actually built to add helmet clearance for
racing after the seat had already been modified for a larger rider.

Using a convertible top will certainly help with cooling. If a good breeze can be provided to the head,
rider discomfort is greatly reduced even if the body is still bathed in sweat. Unless bodywork can be

provided that also opens to catch any available breeze while the rider is stuck in summer traffic, an
electric fan is almost essential. In dry climates, a water mist is also very good for cooling, and this is
used on the Car-Cycle, with a common plant sprayer aimed at the legs remotely operated by a hand
lever. At higher speeds, the time available for water droplets to evaporate in the airstream is so short
that high pressure atomizers would be needed to provide cooled air free of droplets. Other options
that might help are tubes circulating ice water in the rider's helmet, as used with the BEHEMOTH
Computer bike, or a supply of liquid or even solid air.

Performance and Enhancement Options
The overall Performance is quite exhilarating. The speed advantage over a regulär bike is about 20%
with the front vent open, and 30% with it closed. Construction expediencies added about 40 lbs. (18

kg) to the target weight of 60 lbs. (27 kg) so it always feels like a production Version with lots of
luggage. The extra weight, plus the streamlining lead to very interesting riding in rolling terrain.
Momentum will carry you up a hill about three times farther from a preceding descent than it will
with a Standard bike, so average speeds are much the same as on the flats.
On the other hand, in city traffic, high weight and excellent coasting lead to the rider putting out short
hard Sprints followed by long rest periods. This is not at all pleasant, as the muscles are working
anaerobically, and then not moving to assist circulation between Sprints. Even worse, the chemistry of
this process produces much more excess heat, and there is almost no air flow to carry it away.

Most of the schemes for providing extra cooling rely on a supplemental energy source. We might just
as well power the wheels directly and keep the rider cool that way, at a considerable gain in overall
efficiency and comfort, if not fitness. If we just replace the pedals with a motor of equivalent power,
we get a very frustratingly underpowered car, and no exercise to relieve the frustration.
My favorite compromise would use an electric motor controlled by a pendulum or equivalent. This
would respond to acceleration or hills, providing power to make the vehicle seem to weigh about 10
kg (20 lbs.) This would make it easy to keep up with traffic up to a comfortable cruising speed of
perhaps 40 km/h (25 MPH.) Also sensing deceleration and descents, the Controller would return
power to the battery. One would keep pedaling until quite close to a stop, and the effort would be
quickly stored as soon as coasting began. Going downhill we could still pedal, storing power at a great
rate without achieving dangerous speeds.
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Since this system would not change the top speed, eliminate a lot of passing and re-passing in traffic,
and be much safer downhill, there would be no strong reasons for licensing this as a motor vehicle. Of
course, one could fool the control and by tilting its housing and get a constant boost, whichmight be
nice for office workers with no shower available.

The overall efficiency of an inexpensive system for one power and brake cycle would be around 50%,
so the lost energy would have to be made up by solar panels, a periodic mains connection or other
means. The losses would not be noticed by the rider unless the battery were depleted. If that did

happen, the vehicle would still be light enough foreasy pedaling to complete a journey. A system
suitable for most daily use would weigh perhaps 18 kg (40 lbs), the same amount that would be saved
by rebuilding the Car-Cycle with better attention to weightsaving.
In normal use, this extra weight would be completely transparent to the user, since it would, of course,

give the feeling of near weightlessness at the pedals whatever the loading. By taking advantage of this,
one could even provide the booster at no extra cost,by economizing on the exotic procedures used to
keep weight down. If this were done, pedaling Performance with a flat battery would deteriorate,but
still be adequate for finishing an occasional journey.

By starting development of an electric vehicle with an HPV instead of a conventional motorcar,many
advantages are realized. Besides the ability to continue with a flat battery, we retain all the benefits of
providing healthy exercise without taking time out of the customer's day. Indeed, HPV use can
sometimes provide a bonus of a few minutesthrough easier parking, not to mentionfewer hours spent
paying for the ride. As a platform for an electric car, HPVs excel. They are already optimized for

efficiency, and this saves tremendously on battery weight. Having muchof thepower provided by the
rider again saveson the battery needed, and on the battery needed to transport the battery. People are
alsoaccustomed to thinking of HPVs as short ränge vehicies, so they are lessapt to demand a ränge
far in excess of average needs.

Model of proposed new CarCycle with convertible top showing rear roofcollapsed
to a head fairing.
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Development
ESPN, the Sports network produced a very populär show on the IHPVA Championships in '88, and
devoted five minutes to the Car-Cycle, calling it the BMW of human powered vehicies. It has also been
featured on several other TV shows including one by the CBC. Of the extensive press coverage, the
best was a two-page spread in Bicycling Magazine in April '93. Many people made a special effort to
try to buy a Car-cycle, and several put deposits in a trust account. None of the coverage led to the

hoped-forparmership with an established manufacturer or major investor. The opportunitiesoffered
led to work on pedal boats, which is now approaching profitability for the second time after loss of a
facility. Recumbent bikes are now becoming more of a mainstream item, and existing trike
manufacturers are slowly approaching the list of features demonstrated on this prototype. The
designer, Bob Stuart, is willing to help with any serious attempts to produce more efficient vehicies.
Conclusion

The composite frame with Suspension is simple to manufacture. The ride it gives, in combination with
the many extra features provides a vehicle many people find very desirable.

Appendix: Wheel Travel and Suspension Frequency
Calculations for Suspension Systems are often quite simple. The terms used are CPS for Cycles per
Second, and spring rate, which is the load on a spring divided by the deflection produced. The
geometry of the Suspension has to be taken into account to get the true rate at the wheel from the basic
spring rate. A soft riding car will bounce about once per second, and to change a tire, the chassis will
have to be jacked up about 25cm (9.8") assuming there is no pre-load on the Springs. The lift distance
needed to remove all the weight from a tire is called the Static Deflection. For Velomobiles, the weight
of the rider must always be taken into account. A racing car or unladen truck might have a Static
Deflection of only 2.45" and a frequency of 2 CPS. The formulas for Converting these are
CPS = 5 / I SD and SD= (5/CPS)2 with the SDin cm. (ForSDin inches use 3.133 in place of the 5.)
The Car-Cycle was planned with 5 cm (2") of Static Deflection in both the seat Suspension and the
main Suspension. On paper, with the average rider, the seat "gives"5 cm when the rider sits on it, and
the frame must be raised 5 cm to lift the wheels from the ground when the vehicle is occupied. This

gives a natural frequency of 2.23 cycles per second for the frame, and 1.58 CPS for the seat. Taking a
fast cruising speed as 40 km/h (25 MPH) and the wheel base as 163 cm (64") we find that the back
wheel crosses a bump .145second after the front ones. Keeping in mind that the speed and loading are
rough estimates, I ignore the complex interactions between the inertia of the chassis and the seat
Springs and just take 1/1.58 or .633 seconds as the time for the rider to bounce on the front or back
Springs. Then, half the wheel base travel time is added to the front spring period and subtracted from
the back one. After Converting back down, we get 124 mm as the overall Static Deflection for the front,
and 78 mm for the back. Subtracting the 50 mm contributed by the seat, we get 74 front, 28 back.
Because this is so unbalanced, and gives so little roll resistance, this factor was omitted in planning the
ride quality.
Further Reading:

How to Make your Car Handle, by Fred Puhn, H.P. books, 1976
Cornering by Design, T.L. Satchell, Science Digest, November 1984.
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Velomobil-Seminar zum Thema "Assisted HPV"

Interlaken / Schweiz, 18. August 1999
English Version: http://www.twike.ch/download/hpv99_twike_e.doc

TWIKE - pedalling on the highway
TWIKE - mit dem Fahrrad auf die Autobahn
Ralph Schnyder und Peter Zeller

Zusammenfassung
Das TWIKE ist das weltweit erfolgreichste Fahrzeug einer neuen

Kategorie. Rund 400 TWIKE fahren bereits aufden Strassen Europas
und eröffnen dem Muskelkraftantrieb neue Anwendungsbereiche. Das
Dreirad für zwei Personen wird zusätzlich durch einen leistungsfähigen
Elektromotor angetrieben. Damit kann man das Fahrzeug auf Schnell
strassen auch mal auf 85 km/h beschleunigen.
Im Vergleich zum Fahrrad bietet das TWIKE mit Kunststoffkarosserie

eine verbesserte Aerodynamik, Wetterschutz, Wintertauglichkeit und
Energierückgewinnung beim Bremsen. Das eigenständige Design, die
Leichtbauweise und modernste Elektronik machen die Muskelkraft in

weiteren Bereichen des Alltagsverkehrs salonfähig. Wieviel die Fahrerin
und der Fahrer für ihre Mobilität leisten wollen, entscheiden sie selbst.

Der integrierte Pedalantrieb vermindert den elektrischen Energiebedarf,
wärmt die Fahrer im Winter, hältden Blutkreislauf in Schwung und
steigert damit die Aufmerksamkeit im Verkehr. Gegenüber dem Fahrrad
bietet das TWIKEeine massiv höhere Sicherheit in Grenzbereichen und

bei Kollisionen. Dazu tragen mehrere Faktoren bei: Dersteife Space
Frame aus Aluminium, das 3-Rad-Fahrwerk, der tiefe Schwerpunkt und
die Schalensitze.

Kategorie TWIKE
Das TWIKE definiert eine neue Fahrzeug-Kategorie in der Verkehrs
landschaft. Die konsequente Kombination von tiefem Energieverbrauch
für einen breiten Einsatzbereich hat zu einem alltagstauglichen Produkt
geführt, das weltweit einzigartig ist.

Überall, wo das TWIKE im Verkehr auftaucht, löst es Fragen aus: "Wie
kann man damit fahren? Wie wird es angetrieben? Was leistet es?" -

Tretpedale, Sitzposition, Form, Joystick und die übrigen Bedienungs
elemente sind offensichtliche Besonderheiten, die es von anderen Fahr
zeugen unterscheiden.

Unsere Erfahrungen mit rund 400 Kundinnen und Kunden haben ge
zeigt, dass ihre anfänglichen Erwartungen an die Fahrleistungen und
den Einsatzbereich erfüllt oder sogar übertroffen werden. Es gibt
Fahrer, die über 20'000 Kilometer pro Jahr im TWIKE zurücklegen.
Das TWIKE ist die Entwicklung neugieriger Menschen, die ihre
physische Mobilität auf möglichst umweltschonende Weise ausweiten
wollten. Es zeigt, wie wir mit der heute einsetzbaren Technik die
Ressourcen wirksamer nutzen können.

Ä
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Optimierung
Die Analyse der Zusammenhänge zwischen gewünschtem Nutzen
(Fahrt von A nach B) und tragbarem Aufwand (z.B. 100 Watt
Tretleistung) zeigt, dass der Wirkungsgradin den Bereichen Reibung
und Energienutzung verbessert werden kann.
Die Reibung am Fahrzeug minimieren wir durch Schmiermittel, präzise
Fertigung, Kugellager, widerstandsarme Reifen, optimale Federung und
Dämpfung, kleines Gewicht, starke Werkstoffe, günstige Aerodynamik
in Form, Oberfläche und Querschnitt.
Beim TWIKE sind wir von einem Platzbedarf von zwei Personen aus

gegangen, die durch die Kraft ihrer Beine einen Beitrag zur Fortbewe
gung leisten wollen. Das Fahrzeug ist auf diesen Zweck hin konsequent
zugeschnitten und mit den notwendigen Komponenten ausgestattet.
Eine windschnittige Karosserie über einem steifen Rahmen aus Alu
minium schützt zusätzlich bei Kollisionen.

Bei der Energienutzung steht die Antriebstechnik im Mittelpunkt, wie
Motorentyp (Muskelkraft, Verbrennungsmotor, Raketendüse, Elektro
motor etc.), Energieträger (Nahrung, Benzin, Diesel, Strom etc.) und
Energiespeicher (Magen, Flüssigtank, Drucktank, Batterie etc.).

Für uns war klar, dass der Muskelkraftantrieb für ein kleines Fahrzeug
naheliegend und sinnvoll ist, denn er steht im Fahrzeug zur Verfügung.
Wie er eingesetzt wird, ist dem Fahrer überlassen. Die menschliche
Leistung allein reicht aber nicht immer, um sich im Verkehr mit dem
TWIKE flüssig zu bewegen.

Energie-Sklaven
Wenn der Mensch ins Schwitzen kommt, muss Hilfe her. Er stellt
moderne "Energie-Sklaven" ein, die für ihn arbeiten.

Für das pedalgetriebene TWIKE wählten wir als Zusatzantrieb ("power
assist") einen leistungsfähigen 5 kW-Elektromotor mit Batteriespeicher,
was uns für den vorgesehenen Einsatz in urbanem Umfeld am
geeignetsten erschien. Zudem hat der elektrische Antrieb ein viel

versprechendes Innovationspotential und erlaubt Energierückgewinnung
beim Bremsen und bei Talfahrten, was die Effizienz zusätzlich steigert.
Das Resultat ist ein Fahrzeug, das leer rund 250 kg wiegt, aber hundert
mal weniger Energie mitnimmt, als ein normales Auto (!). Je nach Aus
stattung sind das 2-3 kWh in der Batterie, 3-4 kWh ab Stromnetz, was
der thermischen Energie von 0.3 bis 0.4 Litern Benzin entspricht. Mit
dieser Energie kommt man 30 bis 90 Kilometer weit, je nach Fahrweise.
Das TWIKE fährt damit zehn mal effizienter als ein Auto.

Die Batterie kann innerhalb von 1-2 Stunden vom Stromnetz geladen
werden. Der Energiebedarf für 10'000 km pro Jahr ist vergleichbar mit
dem, was ein Kühlschrank im Haushalt verbraucht.
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Grenzen sprengen
Wenn alle Menschen herkömmliche Autos fahren wollten, stösst die
Versorgung mit Rohstoffen und fossiler Energie an Grenzen. Bis heute
hat ein kleiner Teil der Menschheit bereits die Hälfte der weltweiten
Erdöl-Vorräte aufgebraucht. Wir müssen also über einen zukunfts

fähigen Umgang mit den Ressourcen nachdenken. Eine gerechte
Verteilung der fossilen Energie wird es nur geben, wenn die Menschen
in den industrialisierten Ländern einen Lebensstil entwickeln, wo sie
weniger Energie verbrauchen und regenerative Quellen nutzen.
Das TWIKE ist sparsam und kann Energie von Wasser, Wind und
Sonne umsetzen. Es hat deshalb einen prominenten Platz im Umfeld
der motorisierten Verkehrsmittel. Die Entscheidungsfreiheit, welches

Verkehrsmittel jenseits der eigenen Füsse der Mensch wählt, liegt bei
ihm. Mit dem TWIKE werden seine Wahlmöglichkeiten erweitert und
damit Grenzen gesprengt. Der ursprüngliche ethische Anspruch an den
Menschen, verantwortlich zu handeln, bleibt bestehen. Gehen, wo es
geht. Fahrrad fahren, wo es genügt, ein grösseres Verkehrsmittel
wählen, wenn ein kleineres nicht mehr ausreicht.

Treten nach Mass

Der mechanische Tretantrieb des TWIKE wirkt auf die Hinterräder und

ist für Geschwindigkeiten zwischen 20 und 60 km/h ausgelegt. Beim
Anfahren und bei höheren Tempi bis 85 km/h arbeitet der Motor alleine.

Ich beschleunige elektrisch und begleite mit den Pedalen die Bewegung
des Fahrzeugs. Bei der gewünschten Geschwindigkeit aktiviere ich auf
Knopfdruck den Tempomat und kann nach Wunsch mittreten. Will ich
schneller fahren, aber nicht schneller treten, so kann ich einen anderen
der fünf Gänge der Fahrradnabe wählen.

Die Elektronik regelt so, dass mein Treten den Motor entlastet. D.h. je
stärker ich trete, desto weniger arbeitet er. Mein Treten spart Strom aus
der Batterie und erhöht die Reichweite. Die Geschwindigkeit bleibt dabei
konstant, solange ich mit dem Tempomat fahre. Das ist ungewohnt,

denn beim Fahrrad gebe ich die Geschwindigkeit durch meine Leistung
vor. Beim TWIKE gebe ich mit dem Motor die Geschwindigkeit vorund
passe gleichzeitig meine Tretbewegung dem Fahrzeug an. Während ich
100-200 Watt Dauerleistung bringe, so liefert der Motor 3000-5000
Watt, kurzzeitig auch mehr.

Weil das Fahrzeug mit einem Leergewicht von rund 250 kg nurschwer
durch den Tretantrieb bewegt werden kann, so spielt der Motor die
Hauptrolle. Der Beitrag des Fahrers geht bis etwa 30%, je nach
Eigenleistung und Fahrgeschwindigkeit. Wenn ich langsamerfahre,
sinkt der Luftwiderstand, z.B. ist er bei 35 km/h statt 50 km/h nur noch
halb so stark, und mein eigener Beitrag zählt mehr. Zudem dauert die

Fahrt länger, so dass ich mehrZeit habe, etwas beizutragen.
Ich habe festgestellt, dass der Tretantrieb zu einer zusätzlichen

Einsparung führt, indem meine Fahrgeschwindigkeit im Durchschnitt

tiefer liegt, als wenn ich nicht in die Pedale trete. Dies hängt damit
zusammen, dass ich während der Fahrt zufriedener bin, solange ich
mich körperlich beschäftige. Der Wunsch, die Fahrt beliebig abzu
kürzen, tritt wegen der eigenen Aktivität in den Hintergrund.

OKII
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Gesundheit trainieren
Das TWIKE findet seinen Einsatzbereich dort, wo ich mit dem Fahrrad
an Grenzen stosse und die umfassende Transportkapazität des Autos

nicht benötige. Zum Beispiel am Abend ins Konzert oder ins Kino, wenn
ich mit edlen Kleidern unterwegs bin und nicht verregnet und verschwitzt
ankommen will. Oder wenn ich jemanden am Bahnhof abholen muss,

der ein paar Gepäckstücke dabei hat. Oder um zwei Kisten voll
Mostflaschen nach Hause zu bringen.

Wenn mein Arbeitsweg steile Strecken aufweist, wenn die tägliche

Distanz gross ist, wenn Schnee auf der Strasse liegt, dann lasse ich
mein Fahrrad lieber zu Hause. Anstelle ein Auto zu nehmen, setze ich

mich ins TWIKE und kann trotzdem mein tägliches Fitnesstraining

unterwegs absolvieren. Im Sommer öffne ich das Cabrio und lasse mir
den Wind und die Vögel um die Ohren pfeifen.
Ob Stadtverkehr oder Schnellstrasse, das TWIKE fährt ebenbürtig mit.
Der Antrieb ist so ausgelegt, dass ich mich flink bewegen kann. Die
Pedale bilden dabei ein wesentliches Element der Fahrzeugphilosophie,
die auf minimalen Energieverbrauch ausgerichtet ist, auch wenn man
mit 85 km/h auf der Schnellstrasse unterwegs ist.

Längere Reisen können in einem gemütlichen Rhythmus von Aktivität
und Ruhe erlebt werden, indem man regelmässig Pausen einlegt, um
die Batterien aufzuladen, sich selbst zu erholen oder sonst einer
Tätigkeit nachzugehen.
Im Sommer 1998 fuhren sechs TWIKE von Bern zum Nordkap und

zurück, insgesamt über 10'000 Kilometer. Rund zwei Monate dauerte
die grosse Reise und erhielt sogar einen Eintrag im Guinness Buch der
Rekorde.

Revolution der Beine

Mit dem TWIKE haben wir eine Revolution eingeleitet: Es ist das
sparsamste serienmässig hergestellte Motorfahrzeug der Welt mit zwei
oder mehr Plätzen. Es setzt neue Massstäbe in Ergonomie und Platz
bedarf. Es führt die Arbeit der Energiesklaven wieder auf menschliches
Mass zurück.

Die Fortschritte in den Bereichen Leichtbau, Batterietechnik und Elek

tronik in den letzten Jahren machten die Entwicklung des TWIKE
möglich. Seine Zukunft orientiert sich am Fahrrad, das ein exzellentes
Beispiel für Effizienz darstellt.

Das Echo in der Öffentlichkeit zeigt, dass ein Bedürfnis für ein Fahrzeug
wie das TWIKE existiert. Diesen Markt werden wir nach und nach

erschliessen und mit dem Muskelkraftantrieb in Bereiche vorstossen,

die ihm bisher noch nicht zugänglich waren.

Durch die Kombination von eigener Kraft und Motorantrieb spüren wir,
wie kostbar Energie ist. Die Reaktionen unserer Kundinnen und Kunden
zeigen, dass sie auch in anderen Bereichen ihres Lebens beginnen,
bewusster damit umzugehen.
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Daten des TWIKE 99
Länge / Breite / Höhe

2650/1200/1200 mm

Gewicht

leer 204 kg, Batterien 60 - 90 kg,

Nutzlast

2 Personen plus Gepäck

Max. Geschwindigkeit
Anfahrsteigfähigkeit

85 km/h

max. Gewicht 440 kg

Energieverbrauch

22%

4 bis 8 kWh pro 100 km ab Netz,

d.h. 10 mal weniger als ein Kleinwagen
Chassis

rostfreier Aluminium-Spaceframe

Karosserie

korrosionsfeste Schale aus Thermoplast Luran® S

Antrieb

elektrisch 5 kW plus 2 Menschen

Lenkung

Joystick

Bremse

Integralbremse auf alle drei Räder

Batterie

NiCd, 2 - 3 kWh oder 2.2 - 3.3 kWh

Ladung

Schnellladung ca. 1 km/Min.; voll ab 2 Std. an
230 V /10 A Haushaltsteckdose

Reichweite

40 bis 90 km; Tagesreichweite >250 km

Kategorie

Schweiz: Dreirädriges Motorfahrzeug Kat. A2;
fahrbar mit PKW- oder Motorrad-Ausweis

Weitere Informationen auf dem Internet unter www.twike.ch oder be
TWIKE AG, Bahnhofstrasse 23, CH-4450 Sissach, Schweiz
Tel. +41-61-973 07 55, Fax +41-61-973 07 57, info@twike.ch

Autoren

Ralph Schnyder

Dipl. Architekt ETH/SIA, Kirchrain 9, CH-4460 Gelterkinden (BL),
Tel. +41-61-981 54 08, ralph.schnyder@twike.ch, www.twike.ch
Preis von "Schweizer Jugend forscht" für das Liegedreirad "Aurelia"
(1985). Teilnehmer an mehreren Rennen der Tour de Sol ab 1985.

Architekturstudium an der ETH Zürich und in Cairns (Australien).
Erfinder und Architekt des TWIKE. Geschäftsführer und Verwaltungs
ratspräsident der TWIKE AG seit 1992. Präsident von Future Bike

Schweiz (Sektion der IHPVA).
Peter Zeller

Dipl. Physiker ETH, Signaustrasse 14, CH-8008 Zürich,
Tel. +41-1-381 71 19, peter.zeller@twike.ch, www.twike.ch

Im TWIKE-Team seit dem Start 1985. Verwaltungsrat der TWIKE AG
seit 1992. Tätigkeiten in den Bereichen Informationstechnologien, Ele
tronik und Ausbildung. Betreut das Internet-Angebot und Dokumen
tationen von TWIKE. Mitglied von Future Bike Schweiz.
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Selling Pedelecs to the USA Market
Ed Benjamin, #200 775 Yellowstone Ave., Pocatello, Idaho, 83201 USA

When an American is told that most humans do not have access to an automobile, he is likely
to regard that idea as an obvious untruth. When told that bicycles are the widest spread and
most commonly used transportation device, he is puzzled. „How can a toy be used for
transportation?" will be his thoughts.

And for most ofthe rest ofthe world, this American's attitudes are incomprehensible.
For many electric bicycle companies, the US market is puzzling. Americans have the income

to buy electric bikes easily. But Americans do not typically use bicycles, mopeds, scooters, or
motorcycles as normal transportation. So the transportation oriented electric bicycles that
dominate today's product offerings are far from salable in the USA. And US dealers have

resisted these unsuitable products—which confuses and dismays many manufacturers.
Americans will eventually consume millions of electric bicycles, but for different reasons, and

in different configurations than other markets. Here are some potential niches, and thoughts on
how to reach them:

1. Toy. The surest US niche is the American love of a new gadget. Electric bicycles are fun
to ride. They are unusual and attention getting. And they are an all new concept. They can
be terrific toys.

•
•

Product should be stylish, modernistic, and attention getting.
Reliability, ease of assembly and Operation, and service backup are crucial.

•

These bikes can be reproduetions of historic machines, like Norbert Haller's

•

reproduetion of an old motoreycle. They can also be space age in appearance.
Distribution could start with high profile catalog companies like Sharper Image,
infomercials, bicycle dealers, or multi-sport retailers.

2. An Easier to Pedal, More Comfortable, Bicycle. Studies of the US bicycle market show
that there are about 3 million enthusiastic, frequent users of bicycles in the US. There are
about 65 million people who own and occasionally ride bicycles. These „infrequents" are
all candidates to buy electric assisted bikes. They enjoy the out of doors, enjoy cycling,
and have good incomes. However, they are historically buyers of bikes that promise to be
easier to pedal, or more comfortable.

•

These bikes will need to be modestly priced.

• Reliability, ease of assembly and service backup will be crucial.
• The ability to work properly after long periods of non-use will be required.
• Distribution could be through bicycle dealers, sporting goods stores, specialty electric
bike stores,.multi sport retailers, Internet, infomercials.

3. Gravity Beaters. The baby boomers of America are now in their fifties. They have a life
long interest in cycling, and outdoor activities. However, age is making the hills harder to
climb, the trips shorter. An electric bike will allow them to continue to ride, and to enjoy
the ride.
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•
•

Product will need to be very functional, powerful and rugged.
Off road use will be high on the priority list for this group.

•

Reliability, good service backup, and a dealer to support the product will be necessary.

•

Distribution will be through bicycle dealers and multi sport retailers.

4. Exercise Machine. Americans are fat and weak. They are typically too weak to exercise

long enough to burn off any fat. One way to control weight is to work out at a mild level of
effort for a long period of time. A Pedelec is perfect for this purpose. Americans will
spend vast sums of money to lose weight.
•
•
•
•

5.

Product will need to be inexpensive
Reliability and ease of use will be crucial.
Service back up will be necessary.
Distribution may be through fitness specialty stores, sporting good stores, bicycle
dealers, multi-sport retailers, Internet, and infomercials.

Commuter. While almost all Americans use automobiles to commute, there are some who

ride bicycles. And economic forces in the US are creating more people who cannot afford
an automobile. However, the person who cannot afford an automobile can easily afford
almost any electric bike.
•
•

Today's European and Japanese product is quite suitable.
Distribution may be through bicycle shops, multi-sport retailers.

6. Environmental Niches. There are Americans who buy „green" products, and will make
lifestyle changes to serve environmental ends. But they are a very small group. A more
important force is the desire of Federal and State governments to see 10% of all US
vehicies emission free. The electric bicycle is the only hope in this effort.
• Today's European and Japanese products are suitable, but dowdy in appearance.
• Distribution may be through power Utility companies who will put time payments for
the bike on the buyer's Utility bill, and through bicycle shops, golf cart dealers, multisport retailers.
7. Older Riders. Electric assisted bikes and three wheelers are already populär with
retirement age Americans. This group is affluent, and growing rapidly.
•

Product needs to be simple to operate, reliable, comfortable, and easy to mount /

•
•

Service support is essential.
Distribution may be through bicycle shops, golf cart dealers, medical supply houses,

dismount.

multi-sport retailers, Internet, mail order, and infomercials.
8. Created Niches. If the transportation authorities decide to give electric bicycle special
Privileges, like being able to use the bike paths and sidewalks, or if electric Utility
companies decide to subsidize electric bikes as their entry point into the transportation
energy market, then new niches will be created.
• Products would be commuter style.
• Reliability and service backup would be crucial.
• Distribution may be through rental fleets, donations, sales by Utility companies, bicycle
dealers, golf cart dealers, Internet and infomercials.
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Electric Bicycles are a high information product. Most Americans do not know they exist, and
certainly do not know enough about the product to make an informed purchase.
This Situation resembles that of sophisticated exercise machines that entered the market in the
1980's. So much information was needed that the most successful sales Channel was the 30
minute infomercials. The next most successful Channel was the füll service dealer with an
educated sales staff.

Electric bicycles in the US do not yet have a group of educated dealers and sales staff.
Training materials, public relations efforts, infomercials, extensive advertising, promotional
efforts like the Extra Energy Test It exhibitions, are all needed.
Electric bicycles have numerous service issues. Many are currently constructed with
inexpensive bicycle parts. This creates service problems with the bicycle part ofthe machine,
in addition to electric motor, electronics, and battery problems.
Service staff must be trained, parts supplies distributed, consumers taught to care for the
products, and warranty / service centers established. Extensive owner's manuals, technician's
manuals, video tapes, schools and seminars are needed.
The more complex service issues of electric bikes may result in a need for the dealer and
vendor to be much closer, and to invest more in each other. This may lead to many dealers
carrying only one or two lines of product—much like auto dealers do.

A need for comprehensive service documentation will lead to service manuals being
maintained on-line, perhaps only on line.
Sales predictions for USA:
1999
2000

35,000 units
65,000 units

It is worth noting that if electric bicycles were to grow at the rate that mountain bikes grew in
the US in the Early 1980's, these figures would be far too low. And that the potential market
for electric bikes is much larger than the market for mountain bikes ever was. This may mean
that electric bicycle sales could reach hundreds of thousands of units within a couple of years.
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"EXPERIANCE

ON

THE

OF

POWER

CAB-BIKE

ASSISTED

USAGE

VELOMOBILES

WITHIN

MODENA

BASED

EUROPEAN

UNION SUPPORTED PRACTICAL TEST"

German

1.

Eslava

INTRODUCTION

• What is the Modena test or "Speed-Bike Project"

The
Speed-Bike project
is
an
experimentation
of
electromuscular pedelecs (pedal + electric) in an urban environment.
This
practice
test
has
been
cofinanced
by
the
European
Commission within the framework of the Save II Programme. The
financial contribution of the European Union is 45% and amounts
to
135,000 (around US$ 145,000).
The
target
of
this project
is
aimed at
researching the
implications of pedelecs (electro-muscular bi- and tricycles)
on the inhabitants in day-to-day life. Also it should be tested
how this type of vehicles performes in a daily environment.
Last but not least it should broaden the usage of pedelecs
among the population.
The

for

test

included

battery

also

the

recharging

infrastructure uses

installation

in

down-town.

of

some

One

infrastructure

part

of

this

fotovoltaic elements.

The duration of the project which started at the beginning of
1998 is 2 years while the practical test shall last for one
year. The final result of the test shall be presented in Jan.
2000

•

General

Information on Modena:

Modena is a city in the north of Italy near Bologna, a very
industrial
region,
with
a
population
of
around
180.000
inhabitants. It has a very nice and attractive historic center

759

to

which access

of

the

traffic

is

limited.

But

the

traffic

is

heavily disturbed by the number of noisy and polluting scooters
which have access to the historic center.
The total area of Modena is flat and it

has

a

traditional

bicycle friendly population. This tradition has been suffering
by the increasing numbers of cars in circulation.
For those of you who do not know Modena, maybe you have heard

about a place called Maranello in Italy. This place is the base
of the Ferrari factory. Well Maranello is just a part of
Modena.

The traffic on the main roads

outside of

the historical

center

of Modena is rather chaotic and I myself can say that it takes
quite a bit of courage to circulate around these busy streets
riding a bicycle. The car drivers in Modena seem to love
Ferrari racing cars too much.

• Participants (or partners as they are called) in the planning
and Organization of this test are:

• the City of Modena as the project manager
• the technical school IPSIA Ferrari,
Italy. This school
carries studies on environmental friendly and innovative
vehicles as part of its teaching program.
• the Co. AD.EL, Italy, which works in the electronic
and on the development of electric vehicles.

field

• the Co.
Guy Hamesse,
Belgium,
which imports
electric
vehicles and does Consulting in this field.
• the Co. Ing. German Eslava, Germany, which is involved in
the international bicycle design and production and is a
major partner
in
the velomobile Cab-Bike project
in
Giessen/Germany.

2.

PERSONS

PERFORMING THE TEST

The persons for the test were chosen based on a demographic
point of view and included mainly people working in the city.
Therefore these people represented the normal day-to-day user
of all types of vehicles. Hopefully this kind of people will
switch to pedelecs in the future.
The Citizens were asked to apply for participating in the test
by an add that the city put in the local newspapers.

3:

VEHICLES

PARTICIPATING IN THE TEST

• Pedelecs requirements for the test

The test was focused on a wide ränge of two-wheel pedelecs and
some three-wheel pedelecs.
The two-wheel pedelecs (around 2 0 units) have to comply with
the law stating that "the task of the motor is to act only as a

help to the pedaling"1, max. 250W, max. support 25 km/h.
1 Art.

50 of Italian Traffic Code (D.Lgs. 30.4.92,
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n.285)

The three-wheel pedelecs (around 10 units), as less widespread
pedelecs, have -if possible- also to comply with the law (see
above).

•

Two-wheel pedelecs

these pedelecs were chosen with the target of covering a wide
ränge of the actual market. Among the pedelecs chosen were the
ones produced by companies like Mercedes, Sachs, Yamaha, Honda,
Merida, Nissan, La Prima. Other pedelecs have been added later
such as the new pedelec from Piaggio.

•

Three-wheel pedelecs

Some of these vehicles were supposed to be simple tricycle
pedelecs. Unfortunately there are not many of these vehicles on
the market.

Other
vehicles
were
supposed
to
be
velomobiles.
These
velomobiles were divided in two groups:
a) the experimental velomobiles produced by the students of
the Ferrari Technical Institute. These pedelecs are more

oriented towards electric vehicles

(800W motor imput).

se$>
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b)

the

Standard

power-assisted

velomobiles

which

are

to

be

Standard pedelecs (max 250W, max 25 km/h assistance). These
pedelecs are represente by three Cab-Bikes.

• Purpose of this paper

This paper shall cover the practical experience accumulated
with the velomobile pedelecs Cab-Bike. We want to analyse the
practical application of power assistance on velomobiles.

4.

THE CAB-BIKE SUPPLIED FOR THE TEST

Some

of

Modena

the

are as

162

important
follows:

details

of

the

Cab-Bikes

delivered

to

•

compact monocoque chassis in PVC

the chain is completely covered (no dirt inside the cabin)
PVC Cabin

•
•
•
•
•
•

adjustable windscreen with hand-driven wiper
halogen front lights, directional lights
length/width/height ca. 2 .4/0.75/1.2m
app. 47kg incl. electric support and batteries
all three wheels suspended
permitted on all bicycle tracks due to only 75cm width

More details

under www.cab-bike.de

SK6
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5. IMPACTS of THE CAB-BIKES on the TEST PERSONS

• First persons to make the test

Based on demographics the first test people selected were:
• a lady farmacist of 45 years of age
• a recent law graduate doing his lawyer internship, 28 years
old

• a female public employee of 2 6 years of age
It has been planned that test users would change during the
test period. Later a girl of 14, a girl of 18 and a gentleman
of 37

continued the test.

First impacts with every-day users

At the end of Sept.

98,

all test persons came to

the center of

the city to receive the vehicles from the mayor of the city
during a presentation made for all Citizens.

I do not know whether the test persons were shocked when they
saw the Cab-Bikes - rather stränge vehicles which were supposed
to be "bicycles". In any case I was shocked when they came to
take their Cab-Bikes and started to ride home without expecting
any explanation what so ever. At the end of the day these
vehicles were supposed to be "bicycles". And bicycles do not
need any explanations.

But after clarifying that it would be important to know how to

get

in-and-out

and

directional lights,
was

reached.
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to
bell,

know

about

some

rear mirror,

etc.

parts

like

lights,

some clarification

But then seats had to be adjusted, position tested, hand-brakes

explained, etc, etc. Well at that point things started getting
complicated and not understandable. After all, cars have got
adjustable seats, directional lights, mirrors, etc. and it is
so simple and every one is familiär with it.
Well it was the first lesson for all of us:

Bike

is

so

we thought the Cab-

simple and almost self-explanatory and we were so

proud of it, but in fact it was not. We are engineers, we are
technicians; our actual users are lovers of unusual vehicles,
are cyclists, are university students, are teachers, are people
loving to "play" with their new vehicle. Actually we and our
traditional users are not every-day users.

First lesson: every-day users know how bicycles work, they know
how cars work. They need seifexplanatory components. This we
have to keep in mind when designing velomobiles.

• Users' requirements regarding technical parts of a velomobile
As

explained above every-day users need

in a

The

seifexplanatory parts

velomobile.

first

version

of

Cab-Bikes

was

fitted

with

a

motor

which

transmitted the power assistance via a roll directly to the
wheel tyre. This Solution was chosen to allow the user to
detach the motor,

e.i.

the roll,

from the wheel after reaching

2 5km/h. This way the motor would not produce any additional
energy that would be lost for the rider's power input. We
thought to have a big technical advantage although it was
against the actual law. But for the beginning of the test we
thought it was supposed to be worth the while. But this
engineeering thinking meant on the other hand that the user had
to twist a grip to put the motor against the wheel and back
again after reaching a certain speed.
Again we technicians were wrong. This complicated handling
could

not

be

understood

by

a

normal

user.

It

was

not

acceptable. All technical explanations made things worse and it
made look things more complicated than they really were !
The second lesson was clear: the
has to be very, very simple !

"handling"

of technical parts

• Subjective security
When handing over the Cab-Bikes to the users and after the
little explanation which was possible in the short time, a
certain kind of insecurity was noticed
This insecurity was confirmed later when the young lady chosen
for the test tried•the Cab-Bike for a short way and returned it
immediately. The gentleman chosen for the test also gave the
Cab-Bike back after only one month.

We did not know what
it
all meant.
Actually
ourselves and did lots of changes during the
additional mirror,
additional lights,
additional

we mislead
test,
e.g.
directional

lights, etc (points I shall speak about later) which the users
and we thought were the main difficulties.
It took us a very long time to analyse the reasons for this
unsecurity. At the end we came to the conclusion that the

SSb
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completely
unspoiled
users
feit
a
strong
sense
of
claustrophobia (the sense of being closed in in a small space)
once the Cab-Bike was closed.
and

The drivers

feit

closed in a box

feit defenseless.

Later we made a windscreen on another Cab-Bike
the front screen and the halfside front Windows.

which unified
It was like a

big front screen. Although this window prototype was not tested
in Modena, other persons feit more comfortable with it. It
seems that
in our Standard life we tend to
expect the
technology of an automobile.
This was

the

third lesson:

it

seems

that users

feel

confident

with visibility as in a car. It seems to be the only acceptable
technical

6.

level.

FIRST RESULTS

• TransEuropean drive from Brüssels to MonteCarlo

Immediately after the Cab-Bikes

were given to the test persons

one of the pedelec Cab-Bikes was used by the IPSIA technical
students for participating in the TransEuropean drive for
electric vehicles.

As

"almost expected"

the young people taking off did not want

or did not have the time to receive any short training. After
all, velomobiles have to be seif explanatory. And as I am
convinced now they are right.
During that trip desaster Struck. Since the built-in motor, as
explained before, was based on the idea that after reaching a
speed of 2 5km/h the motor was supposed to be detached from the
wheel to allow reduction of the motor drag to nill. But in the
day-to-day reality the user left the motor attached all the
time. Not only did this result in more drag to the driver but

the

battery

was

getting

empty

as

well

without

giving

any

advantage to the driver on the flat roads. Later we found out
that the test persons in Modena did exactly the same as the
students during the TransEurope.
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Fourth and very important lesson: any power assistance has to
be automatic. Users should not have any interaction with the
pedelec System at all.

Another error made by us was the usage of sealed lead-acid
batteries. These batteries carry a low-price but they have the
big disadvantage of not being high-current resistant. It meant
that the Cab-Bike power assisted ränge was reduced to almost
nothing.
Our
technical idea of
using
the motor
just for
accelerating and just for small distances proved wrong.
Fifth lesson:

never use lead-acid batteries

(but I

think all of

you know it).

• First practical test in Modena
The results of the TransEuropean. drive were confirmed later on
in Modena day-to-day life. In addition other issues became more
important, which were not noticed by the young people making
the TransEuropa trip. In fact these students are not "day-today" users and are also "young"

7.

(more about that later).

USERS REQUEST AND RESULTS

during the test different issues were taken into consideration
by the users. These issues have been divided in following
groups:

•

Internal

Lots

of

environment

small

issues

were

brought

up

by

the

users.

which are very important for people who are involved
development of velomobiles. Letvs look at some of them:
•

Some

of

in

the

Documentation

Due to the difference between a bicycle and a velomobile the
users were very confused about the usage of all parts. Small
explanations help little. Out of the fact that all parts have
to be seif explanatory (as explained at the beginning) the only
help is a good user manual. Only a good manual allows the user
to feel secure in the pedelec velomobile and to use it in a
correct way.

In fact a pedelec velomobile has so many different parts that
it is not possible to be completely seifexplanatory e.g. when
to recharge the batteries, using the recharger, etc.
• Security
This issue seems very important. But it is not so easy to
analyse since the technical security gets mixed with the
claustrophobia effect (as mentioned before)
and the normal
psychological security.
As it turned out during the test "younger" users seem to have
less psychological problems as a rule. It seems that completely
new types of velomobiles give less problems to younger people.
This type of reaction can also be seen in other fields e.g.
when younger people ride recumbent bicycles,
or
the easy
approach by younger generations to the PC (personal Computers).
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The

claustrophobia

effect

during

the

test

had

different

results. Either users gave up the test immediately or after a
short time. Or they gave some not very valuable infos in
particular at the beginning.

This fact was particularly interesting regarding the request
for an additional mirror on the

left handside.

We mounted the

mirror knowing exactly that it was hardly of any use, since the
vibrations of the top during the ride makes that mirror
useless. Nevertheless it gave to the users the feeling that it
was much safer.

In any case the claustrophobia problem is an issue which has to
be addressed by product design.

On

the

other hand

sideways.

it

seems

that users

need more

visibility

This issue is more important in places with heavy

traffic load. The above mentioned additional left mirror, of
course, helps while the Cab-Bike is not riding e.g. at traffic
lights.

• The lights and directional lights

We did not have any complaints concerning the front light. But
I have to say that we possibly overdid it in this area since we
installed two front halogen lights, each with 20W which switch
on simultanously. Maybe one light with 20W would have been
enough.

Concerning the rear lights the users did not feel secure with a

normal bicycle rear light. That is why we had to install small
motorcycle rear lights. I myself drove in Modena far away
behind one Cab-Bike and had to realize that as

a minimum a 5W

rear light is needed to give security.

Concerning
satisfied

the

directional

either,

since

the

lights
rear

the
onces

test
were

users

were

too

small.

mounted two additional ones which gave the needed security.

<£L
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not
We

The issue of the lights
remains
a
separate
topic.
As
it
is
well
known

velomobiles

or

pedelec velomobiles have
to comply with national
bicycle
laws.
At
the
moment

e.g.

some

in

of

the

Germany

laws

limit

the
light
Output
very
much.
Front
light
is
limited

light

to

to

2 .4W

and

0.3W.

But

the
other
velomobiles

stronger
lights.

rear

on
hand
need

front

and rear
Pedelec

velomobiles

should

normaly use the existing
battery for feeding the
lights.
This
again
is
not
allowed
countries.
Please
do

forget

that

national

in

some

also

most

of

laws

not

the
for

bicycles do not forsee
the usage of directional
lights
on
bicycles.
Therefore velomobile drivers in some countries are supposed to

give hand signs when they want to change direction. Again this
is a separate issue.
•

The handle-bar

One of the special parts of the Cab-Bike is the handle-bar. It
is made of a stay which is linked to the middle of the tunnel
(the middle of the Cab-Bike) . It is flexible in all directions
via a hinge. At the end of the stay there is a small traversal
handle

bar.

On

the

left

side

of

the

handle-bar

there

are

the

commands
for light,
directional light and hörn
(as on a
motorbike) . On the right side of the handle-bar is the twistgrip for changing the gears. For changing direction, the handle
bar is

turned like on a

normal bike.

According to our technical thinking this type of handle-bar is
something very advantageous.

Position for

If fact it allows any comfortable

any type of user.

It has

been tested by a fair

amount of users. But during the test it turned out that people
found it to be too sensitive. It gave the impression of being
unstable.

To improve this part we had to build a central daraper within
the central mechanism of the steering.
To be honest this
improvement was a welcome improvement for us, since we had the
vague idea that it would be needed.

•

The

Seat

One general

topic

on velomobiles

is,

of

course,

the seat and

the correct position of the seat. Unfortunately there is no
sufficient experience or data to allow users to adjust the seat
to the correct position. At the same time the correct position

can# only be

adjusted after

testing and changing

the

seat

Position often. This is again only possible when the adjusting
mechanism of the seat is easy to use. This changing of seat
Position is also needed when different drivers want to use the

same velomobile. Normaly this factor may not be so important,
but in the case of a test it is more needed. In the case of the

Cab-Bike the adjusting mechanism is adjustable using a wrench.
But after so many re-adjustments, the mechanical parts get
damaged.

Important for the construction:

the seat adjusting mechanism

has to be simple to use.
•

The Heat

One of

the main

complaints

by all the test people was

the

Problem with the heat and the sweating in the seating area.
As a matter of fact Modena is a warmer place than places in
northern Europe. Therefore the problems with the heat within

the cabine are more important than in places like Germany.
Since pedelec velomobiles imply a pedaling movement it means
physical work also. Adding to that is the fact that the user is

seated directing all of the body weight along the whole spine.
The result is that the back of the body easily sweats.
In the Cab-Bike the Ventilation can be regulated via the front
screen which can be lowered completely, while the side Windows
allow additional

Ventilation.

Nevertheless

as

far

as

the

the

heat is concerned there is never enough heat dispersion, in
particular if compared to a normal bicycle.
The problem of not dispersing enough heat is more aggravated
when it rains, since the Windows tend to get foggy. An
improvement was made by enlarging the air entrance into the

cabine. Nevertheless it was a lesson to be learnt: designers
need to pay more attention to the Ventilation of the velomobile

and to the seat. But then we arrived automatically at thinking
about more sophisticated Solutions: what about better electric
power assistance?

• Technical environment

• Motor Control or Motor Handling
As explained at the beginning we had made

motor system installed.

an

error with the

It was proven that moving a grip to

connect the motor to the wheel was wrong. Any additional work
for the rider was not welcome. The users wanted to concentrate
on the riding.

Because of that we changed all the internal part of the CabBike and built in the complete System as used in the SACHS and

Mercedes pedelecs. It consists of a rear-hub motor, integrated
three-speed gear and integrated electronic controll with torque
sensor.
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After this change the test person did not have any more
Problems with the pedelec technical part. They were able to
concentrate on the normal cycling and on the traffic problems.
As far as I can see the most important result of the test for
us up to now is the fact that power assistance has to be
completely automatic. The only influence acceptable would be
System ON/OFF switch.

Speed of Power Assistance

Due to the fact that we had installed the complete System used
on bikes with 26" wheels in the Cab-Bike, the supported speed
of up to 24km/h was reduced to only up to 18.5km/h on the Cab-

Bike. This change was positive from the point of view of
acceleration since torque was really good. But at the same time
users got very quickly and without effort to the supported
speed of 18.5km/h and they had the impression the motor was not
working at all.

After some changes to the electronics we managed to increase
the supported speed up to 2 0km/h which meant a large difference
in practical terms. Nevertheless the supported speed of 2 0km/h
gets passed only a bit later. This fact is, of course, positive
since without much effort the acceleration up to 20km/h is
attractive.

But now we got a new experience: the normal users do also tend
to
drive with higher cruising speeds
in a velomobile as

compared to a normal bicycle. From this point of view they are
like us experts. The big advantages of velomobiles such as
wheather protection and large transportation capacity seem to
be less considered by test users.
about

that

until

Maybe they did not think much

now.
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Unfortunately we have not been able to test the desired speed a
day-to-day user would normally prefer.
But speaking to
different users I have got the strong impression that the
desired cruising speed is something like 28km/h or 30km/h.
On the other hand,

it has to be considered that the test users

have a strong desire not to sweat. This is very understandable
in the normal day-to-day life. This brings us to the conclusion
that power assistance on velomobiles must support speeds to at
least up-to 30km/h. This support seems to be desired.

8.

CONCLUSION

The test in Modena will continue running for a while. But tili
now we can conclude that most of the results for us velomobile

designers have already been recognized.
velomobile

already

Seminars,

considered.

a

lot

of

However,

the

in

If we look at past

Modena

my

results

opinion

have

new

are

been

the

following facts:
•

the results derive from a real test

• the users are normal day-to-day persons
• the users have not been involved with velomobiles before.
None of them knew about the existance of this vehicles at all
• the velomobiles were power assisted

The most intriguing result of the test for me tili now is the
fact that "comfort" in the broad sense of the word is the most
requested factor. In this word is included comfort in the sense
of feeling secure and not closed in in a box.

Comfort also seems to include the need for making a limited
physical effort. Without doubt the power assistance is a must
during the acceleration of a velomobile. Although the test did
not include hill climbings it would be logical to consider hill
climbings at the same level of acceleration.

We

unfortunately

have

not

been

able

to

test

the

desired

cruising speed a normal day-to-day user would like to ride a
velomobile at. Nevertheless everything seems to indicate that
this speed is in the ränge of 30km/h while the driver wants to
feel comfortable at the same time i.e. he must not sweat too
much.

Maybe this result should be taken by the European Commissioners

as an^ indication that there is a need for re-evaluating their
Position that power assistance for a bicycle should be limited
to a maximum speed of only 2 5km/h.
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Traffic Mode Selection and the Future of Individual Transportation
Stefan Gloger
Abstract

The traffic mode selection or the so called modal split is the result of individual decisions.

This article describes a simple theory about the main criteria of this decision making and how
those criteria work together. Those criteria can be differentiated into egoistic ones-, social and
ecological ones and the surrounding conditions. Because the egoistic ones are mostly the
weighty ones, the automobile was successful in the past and will be in the near future. So a
good alternative transportation mode has to join more of the egoistic criteria than the classic
street bike and the public transportation do today. On the other hand there is a number of
personel attributes that are used in sales promotion. A transportation System should express
most of those attributes to be successful in the market place. In addition the potential user has
to believe, that his new transportation System expresses those attributes described above. It is
probable, that all individual transportation Systems that close the big gap between the
automobile and the classic street bike have good chances to be sucessful in the near future as
the example of the scooter has shown us.
1. Traffic is the result of individual decisions

The traffic mode selection or the so called modal split is the result of individual decisions. The
individual decision about the transportation mode that is used for a given destination is the
reason for all.positive and negative effects of traffic despite cargo traffic (The influence on

cargo traffic of the individual ways how consumer act is not discused here). This decision can
in principle be made every day because for inhabitants of urban areas public transportation is
availabie and nearly every household in the industrialized countries is at least in possession of
one bike and one car. Normaily this decision doesn't changes from day to day but is a habit. So
a new offer in the ränge of traffic modes has to be able to change such habits. To make this

possible one has to understand what the criteria of this decision making are and how these
criteria work together.
2. Decision Pyramide

The criteria for traffic mode selection can be devided into three groups: The egoistic criteria,
the surrounding conditions and the ecological and social criteria. Similar as the pyramide of
needs-, created by Maslow (1), the basic criteria are checked first, then the surrounding
conditions and at last the other criteria (Fig. 1).

If one compares these decision criteria with the actual traffic modes it can be seen, that the
automobile meets the egoistic criteria best, but the bike and the public transport meet the
ecological criteria better and have much lower demands regarding the infrastructure. The
advantage of the bike compared with the public transport is that it is individual. The main
disadvantages are that it gives no protection, less safety and low speeds/distances.
If we now look only for the individual modes we can see a big gap between the automobile
and the classic street bike. The gap regarding speed/distance is closed by the motorbike or the
scooter. They are very successful in the market place and in city traffic. A new approach in
that direction that meets the ecological criteria better is the electric bike. It seems to become
successful too.
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The other approach to close this gap is the velomobile. Like the bike, it meets the social and

ecological criteria best but gives additional protection (2) (what is obvious), more speed (what
most people believe), more transport volume and better safety (4) (what is not obvious). It was

not very successful in the market place until now by several reasons e.g. the price (3). But
there is one thing that all other individual transportation modes have which is missed by
velomobiles until now: something that expresses positive personel attributes of modern
people. The only thing that is expressed by current velomobiles is to be different. Positive
attributes are those, that are often used in promotion to create new consumer needs. Some
examples for those attributes are:
young, sportive, individualism, ecological awareness, open mindcd,

technical enthusiasm, being en vogue/in trend, pioneer spirit, safety mindcd
If we enable the velomobile to transport and to express those attributes on one hand and to
reduce the price on the other hand it will be successful in the market place and on the roads.

Vehicles by Stefan Gloger:

Desira'faired Single track recumbent
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Desira Quattro

^
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informations about traffic modes

Fig. 1: Decision pyramide that leads to individual traffic mode selection

/

objective

protection (climate, noise, vibrations, dirt)
/
speed, transportation distance and time
/
price and costs, active and passive safety
/
local and temporal availability, parking space
/
transportation volume (persons and goods)

/

/

egoistic/basic criteria

time to Start

image, styling

fun to travel

subjective

\
\

social security
flexibility regarding personal needs
opinions about traffic modes

residence, topography, distance to main destinations
infrastructure (parking space, roads, stations, bus stops,
connection frequency, trafficjams, etc.),
legal restrictions (traffic regulations, drivers licence,
helmet requirement, etc.)

surrounding conditions

Ecological and social criteria
energy consumption
emissions (pollutants, noise)
sustainable lifecycle, closed loops
traffic Space demand, partners safety

\
\

\

\
\

The other important item is to make all good characteristics and features of the velomobile
obvious (by Styling and promotion). When it is additionally boosted by the power assist
technology it will meet additional customer needs (less sporty people, people with bigger
transport volumes). The economical as well as the ecological success ofthose lightweight
vehicles will be even bigger, if the booster technology would not be regulated by speed (as
today in the most countries) but by input power. The latter would drive technology to more
efficiency and would give a bigger action radius. My personel opinion for a reasonable power
limit is about 1000 W for a good velomobile that would be competitive to current electric
vehicles, but much cheaper, easier to handle and that can still be driven by pedals only.

3. Consequences for the future design of velomobiles and automobiles
Consequences of the above mentioned theory are that the design of velomobiles and
automobiles will become similar. Future automobiles will get more energy efficient and ecologicaly friendly by learning from velomobiles in respect to aerodynamics and weight. Future
velomobiles have to get a more ambitious styling and a marketing strategy like automobiles
have. To lower the price, velomobiles can additionaly learn about high volume production
technologies. For example interiour parts and materials of automobiles have similar
requirements and specifications like velomobile fairings. So the same production technology
can be used.

While the automobile will become more efficient (120 g C02 requirement), the chance of
velomobiles and other Ultra Light Vehicles is to become more attractive to more people by
meeting more individual needs and requirements. My personal opinion is that they will do so
and will have a big future.
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The Weight vs. Wind Resistance Tradeoff
Making Sense of it
ByNickolas Hein ©1999
ABSTRACT

It is generally acknowledged that a faired bike will be heavier than an unfaired bike.
There have been many general debates about whether the extra speed of a faired bike on

level-ground and downhill speed makes up for the reduced speed when climbing hüls.
This paper describes the general terms involved in the tradeoffand concludes with a
systematic method that can be used to determine the tradeoff in terms of overall trip time.
It also includes simplified formulas for level ground speed, hill-climbing speed and for
determining the speed at which a heavier/faired bike is faster than a lighter/unfaired bike.
The method consists of developing a plot that characterizes the bike, showing speed vs.

slope then creating a plot that characterizes the terrain, showing slope vs. probability.
The two are combined to present "time at speed" vs. speed. By integrating this curve total
trip time over the trip distance is derived.
Definitions of Terms and Units

Symbol

Metrie

English

Description

P

Watts

ft*lb/sec

Power provided by the rider. For simplicity it
is assumed that power losses from mechanical
inefficiency are already removed.

V

m/s

ft/sec, mph

W

lb

M

kgf,N
kgm

Velocity of the vehicle at current position
Total weight of vehicle and rider

slug

Total Mass of vehicle and rider

a

m/s"

ft/s"

Acceleration

nx

.none

y

.none

u

.none

Non-dimensional acceleration (fraction of
gravity).

p

•kg/ft3

slug/ft3

g

.m/s"

ft/s2

Cc
A

CdA

none
2

.m

2
.m

ft2
ft2

Gradient of terrain at current position
(slope is 100 times D D Dmeasured in %)
Rolling friction coefficient of tires
Atmospheric air density
Acceleration of gravity
Drag Coefficient based on frontal area
Frontal Area

The 2 terms above combined as "effective"
frontal area

(.5V2) or

N/m or

q

Pascals

lb/ft2

Dynamic air pressure (also known as impact
pressure)
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DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS

In order for a vehicle to move forward its rider provides an amount of power to overcome
certain resisting forces. The total force resisting forward motion of a vehicle comes
primarily from the effects of slope, rolling and wind resistance. The forces due to each of
these terms are as follows:

Rider Force:

Frk)er = Prkjer*n./V

Slope:
Rolling:

Fslope= W sin y (or Wy for small slopes)
Frolling=W^i

Wind:

Fwind=(.5pV2)*CdA

The total force equation (which equals mass times acceleration or M a ) becomes:

SF = Ma = (Praor *n )/ V - W7 - \% - (.5pV2)CaA
In order to simplify the presentation slightly Pnder * T\ will be abbreviated as P, the power
availabie at the road surface. Mass can also be expressed as W / g so this becomes:

W/g * a = P / V - Wy - W|i - (.5pV2)CdA
Or:

W* a/g = P / V- Wy - Wji - (.5pV2)CdA
Observing that a/g is the same as longitudinal acceleration in g's, Nx, and dividing both
sides by weight results in:

Nx= P -y-\L-(MÖQ£
wv

w

In general terms, a rider/vehicle is characterized by its Power/Weight ration (important for
acceleration and climbing) and Weight/Drag ratio (important for coasting). Power,
weight and drag will be constant for a given vehicle with a given rider and payload.
Therefore the parameters (P/W) and (W/ CdA) will be introduced. These will allow us to
generalize the Performance analysis for all vehicles of different sizes that are similar in
streamlining and carry riders that are similar in power Output for their weight (instead of
having an analysis that only applies to one combination of W, P and CdA). Rearranging
the equation with these parameters gives:

NX = (P/W) -L5pV!) -n-y
V

(1)

(W/CdA)

It may improve understanding of this equation if you look at the wind resistance terms as
being 1 / (W/D) and recognizing that W/D is exactly analogous to L/D for aircraft - it is

SÄT,
h.
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the slope (or glide angle) at which a given speed can be maintained in the absence of any
power input. More will be presented on this in the next section.
In physical terms this equation obviously shows that you can find out your expected
acceleration if you know all of the input terms. Beyond that, however, because one of the
terms is slope, all of the terms can be interpreted as having the same magnitude and units
of slope - they will be defined here as "equivalent slope" terms. In other words, if Nx
turns out to be positive, then its magnitude is not only the acceleration you will see at the
current slope, it is also the amount of additional slope you can climb. Similarly (P/W)/V
is the maximum slope capability for a given power input and weight at a known speed.
Rolling resistance will always reduce your hill-climbing capability by a constant (but
small) amount. Wind resistance reduces hill-climbing capability by an amount

proportional to V2.
SIMPLIFICATIONS

This derivation already takes the assumption that slopes are small so that sin y = y. It is
also instructive to look at some special cases based on some more rash assumptions. Our
most memorable and lasting moments on HPVs tend to be long slow climbs and high
speed cruising on level ground. There is a simplification for each of these cases. First, in
either case a steady speed will be assumed so Nx = 0. Now 2 test bikes will be defined
that will be used for examples throughout the rest of the paper:
Vehicle 2:

Vehicle 1:

Hypothetical Recumbent Streamliner
Weight
50 lb (22.8 kg)
CdA
1 sq ft (.093 sq m

Unfaired bike

Weight
CdA

251b (11.4 kg)
4 sq ft (.372 sq m)

Both are assumed to have the same drivetrain efficiency and a rolling friction coefficient (|i) of
0.002. The rider of both bikes weighs 150 lb. (68.2 kg) and puts out .25 HP (138 ft*lb/sec) or 189
Watts - a typical Output for a healthy young male. A mechanical efficiency has already been
presumed so that this is the Output at the wheel. The rider is putting out slightly more to
overcome the drivetrain friction. Note that for Performance analysis this is all that needs to be
known about the bike. Other details of the design can remain anonymous.
Low Speed:
At low speeds wind resistance can be neglected and the power due to rolling resistance is also
small. Most of your work is done in climbing. Eliminating terms and rearranging the
acceleration equation to solve for slope gives:
V = (P/W)
Y
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In other words, the your speed is directly proportional to how much power you can put out per
pound of total weight. The the steeper the climb the more you slow down. In the extreme case of
climbing straight up, your speed will be equal to your Power-to-weight ratio. In fact, the vertical
speed component is always equal to P/W under this assumption. So all you need to know to
determine how long it will take to climb a hill is its height. As an example, here is how our two
example bikes will perform.
Bike

Unfaired

Streamliner

Climb Rate

16 m/min

13.7 m/min

(P/W)

47 ft/min

41 ft/min

Time to climb

6 min

7.3 min

300 ft. (100 m)
hill

Table 1. Hill-climbing Performance Comparison

It takes 1.3 minutes longer to climb the same hill on the faired bike because the speed isn't high
enough for the fairing to give a benefit. Judging only from this case many prospective streamliner
customers would opt to leave off the fairing. However, this isn't the entire story.
High Speed:

On level ground you would like to know how fast you can go for a given amount of power. You
can still neglect power lost due to rolling resistance. The acceleration equation becomes:

(P/W) = (.5pV2)
V

(W/CdA)

Solving the acceleration equation for velocity yields:

V = [~2P T
LpCdA J
If you happen to carry around a calculator that does cube roots you can predict your level-ground
speed knowing only your power Output and the effective frontal area of the bike. For example,
the rider on Bike 1 (unfaired) could expect to cruise along on level ground at 31 ft/s or 21 mph
(34 km/hr). By instead riding a streamlined bike (Bike 2) with lA the effective frontal area his

speed would be 33 mph (53 km/hr). Notice that weight is completely absent from this equation.
In reality the effect of weight on rolling resistance would cause actual Speeds to be 3-5% slower.
An interesting exercise is to evaluate the wind resistance term at 32 km/hr (20 mph). It just so
happens that in the metric System of units, .5pV~ (commonly known as dynamic pressure), is
equal to about 5 kgf/mA2 (1 lb/ftA2 in English units). If you again ignore rolling resistance and
assume coasting, you can find out the gradient required to coast at this constant speed. In the
author's experience when riding around town a lot of time is spent at this speed, and this result
will characterize how much effort is required to do that. Assuming a known value of CdA, the
ratio of W/ CdA is the grade that will permit you to coast at 32 kph (20 mph). In equation form

Ä
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y = CdA/ W. The inverse of this term is W/D. As mentioned before this term is exactly
analogous to LTD commonly used to express aerodynamic Performance of aircraft. For the
examples used previously:
Streamliner

Bike

Unfaired

CdA/W

5 x. 376/79.5

5 x .093 / 90.7

English Units

4/ 175

1/200

Grade

= .023 or a

= .005 or a .5%

2.3% grade

grade

44

200

Metrie Units

W/D

Table 2. W/D (~L/D) Comparison of Example Bikes

Since dynamic pressure is quadrupled if speed is doubled to 64 kph (40 mph) the streamliner
would have a W/D of 50 while the unfaired bike would be down to 11. Consequently the grades
required for these bikes to maintain that speed while coasting increase to 9.1% and 2%
respectively. Typical aircraft cruise L/D can ränge from 40-60 for low-speed high-performance
gliders (typically cruising at about 60 mph). By taking advantage of streamlining, bicycles can
achieve the kind of cruising efficiency that has only been possible with high-performance aircraft,
at a much lower weight and cost.
This analysis has given us the ability to prove that a lighter bike is faster up hüls and a
streamlined bike, usuaily heavier, is faster on the flats. What is needed is a way to teil which bike
is faster all-around in terrain with arbitrary combinations of hüls and level roads.
THE TRADEOFFS

So now we know the important parameters at the extreme ends of the speed scale. At low speeds

Power/Weight is most important while at high speeds Weight/Drag dominates. However, the real
question all along has been:
"Given the P/W and W/D for two bicycles which one will be superior for getting to the end of the
same ride in less time?"

Knowing this will permit you to find out, given the type of terrain that you ride in, when either
vehicle is better for getting around faster. The acceleration equation has given us a way of
characterizing the vehicle based on its P/W and W/D ratios. By plotting the speed capability vs.
gradient it will be apparent that the curves for two different vehicles will cross at a certain speed.
Above this "break-even speed", the more streamlined vehicle will be at a speed advantage in spite
of a greater weight. Below break-even speed, the lighter and less-streamlined vehicle will be
faster in spite of greater drag.
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Solving the steady-state (Nx = 0) acceleration equation for gradient yields the equation:

y= (P/W) - u- (,5pV2)
V

(2)

(W/CdA)

This will be referred to as the slope equation. Substituting a ränge of values for velocity yields a
plot of the gradient capability for the two example vehicles as shown in Figure 1. This can be
considered to be the speed you can go at any given slope. The point where these curves cross is
the break-even speed above which the streamlined bike takes less effort and below which the
lighter bike takes less.
Speed vs. Gradient
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Figure 1. Speed vs. Gradient Capability for the Two Example Vehicles
(10 mph = 16 km/hr)

Alternatively, you can set the slopes equal for the two bikes and can solve for the velocity at
which they will go the same speed. Doing so yields the equation:

Vbe =f

2 KP/W),-(P/W,)!

],/3

LpIl/tW/CdA^-l/ÖV/CdAyJ

Ä
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(3)

For the example bikes the breakeven speed is approximately 6 mph (10 kph). If you ride a
given bike with a cycling Computer you probably have an idea how much time you spend
above or below a given speed and you can make a pretty good guess at this speed on your
current bike. Knowing this will help you decide whether a heavier streamlined bike will save
you time. For most riders this is about all that is needed since you may only do this when you
decide whether to get a new bike. However, if you'd like to compare bikes without spending
all that time riding them this equation comes in handy. The breakeven speed is handy to know
even if you live in completely flat terrain. Remember that the acceleration equation treats
acceleration the same as slope. If you're going slow because you're accelerating it's the same

(Pr%obail)ty oCO)

as going slow because you're climbing.

Although the speed vs. gradient curve and acceleration equation completely summarize the
Performance of each vehicle over the entire conceivable ränge of slopes anyone might
encounter, what is still needed is a way to determine how much of the terrain is steeper than
the break-even slope.

To characterize the terrain, in theory, we could each ride around our own home ränge with an
altimeter and odometer and get terrain profiles for each route we ride. Using a time-history

Simulation program you could then find out whether it takes longer overall to ride one vehicle
instead of the other. Although this is exact and rigorous, it gives the unsatisfying result that it
needs to be repeated for every new route of interest. A general approach is to assume a
Standard probability distribution curve (bell curve) adjusted for the local terrain
characteristics. An example of such a curve is shown in Figure 2.
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Slope Distribution
14
12

4
2

-10.00

-5.00

0.00

5.00

10.00

Slope (%)

Figure 2. Standard Slope Distribution for Terrain With 10% Maximum Grade
A Standard distribution is a bell curve where 98% of all occurrences are within 3 Standard

deviations of the mean. The difference between flat and hilly terrain is characterized by the

magnitude of slope within 3 Standard deviation to either side of flat (0%). A distribution for
flat terrain would fit between 1-2% on either side. Hilly terrain would have a ränge on either

side of zero corresponding to the steepest slope. Obviously it is unlikely that any real terrain
fits this nice neat model. The author's own home ränge is characterized by large flat river
Valleys, long steep climbs up the ridges and rolling hüls on the ridgetops, yielding a
distribution cürve that is bimodal. So the curve for any area may have some lumps in it that
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make it deviate from the Standard distribution. However, it is useful to have this Standard bell
curve even if it is not exact.

It would be nice if we could look at the speed vs. gradient plot to figure out the breakeven
grade, then take that to the gradient distribution plot and determine which bike is better, based
on how much of the route was steeper than the breakeven slope. It would be nice but it might
be wrong. The distribution teils you how much of the distance you are going faster. What you
really want to know is how much time you spent going faster. Then you can figure total trip
time. Getting this answer requires an additional step.
Because of the way the slope equation is written (re-writing it is messy), we put in even values
of speed to get non-integer values of slope. Since all of this analysis was done in an Excell
spreadsheet, the slopes were interpolated to get integer values of slope and their corresponding
speeds. Probability of slope was then turned into distance of slope from which a time could
be calculated. Summing the times gives the total trip time for the Standard normal route. The
results are given for the two example vehicles in Figures 3 and 4. An assumption was made
that 40 mph was the safe speed limit and therefore in situations where the vehicle excceds 40
mph brakes are used to hold speed. This is the cause of the odd-looking wiggles in Figure 4
for Bike 2. This curve is then integrated to get a total trip time for a given distance.
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0.00
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10.00
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30.00

40.00

50.00

Speed (mph)
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Figure 3. Distance at Speed
(3000 ft = 1000 m)

Figure 4. Time at Speed
(10 mph = 16 km/hr)

The following table presents the results along with a comparison of the time it takes to ride the
actual route. The example Situation I've used is based on my actual commute, which is a 25
mi. round trip with a maximum 10% grade. The analysis has shown that it's reasonable to
expect that the more streamlined bike will complete a hilly route in less time even though it
has a greater weight. In the real world this result holds, although the total trip time is longer
for both bikes
Vehicle

Calculated

Percent

Actual

Percent

time (min)

Difference

(Approx.)

Difference

Unfaired

90:00

Faired

78:30
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110
-13%

100

-9%

The difference between the calculated and actual times is likely due to the following. This

entire Solution process has assumed quasi-steady conditions. That is, at any given slope the
vehicle will have a steady speed. In reality we know that you zoom down a slope and might

have much higher speeds at zero grade than this shows, or when cresting a hill you will have a
slower speed at zero grade than this shows (until you accelerate). In addition, the route has
quite a few stoplights and some heavy traffic to slow down for. However, this method
provides a way of making gross comparisons quickly, after which you can run a more detailed
Simulation using actual terrain data if necessary.

CONCLUSION

Here is a summary of the concepts and equations presented:
1. The faster of 2 bikes depends on their weight and streamlining. These are characterized by
the ratios of Power/Weight and Weight/Drag. Weight/Drag is exactly analogous to the
Lift/Drag ratio commonly shown for aircraft Performance.
2. The acceleration of a bike (as a fraction of gravity) is due to 4 components as shown by the
following equation in terms of the Power/Weight and Weight/Drag:

NB = (P/W) - (.5pV2) -n-Y
V

3.

(1)

(W/CdA)

Since slope is one of the terms in this equation, all of the terms can be interpreted as
equivalent slopes.

4. The following equations permit simplified analysis for the low-speed (steep climb) and
high-speed (flat-terrain) cases:

Low-Speed V = (P/W) High Speed V= T2P ]1/3
y
LPcdA J
5. The slope a bike can climb vs. speed can be calculated from the equation:

y= (P/W)-u,-(,5pV2)
V

(2)

(W/CdA)

6. There is a break-even speed (Vbc) below which the lighter, less streamlined bike will be
faster and above which the heaver, more streamlined bike will be faster. This speed can be
found from the equation:

Vbe = f
2 KP/W),-(P/W„)1
],/3
Lp [1/(W/CdA), - l/(W/CdA)J J

(3)

7. Terrain can be characterized by a Standard deviation with the bounds set by the maximum

slope in the riding ränge. Using the slope vs. speed characterization of the bike and the
Probability vs. Slope characterization of the terrain an estimate can be made of the
difference in time it takes 2 bikes to complete any distance in that terrain.
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The velocity of single-track recumbents and

multi-track velomobiles in evervdav-use
by Stefan König

Summary
In the theory and in the use at races fully-faired are HPV's distinctly faster than unfaired or partlyfaired one. But in the daily use other factors, such as practical designed shape of a fairing and higher
weight of a velomobile does matter strongly, lessening the aerodynamic advantage of this type of re
cumbents.

Calculations may only cause meaningful results if there is enough basic data, and even this foundations are, especially in the field of velomobiles, largely unknown as yet. So the evaluation of driving
data, earned in the practice, seems to provide more prospects for success. Even if the accompanying
circumstances often were not exactly registrated, out of methodical reasons with having enough measurements a reasonable Statement of comparison can be done.
The result: The author's „go-one"-velomobile, trimmed at first to attractive appearance than to best
aerocynamics, is at longer distances (100 - 200 km) in the hilly southern Germany as fast as a unfaired
long recumbent. The Leitra reaches, likewise at long distances, but in rather Hat areas, the level of a
partly-faired short recumbent. It must be pointed to the large differences in the design within this type
of recumbent.

The go-one shows that even moderate hüls (0,2%), especially in longer periods, lower the average
speed noticeable (minus 3 km/h, about 15%). Summarized with regard to uphill-distances it is possible
that the subjective feeling may let appear the time longer than the measurable time needed.
The conclusion is, that with increasing quantity and steepness of hüls the advantages
in the velocity through the fairing of a (multi-track) velomobile - in comparison with a single-track
recumbent - are exterminated in an increasing way through the higher weight of the vehicle.
If one wants to view the issue in an objective manner, further factors, which need time as for the
transport with a recumbent, have to be mentioned. For instance the time for earning the costs of
purchasing and maintenance, perhaps income through the use as a means of advertising or the won
life-time through better health as a consequence of possible bicycle-(=velomobile-)use in every season
of the year.

A) Theorie und Praxis
Die Frage nach dem besten Fahrradkonzept - Sattel oder Liegesitz - wird oft wie eine Glaubensfrage
behandelt. Häufigste Argumente sind dabei meistens der Komfort, die Geschwindigkeit, Sicherheits
aspekte und auf der anderen Seite die Anschaffungskosten. Aber auch innerhalb der noch recht klei

nen Gemeinde der Liegeradler gibt es Grundsatzdiskussionen. Zum Beispiel über Art und Umfang

von Verkleidungen. Obgleich es hier einen nahezu stufenlosen Übergang vom „naked bike" bis zur
Vollverschalung gibt, sieht man in der Praxis hauptsächlich zwei Konzepte verwirklicht: Das ein
spurige Liegerad ohne oder mit meist nur einem Verkleidungsteil steht dem dreispurigen, komplett
verkleideten Kabinenrad gegenüber. Diskusssionsstoff liefern hierbei einerseits Witterungsschutz,
Sicherheit und Geschwindigkeit, andererseits wiederum der Anschaffungspreis. Unter diesen vier
Hauptpunkten sind bei dreien die Stärken und Schwächen sehr klar verteilt, nicht so eindeutig je
doch bei der Geschwindigkeit.
Manche behaupten, die geschlossene Verschalung sei in jedem Fall aerodynamisch günstiger als
teilweise oder ganz offene Einspurer, eine eventuell größere Stirnfläche würde dabei in den Hinter
grund treten. Andere (nicht nur Laien in Sachen Fahrradphysik) wiederum haben den Standpunkt,
daß das höhere Gewicht von Mehrspur-Velomobilen die Vorteile der Strömungsgünstigkeit aufhebt
oder gar überkompensiert.
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Daß es bezüglich der Masse unter den verschiedenen Fahrradkonzepten mit Liegesitz erhebliche
Unterschiede gibt, ist unbestritten und läßt sich leicht messen. Wie allerdings die Differenzen beim
Luftwiderstand sind, läßt sich nicht so einfach ermitteln. Bislang sind nur vereinzelte Untersuchun

gen bekannt, die wenige Modelle miteinbezogen. Deshalb ist es nur sehr bedingt möglich bzw. sinn
voll, über Computermodelle und bekannte fahrphysikalische Formeln eine Aussage über die tat
sächlich erzielbaren Geschwindigkeiten von bestimmten Liegeradmodellen zu treffen. Nicht um

sonst gibt es das Kürzel „GIGO" - „garbage in - garbage out", jeder Rechner ist nur so gut wie die
Daten und Programme, mit denen man ihn füttert. Also erreicht man über die Befolgung des be
kannten Sprichwortes „Probieren geht über Studieren" in dieser speziellen Angelegenheit wohl die
schlüssigsten und glaubhaftesten Ergebnisse.
Zum Abschluß der Einleitung noch ein Schaubild, das verdeutlichen soll, daß man das reine Fahr

zeuggewicht auch nicht überbewerten sollte. Vorallem Laien vergessen oft, daß der Radfahrer in er
ster Linie sein eigenes Gewicht fortbewegen muß. (vgl. Diagramm)

Fahrrad-Fahrleistungen Stefan König
12.000 km —

D andere Räder
10.000 km -

• einspur. Liegerad
8.000 km -

D go-one

6.000 km -

4.000 km -j—
2.000 km +—
0 km

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

B) Fahrbedingungen und -werte
Das große Problem der Ableitung von sinnvollen, vergleichbaren Werten aus im Alltagsbetrieb er
haltenen Daten ist die Vielzahl von Faktoren, die das Ergebnis unterschiedlich stark beeinflussen.

Letztendlich soll ja nur die Auswirkung von Luft- und Rollwiderstand sowie Masse eines HPV auf
dessen tatsächliche Geschwindigkeit übrigbleiben. Also sollen die Folgen von Wind, unterschiedli

cher Topographie, wechselndem Fahrbahnbelag, häufigen Stops, variiender Leistungsfähigkeit des
Fahrers oder der Fahrer sowie andere Faktoren irgendwie eliminiert werden. Hierzu sind mehrere
Methoden möglich:

Man kann bei größeren Einflüssen ganz einfach die Daten wegfallen lassen, bei denen solche Fakto
ren wahrscheinlich einen nennenswerte Auswirkung hatten. Das hat den Nachteil, daß evtl. zu wenig
Material für sinnvolle Auswertungen übrigbleibt. Außerdem muß während der Fahrt eine einigerma
ßen verläßliche Aufzeichnung der Begleitumstände erfolgen (wann ist ein Gegenwind „stark" oder
nur „mittel"?).

Oder man kann versuchen, die Sondereinnüsse herauszurechnen, mit demselben Problem, daß der
Faktor erst einmal ausreichend exakt registriert werden muß.
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Die dritte Methode, welche hier zum Großteil verwandt wurde, ist, daß sich aufgrund der Vielzahl
von Daten die Störfaktoren gegenseitig wieder einigermaßen gut ausgleichen. Dies erfolgt einmal
durch die Anzahl der zugrundeliegenden Daten, also die Häufigkeit einzelner Tageswerte. Anderer

seits soll hier ein Schwerpunkt auf Langstreckenwerte gelegt werden. Auf solchen Überlandfahrten
nähert sich beispielsweise die Anzahl der Stops einem Mittelwert recht gut an. Auch die tatsächlich
erbrachte körperliche Leistung wird bei Fahrten über mehrere Stunden jeweils eher vergleichbar sein
als auf Kurzstrecken, bei denen der mentale Faktor (Lust und Laune) viel stärker ins Gewicht fällt.

Gleicher oder ähnlicher Zusammenhang gilt für Fahrbahnbelag, Topographie, Wind(richtung) und
mitgeführtes Gepäck. Letzteres wird zwar auf Ganztagestouren im Schnitt größer ausfallen als auf
Kurzstrecken, doch innerhalb der Langstrecken werte in ähnlicher Größenordnung vorhanden sein.
Dadurch, daß in dieser Untersuchung der Fahrer meistens mit dem Autor identisch ist, wird der un
terschiedlich starke „Motor" auf ein ziemlich einheitliches Niveau gebracht. Das Besondere an die
ser Untersuchung ist nun, daß dieselbe Person in kurz aufeinanderfolgenden oder sich überschnei
denden Zeiträumen (vgl. Diagramm) sowohl mit einspurigen, nicht oder wenig verkleideten Liege
rädern unterwegs war als auch mit einem Kabinenrad, und gleichzeitig eine ausreichende Anzahl
von Meßwerten vorliegt.

Svstemqewichte verschiedener
Fahrradtypen
120 kg
100 kg

80 kg
60 kg

40 kg

Kabinenrad gegenüber

D Gepäck

Tourenrad: +18%

• Fahrergewicht
D Fahrzeuggewicht

20 kg
0 kg
Rennrad

Touren-

Kabinenrad

Sattelrad

Mittelstreckenwerte wurden auch miteinbezogen, da es sich um ein und dieselbe Meßstrecke (Oberwittighausen - Lauda - Oberwittighausen, 2x17 km, 65 m Höhenunterschied) bei den drei Fahrrä
dern des Autors handelt.

Konkret waren dies: Ein Sattelrad, der Vollständigkeit halber kurz mitaufgeführt. Ein Langlieger,

das „Peer Gynt" von Radius, teilweise mit großer Frontverkleidung. Ein Kurzlieger, das „S-Comp"
von Flux, mit aerodynamisch geformtem Heckkoffer. Das „go-one", ein Kabinenrad, teilweise mit
variierenden Heckverkleidungen.

Das Sattelrad war ein straßentaugliches Rennrad, günstig gebraucht erstanden. Langstreckenwerte
existieren dazu fast nicht, was schon viel über die Tauglichkeit eines Sattelrades für solche Zwecke
aussagt. Die Auswertung von 4 Tageswerten über 50 - 103 km ergab ein Mittel von 24,4 km/h
(Kurzlieger, 2 Jahre danach, 4 Werte, 50- 72 km: 27,3 km/h). Bei den nur auf Renneinsatz ausge
legten Sattelrädern, ohne Straßenausstattung, wäre der Wert nur geringfügig höher, da das geringe
Mindergewicht und der vielleicht noch minimal geringere Luft- und Rollwiderstand nur im tatsäch
lichen Renneinsatz spürbar werden. Der Wert mit 103 km, gleichzeitig der längste, war aufgrund sy-
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stemimmanenter Mängel des Sattelrades eine der Keimzellen für den Wunsch nach einem besseren
Fahrradkonzept, welcher etwa ein dreiviertel Jahr später in die Wirklichkeit umgesetzt wurde.

1. Einspurige Liegeräder
Nachdem beim Wiederentdecken der Liegeräder in den 80er Jahren noch die Eigenbauten und
gleichzeitig Langlieger vorherrschten, vollzog sich etwa Anfang der 90er Jahre ein Wandel zu
professionell gefertigten Kurzliegern. Ursachen waren wohl der Wunsch nach größerer Hand
lichkeit und bestimmt nach höherer Geschwindigkeit. Gleichwohl werden auch Langlieger
weiterhin gekauft und benutzt. Beim Verfasser dieser Zeilen trat obengenannter Wechsel nach
gut einem Jahr ein, aus selbigem Hauptgrund. Wie aus dem Schaubild zu ersehen ist, wurden
beide Räder auch ausgiebig benutzt. Letzteres ist nach wie vor im Einsatz, neben dem Kabinen
fahrrad,

a) Langlieger
Das Peer Gynt von Radius kann aufgrund seiner Verbreitung und Bauart als beispielhaft für
alle Liegeräder mit langem Radstand gelten. Seit Anfang 1997 mit der großen RadiusFrontverkleidung (mit Windschutzscheibe) ausgerüstet, sind auch Vergleichsaussagen, sowohl
für Kurz- als auch für Langstrecken möglich.
Bei eher flach geneigtem
Sitz wurde mit der flach

geneigten Fronthaube ein
deutlicher

Ge

schwindigkeitszuwachs
erzielt (siehe Diagramm).
Ohne
Verkleidung ist
allerdings kein merklicher
Vorsprung
gegenüber
einem

messen,

Sattel-Rennrad

zu

obwohl

die

biomechanische

Anpassung
an
die
Liegeposition nach spätestens mehreren Monaten vollzogen gewesen sein sollte. Dies deckt
sich mit Werten aus dem „tour-Aerotest" von 1995, der für Peer Gynt und Sattelrad grob ähn
liche Ergebnisse angibt, außerdem mit Vergleichsmessungen von Martin Staubach (hierin
Durchschnittsgeschwindigkeiten mit Langlieger Peer Gynt; Fahrer; Stefan König
28 km/h T
I

26 km/h

(+16%/3,1 km/h>
—(+15%/3,3 km/h)

—1~
22 km/h

20 km/h

18km/h

1?"

o "0 r- _,

>
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wird auch der Vorteil durch die Frontverkleidung erstaunlich gut bestätigt), sowie einem Le
serbrief, dessen Schreiber Roll versuche mit Langlieger und Sattelrad anstellte,
b) Kurzlieger
Das S-Comp zählt von der Bauart zu den sportlich orientierten Kurzliegern, aufgrund eher
niedriger Sitzhöhe (45 cm), großer Tretlagerüberhöhung (21 cm) und Obenlenker. Gegenüber
den (Ultra-)Tiefliegern ist es jedoch sicherlich eine Stufe langsamer. Obwohl im Langstrekkenbereich nicht so viele Werte vorliegen, erlauben diese jedoch, in Verbindung mit zwei Re
ferenzwerten (Windverhältnisse registriert) sowie neueren Langstreckenwerten aus 1999,
trotzdem eine relativ schlüssige Aussage. Wie nicht anders zu erwarten, ist ein Vorsprung ge
genüber dem Langlieger spürbar (genauere Erläuterung unter 3. Typen vergleich).
Interessant am Rande dürfte der
innerhalb

erzielte

von

einem

Trainingseffekt

sowohl

Monate

sein,
was

Durchschnittsgeschwindigkeit
(Mitttelstrecke, vgl. Diagramm) als
auch

was

durchschnittliche

Trittfrequenz
betrifft.
innerhalb eines Monats).

(+16%

Nochmal zur Einstufung des Flux unter Liegern vergleichbarer Bauart: Der tour-Aerotest
weist Querschnittsflächen (A) und Widerstandsbeiwerte (cw) sowohl eines „normalen", als
auch zweier ultratiefer Kurzlieger aus. Das S-Comp des Autors sollte bei erstem Wert etwa in

der Mitte zwischen diesen beiden Fahrzeugen liegen (Aca. 0,37m2); beim Beiwert etwa mittig
zwischen dem heckverkleideten Flux Ultratief und den beiden unverkleideten, also bei etwa

0,66. Damit ergäbe sich ein effektiver Querschnitt (cw mal A) von ungefähr 0,244. Daten von
Martin Staubach, welche dem Autor erst nach dieser überschlagsmäßigen Berechnung bekannt
geworden sind, decken sich mit diesem Wert in erstaunlich guter Weise.
Der Standard-Kurzlieger aus dem tour-Test hätte damit einen um etwa 16%
höheren Wert beim Luftwiderstand als das S-Comp. Je nachdem, wie genau nun ein „norma
les" kurzes Liegerad (Lenker unten oder oben, Straßenausstattung oder nicht, Sitzhöhe, Tret
lagerüberhöhung) bzw. ein „normaler" Fahrer (Bekleidung) aussieht, gibt es deutlich ver
schiedene Abweichungen zum Rad des Autors. Anhand dem aus den Staubach-Werten zu er
mittelnden Bereich von 12 bis 39% höherem Luftwiderstand (cw mal A; Kurzlieger mit
Rennausstattung, Obenlenker, gefahren mit Rennkleidung gegenüber anderen KurzliegerVarianten) erscheint eine Prozentzahl von etwa 20 bis 25 als sinnvoll. Aus bekannten fahr

physikalischen Gesetzen folgt, daß bei gleicher Leistung das S-Comp ungefähr 10% schneller
sein dürfte als ein „durchschnittlicher" Kurzlieger, also rund zwei km/h bei DauerReisegeschwindigkeit.
Dieser Sachverhalt wird in der Tendenz außerdem ganz eindeutig belegt durch
einen Lieger-Vergleichstest der „tour", in dem neben dem S-Comp auch drei andere Kurzlie
ger vertreten waren („Das Flux ist die Rakete unter den Testliegern. Kein Rad war sportlicher,
keins schneller..."). Dabei war der Aero-Koffer noch nicht einmal montiert. Allerdings gilt die
Feststellung der Tester („Rakete") natürlich für Kurzstrecken, die Fahrphysik (exponentieller
Anstieg des Luftwiderstandes mit zunehmender Geschwindigkeit) bewirkt, daß auf Langstrekke im mäßigeren Tempo der Abstand zu den Mitbewerbern stark zusammenschrumpft.
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Durchschnittsgeschwindigkeiten mit Kurzlleqer Flux S-Comp (mit Hcckkofter), Fahrer: Stefan König
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Ref.)

Erstellt von Stefan König 18.05.99

typen1.xls

2. Kabinenräder
Wie schon in der Einleitung erwähnt, sind die technischen Unterschiede bei der geringen Zahl
von käuflichen Modellen recht groß. Neben den konstruktionsbedingten Merkmalen, die sich in
erster Linie auf die Windschlüpfrigkeit auswirken, gibt es das Problem der Rahmenbedingun
gen, das heißt Trainingszustand verschiedener Fahrer, Topographie im Einsatzgebiet usw. Bei
der geringen Zahl in Deutschland fahrender Kabinenräder (unter 1.000 bei 80 Millionen Ein
wohnern) ist es nicht ohne Weiteres möglich, auch nur einen oder zwei Fahrer zu finden, der

gleichzeitig folgende Bedingungen erfüllt:
Erstens: Registrierung der täglichen Fahrdaten
Zweitens: selbes Fahrzeug ohne wesentliche Ausstattungsabweichungen
Drittens: ähnliche Topographie
Viertens: ähnliche jährliche Laufleistung
Beim Autor kommt erschwerend hinzu, daß das ihm gehörige Kabinenrad erst seit etwa zwei
Jahren auf dem Markt ist und deshalb die abgesetzte Stückzahl noch bei unter 50 Einheiten

liegt. Deshalb wird hier versucht, mittels der recht ausgiebigen Anzahl von go-one-Daten sowie
Vergleichsmessungen und -Überlegungen eine einigermaßen treffende Aussage über Kabinen
räder insgesamt zu leisten.
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a) Go-one
Basis waren eine Auswahl von

32 Langstreckenfahrten sowie
18

Mittelstrecken werten

(A=>B=>A), identisch mit den
ensprechenden Einspurerdaten.

Die Langstrecken wurden in
zwei Gruppen eingeteilt: Zuerst
die

„Normal-fälle"

(20),

bei

denen keine herausragenden Er
schwernisse registriert wurden.
Dann die „Sonderfälle" (12;
Ziel liegt merklich höher als Start, längerdauernder Gegenwind). Trotzdem ist auch innerhalb
der beiden Hauptgruppen eine gewisse Streubreite vorhanden. Teilweise waren verschiedene
Heckverkleidungen montiert. Obwohl diese, je nach Ausführung, subjektiv einen merklichen

Geschwindigkeitszuwachs erlaubten, wurde doch keine weitere Einteilung vorgenommen.
Grund war, daß bei den Langstreckenwerten kein auffallender Einfluß der Anbauten zu beob

achten war, aufgrund der Streubreiten der Werte aber gleichzeitig nicht ausgeschlossen wer
den konnte. Vermutlich wirkt der auf solchen Fahrten kraftsparende Fahrstil auf solche Weise,
daß die bessere Aerodynamik in den eher gemäßigten Geschwindigkeitszonen nicht so stark
zum Tragen kommt und von anderen Faktoren überdeckt wird. Nichtsdestoweniger ist sich der
Autor sicher, daß bei Rollversuchen oder längerdauernden Kurzstreckenvergleichen ein
merklicher Unterschied zum unverkleideten Fahrzeug zu beobachten wäre,
a) Normalfälle

Das sind diejenigen Tageswerte, wo kein größerer verzerrender Effekt registriert wurde.
Miteingeschlossen sind gelegentliche Steigungen/Gefälle, Stops in normalem Umfang sowie
wechselnde Winde in üblichem Rahmen. Beim Durchfahren von größeren Städten wurde der
Tacho deaktiviert, um den Durchschnitt nicht über Gebühr zu verfälschen. Der Mittelwert

von 20,8 km/h (vgl. Diagramm Nr. ..) bewegt sich im Bereich eines unverkleideten Langliegers.

Das mag den Einen oder Anderen vielleicht anfangs enttäuschen. Dabei muß man aber in
Betracht ziehen, daß die Meßwerte in Süddeutschland zustandekamen, und zwar in Gegen
den, wo man keine längeren Fahrten unternehmen kann, ohne zumindest leichte Anstie
ge/Gefälle zu haben. Der Gewichtsnachteil dese Kabinenrads kommt also deutlich zum Tra
gen (siehe auch unter folgendem Punkt). Außerdem wurde das Design des go-one nicht in

erster Linie auf beste Aerodynamik getrimmt, sondern auf Ästhetik (es soll hier andererseits
kein Widerspruch dieser beiden Gesichtspunkte konstruiert werden),
ß) Sonderfälle
Den Normalfällen stehen die Tage gegenüber, an denen es „nicht richtig voran ging", und
zwar meistens aufgrund anhaltender Steigungen (Diagramm Nr. ..). Wenngleich sich Stei
gungen zwischen 0,1 und 0,3 Prozent eigentlich nicht nach viel anhören, wirken sich ein sol
cher Anstieg, über den Tag verteilt, doch merklich aus. Schließlich kommen zum eigenen
Körpergewicht noch 35 kg Fahrzeug und oft an die 10 kg Gepäck. Wo man bei kurzen An
stiegen einfach mal kräftig in die Pedale tritt, hat man bei Ganztagesfahrten keine große
Lust, sich über Gebühr zu verausgaben und legt lieber einen kleinen Gang ein (oder schaltet
das mountain-drive zu), schließlich muß man sich seine Kraftreserven einteilen. Der Mittel

wert liegt so nur bei 17,5 km/h, mithin um 16 % niedriger als bei den herkömmlichen Strekken.

In denjenigen Fällen (den allermeisten), wo eine ganztägliche Steigung Ursache für die mä
ßige Geschwindigkeit war, betrug der Anstieg, von Start- zum Zielpunkt, im Schnitt 0,2%.

Das hört sich nicht nach viel an, wird aber auf Langstrecke, wo die Kraftreserven begrenzt
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sind, deutlich spürbar. Außerdem muß man die in diesen Fällen allgemein größere Hügelig
keit der Gegenden mitberücksichtigen.

Vielleicht noch wichtiger als die objektiven Messungen ist die subjektive Beurteilung einer
solchen Fahrt. Vor allem bei höheren Temperaturen ist die verminderte Fahrtwind-Lüftung
störend bemerkbar. Gleiches gilt für Anstiege auf kürzeren Strecken. Diese werden im Re

gelfall mit deutlich höherer (kurzzeitig vervielfachter) Leistung ausgeglichen, womit das
Thema Schwitzen sehr aktuell wird. Da die eigentliche Zielsetzung eines Kabinenrades ist,
trocken und sauber anzukommen, kann sich dies zu einem ernsten Hinderungsgrund für die

Anschaffung entwickeln. Schließlich will sich nicht jeder nach Ankunft im Büro (die bishe

rige Nutzergruppe zählt zu den Besserverdienenden1) noch einmal komplett umziehen.
Zwar seltener, aber vorhanden sind Tage, an denen es „einfach lief. Untersucht wurden 4
Werte, von ganzen Tagesfahrten oder (in dem ganzen Beitrag zum einzigen Mal) Teilen da
von (63 - 152 km). Der Schnitt betrug 25,5 km/h. Ursachen waren längere leichte Gefälle
sowie Rückenwind, zum Teil kombiniert.

Daß die positiven Sonderfälle nicht sehr häufig im Vergleich zu den negativen vorliegen, ist
wohl auf physikalische Gründe zurückzuführen: Der Wind kommt beim Radfahren öfter von
vorne als von hinten. Obwohl langanhaltende Gefälle genauso häufig wie anhaltende Stei

gungen sein sollten, kommt hier der „Durchschnitts-Topographie-Effekt" zum Tragen: Wo
es umterm Strich eher bergab geht, ist es - wie oben erwähnt - häufig insgesamt hügelig, also

neben Gefällen gibt es auch gleichzeitig oft Anstiege. Außerdem führt die Konzentration auf
Ganztages-Langstreckenwerte dazu, daß die Wahrscheinlichkeit zunimmt, innerhalb eines
Tages neben einer Reihe von positiven Einflüssen auch negative zu finden.

Durchschnittsgeschwindigkeiten mit Kabinenrad go-one, un-/heckverkleidet; Fahrer:
Stefan König
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b) Andere Kabinenräder
In Deutschland nur drei andere Modelle.

Zum einen die seit über zehn Jahren gebaute
dänische Leitra (vgl. Abbildung)., dann das
holländische Alleweder aus Aluminium, und

schließlich das in Hessen gefertigte CabBike.

Von der Leitra liegen eine Anzahl von
Werten vor, die eine Mittelwertbüdung er
lauben. Dank festgehaltener Begleitumstän
de konnte eine sinnvolle, eher geringe Kor
rektur bei vier Werten durchgeführt werden.
Ohne diese Korrekturen wäre das Ergebnis
nur etwa einen halben Stundenkilometer

niedriger. Der Trainingszustand des Fahrers
dürfte als gut einzustufen sein, die Topogra

phie als zum größeren Teil eben. Dies muß man berücksichtigen, wenn man den Mittelwert
von 24,8 km/h richtig einstufen will. Die Daten zum go-one wurden zum überwiegenden Teil
in Süddeutschland gewonnen, wo man nicht längere Zeit ohne hügeliges Gelände fahren kann.
Zur Leitra liegen außerdem von zwei weiteren Fahrern sowie einer Gruppe Werte vor, die den
Wert von Herrn Encke erstaunlich gut bestätigen. Dies zeigt, daß die Leitra wohl definitiv et
was schneller als das go-one ist. Damit übereinstimmend sind Angaben von zwei LeitraNutzern, daß eine Geschwindigkeit von 30 km/h auf längeren Abschnitten (50 - 100 km) zwar
möglich ist, jedoch eine ausreichende Fitneß voraussetzt. Von selbigen Personen wird anhand
von beispielhaften Daten bestätigt, daß bei hügeligem Gelände und gleichzeitig moderater
Fahrweise auf Langstrecke (über 100 km) der Schnitt auf 21 - 22 km/h absinkt. Das deckt sich
sehr gut mit den Ergebnissen des Autors im go-one.
Das Alleweder erfreut sich in Holland großer Verbreitung, über den Absatz in Deutschland
liegen mir keine Daten vor. Leider waren hier, ebenso wie beim CaBike, keine auswertbaren

Datenreihen verfügbar. Allerdings gibt es Vergleichswerte gegenüber anderen Kabinenrädern
oder anderen Sattelrädern. Rollversuche zeigten einen geringen Vorsprung zum go-one. VerDurchschnlttsgeschwlndlgkelton mit Kabinenrad Leitra, Langstrecke (fast oder ganz eben),
diverse Fahrer

25,0 km/h

24,8 km/h

24,6 km/h

24,4 km/h -

24,2 km/h

24,0 km/h
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90-180

60-ca. 150

km, 12

km, 3 Werte

Werte (6

(2 Einzelfa.,

leicht korr.

1 Gruppe)

gleichsfahrten erwiesen, daß das Alleweder auch auf längeren Strecken einen deutlichen
Vorteil in der Aerodynamik (cw x A) gegenüber einem Rennradfahrer aufweist. Dies deckt
sich mit Betrachtungen und oben angeführten Meßwerten des Autors, die das go-one als - auf
längeren Strecken - etwa so schnell wie ein Rennrad erscheinen lassen. Weiterhin belegen
Tourenwerte eines anderen Alleweder-Fahrers, daß das Niveau der Leitra erreicht wird.

Ausrolltests von anderer Seite zeigten, daß das CaBike etwas schneller als die Leitra wird,
Fahrwerte (leider nicht in auswertbarer Form vorliegend) scheinen ebenso wie ein Studium
des äußeren Designs die Annahme zu bestätigen, daß das CaBike tatsächlich ziemlich strö
mungsgünstig ist.
Zusammenfassend kann man also festhalten, daß in Sachen Gesamt-Aerodynamik das CaBike

die Liste anführt, dicht gefolgt von Leitra, welche offenbar ziemlich gleichauf mit dem Alle
weder liegt. Das go-one (im Originalzustand) bildet zwar das Schlußlicht, doch der Abstand
scheint nicht übermäßig groß zu sein. Dies wird auch belegt durch Vergleichsfahrten von Lei
tra und go-one, wo der Fahrer letzteren Kabinenrads offensichtlich sehr gut mithalten konnte.

3. Typenvergleich
Hier nun das Resümee, der Versuch, anhand obiger Daten und Beobachtungen einen sinnvollen,

aussagekräftigen Vergleich zu ziehen. Zwischen KUrz-, Langlieger und go-one scheint das ohne
Weiteres möglich zu sein, da Fahrer und Meßgebiet identisch bzw. vergleichbar sind. Außerdem
liegen Meßreihen sowohl zu Lang- als auch zu Mittelstrecken vor. Die Leitra-Datenreihe muß
dagegen aus genannten Gründen (Trainingszustand, Topographie) bereits mit Vorsicht betrachtet
werden.

Bevor die Kabinenräder mit den Einspurem verglichen werden, noch etwas zu Lang- und Kurz
lieger: Die Differenz zwischen (vorne) teilverkleidetem Peer Gynt und (hinten) teilverkleidetem

S-Comp von nur rund einem km/h auf Langstrecke mag für den einen oder anderen Liegeradler
möglicherweise ungewöhnlich erscheinen. Auf der Mittelstrecke (identische Strecke) beträgt der
Unterschied dreieinhalb km/h. Obwohl sich die höhere Geschwindigkeit hier natürlich bemerkbar
macht, reicht dies nicht aus, die ganze Differenz zu erklären.
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Wahrscheinliche weitere Ursachen sind: Die Radius-Mittelstrecken-Werte kommen aus Febru
ar/März, die Flux-Werte aus Mai/Juni; die Flux-Mittelstrecken-Fahrten wurden zunehmend als

Training für eine geplante Renn-Teilnahme betrachtet; die körperliche Anpassung auf Langstrekke an das Radius war größer (alleiniges Fahrzeug) als an das Flux (gleichzeitig Kabinenradnutzung), im Gegensatz zu den Mittelstrecken-Daten, wo für die Basis-Monate mindestens soviel
Kurzlieger wie Langlieger gefahren wurde.

Zurück zur eigentlich hier interessierenden Gegenüberstellung der Einspurer mit den Kabinen

fahrzeugen. Trotz der Probleme mit der Aussagekraft der Leitra-Datenreihe scheinen die ergän
zenden Angaben von anderer Seite jedoch einen Langstrecken-Ebenen-Wert von 25 km/h zu un

terstützen. Beim go-one darf man zum errechneten Mittelwert für sehr ebene Gegenden einen ge
ringen Aufschlag vornehmen, so daß der Unterschied zum dänischen Velomobil bei Dauerfahrt
nicht mehr als etwa zwei km/h ausmachen sollte, mithin unter 10%. Ebenfalls müßte ein solcher

„Flachland-Zuschlag" für die beiden Einspurer gelten, wenn man sie mit der Leitra vergleichen
wollte.

Wie schnell also ist „das" Kabinenrad gegenüber einem Einspur-Lieger? Das go-one ist bei mä
ßig hügeligem Gelände auf längeren Abschnitten etwa so schnell wie ein Langlieger ohne Ver
kleidung. Die Leitra (und wohl auch das Alleweder) bewegt sich bei recht ebener Topographie in
Geschwindigkeitsregionen eines teilverkleideten Kurzliegers. Letztere Einstufung wird unter

stützt wiederum durch Messungen von Martin Staubach, welcher für Leitra (0,24) und ein dem SComp des Autors vergleichbares Kurzliegerad (0,25) einen nahezu identischen Luftwiderstand
(effektive Stirnfläche) angibt.

Wie die Beobachtungen zum go-one (2. b) zeigen, kann sich das Bild bei zunehmender Häufig
keit von Anstiegen jedoch merklich ändern. Dies wird durch fahrphysikalische Überlegungen ge
stützt. Außerdem muß auch hier wieder auf die Unterschiedlichkeit der Modelle und damit Bau

arten sowohl von Einspur-Liegem (vgl. 1. b) als auch von Mehrspur-Velomobilen hingewiesen
werden. Fährt also zum Beispiel ein CaBike auf ebener Strecke mit einem unverkleideten, eher
hohen Kurzlieger um die Wette, hat mit Sicherheit das Kabinenrad die Nase deutlich vorne.
Wählt man dagegen ein eher flaches Liegerad mit strömungsünstig geformtem Heckkoffer und

Durchschnittsgeschwindigkeiten von Llegeradkonzepten, Langstrecke
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gleichzeitig das unveränderte go-one, vielleicht noch ohne Faltverdeck und führt den Test auf
hügeligem Gebiet durch, hat der Einspurer leichtes Spiel, wie annähernd durch die Fahrzeuge des
Autors erwiesen wurde.

Ein möglicherweise zutreffender Einwand: Die eingesetzte Leistung wurde nicht festgehalten. Es
mag sich je nach Liegerad-Bauart ein abweichender Fahrstil ergeben. Doch dieser Effekt sollte
sich bei Langstrecken-Fahrten aufgrund begrenzter Leistungsreserven eher in Grenzen halten.
Zusammenfassend bleibt also festzuhalten, daß jede Art von Liege-HPV seinen besten Einsatz
zweck hat und die Unterschiede auch innerhalb einer einzigen Typengattung oft noch relativ groß
sind.

Obwohl bereits Pionierarbeit geleistet wurde, ist doch beim Kabinenrad immernoch ein weites

Betätigungsfeld in Sachen Messung der Aerodynamik vorhanden. Dies mag durch Windkanalver
suche oder Vergleichtests, auch unter Zuhilfenahme von Leistungsmessungen (über Pedalkurbel
oder/und Pulsbeobachtung) erfolgen. Auf diese Weise wird in absehbarer Zukunft vielleicht ein
Mehrspur-Velomobil entstehen, das in noch breiterem Einsatzgebiet als heute für den Nutzer die
beste Wahl sein wird.

4. Geschwindigkeit im weiteren Sinne
Bisher wurde nur die tatsächliche Geschwindigkeit im Fahrbetrieb betrachtet. Nicht berücksich
tigt wurden dabei Zeiten (Geldbeträge lassen sich ohne weiteres in Zeit umrechnen), die nicht das
Fahren im engsten Sinne betreffen, aber trotzdem in eindeutigem Zusammenhang mit dem Velo

mobil stehen. Solche Überlegungen sind nicht neu (siehe z.B. Velomobü-Seminar 1998: Beitrag
von Joachim Fuchs), müssen aber für eine objektive Einschätzung des Titels dieses Beitrags auch
betrachtet werden

Nicht die gesamten Kosten oder Zeiten der Velomobü-Nutzung sind relevant, sondern jeweils die
Unterschiede gegenüber einem herkömmlichen Liegerad oder ggf. einem anderen Verkehrsmittel.
Alsda wären: Anschaffungspreis, Unterhaltskosten, Instand-haltungs/Pflegezeiten, Rüstzeiten
(Witterungsschutzkleidung, Gepäckverstauung). Außerdem eine eventuelle Mehr- oder Minder
nutzung gegenüber dem bisherigen Fahrrad. Zum Beispiel wird an Schlechtwettertagen, wo bis
her der Pkw oder ÖPNV genutzt wurde, jetzt das Kabinenrad eingesetzt. Neben der Kostener
sparnis muß auch eine Veränderung der Fahrzeit - gleich in welcher Tendenz - beachtet werden.
Nicht vergessen darf man auf der anderen Seite mögliche Erträge. Ganz klar erfaßbar sind Ein
nahmen durch Vermietung der Außenhaut des Velomobiles als Werbefläche. Bei in der Praxis
tatsächlich erzielten Beträgen von über 200 DM pro Monat nicht zu unterschätzen. Wer mit sei
ner Vollverschalung nun auch im ganzen Winterhalbjahr regelmäßig fahrradfährt, beispielsweise
zur Arbeit, hat Vorteile: Entweder kann er seine Aufenthalte im Fitneßcenter reduzieren oder

ganz streichen. Das spart natürlich Geld und Zeit (für den Arbeitsweg wurde bisher ja auch Zeit
eingesetzt). Oder der Nutzer ist durch ganzjährige ausreichende Bewegung wesentlich gesünder
und erspart sich dadurch langfristig Arztbesuche, Krankenhausaufenthalte und gewinnt womög
lich auch noch einige Lebensjahre hinzu.
Die Berücksichtigung aller dieser Faktoren kann nur jeder einzelne Fahrer für seine eigenen Le
bensumstände anstellen. Das Resultat ist abhängig von: Modell (Kaufpreis), Lebensdauer dessel
ben, Laufleistung, Zuverlässigkeit, Wartungsfreundlichkeit, Netto-Stundenentgelt, Wohnort
(Eignung als Werbeträger, Verschleiß), Streckenlänge (Rüstzeiten) und natürlich dem bisherigen
Fahrrad.

Alles bisher Geschriebene betrifft die wirklich meßbare Geschwindigkeit. Wenn die entspre
chenden Ausgangsdaten vorliegen, kann man sogar genau ausrechnen, wieviele Krankenhaustage
bzw. -Sekunden man sich pro Fahrradkilometer sparen kann, und dies bei der „effektiven" Ge
schwindigkeit eines Fahrrades bzw. Velomobiles exakt miteinrechnen. Was bisher noch nicht zur
Sprache kam: Der Mensch und sein Gehirn sind keine Quartz- oder Atomuhr, die Tage und Stun
den nahezu beliebig genau messen bzw. unterteilen können. Obwohl auch der Mensch eine soge
nannte „innere Uhr" besitzt, welche manchmal sogar erstaunlich genau „tickt", gibt es doch so
wohl Menschen als auch und ganz besonders Situationen, bei denen diese einen ziemlich im
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Stich läßt. Und weil im Ende doch der Mensch selbst das Maß aller Dinge sein sollte, ist das
subjektive Zeitgefühl eigentlich noch wichtiger als die objektiv meßbare Dauer eines Vorganges.
Es ist durchaus möglich, daß das höhere Gewicht eines Kabinenrades, welches in der Praxis das

„Systemgewicht" eines Radfahrers um etwa 20% erhöht, bei Anstiegen vom Nutzer als viel bela
stender empfunden wird. Wenngleich die Physik zeigt, daß die Geschwindigkeit in der Folge um
weniger als 20% abnimmt (aus Einfachheitsgründen sollen Luft- und Rollwiderstand bei den
herrschenden niedrigen Geschwindigkeiten an nennenswerten Steigungen vernachlässigt wer
den). Subjektiv kann sich dies aber viel stärker auswirken.
Andererseits: Diese mögliche Begebenheit kann ausgeglichen oder sogar überkompensiert wer
den durch andere Faktoren. Wenn jemand zum Beispiel an besonders giftigen Steigungen bislang
vom Zweirad abgestiegen ist und geschoben hat, hat er dies beim Mehrspur-Velomobil nicht
mehr nötig - er kann ja nicht umkippen, wenn er langsamer wird. Dies kann als positives Erlebnis
empfunden werden und die wahrscheinlich gegenüber dem Schieben des leichteren Einspurers
immernoch längere Zeit wieder ausgleichen.

Oder ein weiteres Beispiel: Bisher wurde ein Zweirad mit herkömmlicher, eher wenig bergtaugli
cher Schaltung genutzt. Das Velomobil als ohnehin hochwertiges Fortbewegungsmittel geizt

nicht an der falschen Stelle und bietet eine voll bergtaugliche Übersetzung an, sei es durch ent
sprechende Wahl von Kettenblatt/Ritzeln oder zusätzliche Schaltmöglichkeit, etwa ein Tretlage
triebe. Wer sich bislang den Berg hochquälte (mit meist übersetzungsbedingt viel zu niedriger
Trittfrequenz), weil er im kleinsten Gang eine Mindest-Geschwindigkeit einhalten mußte, um
nicht umzukippen, kann diesmal fast beliebig weit herunterschalten und mit weniger Kraft den
Hügel bewältigen. Obwohl dies dazu führt, daß das bergauf zweifellos langsamere Kabinenrad
noch langsamer wird, bewirkt die geringere Kraft eine starke positive Aufwertung des Fahrge

fühls. Im Extremfall kann jemand, der vorher fast „Angst" vor der Plackerei hatte (aus Image
gründen verzichten viele Leute trotzdem aufs Schieben), den Hügel jetzt als angenehm und Zei

chen der technischen Überlegenheit seines neuen Fahrzeuges ansehen.

5. Schlußfolgerung
Die Frage, wie schnell ein Kabinenrad tatsächlich ist, kann nicht mit einem einzigen Geschwin
digkeitswert oder einer Verhältniszahl im Vergleich zu einem anderen Fahrrad(Liegerad)konzept
angegeben werden. Vielmehr hängt die „Leistung" des Kabinenrades nicht nur vom Modell und
der Ausstattung (Radverkleidungen bei Leitra, Heckverkleidungen beim go-one, Reifen), sondern

ebenso vom Einsatzgebiet und der Einsatzart (Überland, Stadt, Kurz-, Langstrecke) und einer
Reihe weiterer Faktoren ab. Im Vergleich zu einem ganz bestimmten Einspur-Lieger können sich
so sehr abweichende Resultate ergeben.

Noch schwieriger wird die Beurteilung, wenn man nicht nur die tatsächliche Geschwindigkeit be
rücksichtigt, sondern gleichzeitig andere Einflüsse miteinrechnen will, welche Zeit benötigen
oder einbringen oder auch Geld, welches man wiederum in Zeit umrechnen kann. Sowohl für die
se „theoretische" Geschwindigkeit als auch für die tatsächliche gilt, daß jeder Kabinenrad-Nutzer
oder -Interessent für sich selbst, den vorhandenen oder vorgesehenen Einsatzzweck mit allen
auftretenden Begleitumständen eine Rechnung aufmachen muß, ob er langfristig - hinsichtlich
reiner Fahrzeit oder der gesamten Zeit, die das Fortbewegungsmittel erfordert - langsamer oder
schneller ist als mit einem anderen Fahrrad (oder anderen Verkehrsmittel).

Falls er feststellt, daß er langsamer ist, könnten natürlich trotzdem andere Aspekte (Komfort, Si
cherheit) schwerer wiegen als allein der Faktor „Zeit, um von A nach B zu kommen".

Oder man stellt ganz einfach fest, daß es einer technischen Hilfe bedarf, um die tatsächliche Ge
schwindigkeit, z.B. aufgrund topographischer Standortnachteile, zu steigern. Die nötigen finan
ziellen Mittel dafür (und die zu deren Erwirtschaftung benötigte Zeit) können dann wiederum ge
gen den Zeitvorteil bei der Fortbewegung aufgewogen werden. Wenn ich die Titel frage in einem
einzigen Satz beantworten müßte, würde ich sagen: Es kommt ganz drauf an!

C) Wie schnell könnte ein Kabinenrad sein?
Das hängt davon ab, wo man die Grenzen eines Kabinenrades absteckt. Nimmt man eine Vollver
kleidung, Liegesitz und drei Räder als einzige Limitierungen, kann man die Antwort sehr einfach
wiedergeben: So schnell wie der Vector: Spitze über 90, 100 km in eineinhalb Stunden. Ohne Fe
derung, mit nur minimaler Lüftung, teilweise verzerrtem Sichtfeld, nahezu keinem Stauraum und
nicht besonders großer Kippsicherheit.
Sinnvoller erscheint die Begrenzung auf ein solches Fahrrad, das man unter den in Mitteleuropa
herrschenden Witterungs- und Fahrbahnbedingungen in fast jedem Fall benutzen kann (Ausnah
men z.B. hoher Schnee). Die tatsächliche Langstreckengeschwindigkeit wird sich irgendwo in der
Mitte zwischen den heutigen 25 km/h (wie festgestellt) eines Alltags-Kabinenrades und den etwa
40 km/h eines Vectors bewegen, beides bezogen auf eine Dauerleistung von ungefähr 100 Watt.
Mittelfristig, das heißt in vielleicht 10 bis 15 Jahren, sollten 30 km/h für ein voll alltagstaugliches,
käufliches Mehrspur-Velomobil erreichbar sein.
Wer diesen Schnitt als nicht-Leistungssportler auch in hügeligen Landstrichen erzielen will, wird
aber auch dann auf eine Elektro-Unterstützung angewiesen sein, will er nicht Unsummen für ex
tremen Leichtbau seines Fahrzeuges ausgeben. Eine solche technische Ergänzung wird sich in
vielerlei Hinsicht auswirken:

Der Preis steigt um 1000 - 3000 DM, je nach Kombination Fahrzeug/Antrieb also um 10-50 Pro
zent. Primär negativ für die Kaufschwelle, und auch negativ für die Geschwindigkeit im weiteren
Sinne (siehe B 4.).

Dafür wird das Kabinenrad aber schneller. Obwohl das objektiv nicht übermäßig viel ausmacht, ist
dieser Effekt subjektiv viel größer. Und das persönliche Empfinden ist entscheidend (auch für die
Absatzchancen).

Damit in engem Zusammenhang steht der Komfortanstieg: Am Berg gleichzeitig schneller mit we
niger Kraft, also weniger (oder gar keinem) Schwitzen. Das kann für viele Leute ein ausschlagge
bender Grund (Kleiderordnung im Büro!) sein, sich ein Mehrspur-Velomobil anzuschaffen. Durch
eine häufigere Nutzung im Vergleich zum bisherigen Fahrrad kann sich ein Zeit-Plus oder -Minus
ergeben.
Der Charakter des Kabinenfahrrades verändert sich dafür noch mehr in Richtung Auto. Ob das

potentielle Käufer abhält, ist schwer zu beurteilen. Viele Fahrradanhänger schätzen möglicherwei
se neben der Einspurigkeit gerade das Frischluft- und Naturgefühl, sind deswegen auch ohne EMotor-Ausstattung keine möglichen Kabinenrad-Interessenten und bleiben damit - zumindest auf
ihrem Sattelrad - ein paar km/h langsamer, als sie sein könnten.
Die Auswirkungen der Ergänzung eines Velomobiles mit Elektro-Antrieb insgesamt gesehen sind
meiner Ansicht nach eher schwierig zu beurteilen. Für viele Personen dürfte eine kleine Antriebs
hilfe aber sicher überhaupt erst die sinnvolle Möglichkeit herstellen, sich so ein Fahrzeug anzu
schaffen. Die Geschwindigkeit steigt im engeren Sinne in jedem Fall, im weiteren Sinne müssen
die Auswirkungen im Einzelfall geprüft werden (siehe B 5. letzter Absatz).
Wer dagegen unter dem Begriff Fahrrad ausschließlich eigene Muskelkraft erkennen will und sich
bei den gewünschten Fahrleistungen nur vom Begriff „schnell" leiten läßt, der sollte sich auf HPVRennen umsehen: Möglichst tief, möglichst flach, möglichst schmal (=einspurig) und möglichst
zeppelinförmig (für die Praxis: Vorne offen, hinten spitz). Auf Witterungsschutz, Knautschzonen
rundrum und im Normalfall auf Federung darf derjenige dann aber keinen so großen Wert legen.
Anders ausgedrückt: Geschwindigkeit und Alltagstauglichkeit eines HPV sind, zumindest ab einem
gewissen Punkt, gegenläufige Ziele.
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WHAT DO WE MEAN BY "RANGE" ANYWAY? SOME SENSIBLE METHODS,
AND A WINDFALL RESULT
Michael Saari, 2270 Yale St., Palo Alto, CA 94306 USA
Overview

"Range" is a key parameter for any electric vehicle. Yet if this parameter is applied in the usual informal manner
to an electric+human hybrid, the result is essentially mcaningless. In this paper we explore the problem and
propose some meaningful Solutions.
Bul isn't this just nit-picking? Why should anyone care? There are two reasons. One, good science demands that
we use a meaningful set of measures. Second, there is a startling conclusion. Once we come up with a sensible
measurement method, we can then discover a profound opportunity. Aerodynamic recumbent bicycles can
achieve FIVE to THIRTY TIMES the ränge of upright bicycles - and can probably outdistance most electric cars
as well (for one-tenth the energy expenditure).
Background

The capabilities of any vehicle can be expressed by a limited set of key parameters. These include payload
capacity, top speed, acceleration, hill-climbing ability, recharge time, and ränge. This paper will focus solely on
the last parameter - "ränge" (distance per battery Charge).
(Other parameters such as battery weight or power capacity are less useful. Battery capacity teils you very little
unless you also know the motor drive efficiency and the power requirements for a given vehicle strueture.)
The Achilles heel for electric vehicles is limited battery energy storage capacity. Therefore, "ränge" is a key

dement to speeify and optimize. But suppose "ränge" is taken to mean "The distance traveled after which the
user is forced to stop and recharge." This illustrates one fundamental difference between an electric car and an
electric bicycle. Even with a discharged battery, the electric bicycle is not forced to stop! (It just slows to
ordinary bicycle speeds.) "Range" has a fundamentally different meaning for these two classes of vehicle.
Electric vehicles have a ränge "problem", whereas electric+human hybrids merely have a ränge "limit" because
the unlimited ränge (at slow bicycle-type speeds) is preserved.

Let us define ränge more universally as "the distance over which a given speed can be maintained." Fig. 1 shows
a typical speed/distance profile for an electric vehicle in real world conditions. Although the speed is highly
variable, we can simplify it to an average speed and express it in those terms. Fig. 2 shows some typical distances
resulting from travel at different speeds.

For larger vehicles traveling at slow to moderate speeds the power losses are determined primarily by rolling
resistance, not air drag. The power consumption per mile is modcratcly (but not severely) affected by the speed of
travel. Most electric vehicles speeify their "ränge" as a spread, e.g. "40 - 80 km" without even indicating the
speed at which the measurements were taken.
The Problem

For an electric bicycle or other electric+human hybrid, this casual approach is completely unworkable.
There are a number of problems here. First, we need to be more precise about the test conditions. Second, for any
lightweight vehicle ränge is highly dependent on speed. And third, when human power is included the Variation
becomes extreme. "Range" at certain speeds becomes very large or even "unbounded", and we need to deal with
this in a sensible manner.

First. Test Environment. Range depends on the test environment. One method to compare vehicles would be to
run them side-by-side on any given coursc, but this is impractical. Better is to speeify a set of Standard test
conditions which any manufacturer can use. A sensible set of conditions would be, for example:
"Range is measured via non-stop travel on a level, closed course." In other words, a simple, reproducible test
model.

Of course, we take it for granted that real-world conditions, such as stop-and-go riding, hüls, wind, etc. will
change the result. But the point is to define a sensible method for fair comparisons. Standard heuristics can be
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used to "translate" the somewhat ideali/.ed results discussed here into actual practice -depending on actual
situations. We note that "electric bicycle" actual results will be moderately close to the Standard test conditions in
manycases (whereas "electric cars" are much more affected by stop-and-go traffic congestion).

Second. Range depends on speed. Besides the testenvironment, we also need to indicate the speed of travel, and
the degree of human power. Even if we assume zero pcdal-power, the answer is highly speed-dependent. A
typical electric bicycle which can sustain 15 km/hr for 20 kilometcrs may be able to sustain triple that speed for
only5 kilometers or so. Fig. 3 shows some typical results. Any electric bicycle manufacturer that Claims a given
"ränge" without indicating the speed of travel is being hopelessly vague.
Note: Results presented here are diclated solely by the laws of physics. State and local laws are another
matter.. .but are disregarded for the purposes of this paper.

Third. Human power makes it even murkier. Humans vary greatly in their power production abilities.
A majorsource of Variation is the different abilities of different humans. This makes it problematic to say
anything specific about the capabilities of any electric+human hybrid.

For example, suppose we wish to indicate a given electric bicycle's "ränge" at 20 km/hr. With no pedal-power it
might achieve 15 kilometers at that speed. With mild pedal-power it might make it to 20 kilometers. With
stronger pedal-power it might reach 40 kilometers. And with even stronger pedal-power the electric power
requirement approaches zero and the ränge becomes "unlimited". How do we fairly describe a given vehicle?
Another problem is the method used to mcasure human power.Standard power units (e.g. watts or horsepower)
are commonly used but this is somewhat difficult to measure in practice. Most people do not know their
"horsepower rating". Also, heavier people tend to havestronger legs but also require more power to maintain a
given speed. Therefore, we prefer an analysis method which characterizes the human power by "The speed which
can be maintaincd by that human on an ordinary upright bicycle."We can thus characterize a given person as "a
15 km/hr pedaller". While not quite as precise as watts or horsepower, this method has the advantages of ease of
use and understanding, and also the advantage that it gives a meaningful measure which is relatively independent
of the mass of the rider.

A separate source of ambiguity is "sprint" vs. "long-term" capability. For simplicity, we shall disregard the Sprint
aspect altogether. Instead, let us model any given human as able to sustain a certain low-level of power for
indefinite duration, e.g. long-distance Walking or biking. Even with the occasional break, we can thus characterize
a given rider as "able to sustain an average upright bicycle speed of XX for long periods of time."

Yet another issue involves the method by which human power and electric power is combined. Many people tend
to see the electric power as a replacement for pedal power in an "either/or" mental model. This means the vehicle
doesn't travel any faster than an ordinary bicycle, but instead travels at ordinary bicycle speeds under electric-

only until the battery is exhausted, and then pedal-power afterwards. We rejeet this simplistic approach. A more
robust interpretation would maintain a baseline of pedal-power throughout, and use the electric motor in addition
to provide for a speed "boost" over the human baseline for some period. Fig. 4 shows examples of this usage.
Methods of Range Specification

Given all of this, what is a sensible method to speeify the capabilities of an electric bicycle?
One common approach is to only speeify the "no-pedal" ränge. This avoids the human Variation issue and also

avoids the "unlimited ränge at certain speeds" problem altogether. It also allows for more precise, reproducible
test results as long as ränge is measured at a controlled speed. Unfortunately, this method disregards the human
Potential altogether and instead gives overly pessimistic results. It also introduces a design bias. If all testing is
done "no-pedal", then design improvements will always lean in the direction of "more and more batteries", while
disregarding the effects of weight on pedal-power effectiveness.

Anotherapproach used by many manufacturers is to simply ignore the whole issue. Companies claim "Top speed
30 km/hr. Range up to 80 km" without indicating the speed of travel or the degree of human involvement. This is
total nonsense.
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Suppose we assume a mild, continuous level of human power- equivalent to 15 km/hr on a normal bicycle. What
is the expected ränge? Fig. 4 shows the expected results at various speeds. As the electric power consumption is
reduced lower and lower, the "ränge" becomes arbitrarily large.

Thus we see the major fallacy. ANY electric bicycle, with any small battery and motor, can achieve ANY
"RANGE" WHATSOEVER if the power to the motor is reduced sufficiently to make the battery last for hours
and hours.

A Meaningful Approach

A sensible approach must speeify the degree of pedal-power, and the actual test speed, to give a "ränge" figure
with some validity. A füll specification for a product would list a variety of target speeds, and the resulting ränge,
for a variety of pedal-power values. A simplified version might give the no-pedal ränge at the rated top speed
plus at least one data point for a speeified combination of human power and electric power.
For example, a typical product could be fairly characterized as follows.
"Top speed of 25 km/hr can be maintained for 20 kilometers without pedalling on a Single battery Charge. With
15 km/hr of pedal-power, 25 km/hr can be maintained for 30 kilometers." This claim is clear, meaningful and
honest.

A Streamlined Recumbent Electric Bicycle

A recumbent bicycle offers some comfort and safety advantages over an upright, but in terms of Performance the
two produets are roughly similar. (Recumbents are a bit faster on level ground but slower when climbing hüls.)
Streamlining exaggerates this effect - a streamlined recumbent is even faster on level ground but is often even
slower when climbing serious hüls.

From 1940 to 1990, every electric bicycle builder chose the upright model to work from. This "obvious" choiee
overlooked a windfall waiting to be discovered.
What are the advantages of an upright electric bicycle over a recumbent electric? Familiarity, low cost, ease of
marketing, better hill-climbing and ease of acquisition come to mind.
What are the advantages of a recumbent electric bicycle over an upright? Besides comfort and safety, there are
two unrecognized Performance factors - battery load and ability to streamline. It turns out that each of these
factors are BIG, and together the result is HUGE. This has been overlooked until recently.
Battery Load. For any reasonable method of specifying "ränge", the result is directly related to the amount of
batteries carried. A typical bicycle is built for a rider weight up to 100 kg or more, so with a more typical 70 kg
rider there is margin for up to 30 kg of batteries and motor. Yet most upright electric bicycles (even with a small
5 kg motor) still carry only 5-10 kg of batteries. The limiting factor is handling, not strength. An upright bicycle
with 20 kg of extra weight is awkward and difficult at slow speeds. The usual remedy is to lower the seat post to
enable easier ground reach, but this makes the pedal-power contribution less effective. For "serious" Performance
with more batteries, a pedal-less scooter or motoreycle inevitably results - giving once again a vehicle with a
"ränge problem".

This problem disappears on a recumbent frame. Both ground reach and effective leg extension for pedaling are
preserved. The result? A recumbent electric bicycle can easily and comfortably carry 20-30 kg of battery or even
more. The result is an immediate ränge increase by TWO to FIVE TIMES.
The Effect of Streamlining. This is the other area of surprise. Even when rolling resistance is taken into aecount,
a streamlined recumbent bicycle can achieve a total drag reduetion of 2x and more (up to 4xor so) at higher
speeds. The effect on "ränge" is substantial.
Here is a simple theoretical question to illustrate. What is the effect on Performance of a mere 2x reduetion in
drag, applied to various vehicles?

For a bicycle, "ränge" is meaningless. Only "sustainable speed" can be computed. ("Daily ränge" is really a
measure of speed in disguise.) A 2x drag reduetion means a speed increase for the same power production. If the
reduetion were due solely to acrodynamics (where Ihe power required increases as the cube of the velocity), then
the expected amount of speed increase would be the cube root of 2, or 1.26x i.e. a 26% speed increase.
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For an electric vehicle, or no-pedal electric bicycle, a 2x drag decrease means a 2x power reduetion at a given
speed - therefore a füll 2x ränge increase (at an unchanged speed) results.

But for a human+electric hybrid vehicle, i.e. an electric bicycle, the result can be substantially greater. A 2x drag
reduetion amplifies the effectiveness of both the human dement AND the electric dement. A greater than 2x
ränge increase results - sometimes far greater. This is a bit counterintuitive, so an example will be used.
Let us suppose that our basic electric bicycle (with mild pedal assist) can sustain 25 km/hr for a given distance,
and the power allocation at this speed happens to be 60 watts of electric power and 40 watts of human power.
What happens if the drag is reduced by a factor of 2? The total power requirement drops from 100 watts to 50
watts. The human contribution of 40 watts is unchanged, so the electric portion drops from 60 watts to only 10
watts. The battery drain is lessened by 6 times, so the battery lasts 6 times as long. The 2x drag reduetion has
resulted in a 6x increase in the vehicle's ability to sustain the given speed.

At substantially higher speeds this effect is lessened (but a 2x drag reduetion always yields at least a 2x ränge
increase at a minimum). At slower speeds the drag decreaseenables pedal-poweralone to sustain the target speed
so the ränge becomes unbounded. The precise results can be difficult to calculate exactly, but the effect is real
nevertheless. AERODYNAMIC FAIRINGS CAN YIELD RANGE INCREASES FROM TWO TO TEN TIMES

depending on the speed of travel. The effects are most pronounced in the speed region of 5-20 km/hr above the
human-power "baseline" - precisely the speeds at which much real-world travel oecurs.

The Final Result. A net ränge increase of FIVE to THIRTY TIMES results. For example, a typical upright
electric bicycle with an average non-athletic rider can, at best, sustain a useful 30 km/hr speed for only 10-20
kilometers or so. (Most designs do not even provide enough power to reach these speeds because the ränge is so
limited. Various well-meaning regulations also frequently interfere.)

With the same level of motor/battery technology, however, even a simple Version of a streamlined recumbent
electric bicycle might achieve 50-100 kilometers at that same speed. (It just keeps on going and going...) And it
still funetions as a (superior) streamlined bicycle afterwards, instead of suecumbing to the "ränge problem" seen
by other electric cars. Fig. 5 illustrates the comparative results.

A more aggressively streamlined Version will achieve even greater distances at these speeds. A best-case
calculation shows a non-athletic rider sustaining 40 km/hr for 500 kilometers or more.
When you also factor in the improved comfort and safety (feet-first, not head-first) of a recumbent, the final result

is a winner- unconventional but extremely effective. This design fundamentally and decisively solves the
"battery ränge problem" that has plagued EVERY attempt to produce a practical nonpolluting vehicle.
Gentlemen, Start your engines!
Conclusions

1)Most makers of "electric bicycles" describe their "ränge" in a manner which conveys no real Information
whatsoever. We propose a meaningful alternative. By specifying the speed at which the ränge was measured, and
also the degree of human contribution, sensible comparisons may then be made.

2) A streamlined recumbent electric bicycle produces a capability far in excess of other designs. The result is a
practical electric vehicle with a multitude of uses and advantages.
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UP-HILL ASSIST

One of the sweetest combinations in the world is a Human Power and a Bicycle. The Humans ability to störe
energy, but at the limited ränge of around .1 horsepower, is matched by the extremely high efficiency of the
bicycle. To be able to move about on only .1 hp is indeed elegant. It is fascinating that humans have traveled all
over the world with this combination.

Modifications such as adding a power assist can easily upset this combination often reducing the beauty of this
rare balance. Asking for speeds beyond the humans capability to provide an equal power contribution no doubt
has an application, but often results in a motorized vehicle, far from the degance of the original combination. A
major joy of biking is found in moving silently over the road using one's own human power.
The bicycle has survived "heavy" progress for 100 years so it's can be construed that we should aid not interfere

with these principals. We are about to entcr the 2Ist Century where efficiency and limits are the pass words to a
sensibleecological life. Using only tenths of a horsepower to move about is a ecological intelligentSolution.
But relying solely on human power as propulsion for alternate transportation is often inadequate. Humans can
provide enough power for cruising on flat ground for the better partof a day or even up the lesser grades but very
quickly become fatigucd when climbing steeper hüls. They need help.

With our present power conversion from IC and electrics, an assist System by nature will often be quite heavy.
That weight affects the riders perception and is reflected in their response to the way the System is ultimately
used. In the future when conversion factors allow much smaller much lighter powerpackages the assist Systems
and their use will reflect that change. But for now if we are careful with our choices we can design a System that
can compliment the human/ bicycle combination.

An up-hill assist System is one of the few Systems that not onlycan maintain the degance of the original
combination but can even improve this degance by reducing the stress on the human when climbing the steeper
hüls. It does this by carefully balancing four inter-related principles.

lst Use of human power for all power conditions. Specifically relying on human power to help climb the
steeper hüls - implied by philosophy of design as an advantage to reduce assist size

2" Very light power source, less than 10 pounds (including mounts, controls, and fuel/energy storage).
3r Gear reduetion - to allow the tiny power source to deliver adequate assistance when climbing the
steeper hüls particularly at lower speeds.

41 Infrequent assist use - only for the steeper hüls. This reduces the fuel/storage/weight, reduced noise
and trip pollution, and allows the human the sense of personal aecomplishment.

Changing any of these principles often causes the System to fall off the original Optimum match between human
and cycle. This paper will discuss only the assist weight of 10 poundsor less. The complete
Up-Hill assist details can be found in publications (Ref 1).

SPREADSHEET EVALUATIONS

A cyclists must deal with four potentially large loads when cycling. Weight on hüls, aerodynamic drag, rolling
resistance, and transitional inertia. To these may be added the various sources of friction that reduces the useful

power ofa cyclists. Expressions for the power needed to overcome these loads were rigorously developed from
first principles of mechanics by Jod Sanders. Why first principles?
First, this is basically a teaching tool. MostStandard published formulation do not demonstrate the reasoning
process that gave rise to the equation, nor do they convey a conceptual appreciation for the individual terms of
the equation (the components of rider load). First principles also allows a user to understand the application of
formulas correctly and to determine if a given formula fils their needs.

These equations were cast into a spreadsheet format for evaluation. Verification was done by hand calculation
and with comparison to published data. The spreadsheet tool was used to systematically evaluate the effects of
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marginal load onthe rider, first insteady motion, then with the addition of acceleration. Easily accessed large
amounts of data bring out patterns and trends.

HUMAN POWER CAPABILITY

First we need to review Human Power Capabilities. Many researchers have measured the abüity of human
athletes to produce power. This information is typically displayed as power vs. endurance (time). The

experiments are designed to require a specific amount of power, and the subject performs at that level until
exhausted; no additional power is availabie without rest and recovery. Figure 1 reflects ergometric

data contributed by Harrison, Kyle, Wylkie, and NASA researchers '. While none ofthe curves represent on-road
bicycling, they nevertheless give us an insight onhuman capability. The key feature of the curves is a sharply
declining endurance slopedropping quickly with only marginal increases in powerdemand. This important
characteristic is the backbone to the coneept of the up-hill assist.

The FIRST CLASS ATHLETES curve represents younger people in constant training for competitive events.

These remarkable subjeets can produce 0.4 HP (300 watts) for up to 8 hours. The second curve, HEALTHY
HUMANS, includes College and military personnel, as well as people in moderate training. They can produce
0.1 HP (75 watts) for 8 hours. First-class athletes and healthy humans are typically interested in sport and
competition, and they are unlikely to need or use a powerassist while biking.
It comes as no surprise that ergometric data is not readily availabie for "AVERAGEHUMANS", the group most
in need of a powerassist and for whom the up-hill assist System is designed around. Consequently, I have
extrapolated the published data to estimate their powercapability.
This addition to the human powercurve has been reviewed and agreed on by C. Kyle, one of the researchers cited
previously.

Average Humans are physically active butdo not partieipate in regulär training. Theirabüity to produce the
"natural" level of 0.1 HP comes from such daily activities as Walking, lifting, climbing stairs, and mild exercise.

The area between upper and lower limits (cross-hatched) is large because it represents a broad ränge of
individuals, including women and older people.

The characteristic steepness of the measured power curves has been retained and is more similar to the First Class
Athletes because the Average Humans are also near their limits of power capabilities. For

this group, a change in power demand as small as 0.01 HP(8 watts) is significant and can distinctly be feit. For
example, the time to fatigue at 0.1 HP is 6.0 hours, whereas the endurance limit at 0.11 HP (83 watts) is only 4.7
hours, a drop in duration of 22% for a demand increase of 10%. At higher power levels, near the limit of longterm effort for Average Humans (about 0.14 HP), any increase in demand will be difficult to manage. From the
quasi-steady baseline of 0.1 HP, it takes the addition of only three or four marginal demand increments (0.01 HP
each) to reach the long-term limit. (Note; although the curve shows a value of around two hours at .14 HP, this is
to a State of exhaustion. A designer would like to keep the rider away from this condition).

TYPICAL BICYCLING SPEEDS AND ASSOCIATED POWER

Another area we need to establish is typical conditions for our Average Humans. Below are conditions for an

average unfaired recumbent and rider with a CdA 2.9, Crr .006, drive train efficiency of .95, temperature of 65
degrees F, barometer 30 inches Hg, a total weight (bike and rider) of 180 pounds (81 kg).

At 0% grade the Average Humans are capable of riding 14 MPH (22.4 km) at a power of 0.099 HP. This is a
satisfying cruising speed which can be sustained for a long time.

At 1% grade the speed mustdrop into the 10.5 MPH (16.8 km) ränge or slightly higher, depending on the length
of the grade. At 0.109 HP (82 watts), the increase is noticeable but remains modest at this speed.

1 Second International Human Powcred Vehicle Scientific Symposium 1984, pg50.
Bicycling Science pg 51; Frank Rowland Whilt, David Gordon Wilson, 1981.
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At 2% grade the speed must drop into the 8 MPH (12.8 km) ränge at a power of 0.116 HP (88watts). The
Sensation of loosing speed is undesirable, so this increase in demand is still acceptable.

At 3% grade the speed must drop into the 7 MPH (11.2 km) ränge at a power of 0.134 HP (101 watts), a level
that cannot be sustained for a long time. If the grade is short, then a temporary effortcan be expended to
maintain speed. But if the grade is somewhat long, the power demand becomes
too high, either speed must be sacrificed or some assistance is desirable.

At 4% grade the speed must drop into the 6 MPH (9.6 km) ränge at a power of 0.144 HP (108 watts),
approaching the long-term limit for the Average Humans. Even at this lower speed the power demand is too
uncomfortable and unless the grade is very short, assistance is therefore needed.

At 5% grade the speed must drop further into the 5 MPH (8 km) ränge at a power of 0.144 HP. This demand is
very close to that of the previous grade, but the speed has fallen to a value that is unsatisfying. Any further speed
reduetion has it attending problems.

One can see from the spreadsheet data that merely slowing down provides a means of climbing grades within an
acceptable power budget ~ no assist is required. For example, a rider can travel along a 3% grade at 5.5 mph
using only 0.100 HP. The same technique can be extended to slightly higher grades, such as a 4% grade at 4.5
mph. However, extending much beyond a 4% grade becomes impractical, due to several limiting factors;

1) The rider must maintain stability, which becomes increasingly tenuous at lower speeds on an upward grade;
2) Typical bicycle gearing is generally not lowenough to maintain good leg cadence at very low speeds, resulting
in a high sustained pedal pressure;

3) Most riders are unaware that steeper grades can be managed at sufficiently lowspeed and find it painful to
climb steeper grades because they choose higher speeds;

4) Most riders are also inherently frustrated with speeds that fall well under their normal cruising speeds.
Consequently, a case cannot be made for usinga powerassist in the domain of lesser grades and low speeds (or
for extremely fit riders). But for the vast majority of typical riders who may be faced with steeper grades, or who
wish to maintain more than the minimum speed, a power assist can
be invaluable.

The above implications of human power-generating conditions and how this is affected by the addition of assist
weight are developed in the following section, where it is shown that 10 pounds(4.5 kg) of additional weight is
a critical threshold for typical bicycling conditions.

SMALL ASSIST WEIGHT AND ITS CRITICAL LIMIT

However the additional weight of an assist adversely affects the rider when not in use on the lesser grades and
even during acceleration on flat ground, since it causes the rider to perform more work. If the assist

is sized at less than 10 Ibs (presently at 6 Ibs) it is small enough so as not to bürden the rider on lesser grades. To
see why 10 Ibs is such a critical threshold, it is necessary to evaluate the power demands of
marginal weight loads in relation to human Output power capability. Using the bicycle power spreadsheet data
and Converting it into a table form, the patterns of marginal weight can be seen. The baseline
System conditions were taken to be the same as described for the recumbent rider. above. Undcrlined values are
significant inercases in demand.
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TABLE I

THE EFFECT OF MARGINAL WEIGHT (NO ACCELERATION)

GRADE SPEED REF(1801bs)
0%

14 MPH

.099 HP

Delta power
1%

10.5

.109

51bs

8

.116

7

.134

.101

.103

.104

.002

.003

.004

.111

.119

.138
.004

4%

6

.144

.148
.004

5%

5

.144

201bs.

.001

.003
3%

151bs

.100

.002

2%

lOlbs

.148
.004

.113

.116

.118

.004

.007

.010

.121

.124

.127

.006

.009

.012

.141

.145

.149

.007

.011

.014

152

155

.159

.008

.012

.015

.152

.156

.160

.008

.012

.016

The above data appears to simply be a linear relationship. It is difficult to relate data to how the rider feels and
then responds. But by combining the above power increases with the Average Human capability curves, a better
understanding between data and physical sensations may be possible. At 1% grade the power demand and effect
of weight is fairly small enough to tolerate a relatively large assist —even at 20 Ibs (9 kg), the net demand is only
0.104 HP (79 watts).

But on the 2% grade though, one can discriminate between a light vs heavy assist. The 5 pound (2.25 kg) weight
increases power demand by 2.5% and translating this to the capability curve we see the time to fatigue drops by
6.5%. For 10 pounds (9.55 kg) its 4.3% and 17% to fatigue. For 15 pounds (6.75 kg) it's 6.8% and 24%, and for
20 pounds (9 kg) it's 9.5% and 32%. It is clear that in the ränge of less than 10 Ibs, the penalty has less effect on
the rider, whereas the ränge of 15-20 Ibs the rider would have to put out much more effort. At the higher power
demands a rider would automatically use the assist even on the lesser grades.

And here is the beginning of the loss of elegance. First, where populations tend to congregate there are many
more grades in the 2 to 3% than steeper grades. The consequential costs of more frequent use are
considerable. Often meaning a more rugged power source (heavier), the need for a better muffler System, and a
more rugged drive train (friction drives are only suited as intermittcnt use), and for sure
A larger energy storage will be required. These factors have a compounding effect on each other, ratcheting the
System weight ever higher - forcing even more assist use. The results quickly falling into a black hole of
inefficiency.
The 3% grade is a dividing line between the lesser and steeper grades, because 0.134 HP(101 watts) is
approaching a level that cannot be sustained for a long time. The effect of additional weight is more noticcable
here. The 10-lb assist weight goes to the limit of the ridcr's willingness to bear load, so it is important to keep the
assist weight less than 10 pounds.
Beyond 4%, the power demand becomes so great that assistance will definitely be used, unless the grade is very
short.
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THE EFFECT OF ACCELERATION.

Up to this point, the discussion of marginal weight has been developed using only steady motion. When riding a
bike one frequently has to accelerate or dccelerate for stop signs, traffic lights, turning corners, and so forth.
Because acceleration is typically a very short-term effect, higher power levcls |e.g. 0.25 HP (189 watts) 60-year

man, plotted down to 30 see, factor of 2 safety)] can momentarily be endured.2
However because acceleration typically does oeeur so often, the total amount of power integrated over a trip can
be quite large. Furthermore the riders abüity to recuperate takes more and more time after each peak power
demand. Therefore acceleration and the impact of marginal weight strongly influences rider pereeption by
becoming another additional bürden placed on the rider.

Unlike steady motion, the effect of acceleration is feit even on flat ground. The following table shows this effect.
The value of acceleration (mph/sec) has been selected at each speed and grade to reflect what a rider would
probably use.
TABLE II

THE EFFECT OF MARGINAL WEIGHT (WITH ACCELERATION)

GRADE

SPEED

mph
0%

5

ACCEL

mph/sec
1.0

REF

51b

101b

151b 201b

HP
.135

.139

.143

.146 .150

Delta power .004 XH0 m\ Ml
0

1.1

.145

.149

.004
0

10

.45

.160

.164

.004
0

13

.35

.196

.201

.005

.152

.156 .160

,007 ,011 £15
.167

JX)7
.205

.009

.171

.175

m± M5
.209

.013

.213

.017

At low speeds the rate of acceleration can be quite brisk. But as the speed increases, the rate of acceleration must
be reduced to keep the total power manageable. The effect of assist weight under acceleration is comparable to its
effect when climbing grades, except that the reference power is greatly elevated, thus exaeerbating the penalty
feit by the rider. For example, the demand at 0% grade and 5 MPH (8 km) while accelerating is quite close to
that at 3% grade and 7 MPH (11.2 km) in steady motion (Table I). These comparisons dramatize the significant
bürden that repeated acceleration can place on a rider. One can again discriminate the 5-10 lb ränge of assist from
the heavier assist weights, which tend toward the 0.010 HP limit.

The large demand presented by acceleration, together with its frequent application during riding, adversely
affects a rider's pereeption of vehicle weight. The feeling of greater weight in turn influences the rider to engage
the assist more frequently and on lesser grades. It is therefore critical to keep the assist weight below the 10-lb
threshold.

" Mark's Mechanical Engineers Handbook, 1978 pg -162
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AFTER WORD

Tocomplete the deeper meaning of the Up-Hill assist 6661 am quoting the words of John Syndcr, Great Falls,
Montana USA.

"The charm of the up-hill methodology rests in its simplicity of mechanical design and philosophy. What the
concept bumps up against is a cultural notion that excess power in all it's forms is somehow needed and
dcsirable. It's not. There are too many road signs pointing to the cventual collapse of this way of doing things."

"The human body is a finite thing. We grow only so high. We have definable amounts of power wecan produce.
Yet through evolution, have come to a physical form that is wholly suited to the planet and our true needs."

"The up-hill assist is one of the few stratagems which exist within the grasp of most humans of the world, and at
the same time reduces the quanta of energy used in personal transport by an astounding amount.
The up-hill philosophy is that of using only what is needed to accomplish a task.

By employing a heightened sense of responsibÜity to planetary resources and by acknowledging the true worth of
the power contained within a human, in liquid fuels, and combined with the ultra efficiency of a bicycle, well
established technology matures into a proper instrument for sustainability."

Ref 1 Article, Help Up hüls, Bike Culture #12 May 1997

•

Gave talk on Streamlinersand a talk on The Lightness of Up-Hill Assist at the League of American Bicyclists
GEAR meeting June 7-10,1996.

• Gave talk on The Lightness of Up-Hill Assist at the Cykelkulture week in Copenhagen Denmark , which
included Trafficvisions 96 and European Car Free Cities Conference - May 5 to 12,1996.

• Presented AHPV paper at the International Human Powered Vehicle Associations 4th Scientific Symposium.
Aug 6, 1992 Mt Shasta, Calif.

•

Published article on a AHPV trip from Florida to N.J. in the Sept/Oct 1991 issue of the Human Power
Vehicle News.

• HPV technical description in the Sept/Oct 91 HPV News (also letters to the editors supporting AHPV
philosophy)

•

Published article "Hybrid Power: an Assisted Human Powered Vehicle" Human Power Vehicle News.
March/April 1991
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A Bridled Electric Assisted HPV Complemented by a Stirling Engine/Generator
Authors:

Range Extender
Israel Urieli (Associate Professor), Eric Lyles (student),
Mechanical Engineering Dept, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, USA
Andy Ross, Ross Experimental, Columbus, Ohio, USA

Abstract

The unique aspect ofthis approach isthat the machine isfirst ofall a human powered vehicle. The

Single purpose assist waits quietly and unobtrusively until the rider decides that a2 hup boost is

needed to help him/her up a hill, presses a pushbutton and holds it down for as long as the boost is
required. The optimization ofthis system requires bridled power (maximum 150 W), and bridled
energy (maximum 100 W-hour) leading to low weight, but demanding high efficiency components
designed specifically for thisapplication.

Two Systems are compared, both using an electric motor driving the rear wheel through a gearbox
and a toothed rubber belL The first is a BikeE-airrecumbent whichhas been retrofitted with a
unique rear hub to includeboth the humandrive and the electrical belt drive on the rear wheel.The

second isatwo wheel drive System, in which the human drives the front wheel through a toothed
rubber belt, and the electric motor drives the rear wheel.

For extended ränge usage the system iscomplemented by apropane fired stirling engine/generator
module which can be clamped onto the HPV. This will only be used atrest stops and will allow
cooking and lighting while charging the battery. The stirling engine generator has unique
advantages over other forms ofränge extender. Itcan be easily started by the flip ofa key after
lighting the burner. Using the Ross Yoke mechanical drive, itruns quietly, providing over 100 Wof
electrical power.

TheCopeland Steam StarAHPV - Springfield Wheelmans Gazette, March 1885
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Introduction

Our basic approach follows the principlesoutlined by John Tetz (1,2). The assist must be a low
weight, low speed, single purpose device, to be usedexclusively (andhopefully infrequently) to
enable the rider to climb steep hüls. Our baselinedesign pointis climbing a hill with a 6% slopeat
9 mph which requires a total powerof 225 W. This must be a symbiotic relationship between the
rider and the assist, in that neither can climb the hill withoutthe help of the other. Thus the rider
should contribute 75 W and the assist should contribute 150 W. In order to conserve weight the

assist shouldnot be used for fast acceleration from a stop, against a headwind, or to climb a hill
with a lessthan 3% grade, all of which can be accomplished by the rideralone simply by riding
slower. The decision to use the assist should be a conscious one, and we favor the use of a

pushbutton rather than a grip accelerator or a torque sensing device.

Over the yearswe have experimented with a two-stroke assist, similarto that of John Tetz (3), but
witha clutch and direct chain drive, as well as with a propane fired stirling engine direct drive (4).
The stirling engine is much quieter and less obnoxious than the two-stroke engine, howeverwe
found it to be unsuitable for this application. It does not allow convenient intermittent (on demand)
Operation. Oneopensthe gas valve and lights the burner, waits for it to warm up, engages and spins
the flywheel a few times until it Starts. On removing the heat source the engine continues to ran
while the temperature of the heater slowly drops. Furthermore the engine requires water cooling,
adding to the system complexity.
The obvious alternative is that of a de electricmotor.It is quiet and efficient, and satisfiesall of our
requirements except one: for long ränge (touring) application the weight penalty of the batteriesis
too high.The batterycan be sized down specifically for commuting, howeverwould need to be
recharged overnight after every commute. Our Solution is to havea ränge extender - an
engine/generator which can be used to recharge the batteries during rest or overnight stops. The
stirling cycle engine is ideally suitedfor this purpose(5). Unlikethe internal combustion engine it
is naturally quiet,the main noise comingfrom the bearings and mechanical parts oscillatingat about
3000 rpm. It is an external combustion engine and can be designed to use any heat source.The
burnercan easily be designed to double as a campingstovefor cookingmeals or coffee while
lighting or charging the batteries, thus servingthe dual purpose of simultaneously "recharging the
batteries" of boththe human engineand the electric assist engine. Since it operates on a closed
cycle it can be used at various power levels (for our system between about 70W and 200W),
depending on the mean operating pressure. The electrical generator is housed in the sealed crank
case, and the engine can be pressurized with a few strokes of a bicyclepump. Since there is no
rotating shaft coming out of the crankcase, it will retain its pressure for about 8 hours using only a
simpleflap valve.
The only caveatis that since the stirlingcycle engine operates undera closed cycle at about 20%
thermal efficiency, the necessary heat rejeetion to the environment takes place over an extremely
small coolersection and requires watercooling. Only a small flow of wateris required, and
currently we have a Student design projectunderway evaluating options of using a smallelectrical
pump (drivenby the generator Output) or a natural thennosiphon system, in which rejeetingthe heat
to the water causes it to flow with natural convection.

Designing Around the Limited Human Engine
Very little practical Information is availabie on the long term capability of the human engine. The
1964 NASA results of tests done on "Healthy men" and "First-class athletes" were presented to the
cycling Community by Whitt and Wilson in "Bicycling Science" (6), however these results are
plotted using a logarithmic format and are extremely inconvenient to use in design. The more recent
book by Abbot and Wilson "Human Powered Vehicles" (7) retains the same format however
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includes some newer data values to complement the original data. The most useful manipulation of
the original NASA data was done by Douglas Malewicki in 1983 (8), in which he separated the data
into two very usable linear graphs, representing short term and long term human power capability.
We have incorporated the long term data into our design nomogram (upper section of Figure 1).
We have decided to base our unit of human power on this data, thus we define 1hup as the amount
of power that ahealthy human can sustain for 8hours before exhaustion (9). Converting to more

conventional power units we find that 1hup equals 75W, orabout 0.1 HP.

Figure 1 - Nomogram ofVelocity &Time to Exhaustion vs. Human Power
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human power (hup)

1 hup = 75 W« 0.1 HP - power that a healthy human can sustain for 8 hours

One intriguing aspect ofthe curves is their very steep slope, so that slight variations ofpower can
cause significant variations in the "time to exhaustion". This has led John Tetz to define a

"reasonable human" curve, for those persons who are active, but not continually working at getting

into shape (for the rest ofus!) (2). Eric Lyles, the Student on this project who considers himself to
be a typical "healthy human", decided to validate afew points on the curve and found it to be a
daunting task. He soon realized themeaning of the word "exhaustion". It doesnot mean "slow

down to a more leisurely pace, but rather "stop right there, liedown and relax fora few hours". He

found that the cycling machines were only suitable for validating short term human power
capability, mainly because of mental fatigue. He subsequently used our local 17 mile very flat
"Rails to Trails" bicycle path, and estimated the speed he would need to maintain to obtain specific
power levels, as well as distance he would need to cover. He did manage todo two long term data
points during May,1999, which are indicated on the graph of Figure 1. The trials are not entirely
objective, in that he knew apriori what his goal was, however after both trials he was in fact totally
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exhausted, and could not walk or move for some time. The closeness of thefit has given us the
confidence to use the "healthy human" curve as our Standard.

Thelower portion ofthenomogram represents thepower (W) required to propel thehpv at a certain

velocity (V m/s) according to the following constant speed power equation:

Power-p^—p^V CdA+(Cr+slope) mgV
We have chosen nominal baseline environmental conditions as follows:

Vw

(0m/s) wind velocity component (positive for headwind)

p
g

(1.18 kg/cu.m) Standard air density at sea level
(9.81 m/s/s) acceleration due to gravity

Slope (0-15 %) road slope (elevation / distance) - used as a parameter on the nomogram.
Ourbaseline hpv is an unfaired SWB touring recumbent with high seating, similar to the authors
"Grasshopper":
m
(90 kg) mass of rider + hpv

CdA (0.4 m2 - estimated for unfaired SWB touring recumbent) effective frontal area (Coefficient of drag Cd multiplied by frontal area A)
Cr
(0.005 - high quality tires, smooth asphalt) coefficient of rolling resistance
The Basic AHPV System
Our baselinechoice of operating point is around a 6% slope and a velocityof 4 m/s, requiring a
drive power of 3 hup (Figure 1). Unfortunately, as we follow the 3 hup line up to the "healthy
human" curve, we find that the rider becomes totally exhausted within an hour. Invoking an assist
device which is capable of providing 2 hup (150 W), the rider only has to augment this power by an
effortless 1 hup in order to continue up the hill at constant speed.Thus our choice of assist power
is 150W. Commensurate with John Tetz's secondprincipleof minimum weight (1) we have
decidedto limit the maximum batteryenergyto 100W-hour, which, if we can achieve a goal of
overall systemefficiency of not less than 75%, should allow at least 30 minutes of assist use for
one commutecycle,or4 miles (7 km) of 6% grade hüls. To achievethe 75% system efficiencywe
require 95% transmission efficiencytogetherwith 80% motorefficiency. Both are achievablewith
current technology.
In order to obtain95% transmissionefficiency one requires a direct drive - either an internal hub or
an external chain or toothed belt drive to the hub. In all cases it is requiredthat there be a gear
reduetion, to match the speed of the wheel (about 180 rpm) to that of the motor (> 2000 rpm).
Looking at the many electric drive Systems availabie as retrofits or even new designs, the
transmission of choice tends to be a friction drive on the tire, mainly becauseof the convenience of
not having to have a gearreduetion nor a special drivehub (refer for example the ZAP drive
Systems). The efficiencyfor the friction drive system is so low (estimated at between 50 and 70%)
as to eliminateit as an Option for our system. The hub motor seemslike an ideal system since the
motoris unobtrusively hidden insidethe hub (referfor example the Heinzmann dnve Systems).
Unfortunately includedin the hub is both the motor and the reduetion gearbox, making it large,
heavy,unwieldy, and difficult to accessor Service. Furthermore, for a HPV with Suspension it is
preferable to keep the hub and wheels as light as possible, with all extra weight added to the section
above the Suspension. Some designs have the assist (friction or internal hub) on the front wheel.
However going up a 6% or higher grade slope the major part of the weight is concentrated on the
rear wheel,and one could get into the Situation wherethe front wheel driveassist actually slips when
you need it most!
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Concerning the choiceof a chain or belt drive, over the pastfew years we have had extremely good
experience with Gates Polychain belts (kevlar impregnatedtoothed rabber belts with 8 mm pitch). A
belt drive system is clean, quiet, and efficient, requiring no maintenance. We do use a large diameter
(50 mm) positioning and tensioning idler and have found that we have not had any fatigue problems
nor has thelO mm wide belt shown any tendency to wanderoff the beltwheel. Dan Sodomsky of
eCycle, Inc. (www.eCycle.com) has been developing belt drive Systems for their electricdrive
motorcycle, and has been assisting us in this project, both with basic design, and the development of
some of the key componentsof the system.
The de electricmotorstypically used in electric assistvehicles tend to be derivedfrom automobile
usage,and thusare low voltage,low efficiency brash type motors. Typical peak efficiency for this
type of motor is 60%. While concentrating on the various othercomponents of the system we have
not yet found the motorof our choice, however we expect it to be a high efficiency brash or

brushless demotor optimized with a speed Controller which is preset to a single speed allowing a
vehicle speed of 4 m/s (9 mph). Our transmission system has 12:1 reduetion ratio so the motor
should be optimized at a rotating speed of about 2,135rpmfrom a 24 Volt source. We believe that a
motor of this Performance having an efficiency of80% is achievable with current technology.

The Split-Hub Rear Wheel Drive System
TheBikeErecumbent is oneof themost populär HPVs in the US, and we chose theBikeE-air as
the platform to Upgrade to an AHPV. The BikeE has a 16"front wheel and a 20" rear wheel. I have

often wondered why many recumbent bicycles use a small front wheel and a large rear wheel. For
many years I have been using the 17" Moulton wheel asmy Standard wheel for allpurposes. It has
been proven to bea highly efficient wheel and extremely easy topack in a 18" duffel bag.
Logistically onewould only have to carry a single spare tube and tire, thus wedecided to

experiment on Converting the BikeE to 17" wheels. The experiment was extremely successful.
Persons that had never ridden a BikeE found it a pleasure to ride, and persons who actually own
BikeE's found that it handled more easily and had a less "twichy" feel than their own machines.

We fitted the BikeE bottom bracket with a Schlumpf Mountain Drive II, having a direct drive and a
1:1.65 ratiooverdrive (www.Schlumpf.ch). With the36 tooth chainwheel and a 11/30 tooth rear

cassette sprocket set we geta 20" to92" gear inch ränge, which is perfect forthe very hilly terrain
ofAthens, Ohio. The Mountain Drive is a delight to use, a beautiful example offine Swiss
engineering, and I cannot even coneeive ofdesigning a HPV without one.

Inorder to have both the human and the electric motor drive the rear wheel, it was necessary to
develop a new type ofhub (Figures 2,3). The hub aeeepts a Shimano 7 speed cassette on the right
side and a beltwheel ontheleftside. Both sides independently drive the wheel through a silent
Sprague clutch. Notice that the hub shell isalso split, and the two halves are held inplace only by
the tension ofthe spokes. This is based on an original monostay hub designed by Dan Sodomsky,
and when itfirst appeared it was greeted with much skepticism. I have been using the split
monostay hub on my Grasshopper HPV for almost two years and have never bothered to adjust the
tension inthe spokes ortrue the wheel, even when I broke and replaced two spokes, and yet it has

never lost its integrity. Whenever I wish to remove the wheel from the drive shaft (usuaily for

"show and teil") it slips onand off as though the two hub Shells were one, honed and ground tofit
the drive shaft. Notice from Figure 3 that the split hub has six bearings - two ball bearings, two
needle bearings, and the roller bearings associated with each freewheel clutch. Dan Sodomsky
questioned ifthe right side clutch could support all the torque required by the human drive, since he
had originally designed the hub tohave both clutches support the torque. We thus tested it with the
maximum torque that a 100kg human could provide, while starting from rest on a 20% grade inlow
gear. The single clutch performed admirably, and even when we did manage toovertorque it, it
simply slipped, and recovered immediately when the overtorque was reduced.
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Figure 2. The new split hub completed assembly

Figure 3. The various component parts of the split hub

The completed BikeE fitted with the Mountain Drive, 17" Moulton wheels, and the new split hub is
shown in Figures 4 and 5. We are currently in the process offabricating the gearbox, motor, and
belt drive.
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Figure 4. The completed rear wheel assembly with the split hub and belt sprocket

Figure 5. The BikeE-air fitted with a Mountain Drive II and 17" Moulton wheels.
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The Human Front Wheel Drive / Electrical Rear Wheel Drive System
The "Grasshopper" is our idea of the "Future Bike" (10). It has previously gone through three
evolutions and we are currently Converting it to an AHPV - the fourth evolution. Referring to Figure
6, the Grasshopper has a number of uniquefeatures. It is a front wheel drive bike in which pedaling,
steering, and maintaining balanceis done with onesfeet. This is a very different experience from
what most cyclists are used to, and we understand that not everyone will want to invest the time to
learn to adapt to this new technique. Once obtained, however, it becomessecond nature, and allows
new freedoms not availabie to the regulär rear wheel drive recumbents. Thus for example one can

use both handsfor peeling a banana, or handling a camerawhile cycling with completeease.

Figure 6. The Grasshopper(current version)
The transmission includes a Mountain Drive II in the bottom bracket, and a 5 speed SturmeyArcher Elite internal hub in the 17" Moulton wheel, giving a 27" to 99" gear inch ränge. In order to
accommodate the Gates Polychain toothed rubberbeltdrive we needed to develop a beltwheel tensided adaptorfor the Mountain Drive, and a belt sprocket to fit the Sturmey-Archer hub (Figure7).
The bike is built around a sawn off BikeE aluminum frame extrusion, to which the front and rear

wheel assemblies simply bolt on. One of the unique features of this bike is its ability to be taken

apartwith only a 5 mm hex key, then thrown intoa duffel bag, and submitted as a regulär item of
luggage. There is no extemal oil on the bike, thusafter completing this process it is not even
necessary to wash up.
The rear wheel assembly of the Grasshopper is a monostay using the split hub assembly designed
by Dan Sodomsky. In Figure 6, notice the beltwheel mounted to the drive shaft of the wheel in
order to accommodate the electric assist drive. The electric assist drive is currently being developed

and will form part of the monostay system (Figure 8). Thus the electric motor and gearbox will be
mounted at the top of the monostay and will drive the wheel with the same belt as that used in the
front wheel drive.
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Having a complete Separation of the human driveon the front wheel and the electricdrive on the
rear wheel leads to a unique symbiosis. When climbing up a steep hill the weight goes mainly to the

rear wheel and the front wheel may Start slipping. When this happens it is a sure indication that you
need assist, and depressing the pushbutton engages the assist motor on the rear wheel, where it is
needed.

Figure 7. The Mountain Drive II, Polychainbelt, sprocket, beltwheel and adaptor

Figure 8. The electrical assist and gearbox mounted to the rear wheel assembly
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The Stirling Engine/Generator Range Extender
Conceptually the stirling engine is the simplest of all heat engines. The working gas (air) is sealed
within its cylinders by the expansionand compression pistons (Figure 9). The linkage driving the
two pistons will move them such that the gas will compress while it is mainly in the cool
compression space and expand while in the hot expansion Space. Since the gas is at a higher
temperature, and therefore pressure, duringits expansion than during its compression, more power
is produced during expansion than is reabsorbed during compression, and this net excess power is
the useful Output of the engine. Note that there are no valves or intermittent combustion, whichis

the major source of noise in an internal combustion engine. The sameworking gas is used overand
over again, making the stirling a sealed, closed cycle system. All thatis added to the system is
steady high temperature heat, and all that is removed from the system is low temperature (waste)
heat and mechanical power.

Co-author Andy Ross has been developing small stirling engines for more than 25 years and his
most successful engine has been the D-60 with theRoss yoke drive mechanism (4). It is capable of
producing between 70W(atmospheric pressure) to 200 W (3 bar pressurization), hence its power

ränge is ideally suited to our application. A schematic diagram of the D-60 is shown in Figure 9,
and photographs of some of the components ofthe engine are shown in Figures 10and 11.
Expansion Space
Expansion piston

Working gas (air)

Regenerator/ Compression space
Cooler

.Compression piston

Ross Yoke linkage

Figure 9. TheD-60 stirling engine - principle of Operation
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Figure 10. The D-60 cooler, crankshaft, rocking lever, and yoke (4)

Figure 11. The D-60 Piston Assembly showing both pistons and the Ross yoke drive (4)
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For the prototype of the ränge extenderwe decidedto use an existing 12 Volt Kokusanalternator
from a small tractor, in orderto evaluate the Performance of the D-60under the electric load (Figure
12). The alternator is largerthan required and we are currently continuing the development in a
number of parallel directions. We are developing a much smaller alternator sized specifically for the
ränge extenderapplication. It will still be a 12Volt system and we intend to charge the two 12 Volt
batteries that make up our 24 Volt assist system in parallel. Furthermore Andy Ross is developing a
new modular open crankcase for the engine/generator to allow easy assembly and disassembly of
the machine. The entirelower mechanical assembly will then be mounted intoa can and pressurized
as required. Finally we will be continuing to evaluate the various water cooling options. We are
hopeful of the thennosiphon natural convection system, however as a fall back we can always use a
small electricpump. A novel system which we may consider is a boiling water coolingsystem
operating at 100°C. The boiling water can then be usedfor tea, or washing up.

Figure 12.The prototype engine/generator incorporating a Kokusan tractor alternator
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Conclusion

This paper describes a practical approach and methodology of design ofAHPV Systems in
accordance with the basic principles proposed by John Tetz. Thedevelopment of two alternative
AHPV Systems is described, both retaining the overriding requirement that the vehicle must befirst

ofall a high Performance, low weight human powered vehicle. Itwas found that many ofthe key
components required forthese Systems are not currently availabie and had to bedesigned and
developed from Scratch. A keydement in thepracticality of a bridled electric assist for

independence inlong distance touring is a ränge extender and the continued development ofa
stirling engine/generator ränge extender isdescribed. We hope that the comments in this paper and
the availability ofthe components described will help guide the future development ofthis very
exciting field.
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Extra Energy on the Water
Theo Schmidt, TO Engineering

Introduction

Power-assistconcepts for water-borne craft are much less developed than those for bicycles or velomobiles on land.
There are several reasons for this:

•

•

Land vehicles outnumber water vehicles greatly.

In many countries boats are used almost exclusively for pleasure, not for transport, and don\ really need to get
anywhere.

•

There are no hüls on the water.

•

Once a boat is fitted out to use wind, solarenergy, or a combustion engine,any human power is oftenso small in
comparison to be considered not worthwhile.

However thereare severalapplications where the hybrid use of human power and other power sourcesare ideal,as will
be shown by some examples. First a quick review of what has been done historically:

Historie and traditional uses of hybrid power

Polynesiail multihlllls. These outrigger craft have very sleek lines and are easily driven by paddles or sail.
The fineness and deepness of the dug-out hulls allows paddles to be used effectively in an ergonomic manner, in
contrast to western-type sailing dingies or multihulls, which are too wide or too high to be effectively paddled.

Chinese junks. These sailing craft used to have asingle sweep at the stern called ayuloh. Using asculling
motion, ä single person canpropel even heavy junks at about Walking speed. Nowadays mostjunks have engines and no
longer even any sails.

Vlking longshipS. These ships are light for their size and can be rowed at agood pace whenever the wind is
unfavorable forsailing, as could be experienced bythe partieipants of the 1998 Euro-Championships at Roskilde who
took the opportunity offered bythe Maritime Museum. Because ofthis universal agility, the Vikings were able to
undertake widespread voyages both on the seaand inland, bringing large areas of land under their control.

Sailing boatS. Many traditional sailing boats are very suitable for rowing and are fitted out with efficient oars to be
used when becalmed.

Sailing Ships. Before the days of engines, the tall-masted ships had to be manhandled in harbour using lines on
large human-pöwered capstan winches or towed frorn rowing boats. The ships also used rowing boats for going ashore,
fishingand whaling.

Sailing barges. With unfavourable wind, barges used mainly on inland waters or in estuaries were often
propelled by long poles orquanLs stuck into the ground while Walking the length ofthe deck. This way, hundreds oftons
could be moved by one or two people.

Present-Day Developments

The development ofengines and efficient sailing rigs has now removed the need to use human power in many marine
applications:
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•

Modern sailing craftare rarely used with human power because engines have become commonplace and although
these are usuaily forbidden for racing, human power is mostly also forbidden. Notable exceptions are theThree
Peaks Races in Britain and Australia, where contestants are also allowed to rowtheir sailing craft. However, modern
racing craftcan extract so much power from the slightest wind that the human power portion is only useful a small
amount of the time and therefore contestants have so far not thought it worthwhile to devclop efficient propeller
drives.

•

Very small human powered craft likecanoes anddingies areso easily driven by small engines that it is bothdifficult
and pointless to "keep up" with fiailing oars or paddles when they are in use. Once an engine is fitted, the craftis
simply a motor boat. With this Option, many boats areconstrueted with an engine in mind andare so inefficient that
there is no pleasure inrowing them. Thereappear to be nosuch boats availabie with a combined hybrid drive.

With these negative examples, you might well be asking, what is the point of this paper? And do we nothave, at best,
the intermittent use ofdifferent power sources, and not a true extra-energy coneept?
What haschanged in recent years and has given extra-energy on water several new niches, is the introduetion of micro-

electric and solar drives for boats. The small electric drives are much more practical and reliable than outboards using
combustion engines and they are quiet anddo notstink, so their use is becoming more populär. However an electric

drive onits own isa short-range affair because the energy density ofcommon storage batteries is sosmall. Charging
stations are not that frequent and it is
always difficult to judge the
battery'sexact reserve capacity.
Fig. 1.Anthor's human-poweredelectric liybrid Hydrofoil boat
nearlyfoilborne (1988).
Foils by David Owers

Photo byIan llannay

A solar panel goes a long way in
solving these problems but on a
really small boat there is not
sufficientarea availabie to get
enough power all the time. Adding

human power, you can keep going

at the desired speed and need not fear ever getting stuck. This can be an important safety factor. Matthias Wegmans
solar yacht "Basilisk" was abandoned at sea during prolonged poor weather and could have made the coast had an
efficient human-power drive been fitted asoriginally planned. My own attempt to cross the English Channel with a solar
boat also had to be broken offnearly all the way over when electrical faults developed.

Any small craft is also a bit like a prison. You are not free to move about very much or even atall and cannot just stop
and get off for a while like on land. Long journeys in small motor boats are thus tedious both physically and mentally,
leaving you both stiff and bored. Being able to use your muscles while under way solves this and more:
•

no more sore backs and bottoms.

• no more boredom when travelling slowly. You can speed up, and even ifthe objeetive speed increase is very small,
the subjeetive gain is quite considerable.

• after a while, the endorphins produced by muscular activity make you feel well.
•

you don\ get cold.

The opposite approach, taking a basically human-powered boat as a basis and adding asmall electric drive, allows you
to take iteasier orto take rest breaks whenever desired. This way I have undertaken longer canoe journeys with much
less effort than without theassist (3 kgdrive and7kg batteries).

Using such a power-assist, longcr journeys can be undertaken in greater comfort than ifpowered by either muscular or
human power alone. In contrast to road vehicles, which are severely range-limited, the electric power can be used
effectively at very low levels andthe extra weight of the battery hardly matters on the water.
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Fig. 2. This decked canoe has two
slots which can take either

SeaCycle drives or an electric
motor in a special mounting.
Designed by RolfMüller,
commisionedby Werner Boshard,
builtby Theo Schmidt

Technical implementation
Except for small elecüic outboards used together with availabie canoes or human-powered pedal boats, there are no
Standard Solutions. Constructing an efficient human-powered hybrid boat always involves special development. If a
good inboard human power drive is availabie, it is relativelyeasy to add a geared-down electric motor in parallel.
However, both the pedal drive and the motor should have freewhcel clutches so that they can be used separately.
MatthiasWegman has built a number of hybrid solar boats always using separate drives. The boat shown in Fig. 2 is
also of this variety. Two wide slots inside the boat can each accepl either a small outboard motor or an integrated pedalpropeller drive of the twisted-chain variety. I have also builttwo boats using an integrated parallel-connected motorpedal unit (see Fig. 1). With all these parallel-hybrids, it has howeveroften beendifficult to match the human and
electric powertogether and manypeople preferto use the boatseither in purelythe electric or the human-powered
mode. I am convinced that the type of sensor-controlled human-power amplifier as pioneered by Velocity and used

today in many power-bikes would also be ideal for small boatuse. Here the motor power isa function of the input
power on thepedals, giving rise to a veryrewarding riding Sensation, and the mechanical inputs are addcd serially with
a differential, resulting in even matching over a wide speed ränge. Such an arrangment could probably stimulate interest
in the use of small hybrid boats just as has happened on land with electric bicycles.

Craft for more than two persons
Up to now I have described the bcnefits of extra-energy on small craftfor oneor twopeople. Larger craftcan benefit as
well, butthe twoSystems must be more carefully integrated. The main reason for this is the question of motivation. On a
very small craft, producing some human power results in a noticeble speed increase. On a larger craft, an individual
effort is not noticed unless this is coordinated with that of others. This is why the captain of a rowing boat or the person

beating a drum on ethnic canoes or on Roman galleys is so important. On a modern boat, we wish to avoid the
association with galleys and the likeand prefer to find another way of providing reward-feedback for physical activity.

Designing for Motivation-Feedback
Certainly wecan useelectronic Instrumentation to provide individual ergometer-type data. A craft hosting a multitude
of such ergometers can be compared to a floating fitness-center. If wealsouse the power amplification concept, the
craft's speed will be a function of the collective human power produced, ensuring the interest of all passengers toward
those lucky onespedalling! Clearly wecan devise a number of ways with which each person can be motivated to
produce an adequate power level. Perhaps all that is needed is a light showing who ispedalling hardest or who is
pedalling least. Perhaps a complicated mathematical averaging procedure is required. Perhaps using the pedals can be a
way of earning ones passage or getting drinks from the bar. Whatever method is best, it will probably be a fun field of
research Unding this out and it is high time a ship is built for this!
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Fig. 3.

Hybrid boat concept basedon the existing Vel'eau 12 byMatthias Wegman.
Design Daniel Iranyiand TheoSchmidt

Examples and Outlook
A first project with this concept in mind was started in 1996 by a Swiss Organisation calling themselves Ecoboat. A
monohull for 12 persons with 5 places for pedalling was designed with the "Velocity" power amplification system and a
300 W solar-panel roof. (Fig. 3) The project was never carried out for financial and personal reasons, and at the time of
writing the group is hoping to develop a catmaran to be used with the pedal-generator system described elsewhere in
these proeeedings. With füll electronic control and feedback it will be possible to easily explore many different
motivation feedback Systemsas described above.
Another project for a large hybrid craft is shown in Fig. 4. This "Solarpedalo" was proposed by Nau Design as an idea
for the Swiss national exhibition Expo.01 and suggests a capacity for 150 people including 56 pedalling places. The lack
of interest in this exciting project reflects the difficulty in communicating the advantages of hybrid Systems and indeed
of human power outside traditional applications.

Pure solar Systems are more populär, with quite a few solar craft of large dimensions being planned or even completed.
There are two disadvantages facing larger hybrid vessels:
1) Psychological: Many people have become physically lazy and unfit and tire very quickly. Even those prepared to
exert themselves for the purposes of sport and leisure regard purposeful physical activities as undesirable. People who
work physically for a living are even more eager to utiliseengines whenever possible. Physical work has a low Status
except in the rather narrowconfines of organised sport. At the same time, the well-knownSystems using engines are so
inefficient that people have come to believe that very high power levels are required for everything and no longer trust
their own capabilities.
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Solarpedalo for 150 people by Nau Design. 56 pedal-places andsolarpanels.

Also, the pace of living has increased somuch that people are no longer satisfied with speed on a human scale and are
always trying to increase the pace ofeverything. Afew sporting types are "endorphine-junkies", carrying out physical
activity to an excess because this releases pleasure-inducing hormones, but there are many more "adrenalin-junkies"
constantly on the lookout for stress situations giving them a "kick" and a feeling ofpower. Unfortunately, adrenalin and
related hormones promote agressive and irrational behaviour and high blood pressure.

2) Technical: Combining the power ofmany people mechanically is more difficult than might be supposed. Large
forces accumulate which require immaculate engineering and sliffconstructions. "Quiet" human power becomes noisy
when chains rattle over countless cogs. Theextremely good Ventilation of an ordinary cyclist isusuaily not availabie,
and the question of moti(vati)on feedback has already been mentioned.
In this context, the electronic pedal-generator Systems being devcloped promise the Solution of some of these problems.
The feedback and novel design possibilities might help collective human power becoming fashionable for some uses,
and marine vehicles are an ideal place to explore these coneepts.
Conclusion

Extra-energy water vehicles with novel mechanisms hold great promises especially in recreation. Just like electric

bicycles may get people cycling who otherwise wouldnt, such boats might help some people abandon their motor boats,
yet also allow people to do tours in small craft who might otherwise not feel up to it. Larger hybrid craft would be very
effective butsuffer from a motivation problem. It ishoped that modern electronic human-power amplifier-technology
can solvethis, making possible theconstruetion of vessels the world has notyet seen.
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PERSPIRATOR WITCH - AN ATTEMPT TO A HUMAN / -ELECTRIC
POWERED VEHICLE WITH AMPHIBIOUS AND SOLAR OPTIONS

Author: Olli Kuusisto, Sinikuja 6, 21600 Pargas, Finland

Tel. +358 (0)2 4110871, fax +358 (0)2 2434066, e-mail: olli.kuusisto@kaarina.fi

Presentation:

Interested in ecological, "unusual" things from childhood for inst, outings in the
Finnish archipelago in winter and summer by using skates, skis, kick-sled, kayak,
solar boat.

Kayaking in Lapland and the Arctic Ocean; cycle trips in Africa as well as Northern
Europe and the Baltic States.

Studies at Turku, Stockholm and St. Petersburg universities mainly in languages.
Interest in velomobiles started about 15 years ago through my good friend inventor
Jorma Ponkala. An old dream to build a useful vehicle for everyman is well in line
with my desire for autonomous, but responsible Irving. Organizer of Eco-Trip Finland.
Institute: Kaarina-Piikkiö Open College

Perspirator Witch-team: Matti Kukkonen; boat-builder/ designer, Olli Kuusisto;
ideation and synergizing, Arto Salonen; researcher/ developer of electric handicap
vehicles, Tatu Salmi; retired bike-planner, Viktors Suskevics; sculptor (marque of car
on the hood).
A brief history

During the period from 1930 to the beginning of 1950 the building and use of
velomobiles was very populär. Because of Finnish geography there were quite many
amphibious velomobiles built. One father with son pedalled their velomobile over the

sea from Finland to Sweden. Two-seated vehicles were important for young men to
take their girls home from dances. After this period cars became common and
velomobiles were forgotten for about thirty years.

Some fifteen years ago Jorma Ponkala built his first velomobile from plywood. After
that he built an amphibious one. Together we planned some other modeis. Jorma
built still one electric/solar powered three-wheeled vehicle, but at that time he was

not allowed to use it out in traffic so we went over to solar boats. About nine years
ago we built our first solar powered experimental boats.
The start of the project

After I had organized a public exhibition of light-weight vehicles within my Open
College at the end of 1996 it was quite easy to find interested persons for the project
Perspirator I. It was started by defining the goals. After initial planning the project
Perspirator I begun in 1997 together with five other persons not mentioned above:
Jarmo Laine, Björn Langh, Pekka Liimatainen, Jaakko Repo and Seppo Sorvari.
We have feit totally free to plan our vehicle according to our own needs and
philosophy because we have never received any financial support in any form.
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General description
The vehicle is three-wheeled: the steering wheel in the front and two wheels at the
back. The vehicle body is made of glass-fibre fabric with vinyl resin. The wheels,
seats and the removable roof are made of the same material.

The body hasn't got any metal frame inside. The laminate is strong enough and in
the middle is a console where the chain-wheels and motor are concealed. The

steering bar is in the middle.
There are two seats next to each other. When pedalling forwards at an idle speed it's
nice to be able to talk to each other about what you see around you. When driving
alone the driver sits in the middle. If the vehicle is used only sometimes by two - can
extended pedals and accordingly simultanous pedalling by both feet be used. Of

course two separate pedal Systems are possible, too, if it's preferable.
The roof is easily removable, but extremely useful when it's cold or raining.
APEC

When planning our vehicle we hoped it could be a PEC (Personal Ecological
Commuter) with amphibious and solar options. Therefore the following qualities were
desirable:

- ecological to build and use. It has to be powered by renewable forms of energy
including human power. Experiments to use ecological, renewable building materials
are going on.

- everyday use: The vehicle is not planned for competitions. It should be suitable for
Shopping, travels to work, trips and outings and healthy Perspiration. When the
Perspirator is regularly used there is no need for exercise machinery for motion.
- reasonably cheap to build or acquire. In order to be commonly used and effect
the environment in a positive direction it must not be too expensive.
- amphibious: The special demands of the Finnish environment conditions
determine the exterior:

1. The appearance is slightly boat shaped. In the lake area as well as in the sea
there are thousands of islands and narrow straits. If the vehicle can be used in

water, too, it's many times possible to considerably shorten your way.
2. As the Perspirator can be used as a little boat - it's safe on ice, too. This is
because climate change during the last few years has made the ice in many

places weak and treacherous. Earlier it was convenient in winter time to drive by
carto the islands.

3. To propel the vehicle in water in Perspirator I we tried at first blade wheels. They
functioned well, but were a bit clumsy so we went over to a model plane prop.
4. In water the front wheel functions as a rudder and the back wheels as a keel. The

prop is pushed out a bit. When on land it's pulled back against the rear wall.
- solar. The hood and roof are planned to allow room for about 200W of solar

panels. If there is money an additional 100W can still be attached to the vehicle. In
summer time when the Perspirator mostly is in use there is sun (if it's not raining)
almost around the dock.
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- a canopy is needed because it's often raining when you have planned a trip. In
cold conditions it makes driving more tolerable. But no heater is needed - the human
body warmths when pedalling. That is enough even if it's quite many degrees below
zero.

- pedal powered camping van. A tent can't be put up everywhere. The ground can
be uneven or it's not recommended in a town for inst. But a little pedal/electric

powered camping van can be parked almost anywhere. Modest people can use the
Perspirator as a camping van: There is enough room to sleep for two persons. The
back is put down and together with the luggage room cover they form a bed for two.
Under the end of the roof is folded the penthouse (a combined kitchen / dining-room)
made of tent-cloth. The back-rest is at the same time a foldable table and the seats

have folded legs of aluminium that can be used in the foldable penthouse. It's very
convenient in a town to be able to make your cooking and eating in this dining-room.
It gives some cover against the car-fumes, too.
- electric assist. Electric power is useful when tired or retired and when less exertion
or "Perspiration" is needed on way to work. It's a good help on longer trips and when
driving uphills. But if wanted - electricity also provides convenience to the trip. When
the Perspirator is used as a camping van it's convenient to have light and electricity
for different purposes, too.
- lightweight construction is a must. You must be able to pedal your vehicle even
without electric assist.
WHY THE NAME WITCH?

For me the word witch means something positive. It's a clever woman who has got
qualities some of which we have tried to incorporate into our vehicle. Furthermore,

our witch is built on a site quite near an old gatheringplace for witches according to
the oral tradition.

HER VITAL STATISTICS AND SPECIFICATIONS

Length

2.35

Width

1.15

Height

110 + ground clearance

0.20

Body Weight

Material

Perspirator I
30 kg
Witch
20 kg
250W, 24V max. allowed for a bike according to the law
dimensioned to 25 km/h what's allowed
160W
fibre-glass, carbon fibre, vinyl resin

Foldable Windows

soft PVC

Windscreen
Back Suspension
Rear lights and flashers
Rear wheel drive
Hub brakes

acrylic, corner supports polycarbonate
polyurethane waterproof discs
led-lights
differential gear. Angle transmission for prop shaft
7-gear hub

Electric motor
Speed
Solar panels
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Top, from left to right: Perspirator Witch. Perspirator Solarwith Penthouse.
Bottom: Propellor activated. Propellor deactivated on land.
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The Validation of SimBike,
a Development Tool for Bicycle Suspensions
Matthias Waechter, Norbert Zacharias, Falk Riess

Bicycle Research Group, Physics Department
Carl von Ossietzky University, Oldenburg

Abstract

The Computer program SimBike has been devcloped as a universal construetion tool for bicycle suspensions. It is based on a mathematical model

that calculates the vibrational stress on the rider dependent on geometry,
construetion and components of the bicycle, for specific road surfaecs.
The model has been evaluated by comparison between measurements

of vibrational stress on different road surfaces, bicycles, and riders, and
the respective Computer calculations done by SimBike.

1

Significance of Vibrational Stress on Cyclists

Vibrational stress on vehicle riders is not only a question of comfort. It can as well

impair the rider's capacity of pereeption and reaction, which is quite significant
in road traffic, and in the worst case her or his health.

The minimization of vibrational stress plays an important role in automobile
design and development. For bicycles the dicussion about vibrational stress and

the development of Suspension Systems has begun only a few years ago, in order
to improve the Performance of MTBs. Suspensions on everyday bicycles are just
beginning to establish on the bicycle market.

2

Measurements of Vibrational Stress on

Cyclists
In 1987 the bicycle research group in Oldenburg started to develop a method of
quantifying vibrational stress on bicycle riders and a respective measuring equipment in order to initiate a public discussion about cycle-track quality [3]. We
have used the same method for our recent measurements, combined with a significantly improved equipment [6]. It is based on the international ISO Standard

GLh.
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2631 and German VDI (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure = Society of German Engineers) Standard 2057 [2, 4]. These Standards are mainly used on tractors and
other machinery where the operational stäff is exposed to vibrations.

3

Mathematical Model for Bicycle Suspensions

x

r

Figure 1: Scheme of the Mathematical Model (Q = Center of Gravity)
The program SimBike is based upon a mathematical model of a bicycle with
Suspension. The bicycle-rider system is described as a mechanical System of rigid
bodies linked together with rotational and linear joints, Springs, and dampers
(see figure 1). Geometrical nonlinearities are widely taken into account. The
variety of bicycle geometry is flexible enough to fit Standard bicycles as well as
recumbents. These characteristics enable the model to calculate the coordinates

of the crucial parts of the system during everyday use as well as in extreme
situations. Even the effects due to the forces in the power train are taken into

consideration [5].

4

Empirical Validation of the Model

In order to validate the Simulation model its predictions concerning the vibrations

were compared with results of the measurements (a detailed description of the
results can be found in [6] and [7]). The empirical basis for the comparison
consists of extensive measuring data concerning weighted accelerations on the
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Figure 2: Weight Functions according to VDI 2057 [4]
human body, and road surfaces, especially of cycle tracks [6]. In addition the
characteristic bicycle parameters had to be determined.
Measuring data consist of time-series of the acceleration at the handlebar and
the saddle of the bicycle. From these data frequency spectra are obtained which

can be transformed into weighted Vibration intensities ("bewertete Schwingstaerken", also called K-values, according to VDI 2057 [4], see figure 2) with the help
of a weight function (see also [6]). As usuaily measurement and Simulation do
not use exactly the same part of the surface the comparison must be carried out
using mean values in the form of frequency spectra and K-values.

For a detailed comparison we chose four of the surfaces which are very common
in everyday bicycle traffic: old asphalt layer, concrete pavement, brick pavement,
and cobblestone pavement. Two bicycles with rather different geometry and construction were selected: the Ostrad Adagio which is a long wheel base recumbent
and the Radical, a city bike with 20 in wheels (see also [6]).

4.1
4.1.1

Comparison of K-Values
Ostrad Adagio

Figure 3 shows measured and simulated K-values for the Adagio on the four sur
faces; the estimated measuring error is marked. For the asphalt layer Simulation
and measurement correspond well. For the concrete pavement the simulated value

at the handlebar is greater than the measured one, whereas the correspondence
for the seat is good. On the brick pavement the calculation for the handlebar
turns out to be too big, but for the seat the calculated value is smaller than mea-
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sured. For the cobblestone pavement Simulation and measurement correspond
rather well at the handlebar, but on the other hand the K-value for the seat is
again smaller than the measurement.

Simulation

Comparison of Measurement and Simulation for Ostrad Adagio

P771ttntoT
£S3Sa*

StmmBl

CZlKrtfetar
BEB Sa*

Figure 3: Comparison of K- Values for Ostrad Adagio
The overall result for the Adagio is: the simulated K-values for the handlebar
are satisfactory or a bit too high, whereas the calculated values for the seat are

satisfactory or a bit too small, compared to the measured values. Consequences
will be drawn in section 4.4.
4.1.2

Radical

For the Radical measuring and Simulation data including. estimated errors are
shown in figure 4.

On old asphalt measurement and Simulation correspond rather well, the sim
ulated value for the saddle being a little too high. For the concrete and brick
surface the correspondence is very well for the saddle a well as for the handle
bar. On the cobblestone pavement both values are calculated too low, and the
difference is higher for the saddle.
It can be summarized that the correspondence between calculation and mea

surement is rather good for the Radical, except for the very uneven cobblestone
pavement.
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Comparison of Measurement and Simulation for Radical
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Figure 4: Comparison of K-Values for Radical

4.2

Comparison of Acceleration Spectra

In figures 5 and 6 examples of simulated acceleration spectra are compared to
those from the respective measurements.
There is one diagram for the spectra at the handlebar and the saddle for each

bicycle and two selected surfaces. The graphs show the frequency response of the
acceleration in the ränge of 0 to 50 Hz. Despite the VDI guideline 2057 clearly
exceeds this frequency ränge measurements have shown that all significant parts
of the acceleration are beyond this point. The acceleration is drawn on the yaxis in arbitrary units. The measuring data have been multiplied by the weight

function (which is shown in figure 2), so that all spectra are represented according
to VDI 2057.

4.2.1

Ostrad Adagio

For the seat the acceleration spectra of the Adagio (figure 5) show good correspendence between Simulation and measurement within the most important
frequency ränge between 4 and 8 Hz (cf figure 2). For higher frequencies the
acceleration is calculated remarkably lower than it had been measured. We have

also good correspondence within the important rarige (which is between 8 and
16 Hz for the handlebar); in most cases this is also true for higher frequencies.
Obviously, in this case the model tends towards calculating the acceleration too
high.
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Figure 5: Comparison of Acceleration Spectra for Ostrad Adagio on old Asphalt
Surface
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Acceleration Spectra at the Saddle
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Figure 6: Comparison of Acceleration Spectra for Radical on Concrete Stone
Pavement
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4.2.2

Radical

The spectra of the Radical (figure 6) show - especialiy for the most important
frequency ränge from 4 to 8 Hz - a rather satisfying correspondence between Sim
ulation and measurement for the saddle. A high peak in the simulated spectrum
of old asphalt is the only exception. Looking at higer frequencies the calculated
accelerations are too small. In contrast to this the calculated and the measured

values for the handlebar are in good correspondence for the whole frequency
ränge.

4.3

Interpretation

The comparison of measurement and Simulation shows a good to satisfying resuit, especialiy with the frequency weighting according to VDI 2057 applied. In
the most important frequency regions for handlebar and saddle (or seat) the ac
celerations are calculated correctly by the Simulation; this is also proven by the
K-values derived from the spectra.

However, there are restrictions which reveal possible limitations of the model
and which may cast in doubt that the bicycle-rider System can be completely
described in principle.

In the acceleration spectra at the saddle or seat the difference between mea
surement and Simulation is remarkable mostly in the region above approximately
10 Hz. This is propably a result of the simplified model of the human body which
had to be used in the Simulation and which does not use any degree of freedom
for the Vibration characteristics of the trunk.

The vibrational properties of the human body seem to have a bigger influence
as we initially supposed. The human body shows a very complex vibrational
behaviour dependent on the vibrational properties of all of its parts [1]. It seems
to be impossible to describe this behaviour with a simple mathematic model.
At the handlebars we do not find similar differences. For the Ostrad the

model tends towards calculating the acceleration too high at the handlebars .

For recumbent bicycles the model does not assume a static force of the arms
on the handlebar. Because in reality there is always some damping resulting

from a force applied to the handlebar (which is not known), this may result in a
systematic error.

For the Radical there is no such tendency. Because of the upright position

the model assumes a damping force resulting from the static force of the arms on
the handlebar. This seems to be according to reality.

For high frequencies above approximately 40 Hz in all calculations the accel
erations are higher than in the respective measurements. This difference cannot
be observed clearly in figures 5 and 6, which is an effect of the weight function.

A possible reason for the deviation is the simplified tire model used in the
Simulation (a simple spring with viscous damping). In Simulation Systems for
«fc
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motor vehicles complex tire modeis are used which have been developed with
great effort. To develop a new bicycle tire model was not possible within this
research project, and seemed not to be neccessary for the intended purpose.
4.4

Conclusions

With the correspondence between measurement and Simulation as shown above

the mathematic model used in SimBike turns out to be adequate for the devel

opment of bicyle suspensions (in the pre-prototype phase). For the intended
purpose the predictions for vibrational stress and vibrational behaviour are sufficiently precise.

As we had expected the model is not adequate for the final fine tuning of
Suspension Systems. This last stage of development still has to be done empirically
with adequate prototypes.

5

The Simulation Program SimBike
Datei

Hüft

Simulaiionsstart

Ergebnisse

OLDENBURG

.S*™

LWl

Industrieforschung

Figure 7: SimBike Main Screen

The Computer Simulation program SimBike has been developed as a universal
construction tool for bicycles with suspensions. Starting with the mathematical
model described above, we added a clear operating structure and a graphical
user interface to make it usable for engineers and persons with similar technical
background.
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With this tool the vibrational comfort of a planned bicycle can be predicted
by Simulation without the need of building a prototype, thus reducing the expense
and costs of developing bicycle suspensions. Existing bicycle suspensions can also
be optimized with a reduced number of trial-and-error-cycles.
5.1

Structure of SimBike

Given the equations of motion, the actual parameters of a bicycle and its rider

and a logitudinal road profile, the program carries out a time series Simulation of
the movements occuring in the bicycle-rider System during movement. Figure 8
shows the structure of the program.

Graphical User Interface
Start

♦

1

Bicycle

♦

1

1
Input

Simulation Program

Data

Output

K-Values (VDI)
Acceleration

Spectra
Road

Profile

cP%.

Time Series of
Coordinates

Figure 8: Program Structure

According to the actual Standards (see sections 2 and 4) the K-value as a
measure for the vibrational stress is derived from the calculated accelerations at

the saddle and the handlebars. Since all relevant coordinates of the bicycle-rider

System are stored, the data allow for a lot of analysis of the simulated ride as
ground contact, wheel load Variation, and behaviour during braking.

5.2

Operation of the Program

The program Starts with the main screen shown in figure 7. The user can supply
all needed bicycle data (see section 5.2.1) through input dialogues within the
"Fahrradeditor" which is accessed by clicking the respective button. Complete

sets of bicycle parameters can be saved and loaded again later. When ready, a
Simulation run can be started by clicking the button "Simulationsstart". A riding
speed has to be specified and a file with surface profile data must be selected
before starting the calculation. After the Simulation run is finished (this takes
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about 30 to 60 minutes, depending on the Computer and the given parameters),
the results can be obtained by clicking the button "Ergebnisse" (see section 5.2.2).
5.2.1

Input Data

The following bicycle parameters are needed: geometry, masses, and moments
of inertia of the bicycle parts; Suspension parameters of the Vibration damping

elements (tires, saddle, Springs, dampers). Especialiy the Suspension parameters
shall be given as libraries.
The road surface must also be specified by selecting one of the provided files
with surface profile data that give a selection of the most common road and
cycle-track surfaces. Additional surface profiles may also be defined or measured.
All input data can be put together into user-specific libraries.
5.2.2

Output Data

Output can be obtained in three different ways.
The K-values according to VDI 2057 allow for a comparison between the vi
brational stress of different bicycles, Suspension parameters, riders, and surfaces.

Frequency spectra of the acclerations are also available and can give insight
in the vibrational behaviour in different frequency ranges. Figures 5 and 6 show
examples for calculated acceleration spectra at the handlebar and the saddle for
two different bicycles.

The complete time series of the coordinates can be plotted and interpreted,
too. This allows for the evaluation of Single events, e.g. potholes.

5.3

Graphical User Interface

A continuously graphical user interface ensures simple Operation and control of

the program and Simulation process (see also figures 7 and 8). All input data can
be given by input or file select dialogues, Output data are presented in variable
forms.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST EUROPEAN SEMINAR ON
VELOMOBILE DESIGN

The Seminar took place July 8th 1993 at the Technical University of Denmark in
Farum. Dr. CG. Rasmussen organized the seminar and compiled the proceedings.

The volume is 135 pages and contains a lot of drawings and b/w fotos.
ISBN 87-984875-0-7
Contact:

Danish Cyclist Federation, Roemersgade 7, DK-1362 Copenhagen K, Denmark
Fax +45-33-32-76-83. http://www.dcf.dk/menudan.htm
CONTENTS
CG. Rasmussen

Introduction - a brief historical retrospect
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Velomobiles - The main characteristics of velomobiles

Peter Ernst

Opportunities between Michaulines and Limousines
About todays and tomorrows transportation System
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Andreas Fuchs

Towards the understanding of (dynamic) stability of
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geometry
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Passive security of HPVs
Fit for survival - in a velomobile

Velomobiles in mixed traffic and experiences during the
first ten years with Leitra
Soeren Bendtsen

Design for fun: How a professional designer looks at
the design process of velomobiles

Thomas Senkel

Plea for a good tyre
Measurements of rolling resistance of some common tires

Andrej Detela

After a Century of explosions: A new type of electric motor
that could be used directly in hubs

Michael Kutter

Velocity - Elektrounterstützung für Velomobile
Mixing of electric and human power at any ratio
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE SECOND EUROPEAN SEMINAR ON
VELOMOBILES "SAFETY AND DESIGN"

The Second European Seminar on Velomobiles took place August 25, 1994 on
Laupen Castle, near Bern, Switzerland.

Most papers are in englisch, a few are in german. There are abstracts in the
complementary language. The proceedings contain a lot of black and white drawings
and photos. Paperback, size A4, 200 pages.
ISBN 3-9520694-0-X
Contact:

Jürg Hölzle, Secretary of Future Bike CH, Spitzackerstrasse 9, CH-4410 Liestal,
Switzerland. www.futurebike.ch
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Evaluation of the Handling Characteristics of a HPV with a
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Impact of Suspensions on Recumbent Bicycles
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Subjective Speed as a Major Safety Factor

Daniel B. Iranyi

Bare Necessity - Design for HPVs

Jim Kor

Solos Personal Transit - a transportation System on tracks

M. Gronau & M. Hampe

Projekt MOVEO: ein neuer Entwurf für ein
alltagstaugliches, vollverkleidetes Liegedreirad
Project MOVEO: a Novel Design of a Fully-Faired
Recumbent Tricycle for Everyday Use
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The Future of Velomobiles -

Design-concepts for individual necessities
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Typical Design-problems of Velomobiles Solutions for the DESIRA-2
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Characteristics of a Practical Velomobile Fairing

G. Rinne &

MUFA II - Design and Construction of a High Speed

P.Wollschläger

Velomobile

Jürgen Eick

Being mobile without a Car: five years of everyday live
and holidays with the Human Powered Vehicle

Vytautas Dovydenas

The draft of the Biotransport Law of the Lithuanian
Republic
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Examples for the psychology behind the
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Hot Ideas need Cool Heads

PROCEEDINGS OF THE THIRD EUROPEAN SEMINAR ON
VELOMOBILE DESIGN

The Seminar took place August 5th 1998 at Roskilde Technical School.
Dr. CG. Rasmussen, the Organizer of the seminary, also compiled the proceedings.

The volume is 236 pages and contains a lot of drawings and b/w fotos.
ISBN 87-987188-0-0
Contact:

Danish Cyclist Federation, Roemersgade 7, DK-1362 Copenhagen K, Denmark
Fax +45-33-32-76-83. http://www.dcf.dk/menudan.htm
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Per Lindhardt

A Simple Trike with a Roof - for Elderly People in
Denmark
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Co-exist in the Light of Apparently Outrageous
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on Cyclists

CG. Rasmussen

Fiber Composites as Shock Absorbers

Binoe and Leikier

The Pilican

Niels Holme Larsen
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Add-on propulsion unit for wheelchairs
Extra-Energy has been an option for handicapped people for many years,
but these have either been purely electrical wheelchairs so heavy that
propulsion by hand was notfeasible, or custom-made tricycles with hand

propulsion levers and noisy and pilluting combustion engines. Now ATEC
Engineering in CH-6403 Küssnacht have developed a lightweight add-on
unit for a Standard wheelchair, where an electric hub-motor is controled

through hand-cranks by the same type of human-power amplification
System as with many pedelec electric bicycles.
The distributor is Hoga Roll AG, Dorfstrasse 143, CH-8802 Kilchberg
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Doppelter'Spass mit halber Kraft

Das neue Hand-Bike

mit Elektro-Unter-

stützung. Der Naben
motar verdoppelt
Ihre Muskelkraft!
Einfach anklinken

und Spass h.ihftn.
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The Carbike working modul (by Löhr)
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Velomobiles
powered by pure
human power can

>9

achieve - due to their

Greenheart

good aerodynamics - great speeds (hour

record 78 km/h) and also provide excellent

weather protection, but their extra weight
is a handicap for non-athletes in hilly areas.
On the other band electrically assisted

bicycles offer the highest average speeds in
urban riding but little comfort and weather
protection. Merging these two classes of

vehicles we will possibly arrive at vehicles
which protect from too much sunshine and
too much rain, which are aerodynamically
efficient but nevertheless as fast in the hüls
as in the flat!
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